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Chapter One

THE SECOND SOUTH SLAVIC INFLUENCE ON RUSSIAN

1.1. In May, 1894, at the annual meeting of the Archeological Institute in Saint Petersburg, the Russian Slavist A. I. Sobolevskij delivered a report entitled: 
Južno-slavjanskoе vlijanie na russkuju pis'mennost' v XIV - XV vekax\(^1\). Some sixty years later, in September, 1958, another famous Russian scholar, a literary historian, medievalist and philologist, D. S. Lixačev, delivered to the Fourth International Congress of Slavists in Moscow a report entitled Nekotorye zadaČi izučenija vtorogo južnoslavjan-skogo vlijanija v Rossii\(^2\). These two papers stand alone in the history of Slavistics, since no other works on the subject, before or after them, can approach them in scope and seriousness. Sobolevskij's work "in certain respects

1. This report was soon afterward published as a separate brochure, Južno-slavjanskoе vlijanie na russkuju pis'mennost' v XIV - XV vekax. Reč', čitannaјa na godičnom akte Arxeologičeskogo instituta 8 maja 1894 goda prof. A. I. Sobolevskim,

Nine years later the text was incorporated (with new bibliographical materials on the subject) as Chapter One of Sobolevskij's book, Perevodnaja literatura Moskovskoj Rusi XIV - XVII vekov (Bibliografičeskie materialy), St. Petersburg, 1903, p. 1-37.

2. D. S. Lixačev, Nekotorye zadaČi izučenija vtorogo južnoslavjanskoе vlijanija v Rossii, Issledovanija po slavjanskomu literaturovedeniju i fol'kloristike (Doklady Sovetskix učenyx na IV Mežunarodnom s"ezde slavistov), Moscow, 1960, p. 95-151.
merely stated this influence, rather than studied it". Lixačev summarized the extant knowledge about changes in the Russian culture of the late 14th and entire 15th centuries, and attempted to explain these changes in terms of the influence of the two Balkan Slavic high cultures of the 14th century - the Bulgarian and the Serbian.

1.1.1. In comparing the reports of Sobolevskij and Lixačev, one remarks how little factual information on the subject of linguistic change in the Russian language was gained by Slavists over the sixty years separating them. Lixačev's final conclusions take the form of four broadly-defined tasks set for future Slavists:

First, to study the extent of the South Slavic influence, its depth of penetration in different cultural areas.
Second, to study the ideological content of that intellectual movement which we have tentatively identified as the Byzanto-Slavic Pre-Renaissance.
Third, to study precisely that style which was connected with the second South Slavic influence.
Fourth, to conduct textological analyses of literary works translated and brought to Russia. The textological study of 14th and 15th century literary monuments and their copies will shed light on the route of concrete penetration into Russia, of South Slavic and Byzantine influence, on the degree and character of artistic re-working; it will assist in the study of the origin of particular literary borrowings in style, contents, etc. 4.

As far as the structural changes in the language

4. D. S. Lixačev, op. cit., p. 150.
of late 14th- and 15th-century Muscovite Russia are concerned, the scholar of today must still rely mainly on observations made earlier by Sobolevskij:

a) a comparison of the Russian manuscripts of the first half of the 14th century with those of the middle of the 15th century reveals a significant difference with respect to the language\(^5\);

b) the language of the Russian manuscripts of the middle of the 15th century reflects particular features of the Middle Bulgarian literary language\(^6\);

c) between the middle of the 14th and the middle of the 15th century, the Russian language and literature came under the very strong influence of the South Slavic languages and literatures, and in the end became completely submerged by them\(^7\).

It is interesting to note that all Russian authors, discussing the problem of the overall cultural influence in 14th- and 15th-century Russia, refer to this as the South Slavic influence, and still emphasize the leading role of the Middle Bulgarian literary language. So far, no one has been able to distinguish clearly where the Bulgarian element ends and the Serbian begins, or vice versa. The reasons for this lie in the historical development of

\[\text{5. A. I. Sobolevskij, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 1.} \]
\[\text{6. A. I. Sobolevskij, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 6.} \]
\[\text{7. A. I. Sobolevskij, \textit{ibid}.} \]
the Bulgarian and Serbian languages. The history of the literary languages of these two Balkan Slavic states is closely related to that of the two nations, involving the complex relationships between nationality and nation-state organization, and between regional dialects and literary languages, as well as the mutual influence of the Serbian and Bulgarian cultures of the 14th century.

1.1.2. The enormous territorial expansion of the Bulgarian state in the 13th century, during the reign of the Tărnovo king Ioan Asën II (1218-1241)\(^8\) did not immediately bring about the flowering of Bulgarian literature\(^9\). The Bulgarian culture reached the peak of its development in the time of Bulgaria's greatest territorial losses, during the reign of the Tărnovo king Ioan Alexandar (1331-1371)\(^10\). But the cultural expansion in Tărnovo had its roots in the enlarged empire of the 13th-century Bulgarian kings, who gave vast wealth to the Church and the monasteries all over their newly-acquired territories. The only surviving evidence from the time of King Ioan Asën II of such heavy in-

---


vestments in the cultural and spiritual life of Bulgaria is the Church of the Forty Holy Martyrs in Tarnovo. But, as can be seen from their gramoty, later kings, especially those of the 14th century, gave most generously to the Church and its institutions.

The two centuries (11th - 12th) of Byzantine secular administration in the Balkan peninsula deprived the Slavic culture of any sponsorship from the central authorities. Then, in the 13th century, when Bulgaria expanded again under the Second Empire to encompass almost the entire peninsula, Bulgarians and Serbians worked together in the monasteries and other centers of culture to reshape the Slavic literature and literary language. A similar unity appeared later, in the rise of the Serbian culture of the late 14th and early 15th centuries: from the battle of Velbǎzd (today's Kjustendil) on June 28, 1330, to the fatal defeat by the Turks at Černomen (near Adrianopolis) on September 26, 1371, half of the Bulgarian lands were part of the Serbian kingdom of Stefan Dečanski, his son Stefan

11. An example of such generosity to the Church is the "Virgino Gramota" of King Konstantin Asen (before 1277) to the monastery of St. George Gorgos. For details, see:

G. Balasčev, Sǎštinski li e xrisovulat na car Konstantin Tix (1258-1277)?, Minalo, II, Sofia, v. 5-6, 1911, p. 178-179.
P. Petrov, Kam voprosa za avtenticnostta na Virginskata gramota i dostovernostta na sadarZaštite se v neja svedenija, GSU Fil.-ist. fak., v. I, 2, Sofia, 1958, p. 171-175.
Dušan (1331–1351) and their heirs. In the centers of learning and literary production of King Dušan's Serbia, both Bulgarians and Serbians must have taken almost equal part. The favorable treatment of Bulgarian scholars in Serbia must have been assured after 1332 by the presence in the palace of a queen of Bulgarian royal origin – King Dušan's wife Elena was the sister of the Târnovo king, Ioan Aleksander. Of how little importance were national differences among the Balkan peoples of the second half of the 14th century, may be judged from an example in the Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle:

During the reign of this King Constantine [Constantine IV of Byzantium, 668–685], the Bulgarians crossed the Danube and, after defeating the Greeks, took from them the land where they are still living today. Earlier, the name of this land was Moesia. But because they were multiply numerous (sic!), they filled not only (the land on) this side of the Danube, but also (the land) all the way to Drač [today's Dures] and even further down, for the Wallachians, Serbians and the rest are all one and the same.

While there must have been distinct structural differences between the spoken language of the Bulgarians


and that of the Serbians\textsuperscript{15}, the differences in the two literary languages are mostly reflected in the orthography (due to different phonological systems and to different schools and traditions), while the differences in the grammar are very small. The above statement may seem unexpected, since such a belief is not shared by those Slavists who work in the field of Bulgarian historical grammar. But these scholars have never offered any explanation for the most curious development in the nominal-declension system of Middle Bulgarian: on the one hand, the entire nominal declension moved rapidly toward analytism (a three-case system of nominative, accusative and dative) - a process first observed in the Classical OCS texts, and completely demonstrated in the gramoty of the 15th century\textsuperscript{16}; on the other hand, all Middle Bulgarian texts give

\begin{itemize}
\item[15.] The Serbian writer of Bulgarian origin, Konstantin Kostenečki, refers to two distinct languages, the Serbian and the Bulgarian, in his treatise \textit{On the Letters}. See:
\begin{itemize}
\item V. Jaqić, \textit{Codex Slovenicus Rerum Grammaticarum} (photoreprint), Munich, 1968, p. 203.
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
numerous examples of "new" case endings for the "dying" (or already "dead") cases, strikingly reflecting the actual historical development of the nominal flexion of the Serbo-Croatian language. These two processes are not mutually exclusive: the disappearance of certain grammatical categories in the living Bulgarian dialects helped determine the great influence of those same categories where they existed, in the neighboring living Serbian dialects. It is only regrettable that, apparently, no serious studies on the mutual influence of Serbian and Bulgarian have ever been conducted.

So far, it is almost impossible to use lexical items as diagnostic forms in determining the national origin of certain South Slavic texts. The fact that a word in a 14th-century writing is registered today only in a dictionary of modern Bulgarian dialects does not prove that the word does not exist in some unrecorded Serbo-Croatian dialect of today, nor does it prove that this word has always existed in Bulgarian or that it never existed elsewhere. The picture is further obscured by the existence of a wide belt of transitional Bulgaro-Serbian dialects: in modern South Slavic dialectology, the assignment of a certain dialect to either the Serbian or the Bulgarian language is made on the basis of extralinguistic and disputable linguistic factors -- the national identity of the dialect's speakers. It is quite reasonable to
believe that a similar situation has always obtained in the Balkans, although the belt of transitional dialects may have had different geographic distributions at different times. We do not reject a priori the necessity of searching for a large number of words which can be useful in determining the Bulgarian or Serbian provenance of a medieval text; at the present moment, however, such a list of diagnostic words does not exist, and its compilation will be possible only after the publication of complete dictionaries of Old and Middle Bulgarian and Old Serbian, and after a thorough investigation of the lexical wealth of the South Slavic dialects of today. Until then, any effort in this direction should be extremely cautious, and the results only tentative.

The problem of the syntactic differences between Old Serbian and Middle Bulgarian is still an area untouched by Slavists. However, certain syntactic "Balkanisms" in the Bulgarian linguistic area, such as the "double object", the replacement of the infinitive by "да-constructions", the use of хотěти for affirmative future and of не имъти for negative future, etc., could be successfully used as diagnostic features, provided they found their way into the

17. At the end of the last century, A. I. Sobolevskij prepared a short list of words, showing the national origins of Church Slavic texts. See: A. I. Sobolevskij, Russkie zaimstvovanye slova (Litografirovannyj kurs), St. Petersburg, 1891, 401 pp. Since then, this list has been widely used by textologists as a reliable set of diagnostic words (cf. 2.4. and 2.4.1.).
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literary language. The time of first penetration of such features into the Bulgarian literary language is considered to be much later than it actually was (see our discussion in 4.4.2.)

Practically, it is impossible to decide the Bulgarian or Serbian origin of a literary work of the period 11th - 14th centuries when certain phonetic, orthographic, lexical and syntactic features of both languages are present in the copies. In such cases, it seems that the best a researcher can do is to identify the manuscript as of mixed Bulgaro-Serbian recension. The number of such manuscripts in libraries and museums all over the world is substantial. An interesting example of how difficult it is to decide the national origin of a text, is the history of the study of the Eremitical Homilies by Isaak the Syrian. In the description of the 16th-century Russian copy of these Homilies (Sinod. # 131), Gorskij and Nevostruev used for comparison a Serbian copy of the late 14th century (with

18. K. Mirčev, Za xronologijata na osnovnite balkanizmi v bãlgarskija ezik, BelgEz, XVI, 1966, 4, p. 281-293.

19. In a letter to me, Mr. Manjo Stojanov of the Sofia National Library "Kiril i Metodij" stated that that library alone has 45 large manuscripts of mixed Bulgaro-Serbian recension.

20. A. V. Gorskij, K. Nevostruev, Opisanie slavjanskix rukopisej Moskovskoj Sinodal'noj biblioteki, II, 2, Moscow, 1859, p. 156-177. See also: A. N. Popov, Opisanie rukopisej i katalog knig cerkovnoj pečati biblioteki A. I. Xludova, Moscow, 1872, p. 80-89.
corrections and additions from the early 15th century),
which had been brought to Russia from Mt. Athos by A. N.
Murav'ev. Since the Serbian copy was the oldest of the re-
vised texts known at that time, the two textologists wrote:

The Athos manuscript represents the translation of the Homilies by Blessed Isaak the Syrian
in its original shape; as shown by the later
additions in the margins, the new word order and
the changes in the language itself, the original
translation was later edited. But even after the
editorial work, traces of the Serbian origin of
the translation are preserved in the copies kept
in the Synod Library21.

Next in time was the description of a Serbian
copy of the 14th-15th century, made by L. Stojanović22,
kept in the National Library in Beograd as # 423. Since
this copy was textologically very close to the Mt. Athos
copy, determined by Gorskij and Nevostruev to be an origi-
nal Serbian translation, L. Stojanović simply repeated their
findings. In 1905, A. I. Jacimirskij discovered, in the
library of the Rumanian monastery of Niamți, a Middle
Bulgarian copy of the same edition of this work, without a
trace of Serbian influence23. This manuscript was assigned
by Jacimirskij to the 14th century, although he was not

21. A. V. Gorskij, K. Nevostruev, op. cit.,
p. 174.

22. L. Stojanović, Katalog Narodne bibliotekе
u Beogradu. Rukopisi i stare štampane knjige, IV, Beograd,
1903, p. 139-146.

23. A. I. Jacimirskij, Slavjanske i russkie
rukopisi rumynskix bibliotek, SbORJaS, v. 79, 1905, p. 721-
723.
able to determine whether or not it was older than the Serbian copies.

The Bulgarian National Library has recently received from the Archeological Museum in Sofia, a Middle Bulgarian recension of the same text, written on paper, dating from the period 1297-1311. This is the oldest copy of the same edition known so far, and in the archaic shape of the letters and absolute Bulgarian character of the language, shows itself to be a copy from a much older Bulgarian original.

1.2. It is widely accepted, however, that the Middle Bulgarian language played the main role in the reshaping of the Russian literary language of the 15th century. The best of the 14th-century Bulgarian books which were deposited in the Balkan monasteries or taken to Russia soon after the fall of Tarnovo to the Turks (in the summer of 1393) were written in a language which was easily accepted in Moscow as a sample of the correct Church Slavic,


and which, as such, served the Russians as a model for the purification and revision of their own older books. The linguistic reforms in Bulgaria (early 14th century) and in Serbia and Russia (late 14th - 15th centuries) were, by and large, movements towards normalization of the literary languages of these countries. In each country the process yielded different practical results; the normative rules gradually established in Serbia and Russia had to accommodate the new features of Middle Bulgarian to their own very strong literary traditions. Still, the reforms in Serbia and Russia followed the same principles as those applied in the revision of the Middle Bulgarian literary language. Sobolevskij generalizes these principles as follows:

a) to separate the literary language from the spoken dialects;

b) to bring the literary language closer to that of the oldest monuments - Old Church Slavic;

c) to establish an orthography which would not reflect the phonological system of the particular national language, whenever this system conflicted with that of Old Church Slavic;

d) to introduce the contemporary Byzantine script and some writing conventions applicable to Slavic - the use of superscripts, abbreviations, stress markings, etc.;

e) to imitate as closely as possible the syn-

tactic structure of Byzantine Greek, its rules of word-formation, and the style of the time of the Paleologues.

1.2.1. According to Sobolevskij, the most striking difference between the Russian texts of the first half of the 14th century and those of the end of the 14th and of the entire 15th centuries, is in the script. While the manuscripts of the mid-14th century are written in uncial script (устав) or in the old semiuncial (старший полустав) typical for Russian, almost all of the manuscripts of the 15th century are written in the new semiuncial (младший полустав) borrowed from the 14th-century Bulgarian and Serbian texts. V. N. Ščepkin studied in greater detail the problem of the South Slavic influence on the Russian script, and reached the same conclusion. Later, M. N. Speranskij was able to determine not only the South Slavic influence on the Russian script, but also the independent Russian borrowing of a new style of handwriting directly from the Byzantine school - the Greek minuscule script. Speranskij's contribution to the problem of this abrupt change in the Russian script, with no transitional styles intervening, is of great importance, for it illustrates the

32. D. S. Lixačev, op. cit., p. 97.
search by the Russians of that time for innovation in their culture and literary production, even to the external form of the letters of the alphabet.

But not all contemporary scholars recognize the importance of the second South Slavic influence on the 15th-century Russian script. A typical representative of a certain group of Soviet scholars, who try to minimize any foreign influence over Russia, is L. V. Čerepnin. His attitude toward the second South Slavic influence in the development of the Russian scripts is best demonstrated by his classification of Russian paleography from the beginning of the 12th century to the end of the 15th into one unified period. His explanations of the appearance of the new semiuncial and of the cursive script (skoropis') are the following:

A number of new phenomena are observed in the Russian literature of the 12th - 15th centuries. More and more, the writing acquires practical application and a businesslike character. In connection with this, new types of script — the semiuncial (approximately from the 14th century) and the cursive (from the 15th century) spread and become dominant. The ornamentation of the manuscripts also undergoes an endless evolution of artistic styles. All the above-mentioned phenomena were connected with the wider dissemination of literature, with the greater demands for books, with the appearance of scribes who worked not only on order but also for the

N. S. Čaev, L. V. Čerepnin, Russkaja paleografija, Moscow, 1946, p. 75.

34. L. V. Čerepnin, op. cit., p. 175-280.
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market\textsuperscript{35}.

When a Marxist historian makes such blunders as: a) to talk about the 12th - 15th centuries when he means the late 14th and the 15th centuries; b) to apply the term "evolution" to the abrupt transition from teratological (monstrous) illuminations to those of purely geometrical type\textsuperscript{36}; and c) even to invent a "free market" of supply and demand for manuscripts in 15th-century Russia, he must feel sure that he can offer with impunity any argument, provided it avoids any allusion to a second South Slavic influence.

1.3. The South Slavic influence on Russian manuscript illumination is well documented\textsuperscript{37}, but which of the Bulgarian and Serbian manuscripts influenced the Russian style, and precisely in what features, remains an insufficiently studied problem\textsuperscript{38}. E. F. Karskij has emphasized the heavy dependence of the Russian art of ornamenting manuscripts on the Old and Middle Bulgarian tradition. The latter was itself either a reflection of the Byzantine art of the 9th-11th and again of the 13th-14th centuries, or of

---

36. D. S. Lixačev, ibid.
D. S. Lixačev, ibid.
V. N. Šćepkin, ibid.
38. The most comprehensive study so far on the Bulgarian art of illumination is: M. V. Šćepkina, ed., Bolgarskaja miniatura XIV veka, Moscow, 1963.
certain Western trends, such as the teratological style, which flourished in the Balkans in the 12th-13th centuries and was still alive in Russia (in Novgorod) even in the 15th. The miniature paintings on some Middle Bulgarian manuscripts may have influenced the later history of the Russian art of miniatures, which declined at the end of the Kievan period but was again well developed from the 15th century onward. Such an influence could only have occurred when Russian painters visited the Balkan or Moldavian monasteries which had Bulgarian books, for the few Bulgarian books with rich illuminations were brought to Russia, if at all, only centuries later.

According to some specialists, there were two Bulgarian schools of manuscript illumination: the Popular School and the Palace (Тǎrnovo) school. Such an aprioristic division, although seemingly correct, does not reflect the facts. The primitively illuminated Psalter of 1337 should, according to its style, belong to the Popular School,

40. E. F. Karskij, op. cit., p. 137-139.
B. Pilov, Starobalgarskata živopis prez XIII i XIV vek, BalgIstBibl, III, 1930, 1, p. 87-89.
although it bears an inscription from which one learns that it was especially made for the Tarnovo king Ioan Aleksander. On the other hand, the beautiful illuminations in the Exegesis of the Four Gospels, made early in 1337 in the provincial town of Anchialo on the Black Sea (today's Pomorie), should be assigned to the Popular School, since they were not painted in the capital, Tarnovo; yet they are very close in style to the best of the King's own illuminated books.

An examination of the Popular School manuscripts


44. The Middle Bulgarian text is a translation from the Exegesis by Theophylactus, Archbishop of Oxrid (11th - 12th centuries). It is bound inside a Greek anthology (284 leaflets), currently kept in the Leningrad State Public Library "Saltykov-Şcedrin" as # Greč-235. For more information see:


45. Acts of the Apostles (from Oxrid) of the 12th century. See:

S. M. Kul'bakin, Oxridskaja rukopis' Apostola konca XII veka, Sofia, 1907, p. vi-vii.

The Four Gospels by the priest Dobrejšo, from around the year 1221. See:


The Bologna Psalter, from between 1218 and 1241. See:

I. Dujčev, ed., Bolonski psaltir (photographic reproduction of the manuscript), Sofia, 1968, 530 pp.

The Radomir's Psalter of the 13th century. See:

V. Zaxariev, Ornamentalnata ukraša na Radomirovija psaltir ot bibliotekata na Zografskija manastir, Rodina, II, 1939, 2, p. 154-158.
(with the exception of the above-mentioned Exegesis of the Gospels) shows that all of them belong to earlier times (12th - 13th centuries) and exhibit the teratological style of illumination. This group of manuscripts cannot have influenced the Russian art of the late 14th and 15th centuries, for the Russian teratological style was by that time dying out. All illuminated Bulgarian manuscripts of the 14th century belong to a new school, which had severed all ties with the teratological style of the previous centuries.

Whether a manuscript was made for the King in the capital, or for a provincial archbishop, must have had little relation to its artistic merits. The style of the era was unified, reflecting contemporary Byzantine style, and all that counted was the talent, taste and experience of the artist. The only reasonable explanation of why the King's Psalter of 1337 is not "characteristic" of the "Тărnovo School" is that the illuminator was a person of limited artistic abilities.

1.3.1. The very few extant illuminated Bulgarian manuscripts from the 14th century are fully representative of the artistic taste of the time. As for the limited number of surviving manuscripts, it is impossible to judge whether all the illuminations existing in the 14th century are known today, and if not, what percentage the remnants

represent of the total number of illuminated manuscripts which once existed.

The most remarkable of all Middle Bulgarian illuminated manuscripts is the British Museum's Four Gospels of King Ioan Aleksandar⁴⁷, which has 365 miniature paintings⁴⁸. Although most of the miniatures are copies from an older Byzantine gospel book, there are a few original portraits: of the Bulgarian king Ioan Aleksandar, his wife Theodora, his sons Ioan Asen and Ioan Šišman, his daughters Keraca, Desislava and Kera Themar, and his son-in-law Konstantin, husband of Kera Themar⁴⁹.

Another exclusive example of Bulgarian illuminated manuscripts, although almost unknown, is the Tomić Psalter, kept in the State Historical Museum in Moscow, # Muz.2752⁵⁰.

47. We will discuss in detail this manuscript in the next chapters of the dissertation. For more information on the illuminations of the manuscript, see Chapter Three.

48. Ivan Dujčev gives the incorrect number of 352 miniatures in his article Bolgarskie licevye rukopisi XIV veka, p. 12. Most likely, he was misled by a misprint in the existing literature quoted in his bibliographical footnotes. I have a full microfilm copy of the manuscript, and counted 365 separate miniatures.

49. See the British Museum manuscript # 39627 (Parham Collection, MS XLV), pp. 2b, 3, 5b.

50. The only available description until recently of the miniatures in this manuscript is in a very hard-to-find book: V. N. Ščepkin, Bolgarskij ornament epoxi Ioanna Aleksandra, Sbornik statej po slavjanovedeniju, posvjaščennyx prof. M. S. Drinovu, Kharkov, 1904, p. 153-158.
This manuscript was found in today's Macedonia by the Serbian philologist S. N. Tomić, who sent it to Moscow in September, 1902\textsuperscript{51}.

The best-known and most-studied Bulgarian illuminations are those of the famous Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle\textsuperscript{52}. It has 69 miniature paintings; 18 of them illustrate Bulgaro-Byzantine relations, and four — relations among Russians, Bulgarians and Byzantines\textsuperscript{53}. We can be almost certain that the Vatican's illuminated Manasses Chronicle had no influence on Russian art. The whereabouts of the book after the fall of Târnovo (1393) until its first inventarization in the Vatican Library (1481) is unknown. But most likely, it was taken westward to Croatia or the Dalmatian coast, where two persons, writing in Latin\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{51} AN SSSR, Dokumenty k istorii slavjanovedenia v Rossii (1850-1912), Moscow-Leningrad, 1948, pp. 181, 183, 213, 218.

\textsuperscript{52} The manuscript was photo-reproduced by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences: I. Dujčev, ed., Letopista na Konstantin Manasi, Sofia, 1963, 415 pp. Unfortunately, the photoreproduction is in black and white, thus contributing little to the study of its artistic features.

For bibliographic information on the studies of the miniatures and text of the Chronicle (until 1963), see the preface by I. Dujčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. \textit{v} — xxxvi.


strongly colored by Italian, explained on each page the content of the text and identity of the personages shown in the miniatures. In Croatia the manuscript formed part of the library of the bishop of Modros, Nikola Katarski, although it is not known when he acquired it. Together with some other books belonging to the bishop, the Manasses Chronicle was given to the Vatican Library sometime between the years 1475 and 1481. But the Middle Bulgarian translation of the Manasses Chronicle was well known in Russia through a Serbian copy. In a passage on Roman history, both the Tale of the Founding of Moscow and the so-called Chronograph (First Version) contain the mysterious "Russian" word spelled ентинарий (in the former) and енътинирие (in the latter). Credit is due the Soviet scholar M. A. Salmina for first establishing that this word was a wrong translation, due to misreading, of a phrase from the Greek original of the Manasses Chronicle. The corresponding Greek Ιωάννικος was written, in one of the Slavic copies, as one word, ентинарий or енътинирие, instead of the correct

55. I. Dujčev, op. cit., p. xiii.


Salmina found a 17th-century Serbian copy of the *Manasses Chronicle* which must have been copied from the same original as the above-mentioned *Chronograph* (First Version). The Serbian copy from Novgorod has the spelling ентинирие, and the *Chronograph* — енътинирие.

From the *Chronograph* to the Tale of the Founding of Moscow, the word was changed into ентинарий. I. Dujčev traced the story to the very end. The Bulgarian translator of the Chronicle failed to understand the phrase *_levels* as consisting of two words, and rendered it as ентирйние: еже оувѣдѣвъ ентирйние. йскоусны знаменишмъ съмотритель, рѣчъ. нако градъ сцѣ глава многымъ ѳзыкомъ бждетъ...


---

59. The manuscript # 1437 of the former library of the Novgorod Cathedral Church of St. Sophia, currently kept in the State Public Library in Leningrad.


61. This quotation is from the photo-edition of the Vatican copy:


texts of the Manasses Chronicle repeat the same mistake (ентириние) in the original from which they were copied. In an unknown copy dating somewhere between the 14th-century Bulgarian copies and the time of the First Version of the Russian Chronograph, a scribe misspelled ентириние into ентинирие. This unknown copy must have been the source of both the Russian Chronograph (енътинирие) and the Serbian Manasses Chronicle in the copy from Novgorod (ентинирие); the spelling then became ентинарии in the Tale of the Founding of Moscow.

This excursus was necessary in order to clarify two points: first, in how complex a fashion the Bulgarian literature and language influenced those of 15th-century Russia (often through Serbian mediation); second, that it was not the beautifully illuminated Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle (for it contains the un-metathesized form ентириние) which was used as a prototype for the Russian Chronograph, but an unknown copy, containing the metathesized form ентинирие from which both the Chronograph and the Serbian Manasses Chronicle from Novgorod were copied.

Another little-known illuminated 14th-century Bulgarian text is the Exegesis of the Four Gospels (cf. 1.3 and fn. 44), written in May of 1337 by the monk Metodij Gemist for the Archbishop of Anchialo.

The last of the 14th-century illuminations is King Ioan Aleksander’s Psalter of 1337 (also known as Sofijski Pesnivec). Bulgarian art historians consider the artistic merits of the illumination in the Psalter far below those of the other 14th-century manuscripts (cf. fn. 46).

1.3.2. A very important aspect of the Middle Bulgarian influence on the art of manuscript ornamentation in 15th-century Russia is the characterization of uniquely Bulgarian features in the style of the above-described 14th-century manuscripts. In this respect, I. Dujčev writes:

In addition, it is necessary to state that, while the Popular School still preserves relative originality, the official Tagrovo School reflects a strong Byzantine influence.

As has been stated above the so-called Popular School was actually that of the Bulgarian decorative art of the 13th century. Its originality was a relative one, the style differing from that of its Byzantine counterpart because of the temporary severance of Bulgaria’s ties with Eastern Orthodox culture. As is known, from 1199/1200 to 1235 the official Bulgarian Church accepted the spiritual leadership of the Pope of Rome. Even after 1235, the ties

---


65. I. Dujčev. op. cit., p. 10.

of Bulgaria with the Nicaean Patriarchate were weak, since Constantinople was retained by the Crusaders (Third Crusade) until the year 1261. The non-Byzantine features of the 13th-century Bulgarian ornamental style definitely represent a Catholic influence. The very teratological style was a western influence in Bulgaria. This style originated in the Catholic tradition, or more precisely, it corresponds to the early (7th-century) Roman Barbarian style. It flourished in the South Slavic area (13th century) and was further developed in Russia (end of 13th - 14th centuries). A definite proof of the Catholic influence in it is the controversial tonsure (shaved top of the head) in the self-portrait of the priest Dobrejšo in a miniature of his Four Gospels (cf. fn. 45). The Russian art historian S. M. Dimitrievič has suggested that in the picture there was not a tonsure, but a head covering of some kind, perhaps a sort of priest's hat.

If one writes of strong Byzantine influence on the official Tărnovo School of the 14th century, the reader may


Of course, Priest Dobrejšo must have had a tonsure, since he was a Catholic priest, not an Eastern-Orthodox one; the painting was made in about the year 1221, and the Bulgarian Church was under the Pope from 1199/1200 to 1235 (cf. fn. 66).
expect to find reference to those stylistic elements which remained uninfluenced. Such references, however, are never made by Bulgarian art historians. Further, a few obscure facts may shed copious light on the problem of the very existence of an artistic school in Tarnovo, as well as on the national character of the illuminations.

The scribe of the Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle did not originally plan to have miniatures in the book. He marked the lines for future writing on all leaflets except three which were added later: 145, 178 and 183. When the lines had already been made, something caused the scribe to change his mind, and the miniatures were painted over the marked parallel lines. Through the centuries, the paint has chipped from the scored lines, which are clearly seen in the photostatic edition. The answer does not seem to be very complicated: it may be surmised that when the scribe prepared his pages for writing, there was no artist present, and no illuminations were planned. But when the scribe reached the middle of page 14 (the back page of the seventh leaflet), a talented painter appeared and the first miniature was painted. Then, the next miniatures followed: after four pages, then after one, then after another four, etc. The initial leaflet has the images of Jesus Christ and the chronicler Manasses, as well as a

70. These lines are on pp. 1, 3, 4, 14, 19 etc. of the black-and-white photo-publication of 1963.
realistic full-length portrait of King Ioan Aleksandër. The King's portrait here very much resembles that in the British Museum's Four Gospels; we can expect them to be good likenesses, because, since both books were made for the personal library of the King, the royal portraits in them must have been drawn from life.

If the scribe Symon who wrote the texts of both the Manasses Chronicle and the Four Gospels for the King did indeed live in Târnovo or in one of the nearby monasteries, the painters who illuminated the two manuscripts (from their styles, it is obvious that there was a different artist for each of the two) did not necessarily live in the same place — this is especially true for the illuminator of the Manasses Chronicle. Thus, considerable doubt is cast on the very existence of any set "Târnovo School" of manuscript illumination.

The illuminations of the Tomic Psalter (cf. fn. 50) reveal significant details as to both the nationality of its artist and the existence of an artistic school in Târnovo. V. N. Ščepkin has emphasized the Byzantine character of the illuminations: "The head-pieces (of the manuscript), beautifully executed, represent the Byzantine style of the 13th-14th centuries, which had returned to the brilliant traditions of the 10th century"71. Additional, linguistic evidence confirms the non-Bulgarian nationality of the artist.

71. V. N. Ščepkin, op. cit., p. 154.
While the text was written in Middle Bulgarian by the monk Symon (the handwriting is identical with that of the British Museum's *Four Gospels* and the Athos *Služebnik*\(^\text{72}\)), the illuminations were made by an artist who did not know Bulgarian, but was able to read the Greek instructions in the lower or upper margins of the pages on which he was supposed to draw the miniatures\(^\text{73}\). There are still traces of such cursive Greek instructions on many pages. A typical example, almost completely preserved, is on the back page of the 22nd leaflet. In translation it reads:\(^\text{74}\) "Put David here, standing and holding a book, looking at the sky, and on the op-

---

72. This *Služebnik*, incorrectly dated to the 13th - 14th centuries, is kept in the State Public Library in Leningrad, Pogodin Collection # 37. A photocopy of leaflets 44 and 66 (the back side) is available in:


In addition to the name of the scribe on leaflet 44 (помѣните грьшная симеощна), which appears also in the British Museum's *Four Gospels*, and the general shape of the letters and type of spelling conventions (which might, however, merely indicate a calligraphic school), the cursive script of the Greek word дуфв is absolutely identical to that of the same word on p. 125 in the photo-publication of the Manasses Chronicle; the ligature for (-тд-) has a very individual shape - and element of personal handwriting in the wavy line at the top of the letter т (‘’); here and there at the end of a line the letter а is written cursive-ly, with the final hook leaning downward: ґ, etc. These features of a very individual handwriting are definite evidence on which to attribute a number of Bulgarian manuscripts from the middle and late 14th century, most of them written for the King, to one person - Symon the Monk.

73. V. N. Ščepkin, *op. cit.* , p. 218.

74. The full (or partially reconstructed) Greek instructions and their Russian translations are given in:

posite side — the sky with rays streaming down from it". The miniature on this page represents exactly such a scene.

The presence of a written instruction in Greek raises the following two questions: first, if the painter was a Bulgarian, why should the Bulgarian scribe have given him instructions in Greek; second, if the painter and the scribe lived at the same place, why should the scribe have damaged his beautiful manuscript with unnecessary Greek inscriptions, when he could have given the painter very detailed oral instructions in some language common to both of them. It would seem that the only reasonable answer to these questions is that the artist did not understand Bulgarian, either in spoken or in written form, and that he lived somewhere quite distant from the place of writing. Under these circumstances, it would have been more convenient to send the book to him with written instructions in a language he was able to read and understand. Yet, this is no proof that the painter was of Greek origin; the spelling mistakes and the wrong stresses in Greek inscriptions over some of the miniatures may indeed show that he was not of Greek nationality. But the Greek Orthodox community of the 14th century was a multinational one. Since artistic ability is not confined to a particular national group, one cannot say anything more definite about the nationality of this painter than that: a) he was not a Bulgarian; and b) he was perhaps

75. I. Dujčev, op. cit., p. 19.
not Greek either (if it can be proven that his spelling and stress errors must have been made by a non-Greek).

It has been observed for two of the above-described 14th-century illuminated Bulgarian manuscripts, that the painter either arrived unexpectedly at the place where the manuscript was already being written (Manasses Chronicle) or received the book to be illustrated after the text had been written (Tomić Psalter). If these texts were written in the city of Tǎrnovo or in the surrounding monasteries, we definitely have no right to speak of a "Tǎrnovo School" of illumination. If the place of writing was the library of an Athos monastery (a possibility which should not be excluded) we have even less right to do so.

1.3.3. On the material evidence existing today, it has not been proven that there was in the 14th century a particular Bulgarian national style of manuscript illumination. And yet, one cannot exclude the possibility that some of the above-discussed illuminations may have contributed to the changes in the 15th-century Russian art of illumination. As long as the history of each individual manuscript after the destruction of the Bulgarian state is scarcely known, no firm conclusion in this direction can be drawn. One might guess that the most likely places for Russian artists to have seen these illuminations would have been the Athos monasteries (for the Tomić Psalter and the Exegesis of the Gospels), if indeed they were there in the late 14th and
throughout the 15th centuries. But science has no data on this. Most influential would have been the illuminations of the Four Gospels of King Ioan Aleksandër, which was kept in Moldavia and Wallachia until 1688-1714, when it was presented to the monastery of SS. Peter and Paul on Mt. Athos 76.

1.4. Most students of medieval Russian literature note the drastic changes in style brought about in Russia by the second South Slavic influence. But in general, they have too critical an attitude towards the new style, imposing modern criteria of artistic achievement on a still medieval literature. Common are characterizations of the new style as one of "artificial literary devices" 77, and "rhetorically grandiloquent and declamatory panegyrics" 78, and of the language of the literary works as "impossibly convoluted, full of verbal conceits" 79. D. S. Lićačev is one of the very few literary historians to place the stylistic studies on 14th-century South Slavic and 15th-century Russian literature in their correct historical perspective, especially emphasizing the dependence of the style on the "particular

77. V. O. Ključevskij, Drevnerusskie žitija svjatyx kak istoričeskij istočnik, Moscow, 1871, p. 79.
artistic method in the literature" of the time. The usual explanation of the peculiarities of the new style, is that they arose out of the triumph and pride felt by the South Slavic writers at the rise and successes of their respective states — and subsequently by Russian writers at the advances of the Muscovite kingdom. Lixačev’s criticism of this historically unmotivated view is most cogent:

A feeling by itself, no matter how strong, without ties to a philosophy, could not alone have determined all peculiarities of their style; moreover, the very solemnity of the style of the time is quite questionable... this style is too dynamic, too saturated with the authors' lyrical digressions and expressions of dissatisfaction, to have been solemn or predetermined for the glorification of the state.®1.

1.4.1. The new style of the South Slavic literature is best exemplified by original works and translations of the Hesychasts, along with new translations of the earlier writers whom they recommended®2. But even if the new style spread only to the "high" literature of medieval Russia®3, it was typical of all literary genres (including gramoty) in 14th-century Bulgaria (cf. below). The claim of Soviet lita-

®2. D. S. Lixačev, op. cit., p. 133-134.
®3. D. S. Lixačev, op. cit., p. 117.
erary historians (including Lixačev) that this style "achieved its highest development precisely in Russia"\textsuperscript{84}, where it was later referred to as the "weaving of words" (pletenie sloves), is of doubtful validity. But it is definitely incorrect to state that "the connection between the reform (of Euthymius)... and the new style of 'weaving of words', characteristic for the 14th-15th centuries, is beyond doubt"\textsuperscript{85}. Here is a typical counter-example, from the 14th-century Bulgarian literary language, to the assertion of Soviet scholars that the new South Slavic style:

a) was confined to the "high" literature;

b) reflected the "thirst for abstraction, the striving to render the world abstract and to destroy its concreteness and substantiality"\textsuperscript{86};

c) was created by the "reform" of the Bulgarian Patriarch Euthymius (which supposedly took place between the years 1371 and 1375 — cf. 2.6).

What follows is the first sentence of a gramota (Golden Bull) by the Bulgarian king Ioan Aleksandar (of a genre where one does not expect to find "high style"), to the Zograph Monastery on Mount Athos\textsuperscript{87}. It was written in the

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{84} D. S. Lixačev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 142.
\item \textsuperscript{85} D. S. Lixačev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 114.
\item \textsuperscript{86} D. S. Lixačev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 117.
\end{enumerate}
year 1342 (30 years before the supposed reform of Euthymius),
in the same general style as another Bulgarian gramota from
before the year 1277. As is apparent from the full English
translation of this overextended sentence, all peculiar fea-
tures of the Russian style of "weaving of words" are present
here, although there is little evidence of a "striving... to
destroy the concreteness and substantiality" of the world:

This, then, was the wish of God the Father and
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, by the intercession of
our real and true, most immaculate and most bles-
sed Lady and Mother of God, that there should be
on the holy Mount of Athos a haven for the salvat-
ion of every Christian — and most of all, Orthodox
— soul which should eagerly seek refuge there;
even for this reason many righteous kings and de-
vout princes and venerable hermits erected with
loving labor holy houses, great and marvelous, and
decorated and enriched them in every way: with
precious stones and pearls and gold and silver, with
possessions and much other property, movable and
immovable, that those being and residing in those
most noble and godly houses should have an abun-
dance and plenitude, so that they might sing and
praise the one God, glorified in the Trinity, and
His most immaculate and universally praised Mother,
and also that they might mention in prayer the
Orthodox, Christ-loving and eternally remembered
kings and other blessed donors, and every Christian
nation, for the builders who are found in that
holy place are not only of one nation, or of two,
but because there is a common salvation in it for
those who seek it, a common place has been given
those who endowed it, and houses are to be found
from every Orthodox nation and people, first and
outstanding among them the Greeks and Bulgarians,
then the Serbians, Russians, and Iberians, each of

88. This is the undated gramota (Golden Bull or
chrysobull) of the Tarnovo King Konstantin Asen Tix (1257-
1277), to the Monastery of St. George Gorgos, published by:
See also fn. 11.
them having remembrance according to his labors, and even more, his zeal.
(For the full Middle Bulgarian original, see Appendix One.)

In the space of one sentence, the Middle Bulgarian author of this gramota uses such figures and tropes as:

a) Synonyms: същимъ и пръбваващимъ; бъти въ
dовольство и изобилие; и иманъ и инъ правдами многими;
същакъ и истиняны... бгородителницк.

b) Words expressing concepts in a relationship
of genus and species: православныхъ и хрістолюбивыхъ црк.;
вьской дъпи хрістианъства паче же православный.

c) Words which, although not synonyms, when used
in a string all allude to a concept embracing all of them:
й оукрасихъ и ѣбъпатиши въсько; пощихъ и слаавшихъ;
въчинъ и бгородителницк.

d) Epithets expressed by compound adjectives:
црне блочествинъ и холюбивии вельмеже. и пръподобнии
йнъщи.

e) Series of epithets, usually in gradation,
expressed by compound adjectives: православныхъ и хрістолюбивыхъ и приснопамятныхъ црк.; пръчистыхъ и прѣбльгословеных
... бгородителницк.

f) Apposition, expressed by short adjectives, to
substantives with a long-adjective modifier: дымовы стыр
велики и дивны.

g) Paraphrase: дымовы стыр = monasteries.
None of the above-mentioned tropes were new to medieval Bulgarian writers. The first detailed translation of an article on stylistics by Choiroboscus was included in King Symeon's Almanac (Izbornik Svjatoslava). What was new for the 14th century, in comparison with the 9th to 11th century, was the heavy use of tropes in the texts. This was not an original South Slavic feature, but merely reflected the style of the medieval Byzantine literature. Even the style of the Bulgarian and Serbian gramoty, with their formulae, shows them to be simply "copies from analogical works of Byzantine diplomacy".

1.4.2. The difficult question arises, why did the early Church Slavic (or particularly - the Old Bulgarian) literature not reflect the Byzantine style contemporary to it? I. P. Eremin offers the most convincing explanation, in his report to the Fifth International Congress of Slavists.


in Sofia, 1963\textsuperscript{90}. Comparing the Byzantine literature, especially of the 11th - 12th centuries, with that of Kiev in the same period, Eremin notes the huge production and the increasing volume of secular works in Byzantium, which "has no trace in ancient Russia of that time"\textsuperscript{91}. Eremin is basically right in stating:

Even a cursory overview of the translated literature (of the 9th - 12th centuries) demonstrates that the Bulgarian and Russian bookmen of this time, in the selection of materials for translation, showed preference to authors from the 4th - 6th centuries, the classical writers of church literature\textsuperscript{92}.

Eremin emphasized that the early Slavic translators had first to retrace the development of Byzantine literature before they could undertake the task of translating their Greek contemporaries, writers of a later stage, whose style was more difficult for the newly-baptized Slavs to comprehend\textsuperscript{93}. D. S. Lixačev's criticism of this view\textsuperscript{94} is quite vague, and unsupported by evidence. His objection that the Slavic translators could not have been aware of the chronological development of Christian literature\textsuperscript{95} can be

\begin{enumerate}
\item I. P. Eremin, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 5-6.
\item I. P. Eremin, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 8.
\item I. P. Eremin, \textit{ibid.}
\item D. S. Lixačev, \textit{Drevneslavjanskie literatury kak sistema, Slavjanskie literatury (VI Meždunarodnyj s"ezd slavistov. Doklady sovetskoj delegacii)}, Moscow, 1968, p. 15-19.
\item D. S. Lixačev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 17.
\end{enumerate}
neither sustained nor refuted; however, it overlooks the possibility that the Byzantine teachers of the early Slavic Christians took an active part in the selection of books and establishment of priorities for translation.

Only by accepting Eremin's explanation of the stages through which Slavic Christian literature had to pass in order to reach the level of its Greek contemporary, can one understand the great delay in stylistic innovation in medieval Slavic literature. The style of early Christian literature was determined by its content: the message, not the form, was of paramount importance. Byzantine Greek literature of the 9th - 14th centuries had essentially different goals: to dwell on the now-familiar biblical and historical tales, elaborating the form of the narrative while preserving the content unchanged. Variety and detail served the interest of generality, not particularization: objects were described by enumerating their immanent properties; actions and states, by listing their nuances in order of increasing or decreasing intensity. This view is borne out by observations96 on the interrela-

96. All quotations given here are from the Manasses Chronicle - from the photoreproduction of the Vatican copy:


The page numbers indicated here are those of the manuscript, not of the book. All quotations are compared with the texts of the Tulcea and Moscow copies of the Chronicle, published by I. Bogdan (op. cit.). However, Bogdan's references to the Vatican copy are often inaccurate, thus casting some doubt on his readings of the other texts which he uses.
The Chronicle begins with the biblical story of the creation, which must have been well known to all Christians in 12th-century Byzantium. But the author uses this obligatory part of any medieval world history to reveal his poetic abilities. While Genesis I.16 simply says: 

And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night; he made the stars also;

in the Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle this episode is told in 51 lines and includes the Greek names for the planets. At the end, the author expresses his exaltation at the fruit of God's labors:

Even such a flowery colorfulness adorned the sky. Even such a many-faced and joyful, fair-faced beauty fitted the heavenly countenance, and made the sky a new-planted garden. Its gardener was God; like fruit trees and shoots and multifarious flowers were the starry lights. Then when the sun began to shine and shone forth, and when the beauty of the heavens and the goodness of the day appeared, they for the first time submitted to the command of the Creator, and the fourth day, bowing down, ended. And thus was accomplished everything concerning the stars, and the sun-star ruling the day, was made. And the lunar brow illumined the night.

(For the full Middle Bulgarian text, see Appendix Two).

97. Since this quotation is for illustrative purposes only, it is taken from the Holy Bible (King James Version), London, 1949, p. 7.

98. The story begins on the last line of p. 4b (wrongly bound after page 3), continues on p. 3, 3b and ends on line 4 of p. 5.

99. cf. p. 3b (line 12-23) and p. 5 (line 1-4).
It would seem harsh and unjust to describe the style of the above passage as "convoluted", "pompous" or even "solemnly rhetorical". What we deal with here is poetic style, a tenuous concept, since people of every place and time tend to have their own interpretations of it.

Novelty of content and richness of form appear to be inversely proportional in the Manasses Chronicle. Comparative studies of the relationship between density of information and density of stylistic devices in chapters from Roman history (relatively unknown in Byzantium) and Byzantine history (much better known in the country) are most revealing. Here (in English translation) is a typical passage from the Manasses Chronicle on Roman history:\textsuperscript{100}

Tarquiniius' reign, who was the fifth king in Rome after Romulus: Then reigned Tarquinius, fifth after Romulus: who took the kingdom which in no way belonged to him, for it was proper for the sons of King Marcius to reign.

Tullius' reign: Then reigned Tullius, the son-in-law of Tarquiniius, who from childhood, as they say, and from the first age, was called Servius, for he was born of a Slave woman; "Servius" is interpreted as "slave" by the Romans. This (king) united his daughter in marriage with the son of the King, Lucius Tarquiniius. Because of their common counsel and murderous intents, he, poor one, was deprived of both life and power, and by common agreement he was called Superbus; so they call, in their speech, "the proud one".

(For the full Middle Bulgarian text, see Appendix Three.)

While this style could hardly be called impoverished, the straightforward narrative contributes to a better

\textsuperscript{100} cf. p. 67b (line 6-15) and p. 68 (line 1-8).
understanding and remembering of events; it strikingly resembles in its simplicity the style of the Hamartolos Chronicle (9th century). In sharp contrast is the following passage from the Manasses Chronicle, representative in style of the entire section on Byzantine history:

The reign of Basil the Macedonian: This (king) soon expelled Photius from the Church and gave the seat to Ignatius. When he wanted to give wealth to the people and found the gold-keeping houses, which earlier had contained multitudes of wealth, and saw them all empty and having nothing (within) he grieved, mourned, saddened, was downhearted, and could do nothing himself, he could find no (solution) anywhere. For a king without many rich possessions is like an eagle, most ancient and most old, having neither feathers, claws nor beak. This was why Basil saddened and mourned, since King Michael had spent all, giving it away to entertainers, together with his companions in play and feasting.

(For the full Middle Bulgarian text, see Appendix Four.)

1.4.3. The new style typical of South Slavic literature fully reflects the Byzantine style dominant after the firm establishment of Christianity. It is so far impossible to date the penetration of features of this style into South Slavic literature, because of inadequate dating of the translations. The Chronicle of Constantine Manasses, for example (born in the first half of the 12th century, died 1187) is believed to have been translated in Bulgaria between 1335 and 1340. But the extremely correct

101. cf. p. 163b (line 7-12) and p. 164 (line 1-13).

usage of the cases, even where two words in grammatical agreement are remote from each other within the sentence, suggests that the date of the Bulgarian translation was in fact considerably earlier 103.

The Bulgarian translation of the *Manasses Chronicle* exemplifies superbly the features of this Byzantine style, which later became known as that of the second South Slavic influence in Russia. The discussion which follows is based on the *Manasses Chronicle*, because it represents the 12th-century Byzantine style (antedating by some two centuries the works of the Hesychasts, by which it can thus safely be considered uninfluenced), and because, belonging to a historical genre, it is outside the realm of hagiography (to which some Soviet scholars limit the domain of this style, cf. 1.4.1.).

1.4.3.1. The author of the *Manasses Chronicle* exploits the richness of his lexicon, and the translator is obliged to do likewise, insofar as his language permits. He apparently follows firmly-established tradition in calquing from the Byzantine Greek. A variety of lexical devices are used:

a) Synonyms in the strict sense are not much used, but they do appear, either in parallel phrases or together as modifiers of one word: ḳ̣ ҈ смъриши лъва и тигръ. ḳ̣ ҈ дъкротиши.

103. See also I. Dujčev's preface to the photoedition of the Vatican copy of the *Manasses Chronicle* (op. cit., p. vi-vii).
(p. 8b) - 'and you will quiet the lion, and make quiet the
tiger'; יַעַמְצֵי תְרֻעְנֵדְנִים יַתְשָקַם דְיָלָנָמִי. (p. 10b) - 'and he made (them) suffer with difficult and heavy labors';
дръво...благовано...и сладкожанно (p. 6) - 'tree...good-odored...and sweet-smelling';
говъда кръмашъ. конь питажьина ы воловы росна пажить. (p. 4b) - 'the dewy
meadow, feeding cattle, feeding horses and oxen'; ы всѣ
потопаахъ глубокотяжными дѣды, ы въ водахъ издыкахъ ы
люять помираахъ, и водами сюю ы дѣйх издавахъ. (p. 12б-13) - 'and all were drowned by "deep-large" rains, and expired in
the waters, and bitterly died, and because of the waters,
gave up their souls'; всѣ въ коупѣ сливахъ са ы смѣсихъ
съ всѣ. (p. 12б) - '(they) all together merged and mixed';
нако же оубо вѣдѣ его ы орѣ (p. 18б) - 'but when he saw
him and saw (him)'.

b) Most frequently employed are words referring
to concepts of which one is a more general case of the other:
всѣхъ оубй насылатъ са ы всѣхъ питатъ са. (p. 9) - 'from all of them eat your fill, and from all feed
yourselves'; вдоста юба ы плода, ы причастиста са бвошшъ:
(p. 10) - 'They both ate of the fruit and partook of the
fruit'; ыдѣлда бисриемъ єбниназа и златотѣкааа риза.
(p. 3) - 'like a garment sewn with pearls and a robe woven
in gold'; злоторива ы нечистива тѣшааше са оцѣломдрѣ.
(p. 12) - 'he tried to make chaste the evil-doing and dis-
honorable ones'; боготворити начать ы чьсты стихиа. (p. 12)
- '(he) began to deify and to honor the elements'.
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c) Very commonly used, also, are strings of words denoting close but not identical concepts. The words in such a string delimit jointly one, more general, concept, for which there is often no corresponding word: ни веслы, ни крьмилл, ни вътриль. (p. 13) - 'having neither oars, nor rudders, nor sails'; й на ничьсо же єзлобившаго его ни оскрьбива, възлобжити мышлбаше дланы єбнитьны. (p. 11-11b) - 'and on (him who) had in no way provoked him or offended him, he thought to lay murderous hands'; рѣкы же єнны гласвмъ и йъзыкомъ сйрскымъ нарицают са: фисвнъ, й геднъ; (p. 7) - 'Those rivers are called in the Syrian voice and tongue Pison and Gihon'; йлико же частина вврѣзааше са листвию, ввсиаваашш шипкомъ доброты. й криномъ сътвеша са бѣлость. (p. 6b) - 'As soon as the fullness of the foliage had opened itself, the beauties of the brier roses shone forth and the whiteness of the lily shone'; кронъ молрше са йако киновъ зракъ йако кринъ бѣлваше са зевсь єр же йако огньъ йако шипокъ чрвлены, сцпие сиаше, йако бѣлоцвѣтнаа єгалида, сътвеше са денница йако цвѣтъ чрмнозрачны йрмие бѣлваше са' наркисъ добролистень, єввлаше са лоуна. (p. 3b) - 'Cronos gleamed pale like the image of a hyacinth; like a lily Zeus gleamed white; Aries (was) like fire; like a red brier rose the Sun shone; like a white-blossomed cowslip shone the Morning Star; like a red-showing flower Hermes blazed; like a good-leaved narcissus appeared the Moon'; злато же ййо нескврънно, й сътваше са й бѣлваше. (p. 7) - 'For that gold is pure, and shining and gleaming'.
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Sometimes, however, the more general concept is represented by a separate word, the string of close words serving to concretize the concept: тигръ же нисхода како стрѣла съ шоумомъ' и клопоты твора и роуания ташкаа, въ селѣхъ сжщихъ прѣмо земи йсирѣйстѣн течеть. (p. 7b) - 'The Tigris, descending like an arrow with noise, and making gurglings and heavy rumblings, flows in the fields opposite the Assyrian land'.

In a few cases, this device is brought to the point of virtuosity: (таковое же селение красно насадивъ и напльнивъ дрѣвесъ) сыда и члка вседѣлателными дланма· а пръстныя и бренныя и камоль сымѣшены татоты·(p. 7b) - 'He also created Man, by his all-doing hands, from earthy and clayey material mixed into mud.' The interplay of words and concepts in this sentence is complex. Clay (брение) and earth (пръсть) have a species/genus relationship, since clay is earth but not all earth is clay; since any earth can be turned into mud by adding water, mud is a different state (not a different species) of earth.

Occasionally, almost all the words in one clause bear to those in another clause the relation of general to specific: тогда звѣзднож нбо добрыток просвѣти съ како ´лдежда бисриемъ ошнисана и златотканаа риза· и како тканица оукрашенаа синажшыямъ камениемъ: (p. 3) - 'Then the heaven shone forth with starry beauty, like a garment sewn with pearls and a robe woven in gold, and like a fabric embellished with shining gems.'
d) Paraphrase is extensively used: коснулся сего ребра, спящего. Жил и взял её. (p. 9) - 'The Creator (God) touched the rib of this sleeping one (Adam) and took it'; старый и злосмертный родоначальник, (p. 10b) - 'the old and mortal ancestor of the race (Adam)'; поставил едемецкий доброть првожителъ, во всѣхъ части оводи повелѣ древнихъ къ саду же разоумномоу нѣ рѣкоу приложить'' (p. 8) - 'And having put the two first inhabitants (Adam and Eve) in the beauty of Eden, He commanded them to eat of the fruits of all the trees; but not even to reach out a hand to the tree of knowledge'; земнородной и едема сего првожителъ (p. 9) - 'O, earth-born and first inhabitants of this Eden (Adam and Eve)'; разоумнъ же сиа насадитель добросаднныхъ првесъ, (p. 10b) - 'The Planter of "good-fruit-tree" trees (God) understood these things'; на... его... въложити мыслваше лдани обиствны. (p. 11 - 11b) - 'And he...thought to lay murderous hands on (to kill) him.'

e) Tautology appears in several forms. The simplest is the repetition of the verb as the corresponding verbal noun: аше бь сего тькмъ вькоусита, падение палета великъ. (p. 9b) - 'For if you even taste this, you will (both) fall a great fall.'

When a certain word is repeated in the same form, an emotional effect is being sought: вь сихъ оўбъ успѣ ѣдамъ, нѣ горкмъ съномъ. сномъ, начатьковмъ низврнію и всерогубительныхъ вражды'' (p. 9) - 'And soon Adam fell asleep,
but with a bitter sleep, a sleep (which was) the beginning of (his) down-casting and of all-destroying enmity'; видѣ же вона плодъ, ё б ё ш е плодъ красенъ: радостень бѣ видѣниемъ· й добръ въ снѣдъ' (p. 9b) - 'She saw the fruit, and the fruit was beautiful; it was gladdening to the sight and good to be eaten'.

When the same verb is repeated, it is in two different forms: раздѣлѣ раздѣлилъ ёсть виждатель дрѣжачъ тво! (p. 21-21b) - 'dividing, the Creator has divided your realm'.

It would seem that this was such an expected device that it even occasioned an error by the scribe of the Vatican copy: despite the resulting grammatical disagreements, he interpreted the verb помазааше as показааше, under the influence of the first verb in the sentence, показа: показа сего сатана, и прѣльстнъ чашъ показааше [=помазааше] оуслаядящимъ медомъ прѣльстнымъ. (p. 9b) - 'Satan showed (her) this, and showed [=spread] the cup of temptation with tempting, sweetening honey.'

The same verbal root can be repeated in the same form (e.g. in the aorist), but with prefixes which make the respective meanings very different: й пскры въс вѣрхы глубокодолныхъ горъ скры же лице земное, й покры нивиа· (p. 12b) - 'and (the rain) covered all the peaks of the deep-glenned mountains, and hid the earth's face and covered the fields'; чрѣвооугодникъ мжхъ й пищолюбивъ· блждникъ й женолюбивъ· йже иако женх сътворивъ себѣ й съ женами
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затворивъ писаше лице свое й почрьнѣаше вѣждѣ своѣ. (p. 18) - 'a gourmand and a food-loving man, a rake and woman-loving, who having made himself like a woman and locked himself in with the women, painted his face and blackened his eyebrows'.

A frequently-used device is the repetition of a root in simple and compound words in the same sentence: сладкосрѣднымъ й сладкимъ желаниемъ каплѣше. (p. 9b) - 'dripping with sweet-hearted and sweet desire'.

A more complex instance of this type is the use of a simple root with prefix and its repetition in a compound but unprefixed root: всѣ сѣврѣшеноплодна, й прѣсѣврѣшена всѣ. (p. 4b) - 'everything giving perfect fruit, and everything most perfect'; зефиръ тиходыхательны подыховаше всѣдоу, (p. 6b) - 'the soft-breathing Zephyr breathed (lightly) from all directions'.

For greater variety, the repeated element can occupy any position within the compound root: тогда прѣвѣ начать свѣтити ношь лоунны облосвѣтли и свѣтоносны крѣштѣ скоровѣбыхходны й всѣсвѣтли и многозрачны й сѣврѣшены. (p. 3) - 'Then first began to light the night the white-lighted and light-bearing lunar orb, fast-circling and all-lighted, and much-luminous, and perfect.'

In a very few instances, when the language allows the use of synonymous roots in compound-derivation, the translator may employ a combination of tautology and pleonasm. One observes in the text of the Manasses Chronicle a considerable frequency of use of добръ для Greek εўъ,
where the older monuments use exclusively благо-; as yet I have not been able to date the beginning of this trend. Occasionally one may find a sentence containing tautological compound words, some with добро- and some with благо-:

дъшъ об ю цръ мъскаго доброличная и доброличная благозрачная и благопъншши. (p. 21b) - 'The Median king Astiag had a daughter fair of image and face, good of appearance and most goodly-beautiful.'

f) Neologism is intimately connected with the very process of translation from a language with a long literary tradition such as Byzantine Greek into a lexically less stable, younger literary language such as Middle Bulgarian. Before a thorough lexicographic study has been made of all Old and Middle Bulgarian texts, one can not with certainty identify a particular word as a neologism, nor as a borrowing from another Slavic language. Yet, certain compounds used in the Manasses Chronicle seem nonce words, derived to fit an unusual context. It may be presumed, until evidence is found to the contrary, that they were never used before or since. Such for example, are: птишоноси зажции (p. 5b) - 'bird-footed (=fleet-footed) hares' and ъастрабъ соуршовнадци (p. 5b) - 'raw(-flesh)-eating hawks'.

The adjective свиножителна (neut. acc. pl.) is used to describe the actions of a degenerate king: наж.-глаже. йако услышавше ближнии ёго халдеё свиножителна въсъчни съща и скотна асирійскаго цръ; пласаниия любаша и игры, ѵ жи-вща йако женѣ... нападошѣ. (p. 19) - 'But they say that the
Chaldees close to him, on hearing of the swinish-living and bestial (acts) of the Assyrian king, who loved dances and games and who lived like a woman, attacked (him)'.

The substantive своеплеменникъ, however, is most likely substituted for the existing съплеменникъ to indicate the unique status of Moses as a father of the Jewish people: "и бждуны мой си житие остави" многъ се себъ оставъ жалость своеплеменникомъ. (p. 31b) - 'but even the godly Moses departed from life, leaving much sorrow in his own tribesmen'.

1.4.3.2. Many tropes are used in Middle Bulgarian literature, but there is a certain hierarchy in their frequency. Only those tropes which are most used will be discussed here, and in the order of their frequency.

a) Adjectival epithets occur with almost every substantive. The frequency of adverbial epithets is so low as to be negligible. Although it is true that most of the epithets refer to intrinsic, often characteristic properties of the objects denoted by the modified substantives, some of the epithets are very unusual and specific: "акы корабникъ неёбюрванъ вънатръдоу плаваше. (p. 13) - 'inside, like a boatman who has never seen a storm, (Noah) floated'.

The epithets denoting intrinsic, characteristic properties are in most instances compound adjectives; if not compound, they tend to be prefixed (прьльстрїй). They generally have two root components connected by epenthetic -о-, but they may have as many as three: росшкапльными
A peculiar type, very productive and thus characteristic of this new style in Slavic literature, consists of compound adjectives whose second root is that of a substantive denoting an inseparable quality or body part (compare CSR: девушка с голубыми глазами — голубоглазая девушка, in the absence of *девушка с глазами or *глазая девушка). In contemporary Bulgarian, such an adjective as гръзнообик, although not listed in the dictionaries, is a possible formation. The adjective окат is listed in all dictionaries, with the meaning 'having good eyes' or 'watchful'; there are no examples of such adjectives in the Manasses Chronicle, which may indicate that they were not valued as literary epithets. Here are some typical examples of compound adjectives used as epithets: тогда и свире на земи вавиши са страшни: лъвове частогриви: медвежи: пардоси: тигри: кози стръмозъбъ: птишонови зажци: и пси остrozби: и твърдо- пръси: елефантин: и въ̀ска птица: и въ̀ско пъ̀зашше: елико цъ̀ко въ̀ воды: живет: и елико въ̀ мори: и въ̀ горах: въ̀ коупъ елико. (p. 5b) - 'Then fearsome beasts appeared on the earth: thick-maned lions, bears, leopards, tigers,
hungry-toothed goats, bird-footed (=fleet-footed) hares and sharp-toothed dogs, the hard-chested elephant, and every bird, and every crawling thing — whether it lives in the waters, whether in the seas, whether together in the mountains'; приводишь са львь зияяшь, йнъцемь гоубительъ медве́ди грозоби, й пръльстріи па́рдоси. елень пъстровожных, й часствошахь лисица. елефандинь тврдочелы. опалшых клата, и юнец роговы бия.

(p. 8) — 'There were brought (to Adam) the gaping lion, destroyer of calves, ugly-eyed bears and most spotted leopards, spotty-skinned deer and thick-tailed foxes, the firm-browed elephant — wagging his tail, and the calf butting with his horns.'

b) Metaphor is an intrinsic feature of the new style which was brought to Russia in the 14th century. It was not then a new feature in Slavic literature — the language of the Psalter and of the Codex Suprasliensis offers abundant examples of it — but in the newer texts this device is extended to many other genres, including the chronicle. Some of the metaphors seem to be fresh and poetic for their time: авимелыхъ же видѣвъ а весь плѣненъ бы ея.

(p. 16b) — 'and Abimelech, having seen her (Sarah) was completely captivated by her'; others are suspiciously frequent, suggesting that they had already become cliches: ётда же оўб гйпи камвисъ сымртнаа чашх, (p. 25b) — 'as soon as Cambyses had drunk the cup of death'.

Here are examples of various metaphors from the Manasses Chronicle, frequently combined with other tropes
and figures: 

so that they (the animals) may be the seed and revival of their own kind'; брата своего власностъ съмртнымъ нѣдромъ. (p. 11b) - 'to give his brother over to the bowels of death'; пожжъ начинаніїа своего соuemждриа. (p. 20) - 'he harvested the deeds of his vain-thinking'; й въ въ-нѣтръна емоу вънзи весъ ножь. й съмртъ напои й нѣдомъ погъбвлымъ, (p. 19) - 'and he thrust the whole knife into his entrails, and made him drink of death and mortal poison'; вражджа бо пещъ клокоющаяя имѣше въ себѣ. (p. 11b) - 'For he had within himself a crackling oven of hate'; й обв съ-сѣдъ своему злохъзству, зъмия злоансааго й стрѣтиваго обрѣта. (p. 9b) - 'And thus (Satan) finds a vessel for his evil intents — an evil-bearing and obstinate serpent'; аще ми са сего схранита, избѣгнета жжъа съмртнагъ й пространство наслѣдита живота бесконечнаго. (p. 9b) - 'If you two of mine keep yourselves from that, you will escape the sting of death and inherit the vastness of endless life'; й поживе въ благыхъ, й насыти са хлѣба въ сыость, й об жывовъ гладныхъ погъбнныхъ избѣже. (p. 29) - 'and he lived among the rich and always had plenty of bread, and escaped the fatal teeth of hunger'; сиже жывъе слабы, сиже оѣклонил са бѣ. дондже въ ровъ себе погъбнныхъ низведе. й погоуби съ собожъй цѣтво. (p. 18b) - 'thus he lived badly, and thus he deviated (from the Law), until he led himself down into the pit of destruction and, together with himself, lost the kingdom'.

- 54 -
c) Personification, like metaphor, is not new to Slavic literature, but is new to the style of the chronicle genre. Here are a few examples: пакъ земно лице невидимо бы[стъ]. (p. 13) - 'the face of the earth was still invisible'; лоунное же бръвно просвѣщааше ношъ. (p. 5) - 'The brow of the Moon illumined the night'; й яко пра плавааше на водныыхъ плешохъ. (p. 13) - 'and like light dust it floated on the shoulders of the water'; зинжти на нихъ земи молѣста са широкыми остры. (p. 10b) - 'They begged the earth to yawn on them with its broad mouth.'

d) Simile is also very common in this style, but one example here will suffice: выселѣетъ въ ѣдемъ"ствѣмъ добросаднымъ селѣ' яко же въ чрѣтовѣ бисер дрѹги [=драгы?] и вѣ мирѣ мирѣ. (p. 8) - 'He set (Adam) in the good(-fruit)-treed field of Eden, like another (=?= a costly) pearl in a palace and (like) peace in the world.'

e) Metonymy: трапезами тльсты ми гостѣше ихъ. (p. 21) - 'and with fat tables he feasted them'.

f) Synecdoche: and he humbled the stiff Babylonian neck, and made it give tribute to the Median power'.

1.4.3.3. Stylistic figures increase the expressiveness of the prose. Still, one syntactic device which for today's prose is considered a stylistic figure is, for the medieval Slavic literary languages, entirely neutral: the joining of several successive clauses by the conjunction и.
a) Rhetorical question, exclamation, and lyrical digression are figures by means of which the medieval author expressed his conventionalized attitude toward his story. They do not increase in frequency from the older to the newer period: 'And why be verbose? He chased them from there and made them suffer with difficult and heavy labors'; се ж е  д ръзн я сътворити, òне безчлччного разума' й оуставъ не оустыдъв са йхъ же божт са й звърие, брата своего одасть съмртнимь нъдромъ. (p. 10b) - 'And this he dared to do, woe to inhuman judgment, having no shame of the commandments — even the beasts fear them — to give his brother over to the bowels of death.'

b) Gradation may be of increasing or decreasing intensity. An example of each, in that order, follows: 'And he did not fear in the least the threat of them, for the fierce and cunning and evildoing evil, however, had not yet settled in his heart'; й блждивъ бъ й любдивъ, й слабъ й жэнхаръ. (p. 18) - 'and he was lecherous and adulterous and weak; and a girlwatcher'.

c) Antithesis can be combined with other figures, as, for example, gradation: 'Вртоградь добрдревень бъ насаждаемъ не мотыками раскопавъ ни рыльми' ни разоравь до- броть пръкрасныхъ земь' ни же длаными насадительными, нъ
In a few cases, a lexical antithesis can encompass not simply two words expressing opposing concepts, but two complete antonymous clauses: и вельчааше са бы, а мосьиси вспввааше са. и свьтъ въскавааше ѣвреымъ веселиа. ёгиптъны же тьма помрачааше. (p. 31) - 'and God was glorified and Moses was hymned, and the light of the gladness of the Jews began to shine, and darkness obscured the Egyptians'.

A very interesting and original example is found in the following phrase, where the height of mountain peaks is described in terms of the depths of their valleys: верхы глубокодолныхъ горъ. (p. 12b) - 'the peaks of the deep-glenned mountains'.

d) The use of a semantically "empty" verb with the verbal noun, instead of the related verb itself, increases in frequency in the new style. This device was most likely used to introduce additional modifiers, especially ones indicating the effect of the action on its object, which sometimes could not be expressed by adverbs: и оубъ стары и злосъмътныи росоуначалникъ, изгнание и тдую летое полоучивъ, въсле са пръмо пышномоу сёлоу. (p. 10b-11) - 'And thus the old and "ill-mortal" ancestor of the race, having received a bitter banishment from there, settled across from a flourishing field'.
наслѣдить и власть и жен ж самъ, или на оусччене съмртное самь оведенъ сдеть. (p. 24b) - 'either he will kill the king and inherit both (his) power and (his) very wife, or he himself will be led away to the deadly cutting-off'.

1.4.4. The new style of Middle Bulgarian literature reflects the dominant style of the contemporary Byzantine literature. Its characterization as a "new style" is purely conventional, in relation to the styles of the Old Bulgarian and of the Old Russian literature of the Kievan Period\textsuperscript{104}. As has been illustrated by the examples above, none of the stylistic devices utilized in the newer literature were in principle new to the Old Slavic literatures. But they were employed more heavily than ever before, by combining several tropes and figures within one, usually very long, sentence. Medieval Christian philosophy did not insist on strict separation of word and concept, but dwelt on the magic strength of the word and thus encouraged the writer to explore fully the combinatory possibilities of the words in the language. In this respect D. S. Lixačev writes:

If one is to speak only about the style of "word-weaving", one should note the extremely positive role this style played in the art of words, in the

\textsuperscript{104} It has been impossible, so far, to date most of the translations made in Bulgaria during the period 12th-14th centuries. A great part of those translations is known from much later Russian copies. In addition, Russian and Soviet philologists of this century are unwilling (or unable) to see the Bulgarian features in the late Russian copies, which they then label as Russian translations. Even such scrupulous Slavists as Durnovo have failed to perceive the underlying Bulgarian features of some works (cf. 2.4.2.).
development of rich and various forms of artistic expressiveness, in the enrichment of the Russian literary language.

Lixačev's characterization of the style of the Middle Bulgarian literature in connection with the Second South Slavic influence on Russian literature, is the most correct and complete so far, with the exception of two points:

a) this style was not limited only to the hagiographic genre, but spread to all genres of newly-created literary works; and

b) even though fully exploited by the Hesychasts, it was not created by them, nor were their writings the best samples of it. The importation of this style into Russia had absolutely nothing to do with any "reform" by the Bulgarian Patriarch Euthymius (the question of the existence of such a reform will be discussed in 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3). This style is dominant in the Middle Bulgarian literature of the entire 14th century, and most likely of the 13th century too.

105. D. S. Lixačev, Nekotorye zadači izučenija vtorogo južnoslavjanskogo vlijanija v Rossii, Issledovaniia po slavjanskomu literaturovedeniju i fol'kloristike (Dokla- dy sovetskix učenyx na IV Meždunarodnom s'ezde slavistov), Moscow, 1960, p. 149.

Chapter Two

THE IMPORTATION OF THE MIDDLE BULGARIAN LITERARY LANGUAGE TO RUSSIA

2.1. Although, since the time of A. I. Sobolevskij's paper on the second South Slavic influence on Russian, the impact of the Middle Bulgarian language is a generally accepted fact, the most detailed description of the spheres of Bulgarian influence on Russian remains that of Sobolevskij himself. He devotes only one page in his article to the spheres of influence of the Middle Bulgarian literary language on Russian, describing some of the features of the Middle Bulgarian literary language which penetrated into the Russian literary language of the late 14th and entire 15th centuries.

2.1.1. The following new features, according to Sobolevskij, penetrated into the Russian orthography:

a) the letter \( \wedge \) was reintroduced;

b) after a letter for a vowel, the letter \( a \) is

---

107. The term "Middle Bulgarian literary language" is not used by Sobolevskij. He uses the term Middle Bulgarian language (op. cit., p. 6). In connection with the Bulgarian influence on Russian, Sobolevskij uses such terms as: Bulgariansms (op. cit., pp. 4, 11 - fn. 4), Middle Bulgarian manuscripts (op. cit., p. 6), Bulgarian colony in Constantinople (op. cit., p. 10) and Bulgarians on Athos (op. cit., p. 11).

108. A. I. Sobolevskij, op. cit., p. 3, and also p. 1-2 for the shape of the letters.
c) the letter ь appears at the end of a word instead of ъ, while the letter ъ appears inside a word instead of the letters ь or e;

d) words formerly written верхъ, торгъ, etc., are instead written врѣхъ, трѣгъ, etc.

e) the letters θ, υ, -γγ- (instead of -ντ-, as in аγгель) are used more correctly (according to the Byzantine spelling).

f) consonantal clusters are given a new spelling, according to the Byzantine pronunciation of that day: -мб- instead of -мп- (о́лумфъ); -нд- instead of -нт- (андонинъ);

g) some letters and letter combinations take on a new shape, e.g.: the digraph -ов- or the ligature ӣ ("ук") is consistently used for /u/; the special letter υ ("и́зика"), different from the letter у in the combination о̌в, is used for /i/, generally representing у in the spelling of Greek words; the letter ρ is always replaced by υ with the first element the same as the letter "front jer" - й; the letter қ is introduced not only as a numeral (previously expressed also by ʀ), but in the spelling of some words (no examples are given).

Sobolevskij's review of the orthographic changes is incomplete. He omits the reintroduction of the letter ω in both Greek names and Slavic words, of the letter о ("о očnoe") in Slavic words, of the letter ı (written with two dots), used mostly before a vowel or at the end of
a line, the reintroduction of the letter \( \Phi \) for -nc- and of \( \xi \) for -κc- in Greek names, the far more frequent use of stress and other superscripts, and the complete absence of the ligatures \( \overline{\alpha} \) and \( \overline{\beta} \) 109.

2.1.2. As far as concerns the influence of the phonological system of the Middle Bulgarian language (its expression by the orthography) and its influence on the Russian spelling system, Sobolevskij's remarks are far from satisfactory. Besides the general effort to avoid Russisms, he notes only the following peculiarities:

a) increased use of \( \varphi \) instead of \( \phi \), and of \( \varepsilon \) instead of \( \eta \) for the respective outcomes of *dj and *tj;

b) use of the letter \( \breve{b} \) instead of \( \breve{r} \). In the older Russian writings, \( \breve{b} \) was used instead of \( \breve{e} \) — an influence of the Galicio-Volhynian dialect;

c) interchanging of the letter \( \varphi \) with \( \varepsilon \), and of \( \alpha \) with \( \rho \) respectively, as a result of the Bulgarian orthography. In addition, \( \varphi \) continued to be interchanged with \( \alpha \) in the Old Russian tradition, while the newly reintroduced \( \varphi \) alternated with \( \varepsilon \) (since the ligature \( \overline{\alpha} \) was not used in late Middle Bulgarian) and with \( \overline{\varepsilon} \), as a consequence of Russian phonology.

Sobolevskij, unfortunately, does not study the orthography as a system of rules, and therefore he does not examine the evolution in the system or the general direc-

tion of this evolution — toward more phonological or more morphophonemic spelling. Nor does he speculate on the reasons for introducing changes in the Russian orthography — was it merely a foreign influence, or was it a necessary part of reorganizing the Russian orthographic system and creating a new national literary language?

2.1.3. Most unsatisfactory are Sobolevskij's remarks on the influence of the grammatical system of the Middle Bulgarian literary language on Russian. Here are those few features which Sobolevskij notices:

   a) new forms in -ije for nom. sing. of Greek masculine names (былите);
   b) extension of the suffix -ов- in the plural paradigm of the old -*u*- stems (сыновь, сыновъ);
   c) new endings for genitive of the numerals (трёхъ, пятихъ, десятихъ instead of the older три, пять, десять).

In addition, Sobolevskij lists a few lexico-grammatical changes:

   a) introduction of the preposition прѣзь for чрезь;
   b) introduction of new possessive adjectives еговъ, тоговъ for его, того;
   c) introduction of the newer Bulgarian form цвѣту for the older 1st sg. цвѣть.

The source of dissatisfaction is not the inadequacy of Sobolevskij's description of the features of the
Middle Bulgarian literary language which influenced the Russian literary language of the late 14th and entire 15th centuries. Sobolevskij's 14-page article was meant only as an introduction to a bibliographic study. The real problem is that Sobolevskij's modest enumeration of some features of the Middle Bulgarian language has been virtually the only correct, even somewhat systematized list, known in Russian and Soviet literature for the greater part of our century.

The three well-known historical grammars of the Bulgarian

110. The subtitle of Sobolevskij's book is Bibliografitcheskie materialy, and the emphasis in the chapter on the Russian literature containing new South Slavic translations is on listing the relevant manuscripts (p. 15-37).

111. A Slavist might use the obsolete works:

P. A. Lavrov, Obzor zvukovyx i formal'nyx osobennostej bolgarskogo jazyka, Moscow, 1893, 109 pp.


The excellent study of the Middle Bulgarian language of the Bologna Psalter by V. N. Ščepkin limits its interest to features expressed only in this 13th-century manuscript, and thus cannot be used as a manual of all diagnostic features of the whole Bulgarian literary language. See:

V. N. Ščepkin, Bolonskaja psal'tyr'. S prilozheniem semi fototipij i vos'mi cinkografii, Issledovaniia po russkomu jazyku, II, 4, St. Petersburg, 1906.

In recent times, however, the literature has been tremendously enriched by the work of the Soviet Slavist E.V. Češko. See:

language give exhaustive information (although with an old-fashioned approach) on the changes that occurred in the Bulgarian language throughout the centuries. But they are not written with the special aim of comparing the development of the Bulgarian literary language with that of the literary languages of the other Slavic nations, and thus do not systematize the specific Middle Bulgarian diagnostic features. All three historical grammars of the Bulgarian language (cf. fn. 112) fail to examine the orthographic systems applied in the Middle Bulgarian manuscripts, or to see development there. All three authors on numerous occasions state that the Bulgarian literary language is a "dead language" and thus close their eyes to the changes in this language and its slow development towards a more and more normalized system at all levels of the grammar and in the orthography; their main concern is actually to follow and study the appearance of "mistakes" from the living Bulgarian dialects. Their approach was justified by the general aim of their studies — to explain the creation of the present-day Bulgarian language and to date the major changes that took place in its history. Because of this specific goal, the historians of the Bulgarian language overlook the his-

tory of the literary language in Bulgaria from the 9th to the 14th century.

2.2. The Middle Bulgarian literary language was introduced in Russia through the revised editions of the oldest Slavic religious literature in translation, newer translations of the more recent Byzantine literature, Middle Bulgarian versions of Old Bulgarian literature (for example, the treatise *On the Letters* by Černorizec Xrabăr) and the works of some Bulgarian writers of the 12th - 14th centuries. Among the revised religious texts, Sobolevskij includes the *Four Gospels*, the *Apostles* (Acts and Epistles), the *Psalter*, and a long list of translations from the Old Testament, of the Church Fathers, and of Byzantine writers from the 6th - 14th centuries, including the Hesychasts, and the works of a few Bulgarian writers

2.3. In explaining the ways in which Middle Bulgarian literature was introduced in Russia, Sobolevskij is extremely cautious: he places the copying done by Russians from the South Slavic originals mainly on Mt. Athos and in Constantinople and its surrounding monasteries, and carefully gives credit to the two Bulgarian church leaders in Muscovite Russia and Russian Lithuania, Kiprian and Grigorij Camblak, respectively

114. A.I. Sobolevskij, *op. cit.*, pp. 6-11, 24 - 26, 31-34.
2.3.1. But in most of the other Russian and Soviet writings on the subject, the second South Slavic influence is attributed mainly to the fall of Bulgaria under Turkish domination (1293-1396) and the influx of "Bulgarian refugees" to Russia. This belief about the mechanism of the second South Slavic influence in Russia (and especially — that of the Middle Bulgarian language and literature) is exemplified in a recent typical statement by a Soviet scholar:

Both Serbia and Bulgaria, which literally on the eve of their destruction were at the zenith of their might, were swallowed in a short time by the Turkish aggressors and ceased to exist as independent state unions. This was exactly the time when the mass emigration of the Southern Slavs began, in which first of all fled, of course, people of the intellectual and generally creative vocations, since under the conditions of the Turkish occupation their activity in their own country became unthinkable...116.

...Main centers of Russian-South Slavic communication, besides the cities of North-Western and North-Eastern Russia, were Athos and Constantinople. At the end of the 14th century the flow of South Slavic refugees to Russia went almost wholly through intermediate points, such as the Slavic monasteries of Athos and Constantinople...117

...How can one envision the concrete sources of the second South Slavic influence in the illuminations and graphics of the Russian manuscripts? Beyond doubt, a very important role was played by those South Slavic scribes and artists who immigrated to Russia and took up permanent residence in the Russian cities and monasteries. In this respect


one could hardly argue that the most representative personality is the Metropolitan Kiprian.**

(All italics are mine. I. T.)

These statements must be seriously criticized as antihistorical in all points; it is regrettable that a philologist should write with such inadequate research in a field which is outside his specialty. The grave historic mistakes in it about Bulgaria will be enumerated since some appear in similar formulations by other Slavists.

a) On the eve of its destruction by the Turks, Bulgaria was far from being at the "zenith of (its) might". Here are the more important developments in this regard:

The Bulgarian state, after reaching the peak of its political power under King Ioan Asen II (1218-1241), declined, and was even temporarily conquered by the Tatars (1298-1300). While the Bulgarian Tarnovo kingdom was

---


119. See, for instance:


able to unite some lands north of the Danube — southern Bessarabia to the Dnestr River (1300)\textsuperscript{122} and part of Thrace along the Black Sea coast (1307)\textsuperscript{123} — the northwestern region of Bulgaria around Vidin became an independent kingdom\textsuperscript{124}. Bulgaria was temporarily united (1323 to around 1345)\textsuperscript{125} by the Vidin king Mixail Şişman. After its defeat by the Serbian armies of King Stefan Uroš III (Dečanski) in 1330 near Velbëd (today's Kjustendil), Bulgaria lost most of its southwestern lands to Serbia\textsuperscript{126}. In the early 1340's Balik, a local ruler between the Black Sea and the lower reaches of the Danube, seceded from the Târnovo kingdom. His son Dobrotica expanded the new country southward at the expense of Târnovo: this land was later called Dobrudža\textsuperscript{127}. In the late 1340's the Târnovo king Ioan Aleksandar divided his country in two and gave the western part (the Vidin kingdom) to his son Ioan Sracimir, retaining for himself only the regions around the city of Târnovo\textsuperscript{128}. Thus it becomes clear that almost 50 years before the fall of Târnovo, part of Bulgaria was divided into three kingdoms (Târnovo, Vidin,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{122} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 219.
\item \textsuperscript{123} \textit{ibid.}
\item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{ibid.}
\item \textsuperscript{125} \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 221, 228.
\item \textsuperscript{126} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 222.
\item \textsuperscript{127} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 228.
\item \textsuperscript{128} \textit{ibid.}
\end{itemize}
Dobrudža) while the remaining southwestern parts of the former (13th-century) empire either were under the Serbian kings (between 1330 and 1355) or had become independent regions (after the death of Stefan Dušan in 1355), under local rulers like Välkäšin and his son Marko (Prilep, Skopje and Prizren), Ioan Ugleša (around Serres and Drama), Ioan and Konstantin, sons of Despot Dejan (Velbëržd, Zletovo, Kratovo, Kumanovo and Štip), Xlapen (Ver, Kostur and Voden), Andrej Gropa (Oxrid) and Bogdan (Strumica)\textsuperscript{129}.

b) The Turkish conquest of the Balkan peninsula was a long historical process, taking approximately a century; the conquest of Bulgaria alone lasted about four decades. Here are the most important events in the fall of the Bulgarian states and regions:

In 1352 the Turks captured the fortress of Tsimpe on Gallipoli, and thus firmly set foot on the Balkan peninsula\textsuperscript{130};

In 1361 the Turkish capital was transferred to Europe, to the city of Didimotike, and thus the Turks expressed their intention to conquer the neighboring states\textsuperscript{131};

In 1362 they captured the city of Adrianopolis\textsuperscript{132},

\begin{itemize}
  \item[129.] op. cit., p. 229.
  \item[130.] AN SSSR, Istorija Vizantii, v. 3, Moscow, 1967, p. 158.
  \item[131.] op. cit., p. 162-163.
  \item[132.] op. cit., p. 163.
\end{itemize}
and two years later - the Bulgarian cities of Plovdiv and Beroe (Stara Zagora)\textsuperscript{133}. But in 1364 King Ioan Aleksandar joined forces with the Turks: they attacked the Greek city of Mesembria and captured Anchialo\textsuperscript{134}. Meanwhile, the Turks resettled large populations from Asia Minor in the recently conquered Bulgarian territory.

Two independent rulers in the southwestern regions of Bulgaria, Valkašin of Prilep and Ioan Ugleša of Serres, decided to attack the Turks. They entered the region, at that time called Macedonia (today's Thrace), and met the Turks near the city Adrianopolis, by the village of Černomen on the Marica River\textsuperscript{135}. Most of the Bulgarian fighters, including the two leaders Valkašin and Ugleša, died there in the failure of the last serious active resistance by the Bulgarians. The Turks captured the fortified cities of Ixtiman and Samakov, most of today's Macedonia and the entire Rhodopa Mountains\textsuperscript{136}. Especially heroic was the defense of

\textsuperscript{133.} Бълgarska Akademija на Naukite, История на България, v. 1, Sofia, 1961, p. 229.

\textsuperscript{134.} ibid.

\textsuperscript{135.} op. cit., p. 242; see also the account of this event in the contemporary chronographic note by the monk Isaja in:


The original text by Monk Isaja can also be found in:


the city of Monastir (Bitolá)\textsuperscript{137}.

But not all Balkan feudal rulers resisted the Turks. Many local leaders joined them, thus preserving their own privileged position and saving their cities and the lives and freedom of their people. The most famous rulers of southwest Bulgaria who submitted to the Turks in the invasion of 1371 were Ioan Dragas and Konstantin of Velbărzd, as well as Marko of Prilep, the son of Velkašin who died at Černomen\textsuperscript{138}. The Târnovo king Ioan Şišman also became a vassal of the Turkish sultan Murad, and gave him as a wife his sister Kera Temar (between 1371 and 1382)\textsuperscript{139}.

In 1382 Sofia fell\textsuperscript{140}, and in 1386, with the fall of Niš (later only temporarily regained by the Serbians), the Turks approached the principality of Vidin and separated the Bulgarian from the Serbian lands\textsuperscript{141}. In 1387 the Bosnian and Serbian troops defeated the Turks at Pločnik. However,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{137} D. Angelov, \textit{Turskoto zavoevanie i borbata na balkanskite narodi protiv našestvenicite, Istoricheski pregled}, IX, 1954, 4, p. 382.
  \item \textsuperscript{138} AN SSSR, \textit{Istorija Jugoslavii}, Moscow, 1963, p. 123.
  \item \textsuperscript{140} ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{141} AN SSSR, \textit{Istorija Jugoslavii}, Moscow, 1963, p. 109.
\end{itemize}
the Tarnovo king and the ruler of Dobrudža, Dobrotica, failed to raise and send armies to the aid of the Serbians and Bosnians, as they had promised.

After Pločnik (1387) the Turks reorganized their forces and increased their pressure on Bulgaria. In 1388 the Turkish army captured the important fortresses of the cities of Oveč (Provadija), Šumen and Madara, and unsuccessfully attacked Varna, which was part of Dobrotica's kingdom. By that time the Turks either possessed or controlled most of northern Bulgaria.

On June 15, 1389, at Kosovo Pole, the Turks defeated the combined Bosnian-Serbian armies led by the Serbian prince Lazar, who was captured and killed in revenge for the death of the Turkish sultan Murad.

Tarnovo fell in the summer of 1393, after three months' siege, and soon afterward the Danubian city of Nikopol, where the Tarnovo king Ioan Šišman was captured. The fate of the king is unknown, but this marked the end of the Tarnovo kingdom. In 1396 the city of Vidin was taken by

145. AN SSSR, История Югославии, Moscow, 1963, p. 110.
the Turks\textsuperscript{147}, and this date is considered the final one for the existence of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom.

However, in 1388-1389 the Wallachian king Mircea, who already controlled the former kingdom of Dobrotica and had added to his title "Despot of the land of Dobrotica and lord of Drăstăre\textsuperscript{r}" lost his first battle with the Turks and became their vassal\textsuperscript{148}. He sought the help of Moldavia, Poland and Hungary in his fight against them\textsuperscript{149}, but after his death in 1418 his descendents continued to be vassals of the Sultan.

After Kosovo Pole (1389) the Serbian despot Stefan Lazarević also became a vassal of the Turks. The Serbians were even obliged to send troops to Ankara to help the Turks in their battle with Tamerlane (1402). Stefan Lazarević was involved in complicated diplomatic games with Hungary, Constantinople and different parties within the Turkish ruling groups\textsuperscript{150}. During his reign (1389-1427), Serbia was described by Western travellers as a prosperous country\textsuperscript{151}. Serbia was finally conquered by the Turks during the reign of Despot Đorđe Branković in 1459, six years after the fall

\begin{itemize}
  \item[147.] op. cit., p. 245.
  \item[149.] op. cit., p. 168-173.
  \item[150.] AN SSSR, \textit{Istorija Jugoslavii}, Moscow, 1963, p. 111.
  \item[151.] ibid.
\end{itemize}
of Constantinople\textsuperscript{152}. 

This lengthy, although very sketchy, review of the main events in the destruction of the Bulgarian states and their neighbors, reveals that the struggle for southeastern Europe was a long and complicated one. It lasted through several generations, and was not always clearly defined as a struggle of Christians against Moslems, Europeans against Turks. The Balkan nations obviously had accepted the Turkish presence in their lands as a fact, and were trying to do "business as usual", very often not foreseeing the tragic historical consequences.

In the light of the real, highly complex historical events in the Balkans during the century between the Turkish conquest of Gallipoli (1352) and the final battle of the Serbian army at Smederevo (1459), the statements by the Soviet scholar Vzdornov (similar to those of other poorly-informed philologists) that Serbia and Bulgaria "were swallowed in a short time", and that "this was exactly the time when the mass emigration of Southern Slavs (to Russia) began", is remarkably naive. For one thing, the assumption of any such mass emigration to Russia is unsupported by a single fact. For another, one may ask when, actually, was the time when this "emigration" began: after the fall of the Rhodopa Mountains or the fall of Monastir (Bitola), after the

\textsuperscript{152} op. cit., p. 114. 
fall of Niš or the fall of Târnovo, after the fall of Vidin or the fall of Beograd? Obviously, some people were running from the Turks (cf. the testimony of Monk Isaja of Serres, fn. 135). But why should they have gone all the way to Moscow or Novgorod when they could have gone to the next principality, the next town, the next monastery in their own land, or to neighboring Serbia, or to Wallachia or Moldavia, which had flourishing Slavic-language cultures throughout the 15th century? The Russian scholars' misunderstanding of the historical events connected with the Turkish conquest of the Balkans, and their invention of the myth of a "mass migration" of Southern Slavs to Russia, can perhaps be sought in the traditional concept of the mechanism of the second South Slavic influence, which entered 19th-century literature of the problem when there was little real information available on the subject. And yet, Sobolevskij never mentions the word "refugee, emigrant", while Lixačev uses it in quotation marks 153.

c) The statement that "under the conditions of the Turkish occupation, their (the "emigrants'") activity in their own country became unthinkable" cannot be taken seriously. The author seems unaware that it was precisely under the Turkish occupation that Konstantin Kostenečki went to a Bulgarian monastery to pursue his studies, or that the great activity of Russian copyists in the monasteries of Athos

153. D. S. Lixačev, op. cit., p. 149.
(which is the topic of his article!) was conducted under the Turkish occupation. Besides, this author has hardly asked himself the question, how did the Russian scribes from Moscow and Novgorod reach Mount Athos if not by being permitted to cross the Turkish-occupied territories. And where did the hundreds of 15th-century Bulgarian manuscripts come from, if all intellectual and cultural activity by the Balkan Christians had become "unthinkable"? The early Turkish administration of the South Slavic lands undoubtedly brought much suffering to some people; it definitely had a negative influence on the cultural and religious life of the Christian nations there, but it was not as severe as the Soviet scholars tend to portray it.

d) Yet the greatest error in all this mass of uncorroborated "information" is the statement that "in this respect (i.e., as concerns emigrants who took up permanent residence in Russia)...the most representative personality is the Metropolitan Kiprian." Kiprian was never an "emigrant"; he reached Moscow as the confirmed Metropolitan in the late spring of 1389, four years before the fall of Tarnovo154. However, his first, unsuccessful stay as Metropolitan of Moscow was even earlier — from May 23, 1381 to sometime after October 7, 1382155.


155, op. cit., p. 249-251.
Nor was Camblak an "emigrant" or "refugee" to Kiev and Russian Lithuania: he was officially invited from Moldavia by Prince Vytautas (or Vitovt) (Cf. our discussion on the contribution of these two Bulgarians, in 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

e) Still, one must distinguish strictly the concepts behind the two Russian words выхodeц and эмигрант. The former\textsuperscript{156} is defined as "a new settler who has come from another country" or "one who has moved up from another social group"; there is no implication that the person was a refugee. In the totality of the concept expressed by the priority is on the decision by the person to change his place of residence or his social group for the better. Such a person is fully integrated into his new society. On the other hand, эмигрант\textsuperscript{157} implies, in any case, a refugee, who has either been expelled from his own country or fled from it, legally or illegally, and then found some means of existence elsewhere. Such a person has never fully integrated into the new society, but has stayed on as a resident foreigner.


The full definition in Russian is: Выхoдец, -дца, м. 1. Пришелец, переселенец из другой страны. 2. Тот, кто перешел из одной социальной среды в другую (устар.)

\textsuperscript{157} op. cit, p. 892.

The full definition in Russian is: Эмигрант, -а, м. Человек, к-рый находится в эмиграции; where Эмиграция, -ий, ж. 1. Вынужденное или добровольное переселение из своего отечества в другую страну по политическим, экономическим или иным причинам. 2. Перебывание в другой стране после такого переселения. 3. собир. Эмигранты.
In the Russian-English dictionary these two Russian words are translated, respectively, as "being of a certain nationality by birth, being of a certain extraction" (for выходец) and as "emigrant; emigre; exile" (for эмигрант).
The word эмигрант can also be translated as "refugee" (cf. "refugee - 1) беженец; 2) эмигрант.

It becomes clear that the Russian term эмигрант always implies in its complexity a refugee, a person who is a stranger in the new land, who stays somehow out of society, etc., while выходец only stresses that he was foreign-born.

A. I. Sobolevskij very correctly called Kiprian, Camblak and Paxomij Logofet "južno-slavjanskie vyxodcy", thus saying nothing about their reasons for settling in Russia, and emphasizing their integration into the Russian society. Evidence for the fact that he had become truly Russian is the spiritual testament of Metropolitan Kiprian to the Russian clergy, in which he speaks as one Russian to others.

159. op. cit., p. 719.
162. This testament can be found in the chapter for September 16, 6915: VIII letopisnyj sbornik, imenuemyj Patriaršeju ili Nikonovskoj letopis'ju, Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisej, v. XI, St. Petersburg, 1897 (photoedition: Moscow, 1965), p. 195-196.
History gives no indication that Bulgarian (or Serbian) scribes became refugees to Russia as a result of the Turkish conquest. The reason lies in the peculiar status of a scribe or writer in 14th-15th-century Bulgaria or Serbia: his craft was not his main vocation. Translating, compiling and copying books was not a secular profession but a "soul-saving" activity, performed by monks and priests. While we do not know who worked in the Balkan kings' chancelleries of that time, the heavy Church Slavic language of the existing gramoty of the Bulgarian and Serbian kings definitely speaks for the hypothesis that the people who wrote them were the same people who wrote the "holy" books. Even after the Turkish conquest, the Balkan monasteries remained centers of literary activity. In my opinion, any claim that Bulgarian and Serbian scribes became "refugees" to Russia is arbitrary and antihistorical, since it has never been supported by any evidence—not by names mentioned in historical documents, or by the existence of books, written in Russia by South Slavic scribes other than Kiprian, Cambelak and Paxomij (who can in no way be called refugees).

The problem of the South Slavic and Greek craftsmen in 14th-15th-century Russia is a very different one. There is some historical evidence for the presence of such masters in Russian towns and monasteries. For instance, the Nikon Chronicle mentions (under the year 6912) that «лазарь чернец сербинъ, и ж е ново пришелъ изъ сербскиа земли» built
a clock in the courtyard of the Muscovite grand prince, behind the Church of the Annunciation. In a different version of the same story it is said that his (Lazar's) price was over 150 rubles. This statement, although ambiguous, would more likely suggest that Lazar charged the prince over 150 rubles, rather than that he was ransomed (from the Turks?) for this sum; the latter, however is not an impossible explanation. I. Zabelin has found evidence in the Russian chronicles that a Roman could have meant either 'from Rome; or 'Roman Catholic') master Boris, in 1346, in Moscow, cast three large and two smaller church bells. Zabelin notes that the name Boris is unusual for an Italian, and suggests that he was of South Slavic origin.

Additional information and bibliographic reference on the problem of the works of Greek and Serbian craftsmen and artists in Russian cities, churches and monasteries can be found in D. S. Lixačev's article. However, in all of the existing works quoted by Lixačev, the participation of foreign-born craftsmen in the building and ornamentation of

163. op. cit., p. 190.
165. op. cit., p. 95.
166. I. Zabelin, Istorija goroda Moskvy, I, Moscow, 1902, p. 86.
Russian churches has been explained primarily by the need for experienced masters in the expanded construction programs in Russia after it had regained its independence from the Tatars. (Compare, for example, the above-mentioned "Roman Boris", who cast the bells in Moscow in 1346, six years before the Turks set foot on the Balkan peninsula.)

2.3.2. For 25 years, Kiprian's activities at the end of the 14th and the very beginning of the 15th centuries were connected with the Muscovite Russian Church and the revision of its literature and language. Thus Kiprian became the most influential Bulgarian in the process of reshaping the Russian culture of that time. In contemporary works on the history of Russian literature, his Bulgarian nationality is established beyond doubt. But for almost a century there was a dispute in the literature about Kiprian's national origin. The oldest information on the subject is a short reference in Stepennaja kniga (16th century) and in the Nikonian compilation of the Russian Chronicle (also 16th century). In both sources it is said that Kiprian was Serbian by birth (родомъ сербинъ).

The next data are given by


169. Kniga Stepennaja carskogo rodoslovija, Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisej, XXI, 2, St. Petersburg, 1913, p. 441.

Nil Kurljatev in 1552, in a preface to a copy of the translation of the Psalter by Maksim Grek. In praising the new translation, Nil Kurljatev compares it with the similar one by Kiprian. Since this is the first recorded negative attitude toward Kiprian (and toward the second South Slavic influence on Russian), the quote should be given in full:

But Metropolitan Kiprian did not understand much Greek, neither did he sufficiently know our language. While we speak in our language clearly and loudly, they speak with snuffling, and their words do not resemble ours in writing. But he thought he had corrected the Psalms according to our language, while he had put more nonsense into them, and in their discourses and words he wrote entirely in Serbian. Even today many among us spend their time writing books, but because of their lack of sense they write entirely in Serbian ... Whenever, according to our language, there should be a, according to Serbian, it is ь or ж; where, according to our language, it is ь, in Serbian it is ж; in our language — ж, but in Serbian — ж; for us it is ь; in Serbian — n.

Our words like не заме(д)ли in Serbian, or equally in Bulgarian, will be не заме(д)ли; in our language it is косно- or не(д)ленохранчъ, or огни(в), but in Serbian it is модноазъчъ(н); or other words unclear to us обхмя, васъ, реснотивъ, църкъ, ашътъ, and many more similar ones which we do not understand, some Serbian, some Bulgarian. A year's time would not be enough for us to tell about these matters. (The Russian Church Slavic text is given in Appendix Five.)

A number of highly-respected authorities have repeated the 16th-century "testimonies" to the Serbian origin...
of Kiprian. Among them are P. M. Stroev, Archbishop Makarij, E. Kaļužniacki, and, in more recent times, V. I. Ščepkin and M. N. Tixomirov. Another group of equally serious scholars have maintained that Kiprian was of Bulgarian origin, mainly by doubting the authenticity of the 16th-century evidence. Among them are E. Golubinskij, N. M. Glubokovskij, A. I. Jacimirskij, and most recently, L. A. Dmitriev.

First, A. I. Sobolevskij accepted Kiprian's Bulgarian origin, but seven years later, in the revised edition of

Arxiepiskop Makarij, Istorija russkoj cerkvi, V, 2, St. Petersburg, 1866, pp. 183, 213.
V. I. Ščepkin, Učebnik russkoj paleografii, Moscow, 1920, p. 116.
M. N. Tixomirov, Istoričeskie svjazi russkogo naroda s južnymi slavjanami, Slavjanskij sbornik, Moscow, 1947, p. 177.

L. A. Dmitriev, Rol' i značenie mitropolita Kipriana v istorii drevnerusskoj literatury (K russko-bolgarskim literaturnym svjazjam XIV - XV vv.), Trudy ODRL, XIX, Moscow - Leningrad, p. 216.


174. A. I. Sobolevskij, Perevodnaja literatura Moskovskoj Rusi XIV - XVII vekov (Bibliografičeskie materialy), St. Petersburg, 1903, p. 12.
his article, he called Kiprian "half-Greek, half-Bulgarian".

The Bulgarian literary historian J. Ivanov, in an unfinished study, published 11 years after his death, proves beyond doubt the Bulgarian origin of the Russian Metropolitan Kiprian. Ivanov dismissed Sobolevskij's allegation that Kiprian was half Greek, quoting a letter by Patriarch Matthew of Constantinople to Kiprian (1400), in which Kiprian is said to be "attached to the Greeks" and a "friend of theirs"; if he had been even part Greek, the Patriarch would surely have reminded him of it. The thorough analysis of Camblak's eulogy for Kiprian, as well as the language and the spelling of all texts positively identified as Kiprian's autographs, made by J. Ivanov, speak for his Bulgarian — not Serbian — origin.

2.3.2.1. The original writings of Kiprian, positively identified today, are negligible in number. In addition to his spiritual testament to the Russian clergy (cf. fn. 162), Kiprian also wrote a new version of the Vita of St. Peter, sometime between the years 1397 and 1404. Basically, Kiprian used the biographical facts in the older


176. op. cit., p. 35.

177. op. cit., p. 35-75.

vita by Proxor, but added new information: he names the native place of St. Peter as Volhynia, mentions the desire of the Volhynian prince to have his own metropolitan, and remarks on the economic and political situation in Volhynia. The style of his vita is new for Russia, very different from that of the older version by Proxor, which was strictly representative of the 14th-century South Slavic literature. The vita by Kiprian, in general, departs from the Balkan hagiographic tradition (followed, for instance, by the works of Euthymius) in that it gives abundant historically true facts from the life of the saint. Kiprian utilizes the Vita of St. Peter to affirm the future historic role of Moscow, and of the Muscovite grand princes, in the unification of Russia.

2.3.2.2. In the Soviet libraries there are three original autographs by Kiprian and a 14th - 15th-century Russian copy from a Služebnik translated by him. Before Jordan Ivanov's article on Kiprian (cf. fn. 175), it was believed that all these represented new translations from Greek, done by Kiprian partly in the Balkan monasteries and partly in Russia. In his study, Ivanov proves these

179. op. cit., p. 311.


"translations" (with the exception of the Služebnik) to be another myth. For instance, in the postscript of his copy of the Lestvica ("Ladder") by John of Sinai (Climacos), Kiprian wrote: "In the year 1387, on April 24, these writings were completed in the Monastery of John Stoudites, by the humble Metropolitan of Kiev and All Russia, Kiprian": 

This has wrongly been interpreted as an indication that Kiprian was the translator. J. Ivanov compares Kiprian's copy of the same Lestvica, kept in the Museum of the Rila Monastery, # 3/10. Here are short parallel passages from both texts, taken from Ivanov's study as the best illustration of Kiprian's ability scrupulously to copy the religious texts (clearly, both copies are from another original).

Rila Lestvica

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kiprian's Lestvica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ὅ ἄναρτονός ὅ τε ἱστοῖνος τἀ διέλθημι.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ἰησοῦς ἵππος ἤκολος ᾧ τὸ δεῖν ἵππος ἤκολος ᾧ τὸ δεῖν</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ὅ τῇ ἱστοῖνος ἰδίῳ πρὸς τὸν Κυρίον πρὸς τὸν Κυρίον</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ἀφελλόμενος ἀπὸ τῆς ἀφελλόμενος τῆς ἀνάρτησε ψυχῆς</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ἀναστήσεις ἀναστήσεις καὶ ἐναστήσεις καὶ ἐναστήσεις καὶ ἐναστήσεις</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

182. op. cit., p. 48.
183. op. cit., p. 49.
Today, Kiprian's Lestvica is kept in the Lenin State Library of the USSR in Moscow, # ф. I73, Фунд., 152. The manuscript has been studied often\textsuperscript{184}.

Another copy by Kiprian is a 426-leaflet manuscript containing the Works of Dionysius Areopagites with a commentary. Today it is kept in the Lenin State Library of the USSR in Moscow, # ф. I73, Фунд., 144 \textsuperscript{185}. According

\textsuperscript{184} For a detailed bibliography of paleographic, textological and theological studies on this manuscript, see: G. I. Vzdornov, Rol' slavjanskix monastyrskix masterskix pis'ma..., Literaturnye svjazi drevnik slavjan (Trudy ODRL, v. XXIII), Leningrad, 1968, p. 189.

to P. M. Stroev, this manuscript is an "autograph translation" (собственноручный перевод) by Metropolitan Kiprian. Actually, Kiprian copied the new Middle Bulgarian translation of 1371 by Father Isaja of Serres. P. Stroev's wrong assignment of the translation is probably owing to the fact that Kiprian did not copy Isaja's preface (or, in some late manuscripts, postscript) to the translation, in which he tells of the defeat of Ugleša and Velkašin in 1371 near the village of Černomen (cf. fn. 135). Isaja explains that when he had reached "the evening of his sunny day" — that is, his '70's — and had learned "a little of the Greek language, enough to be able to understand its riches and the hardship of translation from that (language) into our language," Metropolitan Theodosius of the city of Serres asked him to translate the Works of Dionysius Areopagites.

Very indicative for the Bulgarian origin of Kiprian, and for his thorough knowledge of the available revised copies of the religious writings in Bulgaria, is his copy of the Psalter (the one that was so sharply criticized for its

---


188. The Slavic text is known from a 15th-century Russian copy (the Rumjancev manuscript), published for the first time by B. Angelov (p. 157-161). See: B. St. Angelov, Iz starata bălgarska, ruska i srabska literatura, II, Sofia, 1967, p. 157.

189. B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 158.
"Serbian" features by Nil Kurljatev in 1552; cf. fn. 170). Ivanov has found that Kiprian copied his text very precisely from the Psalter of King Ioan Aleksander of 1337\textsuperscript{190}. In addition, Kiprian included short passages praising the Bulgarian saints Petka (Paraskeva), Ioan Rilski, Ilarion Moglenski, Kiril Filosof and Ioakim\textsuperscript{191}. Kiprian's copy of the Psalter is presently kept in the Lenin State Library of the USSR in Moscow, \# ф. I73, Фунд., I42 I\textsuperscript{92}.

2.3.2.3. Kiprian's work in introducing into Russia the revised Middle Bulgarian editions of the 14th-century religious literature has another aspect. In the fall of 1382, after October 7, when Kiprian was expelled from Moscow by Prince Dmitrij (Donskoj), he went back to the Monastery of John Stoudites, taking with him Afanasij Vysockij, the famous abbot of the Vysockij Monastery near the city of Serpuxov\textsuperscript{193}. The two friends stayed there together until Kiprian returned to Russia as the acknowledged Metropolitan of Kiev (and later of Moscow). But even before being expelled from Russia in 1382, Kiprian must have begun his long friendship with Afanasij Vysockij, and must have told him about the revised editions available in the Balkan monasteries, since in 1381 the abbot Afanasij especially sent the

\begin{itemize}
  \item J. Ivanov, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 38-45.
  \item \textit{op. cit.}, p. 45-47.
  \item L. A. Dmitriev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 224-225.
  \item J. Ivanov, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 27.
\end{itemize}
novice Vun'ko to the Zograph Monastery to copy the Pandects of Nikon Černogorec. The first 210 leaflets were copied by Vun'ko and were brought back to the Vysockij Monastery before August 10, 1382, when Abbot Afanasij added 18 more leaflets in his own handwriting, with items from the Paterikon and the Instruction to Monks. From the note by Vun'ko (front of leaflet 1) it is not clear exactly where the copy was made. But J. Ivanov implies that it was copied in the Zograph Monastery on Mt. Athos, from a Middle Bulgarian manuscript sent to this monastery as a present by the Tarnovo Patriarch Theodosius. From the description of Vun'ko's copy, given by Gorskij and Nevostruev, it becomes obvious that Vun'ko used a Bulgarian original. Although he does not use the letter (which is a significant indication that the second South Slavic influence did not begin in the orthography), his use of and (for the correct Russian ) reflects the so-called Middle Bulgarian confusion of the nasal vowels (cf. требую on p. 81 for the 1st person singular, which should be требую; творю on p. 92 for the correct творю). In addition, Vun'ko copies in the margins the Bulgarian glosses to some Greek words: коризы, древнiи вошкi именуются (p. 53b), хиновскио

195. J. Ivanov, ibid.
2.3.2.4. The only known original translation from Greek made by Kiprian while in Russia is the Služebnik, translated in 1397. The original has been lost, but a Russian copy is kept today in the State Historical Museum in Moscow, № Син. 601


198. A. Gorskij, K. Nevostruev, Opisanie slav-janskix rukopisej Moskovskoj sinodal'noj biblioteki, III, 1, Moscow, 1869, p. 11-12.

199. A. I. Sobolevskij, op. cit., p. 12-13 (fn. 3 on p. 12).

A note in Manuscript № 7 from the Cathedral Church of the Assumption (Успенский Собор) from 1403, says that the Russian land now "shines more than the dawn of the sun because of his (Kiprian's) revision of the books and teachings".

2.3.2.5. Kiprian's revision of the books in Russia, thus, proceeded in three different ways:

a) He brought with him his own copies from the revised Middle Bulgarian editions of religious books (the Psalter, the Lestvica of John Climacos, and the Works of Dionysius Areopagites) already in existence;

b) While residing in Moscow as the Russian metropol-
politan he also translated from Greek into Church Slavic. He was a good connoisseur of Middle Bulgarian, but perhaps by 1397 (after eight years among the Russians) his language was somewhat influenced by Russian. Since the original of his only translation from Greek made in Russia has been lost, the question, into which variant of Church Slavic he translated it (middle Bulgarian or Russian influenced by Middle Bulgarian) is an open one;

c) Kiprian directly or indirectly encouraged Russians to travel to the Balkan monasteries and to copy from the Bulgarian revised editions of religious books (as evidenced by Vun'ko's copy).

Kiprian as metropolitan must have had scribes who copied, from the revised editions, books to be disseminated throughout Russia. In a letter to the clergy of Pskov, Kiprian announced that he had sent them copies of the liturgies of St. John Chrysostom and St. Basil the Great, as well as texts for many other church services.

2.3.3. In contrast to that on the Muscovite metropolitan Kiprian, Russian research on the activities, in the East Slavic territories, of the Kievan metropolitan Grigorij Camblak is inadequate, and confined mainly to his eulogy to Kiprian. At the beginning of this century,


A. I. Jacimirskij wrote three monographs on Camblak, studying mostly his impact on the Slavic literature of Wallachia and Moldavia, before his becoming Metropolitan of Kiev\textsuperscript{202}. It would seem that the anathemas pronounced on Camblak by Metropolitan Photius of Moscow and by Patriarch Euthymius of Constantinople\textsuperscript{203} are still hanging over him in otherwise antireligious Russia.

Grigorij Camblak probably came from a prominent Târnovo feudal family\textsuperscript{204} and in 1379 still lived in Târnovo, close to his teacher Patriarch Euthymius\textsuperscript{205}. The next information on his life comes from lyrical digressions in his later writings, from which one may conclude that he spent some time in the Athos monasteries and in the Constantinople monasteries of Studites and Pantocrator\textsuperscript{206}. It is difficult to believe that he was in Târnovo when the city was taken by

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{202} A. I. Jacimirskij, \textit{Grigorij Camblak. Očerk ego žizni, administrativnoj i kniževnoj dejatelnosti}, St. Petersburg, 1904, 480 pp.
\item \textsuperscript{203} E. Golubinskij, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 380-381.
\item \textsuperscript{204} The Palauzov copy of King Boril's Synodikon mentions, in the listing of dead boljars of Târnovo, the name of a "Camblak, the great primikjur". See: M. G. Popruženko, \textit{Sinodik carja Borila} (Belgarski starini, VIII), Sofia, 1928, p. 90.
\item \textsuperscript{205} V. Sl. Kiselkov, \textit{Prouki i očerti po staro-balgarskata literatura}, Sofia, 1956, p. 234.
\item \textsuperscript{206} V. Velčev, \textit{Grigorij Camblak, Istorija na balgarskata literatura}, 1, Sofia, 1963, p. 327.
\end{itemize}
the Turks in 1393, because of the legendary character of his
description of the events. I. Dujčev has found the proto-
type of Camblak's text both in the Old Testament and in the
works of many Byzantine writers\textsuperscript{207}. By the end of the 14th
century, Camblak was an abbot in the Dečanski Monastery in
Serbia, and in 1402 (or 1403) he was preaching in the Cathed-
ral Church of St. John the Baptist in the Moldavian capital,
Suceava\textsuperscript{208}. On his way to Moscow in 1406 to visit his uncle,
the metropolitan Kiprian, he learned of the latter's death\textsuperscript{209}
and swiftly returned to Constantinople as a pretender to the
vacant Moscow See\textsuperscript{210}.

With the increase of hostilities between the Mus-
covite and the Russian-Lithuanian principalities after Kipri-
an's death, the Lithuanian Grand Prince Vitovt (Vytautas) in
1414 selected Camblak as Metropolitan of Russian Lithuania,
and sent him to Constantinople for the appointment and bles-
sings of the Patriarch\textsuperscript{211}. The Patriarch, who was already
dependent on the financial support of the Muscovite prince
in the war against the Turks, and who had even arranged the


\textsuperscript{208} V. Velčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 327-328.

\textsuperscript{209} The text of Camblak's eulogy of Kiprian says,
"and we...were trying to reach your land in order to see the
pastor who was guarding his flock" when the arrow of the
news of his death touched Camblak's heart. See:
B. St. Angelov, ed., \textit{op. cit.}, p. 181.

\textsuperscript{210} V. Velčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 328.

\textsuperscript{211} E. Golubinskij, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 374, 377.
marriage of the 10-year-old daughter of that prince (Vasilij Dmitriević) to the equally young son of the Emperor in Constantinople, refused to create a separate Lithuanian Church with Camblak as its metropolitan. As a result, Vitovt asked the bishops of Lithuania to elect Camblak metropolitan, according to an old church practice. Thus on November 15, 1415 the bishops formally consecrated Grigorij Camblak as Metropolitan of "Kiev, of Galicia and of All Russia", with his seat in Vilna. After he was anathematized by the Patriarch of Constantinople and the Metropolitan of Moscow, Camblak turned to the Pope of Rome. Between 1414 and 1418, Camblak, leading an imposing delegation of about 300 Lithuanian clergymen and nobles, took an active part in the Council of Constance, which under the Roman Pope John XXII ended the Great Schism in 1417. Camblak died in 1420.

We know nothing about Camblak's work in Russian Lithuania on the revision of the Church books and their language, because of the negative attitude of Russian officialdom towards this fruitful and talented writer and religious leader. Research on this aspect of his work can be conducted even today only in the Soviet museums and archives, where it has not been pursued up to now. Camblak

212. op. cit., pp. 367, 377.
214. V. Velčev, op. cit., p. 328.
committed great "sins" against Moscow by actively supporting the struggle of the Ukrainians and Belorussians for cultural and political independence in the years when Moscow's aggressive unification policy towards the neighboring cities and states had just begun. That he is still being punished for them is unfortunate, since Grigorij Camblak must have played an important and integral part in the history of the Ukrainian and Belorussian languages and culture. One can only surmise that Camblak had a similar influence in Russian Lithuania to that of Kiprian in Moscow: features of the Church Slavic language used in Russian Lithuania before "South-West Russia" became attached to Moscow in the 17th century point in this direction. His activities also may have triggered the changes in the literary language which later influenced Muscovite Russian, sometimes referred to as the "third South Slavic influence" (Shevelov). In the absence of serious studies of Grigorij Camblak's activities in Vilna between 1414 and 1420 related to the revision of the literary language and of the religious texts, anything said in this connection must remain speculative.

2.3.4. A critical examination of all the well-established facts about the penetration of South Slavic (and particularly Bulgarian) books into Russia in the 14th and 15th centuries indicates that the most important factor was the copying of texts in the Balkans. This process started in the 13th century, but reached its highest point at the end of the 14th and the beginning of the 15th centuries.
Persons like Kiprian and Camblak must have done much to accelerate the process, but did not cause it. Nor was the Turkish conquest of the Balkan Slavic countries the direct cause of the second South Slavic influence.

2.3.4.1. The earliest record of the Russian demand for new Church Slavic translations, previously made in Bulgaria, is from 1262 (or 1270 — texts disagree), when the metropolitan of Kiev, Kiril III (approximately 1242-1281) ordered a copy of the Kormčaja kniga (Nomokanon). The letter of the Kievan metropolitan, asking for this book, has not yet been found, but the answer of the Bulgarian despot of Russian origin, Jakov Svjatislav, to Kiril III has been known to Slavists since 1842. All known Russian copies of Jakov Svjatislav's letter include a note by the chief Bulgarian copyist Ioan Dragoslav; both letter and note give interesting information on the cultural relations between


217. A. Vostokov, Opisanie russkix i slovenskix rukopisej Rumjancovskogo muzeuma, St. Petersburg, 1842, # CCXXXII, p. 290-291.
Vostokov began the practice of calling this Bulgarian feudal lord of Russian extraction Jakov Svjatoslav, although his name is spelled (in the genitive) as HABA СВАТЫСЛАВА in MS # 232, and НАКОВА СВАТЫСЛАВA MS # 233 (both manuscripts studied by him). In all other copies the name is written (in the genitive) as СВАТЫСЛАВA (cf. the Kievan MS in B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 143). The form Svjatoslav is an arbitrary Russism, and should be avoided.
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Russia and Bulgaria in the second half of the 13th century. The Russian metropolitan asked Jakov Svjatislav to sponsor the copying of the Nomokanon (known in Bulgaria as Zonara). Jakov Svjatislav states in his letter that he has asked the Patriarch of Tărnovo for permission to copy this book, in memory of his parents and for the good of his own soul. He reminds the metropolitan that "by no means should this Zonara be re-copied, because it is accepted that there should be only one Zonara in the cathedral church of each kingdom, as the holy fathers had commanded and passed this commandment..."

218. The oldest Russian copies of this Kormčaja are from the 13th century: Sofijskaja (Novgorodskaja) kormčaja (of 1282) and Rjazanskaja kormčaja (or 1284); but they do not include Jakov Svjatislav's letter. See:
A. I. Sobolevskij, Osobennosti russkix perevodov domongol'skogo perioda, Sbornik ORJas, 88, 3, St. Petersburg, 1910, p. 162-177.

The letter is included in several later copies of the Kormčaja kniga:

a) The oldest copy is in the 15th-century Kormčaja # 375 of the manuscript collection of the former Kiev Seminary (leaflets 144-145), presently kept in the Central Scientific Library of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev, # Дух. акад., Но.375, published in:
B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 142-144;

b) A 16th-century Kormčaja, published by A. Vostokov in 1842 (cf. fn. 217);

c) A 16th-century Kormčaja, kept in the Lenin State Library in Moscow, # CCXXIII (leaflet 85), published in:
B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 145-147;

d) A 16th-century Kormčaja, kept in the Lenin State Library in Moscow, # CCXXXIV, unpublished;

e) A Kormčaja dated 1552, a manuscript of the former Petersburg Seminary (I was not able to discover its present location), published by Sreznevskij. See:
on to us"²¹⁹. Ioan Dragoslav, who in his own words was "not 
that good a scribe"²²⁰ and two other scribes divided the 
text into three parts and copied it in 50 days, beginning on 
November 10 and finishing on January 7.

A. I. Sobolevskij tried to prove that, actually, 
this translation was originally made by a Russian on Mount 
Athos, and then taken to Bulgaria²²¹. He reached this con-
clusion while studying the language of the 13th-century 
Serbian Ilovačka knjiga (1262), whose translation has been 
traditionally assigned to St. Savva. The text shows indis-
putable Russisms. In the orthography, for example: a is 
frequently used for a (бьшо); pleophony occurs in a few 
instances (челъь for чрънь), and ж is often found in 
place of the traditional So. Slavic -жд- (from *dj). The 
rest of the orthographic features listed by Sobolevskij are 
not diagnostically Russian (for instance, confusion of the 
letters ё и е could also be either Serbian or dialectal 
Bulgarian). Among the lexical Russisms only руга and върстъ 
(for поприще) seem convincing, while others, like пожарь,

²¹⁹. The quotation is an English translation 
from the 15th-century Kiev copy, published in: 
B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 143.

²²⁰. This is expressed by a very typical syntac-
tic Bulgarian, preserved in all three Russian copies pub-
lished by Angelov: понеже не бях до тамо писецъ (cf. 

²²¹. A. I. Sobolevskij, Materialy i izsledo-
vanija v oblasti slavjanskoj filologii i arheologii, 
сѣно (сухая трава) are still known in all of the Bulgarian dialects and in many Serbian dialects. Sobolevskij admits that words like свѣнь, свѣнѣ [=кромѣ], прѣзъ [=черезъ], село [=поле], перпира, срѣдьць (the early Bulgarian name of the city of Sofia, in Greek Еарбс х!) are typical South Slavisms, but maintains that "they do not add coloring to the text". He further maintains: "As regards the data quoted, we may conclude that the translation (sic) of this edition of the Kormčaja came from the pen of a Russian".

Sobolevskij's conclusion, however, is incorrect; it does not explain why none of the rest of the Serbian krmčice have even a trace of the heavy Russian orthographic and sporadic lexical features of the Ilovačka krmčica. And Sobolevskij's understanding of the penetration of Russian phonological and orthographic features is unacceptable for a non-Russian. While the Russian spelling with жд represented the higher, literary norm of Church Slavic, the spelling with ж reflected the native phonology. Such an alternative spelling would have been possible only in Russia, where both вижу and вижу were meaningful words (perhaps representing different styles). For a South Slavic scribe, a form like вижу would have been unexpected and considered incorrect; he would have sought to avoid it as a dialectism,

222. op. cit., p. 179.
correcting it where it occurred. This can be shown by examination of the types of Russisms in the 14th-century Bulgarian Four Gospels text, copied from a Russian original, which was published by B. Conev\textsuperscript{224}. With respect to the phonology and orthography, the Bulgarian scribe did not spot (and thus re-copied) forms confusing \( \Phi \) with \( \Theta \) (\( \Phi \)\( \text{ома} \), \( \Theta \)\( \text{оси\'т} \)), and \( \varepsilon \) with \( \varphi \) (\( \tau \)\( \text{ожити} \), \( \varepsilon \)\( \text{же} \) for \( \varphi \)\( \text{уже} \)); but the latter feature is not a diagnostic Russism, for it reflects the development of the nasal vowel in both Bulgarian and Serbian dialects. Within one word, the only occurrence for each, \(-\varepsilon\omega\omega-\) stands in place of \(-\lambda\lambda-\) and \(-\varepsilon\gamma-\) for \(-\mu\mu-\) (\( \tau \)\( \text{олочи} \) for \( \tau \)\( \text{лашти} \)). Again, \( \gamma \) for \( \mu \) could as well be a West Bulgarian feature as a Russian one. The scribe in a few instances uses typically Russian interpretations of the Church Slavic imperfect tense forms, with final \(-\tau\tau\), \(-\tau\tau\) (\( \mu\lambda\varepsilon\varepsilon\tau\varepsilon\), \( \chi\omega\mu\lambda\chi\chi\tau\chi\)) and the sole certain Russism — \( \varepsilon\gamma\varepsilon\varepsilon \) for \( \varepsilon\gamma\varepsilon\varepsilon \)\( \varepsilon\varepsilon \)\( \varepsilon \). If one compares these types of Russisms (acceptable to the Bulgarian scribe of the Four Gospels with the abundant number of orthographic Russisms in \textit{Ilova\'cka krm\'ica} (many of them being of types inadmissible by a South Slavic scribe, since they represent neither a dialect he might have known nor his literary norm), there is only one possible conclusion — the \textit{Ilova\'cka krm\'ica} is a

\textsuperscript{224} B. Conev, ed., \textit{Vra\'cansko evangeli} (\textit{B\'algarski starini}, IV), Sofia, 1914, 236 + x pp.

\textsuperscript{225} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 6-7.
copy made by a Russian monk, perhaps well known on Mt. Athos for his calligraphic abilities.

M. N. Speranski showed some doubt about the lexical Russisms in the 13th-century South Slavic text, calling them "not glaring" (не яркие) 226. And still, he agreed with Sobolevskij that the Serbian Иловаčка krmčica (1262) was copied from a Russian original. But he also stated that "the Russian Рязанская kormčaja of 1284, which overlaps textually with the Иловаčка krmčica swarms (кишит) with Bulgarisms, or better, Middle-Bulgarisms" 227. This appears to mean that Speranski agreed with Sobolevskij that there are some Russian features in this particular Serbian copy; he explained this by the presence of Russian monks on Mount Athos when the Serbian St. Savva was there (1218-1219) 228. However, Speranski did not even suggest that the earliest translation of the Номоканон, which was copied in Тёрново for Metropolitan Kiril, was made by Russians. That is why it is so strikingly unexpected to find in M. N. Tixomirov (who cites only this one article by Speranski, first published in 1921) a statement like the following: "The Metropolitan of a devastated Russia asked for a manu-

226. M. N. Speranski, K istorii vzaimnosti russkoj i jugoslovjanskix literatur (Russkie pamjatniki pis'mennosti na juge slavjanstva), Iz istorii russko-slavjanskix literaturnyx svjazej, Moscow, 1960, p. 31.
227. ibid.
228. op. cit., p. 31-33.
script from far-away Bulgaria, which had suffered relatively little from the Tatar pogroms. It is no less significant, that the Kormčaja which was sent to him, as has been proven now (sic) was not from a South Slavic, but originally from a Russian translation". The Bulgarian scholar I. Snegarov suggests that the Middle Bulgarian translation was made on Mt. Athos at the end of the 12th or the beginning of the 13th century.

The history of the early 13th-century copy from a Middle Bulgarian translation of the Nomokanon, made in Térmovo for the Kievan Metropolitan, reveals two important aspects of the second South Slavic influence in Russia:

a) While new Slavic translations from Greek appeared in the Balkans, Russian literature had slowed down significantly because of the Tatar political domination; but the Russians either were aware of the existence of particular new books, or were making inquiries. (Since Kiril's letter to Jakov Svjatislav has not been found, both possibilities exist);

b) For the Russians it was more convenient to order a copy of an already existing Middle Bulgarian translation than to duplicate the work of translating the mater-

---


230. I. Snegarov, Duxovno-kulturni vrazki meždu Belgarija i Rusija prez srednite vekove (X - XV v.), Sofia, 1950, p. 50-54.
ial over again. In this particular case, the fact that Jakov Svjatislav paid for the manuscript (повеленіемь ж е и по цѣнѣ великаг гдна йакова святислава деспота болгарскаго) may also indicate the financial difficulties faced by the Kievan Church in the 13th century.

2.3.4.2. The Russian Four Gospels of 1355, copied in Constantinople, reveal another facet of the complex phenomenon of the second South Slavic influence. This revised edition of the New Testament was traditionally attributed to the hand of the Russian metropolitan St. Aleksij (1354-1378). Until the Revolution, the manuscript was kept in the Čudov Monastery of the Kremlin in Moscow, but it has since been lost. There are two photoeditions of the manuscript, however, and thus this interesting document is not completely lost to historians of the Russian language. The text of this manuscript is extremely correct.

231. B. St. Angelov, op. cit., p. 143.
232. Sobolevskij believes that St. Aleksij's authorship is purely a legend. See: A. I. Sobolevskij, Perevodnaja literatura Moskovskoj Rusi XIV - XVII vekov, St. Petersburg, 1903, p. 29.
234. Novyj zavet Gospoda nashego Iisusa Krista, pisannyj rukoju svjatitelja Aleksija mitropolita, sfotografirovannyj v 8-m dne v načale avgusta 1887 g. fotografin Aleksandrom Andreevičem Bagnerovskim pod nepovershtvennym nabljudeniem danilovskogo arximandrita Amfi-loxija (photoedition).
Novyj zavet Gospoda nashego Iisusa Krista. Trud svjatitelja Aleksija, mitropolita moskovskogo i vseja Rusi. Fototipičeskoe izdanie Leontija, mitropolita moskovskogo, Moscow, 1892.
in comparison with other Russian Four Gospels texts of the mid-14th century\(^{235}\); the entire text must have been thoroughly compared with the Greek original and corrected according to it. It generally follows the Russian 14th-century version of the New Testament, but sentences from the 12th-century Bulgarian Exegesis of the Gospel by Theophylaktes have replaced the traditional Russian ones here and there, although in these passages some Bulgarian words have been replaced by Russian equivalents (верста for поприще, погостъ for въси, etc.)\(^{236}\). The orthography of the manuscript is of particular interest: while new letters from the Greek alphabet are boldly introduced (ϡ, Ϝ, Ϝ and Ͼ, increased used of ṭ), along with many Greek ligatures and all types of Greek stress marks, there is a complete absence of Middle Bulgarian orthographic features (Ѧ; ѦѦ, ѦѦ for ор, еп and ол, and — in Slavic words only — а for the Russian а after vowels)\(^{237}\).

When the orthographic features of this early and independent Russian revised edition of the Four Gospels are compared with those of Vun’ko’s copy (1382) from a Middle Bulgarian text (cf. 2.3.2.3.), it is apparent that the Rus-

---


\(^{236}\) A. I. Sobolevskij, op. cit., p. 29.

\(^{237}\) M. Korneeva-Petoulan, K istorii russkogo jazyka, Osobennosti pis’ma i jazyka moskovskix vladyk XIV v., Slavia, XV, 1937, 1, p. 1-23.
sian orthographic traditions — Muscovite and Novgorodian—still hold their own against the Middle Bulgarian orthography, while the spirit of the South Slavic revision of the holy books, and even the somewhat different language of the new South Slavic translations, are freely accepted by the Russian bookmen. By the early 15th century, however, the Middle Bulgarian orthography had completely triumphed in the works of the Russian copiers and writers. The Russian scribe Evsevij-Efrem, working in a Constantinople monastery, introduced into his copy of the Lestvica (1420-1421) not only the letters from his Middle Bulgarian prototype but also the confusion of the letters ѧ and Ѧ (cf. прѦптѦ, влѦчѦиѦ, нѦвшѦ, сѦпѦѦ) 238.

The drastic change in Russian orthography at the end of the 14th century, and especially in the early 15th century, is very hard to explain. It would have been quite possible for the Russians, while using South Slavic revised texts of older translations or of new translations, to copy them and send them to Russia, following all the rules of the established local Russian orthographies (as did Vun'ko), or to innovate the Russian alphabet only by introducing the contemporary Greek shapes and variety of letters, ligatures and superscripts (as did Evsevij-Efrem). But as we know, this

238. See the photoreproduction of Evsevij-Efrem's postscript to Lestvica (leaflet 324 b) in: G. I. Vzdornov, op. cit., Illustration 2 (between pp. 176 and 177).
practice was followed only temporarily and in isolated cases. It seems that the answers can be sought only in the totality of factors which finally determined the new trend, the importation of certain Middle Bulgarian orthographic features into Russian writing:

a) The Russian spiritual leaders of Bulgarian origin, Kiprian and Camblak, must have insisted with all the weight of their authority that the Middle Bulgarian spelling system was closer to that used in the oldest Church Slavic books, while the Russian system had deviated, reflecting phonological features of the spoken Russian language. Such an argument would have been difficult to oppose because there were older Russian manuscripts from the Kievan period which had been only marginally russified;

b) At the end of the 14th century there were various Russian orthographic and literary schools, created as a result of the feudal fragmentation of the country, the Tatar domination and the lack of an authoritative center of culture. In the new tendencies toward national unification (expressed in the expansion of both Russian Lithuania and Muscovite Russia) the need arose for a national graphic system, purged of features based on the phonology of particular Russian dialects. Although we do not have explicit testimony to such a need in the Russian historical sources, it may still be inferred by analogy with the similar situation in the South Slavic countries in the 13th and early 14th centuries, which called forth the newer Bulgarian and
Serbian orthographic systems. It must be pointed out, however, that Russia had two options: either to develop its own supradialectal orthographic system by searching for models in the oldest Russian Church Slavic literature, or to borrow an already established orthography which very much resembled that of the oldest Church Slavic texts and still did not come into irreconcilable conflict with the Russian concept of the Church Slavic language. In this respect, both the Serbian and the Bulgarian orthographic systems were borrowed from, but the influence of the Bulgarian system was definitely predominant 239;

c) The role of the Balkan monasteries as rich repositories of Bulgarian and Serbian Church Slavic books is of tremendous importance. Russian monks who lived in these monasteries for many years must have been impressed by the language, orthography and artistic merits of the South Slavic books there, and from long exposure must have come to accept all their features as superior. We should not for a moment forget that both Bulgarian and Serbian books were written in a language which was first of all Church Slavic 240


240. In this respect the term "Middle Bulgarian literary language" is unfortunate and misleading, since it overemphasizes the national characteristics of the language (cf. our discussion from Chapter Three to the end of this dissertation).
supranational, and in which certain national features were of only secondary importance.

The combination of these three major factors must have caused the rapid change in the Russian language and literature under the influence of their South Slavic counterparts, which took place around the year 1400. But while the reasons for the choice of the Bulgarian (and partially the Serbian) versions of Church Slavic as models for imitation are not entirely clear, the place where this cultural transfer occurred was, beyond doubt, not Russia, but the international communities of the Balkan monasteries, and specifically those in Constantinople and on Mount Athos. Not only did Russian monks go to these monasteries on pilgrimage, but many of them remained as members for short or long periods, and performed much fruitful work in transferring the accumulated Church Slavic literature from the Balkan monasteries to the main cultural centers of Russia.

An illustrative example is the activity of the Russian scribe and monk, Evsevij-Efrem (cf. fn. 238). His first copy, from a known Middle Bulgarian antecedent which was also completely influenced by the Bulgarian orthography, is from the year 1420\(^241\), made in the Constantinople Monas-

\(^{241}\) The manuscript is dated by the water-marks on the paper. See: N. P. Lixačev, *Paleografičeskoe značenie bumazhnyx vodjanyx znakov*, II, St. Petersburg, 1899, pp. 58, 267.
tery of Our Lady of Perivlepti; it is a Mineja for November-May. The present location of the manuscript by Evsevij-Efrem is unknown, but another Russian copy made from Evsevij's manuscript in 1432-1433 (Lenin State Library of the USSR in Moscow, #φ. 304, No. 669) has Russian orthography. Between Dec. 7, 1420 and March 18, 1421, in the same Constantinople monastery, Evsevij-Efrem copied the Lestvica, now kept in the Lenin State Library in Moscow, #φ. 113, Волокол, 462 (cf. fn. 228). There are three known 15th-century Russian copies from this manuscript by Evsevij-Efrem. Two years later, on Dec. 10, 1423, the monk Evsevij-Efrem began another copy of the same book in the same monastery, but after completing leaflet 64 he apparently moved to Mt. Athos, where in the Vatopedi Monastery another Russian scribe, Mitrofan, finished the copying (leaflets 65 through 329). But as can be concluded from the handwriting, it was Evsevij-Efrem who wrote the short postscript on p. 329, from which we learn that the manuscript was finished on March 15.

243. A. I. Sobolevskij, ibid.
1424\textsuperscript{245}. It is kept today in the State Historical Museum in Moscow, \# Усп. И8 – бум.

The last information on the literary activities of Evsevij-Efrem in a Balkan monastery is from a Sbornik of eremitic homilies, copied by him in 1425, translated especially for him by the Serbian monk Iakov Dobropisec. The translation and copying were done in the Monastery of St. Paul on Mt. Athos. The original copy by Evsevij-Efrem is lost, but two other Russian copies made from it by other scribes, in 1431 and in the second half of the 15th century, are known, as are many others from later times\textsuperscript{246}.

We have an idea, although only an incomplete one, of what kinds of literature were copied or, in a few cases,
especially translated, by Russian monks in the Balkan monasteries. According to the preliminary count by Sobolevskij, at the turn of the 14th/15th century the Russian literature was enriched by not less than 56 major literary works previously unknown or almost unknown in Russia. Since the oldest Russian copy has not been found for each of them, it is impossible to state that all, without exception, were copied in the Balkan monasteries by Russian scribes. However, the relatively small number of available Russian copies of these works from the late 14th and early 15th centuries contain notes by the scribes definitely stating that the copies were made in the monasteries of Constantinople or Mt. Athos (cf. below). These were the two unique locations on the Balkan peninsula where such an activity is known to have taken place; this can be explained by the fame of those monasteries situated in Constantinople and on Athos in their capacity as international cultural centers. G. I. Vzdornov, in his recent study on the role played by those monasteries in the development of the Russian literature, has noticed an interesting phenomenon: the literary production in Constantinople was mostly directed toward Moscow and its monasteries, while the literary production on Athos had as its final destination Novgorod and Tver. This can be explained by the increased connections between the Patri-

archate in Constantinople and the Metropolitans in Moscow, as well as the desire of the Greek Patriarch to involve Muscovite Russia in the struggle against the Turks (cf. 2.3.3.).

But as Vzdornov notes, this difference in origin between the new Muscovite books and those of Novgorod and Tver' did not place Moscow in any advantageous position, because there was no basic difference whatsoever between the South Slavic originals kept in Constantinople and those of Mt. Athos249.

Vzdornov lists after his study 17 new books definitely copied in these monasteries at the end of the 14th and in the first half of the 15th centuries and taken to Russia. Two of them, the *New Testament* (of 1355) and the *Aprakos* (of 1383), are practically uninfluenced by the language or spelling of the South Slavic revised editions of the Gospel text250. Another two from this list are Middle Bulgar-ian books, copied in these monasteries and taken to Russia: Kiprian's *Lestvica* (cf. 2.3.2.2.)251 and an *Aprakos* (undated) bought by the Russian monk Afanasij in 1430 at the Mount Athos Monastery of Pantokrator, for a monastery in Tver'252.

Of the total number of 17 books studied by Vzdornov, all of

252. P. Stroev, *Bibliologičeskij slovar'...*, p. 27.
V. N. Ščepkin, *Učebnik russkoj paleografii*, Moscow, 1920, p. 35.
which were made in Constantinople or on Mt. Athos, 12 were made by Russian scribes from either Middle Bulgarian or Ser-
bian manuscripts (the latter with strong Middle Bulgarian features)\textsuperscript{253}, and another, the Sbornik (of 1425), was trans-
lated especially on the order of Evsevij-Efrem by the Serb-
ian monk Iakov Dobropisec (cf. fn. 246). All of these manu-
scripts were unknown in Russia before being copied for Rus-
sia in the Balkans\textsuperscript{254}. Although this ratio does not have statistical value, being founded on only 17 manuscripts out of a total possibly numbering in the hundreds, it is still indicative of the predominance of Middle Bulgarian features even when transmitted through Serbian copies.

2.4. Establishing the national origin of the translator of a certain literary work is not an easy task. The Middle Bulgarian features in the language of the immedi-
ate Russian copies, discussed above, are readily apparent, mainly because the Russian scribes who lived in the Balkan monasteries regarded their prototypes with considerable re-
spect; having been heavily exposed to the lexicon and gram-
mär of the Middle Bulgarian language (whose authority as a model of Church Slavic they had accepted), they did not find

\begin{flushright}  
\textsuperscript{253} G. I. Vzdornov, \textit{op. cit.} p. 181-182. 
\textsuperscript{254} See the list of most of these manuscripts in: A. I. Sobolevskij, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 24-26, 31-32. G. I. Vzdornov gives an exhaustive bibliography of the available studies on these Russian manuscripts. However, his bibliographic references are full of mistakes, which un-
fortunately sharply decreases the value of his otherwise im-
\end{flushright}
it necessary to russify the language of the books they copied. But with each successive copy of these works, the most striking features of Middle Bulgarian were gradually eliminated. The mere use of the new Russian orthography, reshaped under the second South Slavic influence, does not in itself indicate that the prototype of a certain copy was of South Slavic origin, but rather shows the spelling habits of the scribe. A most striking example of the gradual russification of a Middle Bulgarian text is the evolutionary development of Černorizec Xrabar's treatise *On the Letters*255. Of the 73 copies of the text (all of which can be related textually to one Middle Bulgarian prototype), 63 are Russian256. By the 17th century, however, the Russian texts are so perfectly russified at all levels of the language, that it would be virtually impossible from a linguistic point of view to identify the prototypes of all Russian copies as Middle Bulgarian, if the transitional copies with steadily decreasing numbers of Bulgarisms (or the Middle Bulgarian copies themselves) were unknown today257. It seems that textual identification of an Old Russian copy


257. Compare, for instance, the language of the Kostroma copy, which has no traces of the diagnostic peculiarities of the Middle Bulgarian prototype (cf. K. Kuev, ed., *op. cit.*, p. 355-359). But it adds references from Russian history, and the phrase: στίς κο(ν)σταντί(ν) θειόσοιβα... и мεθο(д) брать его. составиаста азъбку грамоты рѣ(с)ския. (p. 358).
from the Kievan period (11th and early 12th centuries) as an original Russian translation or as a Russian copy from an Old Bulgarian or, perhaps, West Slavic text, is easier than textual identification of a 16th-century Russian copy of a Middle Bulgarian, Serbian or original Russian translation (cf. below).

2.4.1. In his discussion on criteria for the national origin of a certain translation, known only in Russian copies beginning with the pre-Mongol period, Sobolevskij definitely rejects the orthographic, phonological and even morphological features of the language in a certain copy as diagnostic. From his personal experience, he concluded that the only possible basis for determining national origin is the presence of lexical items whose exclusive national character can be identified beyond any doubt. This conclusion has two serious weaknesses: in the first place, it is not that easy to make a list of exclusively language-specific words. In the study quoted, Sobolevskij offers three groups of lexical items, exclusively Russian:

a) Names of objects and of the surrounding reality, officers, weights and measures, vessels, clothing.

Even in the carefully-selected words he lists in this group,

258. A. I. Sobolevskij, Materialy i izsledovanija v oblasti slavjanskoj filologii i arxeologii. Osobennosti russkix perevodov domongol'skogo perioda, Sbornik ORJAs, 88, 3, St. Petersburg, 1910, p. 162-163.

259. A. I. Sobolevskij, ibid.
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one can spot кожух, which is by no means exclusively Russian, since it is known all over the Balkan Slavic dialects (as well as in West Slavic).

b) Borrowings from non-Slavic tongues into Russian.

c) Names of countries, states, nations known mainly to the Russians.

The idea of compiling such a list is admirable, but the practical results are of little value. The very conservative list offered by Sobolevskij in this particular paper consists of only a few dozen words, yet includes such obvious misfits as кожухъ, сено, думать [=советоваться], which can as well be Bulgarian or Serbian as Russian. But a like effort becomes a disaster in Istrin's own account of his publication of the Hamartolos Chronicle. Here he lists as absolutely diagnostic Russian words, items such as болесть, былъ, дружина, корста, повь, наговорити, намьвить, неговорливъ, недѣй [=седмица], одверие, пополошиться, пристроить, слоняться, сѣльба, сымвлвиться, сѣни, чинь. Of these, сѣни is attested in the oldest Gospel texts (cf. the glossary to Mar.), while all the rest are widespread in modern Bulgarian dialects. (I have not checked the other words from Istrin's list with available dictionaries of those modern Bulgarian dialects unknown to me, nor of dia-


lects of the other Slavic languages.) As has already been discussed, preliminary lists like Istrin's have little scientific value because they are not based on thorough examination of the lexical wealth of all the Slavic dialects (the requisite data collection will hardly be accomplished in our generation). Such a list, even when it can be made, will represent only modern Slavic dialects; it could not take into account the steady lexical loss in the languages, nor the lexical innovations reaching them from the surrounding dialects and literary languages.

The second weakness of Sobolevskij's reliance upon lexical items as a criterion for the nationality of a Slavic translator lies in the minimal number of words that are really terminological for only one Slavic country. Since one deals with established terms (e.g. the Russian вёрста as a measure of distance, погостъ for a small unfortified settlement), one can understand why the Russian copyist, as long as he understood the meaning of the original terms in his prototype (in this case, поперек and вьси), would automatically replace them with their Russian equivalents so as to make the content clear to his Russian readers. As has been pointed out, such a replacement was made by the scribe who revised the Russian Four Gospels in Constantinople in 1355, using in part the Middle Bulgarian work by Theophylaktes (cf. 2.3.4.2.). In my opinion, similar lexical replacements were made in the Old Russian Песма, generally believed to be a Russian original translation. As long as
the scribe understood the meanings of the South Slavic
terms, he replaced them with their Russian counterparts.
But when he came to the word *мъжъца* he left it with only
slightly altered shape (моужка). The publisher, who did
not understand it either, put a question mark after it. The
word мъжек in Contemporary Standard Bulgarian and some
dialects, with further dialectal variants мажек, мохек,
мышек means 'uvula'; the Russian equivalent is язычок.
Here we face the absence of a general Slavic word for an in-
significant anatomical term; the isogloss *мозъчъ* vs.*язычък* could be very old, perhaps reflecting semantic influ-
ences of the different substrata in Bulgaria and Russia.

2.4.2. If, as Sobolevskij states, orthographical,
phonological and morphological features are unreliable
criteria for establishing the national origin of a Slavic
translation of the earlier period, and if the lexical items
are so far not very reliable either, each of these is even
less trustworthy in the later periods, when certain nation-
al traditions and local schools in the Slavic literary lan-
guages were well established and the replacement of strik-
ing foreign dialectal features by domestic traditional gram-
matical norms and lexical terms should be expected in a
greater degree than before. Throughout its entire history
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Church Slavic was by function an international language and thus the number of local features in it was consciously kept to a minimum. The international monasteries in Constantinople and on Mt. Athos, where most of the Russian copying of South Slavic texts took place, was an excellent location, for example, for learning the meanings of local Bulgarian and Serbian words which were then and there replaced by Russian words, either dialectal or national.

One should not exclude another possibility: Russian copies from South Slavic prototypes could have been revised later in Russia by comparison with the Greek texts, and certain typically Russian features introduced at that point. Such seems to have been the situation with the "Russian" translation of Akir the Wise (Povest' ob Akire Premudrom)\(^\text{264}\). N. Durnovo, studying the lexical differences between the 16th-century Russian copy # 46 of the Soloveckij Monastery (Solov.) and the 16th-century Serbian copy # 828 of the Beograd Library (Bgrd.), noted that certain Russian words, presumably hard for the Serbian copyists to understand, are completely missing from the Serbian version, and states that "all copies of the (Serbian) first redaction have their origin in a Russian copy."\(^\text{265}\). In this particular

\(^{264}\) My study of the Russian and Serbian copies, representing two different versions of the translation, is based on Durnovo's publication:

N. Durnovo, K istorii povesti ob Akire, Materialy i izследovanija po starinnoj literature, I, Moscow, 1915, 131 pp.

\(^{265}\) N. Durnovo, op. cit., p. 131.
study he is careful not to join fully A. I. Sobolevskij and A. D. Grigor'ev in their identification of the Russian copies as original Russian translations. Although he calls their opinion "very probable", he does not accept that it has been "completely proven". Durnovo's mistakes in identifying the Serbian copy as from a Russian prototype can be explained by his absolute reliance upon tentative considerations of the national character of lexical items and by his disregard of all other features in the language. In addition he cites the lexical differences one-sidedly. He lists бебромъ, хоудобы, боголишивоу, синьць, неблло, ореве, etc. as Russian words missing from the Serbian copies, and adds that коноплянъ портъ and порты св'тлы are completely absent from some Serbian copies, while in others they are replaced by конопно предено и новые ризи, respectively.

But he fails to note typical South Slavic words like гиздавъ ('handsome, well-groomed'), сръшать ('to meet'), строувати ('to destroy, waste'), etc., which are not present in the Russian texts. Here are the parallel phrases: не копи раба гиздава ни крадлива (Bgrd., p. 38) vs. не копи раба величава ни раби величави (Solov., p. 22); аще те кто сръшеть ы д'еть к' тебя (Bgrd., p. 38) vs. аще кто оусреть възмолви к' тебя (Solov., p. 22); не строувави

266. N. Durnovo, ibid.
268. The page numbers quoted here refer to Durnovo's publication.
именіа моєго (Bgrd., p. 39) vs. не порти скота моего (Solov., p. 27). It is an impossible task to try to establish the priority of the South Slavic or the Russian lexical variants without taking into consideration other linguistic evidence.

In addition to the overwhelming Church Slavic vocabulary of both texts (most of the words used in Akir the Wise are found in the New Testament, the Manasses Chronicle (including the Tale of Troy), the Serbian (Bgrd.) and the Russian (Solov.) copies contain striking Bulgarisms which Durnovo was unable to identify as such. In 1915, when he published his study, little was known to students of comparative Slavic linguistics about the structural peculiarities shared by the modern Bulgarian dialects, or about the historical development of Bulgarian, especially as a participant in the common processes within the Balkan convergence area. For example, in Bgrd. there are forms of the "double object", a Balkan feature rare but characteristic for middle Bulgarian: в'са ти прошеніа испльне (р. 37 'I will fulfill them all your demands'); наоучи (p. 39 'I taught him the son of my sister, Anadan, these things'); of the genitive singular masculine in -е instead of -а (caused by the usual Serbian rendering of etymological jat', applied to the Middle Bulgarian ending — especially common with foreign words — which was written ѡ, representing phonological /ja/ or /a/ after a soft consonant): мъца
instead of the usual Serbian conjunction 
нъ, the form ноу twice (pp. 41, 42), this being another diagnostic Middle Bulgarian word — (cf. 4.3.5.4.). These and other less exclusive features of the Serbian copy (Bgrd.)
definitely indicate a Middle Bulgarian prototype rather than a Russian one.

The Middle Bulgarian features of the Russian copy (Solov.) are as arresting as those of the Serbian one, with two cases of "double object": снъ оѓ богата мъжа. снъ з’мию снѣлъ. и љ оѓбога мъжа снъ з’мию снѣлъ (p. 21 'Son, the son of a rich man ate her the snake, and the son of a poor man ate a snake'); и азъ та оѓдрѣхъ та. и љ исправихъ та — the second та, however, could be merely a copying error by the Russian scribe — (p. 30 'I you preserved you and fixed (helped) you'). Other Bulgarisms are: негли (p. 25, for не же ли); бор’зо (p. 27 'fast'); брачнины (p. 25 'fancy clothes'); пер’стъ (p. 26 'earth'); вретитище (sic) for the correct вретище (p. 31 '(poor) garment made of hemp'); дсвость instead of дсвость (p. 32), reflecting the Middle Bulgarian change of the adverbials съмо > само, сѫдоу > сѫдоу (cf. 4.3.4.5.); locative after a verb of motion269: едъ в’ домъ тѧна своєго (p. 31); consistent use of the verb имѣти to express forms of the future

269. A detailed discussion on this peculiarity of the Bulgarian texts can be found in:
negative: не има поустить та ни пожалою та (p. 36), etc., which could, however, be a reflection of the Greek original if indeed the translation was made from Greek rather than from a Semitic language. In addition to these various diagnostic Bulgarian features, one must consider the peculiar correctness (from the point of view of the Bulgarian language) in the use of the past tenses, even in cases involving difficult tense agreements\textsuperscript{270}. But while different tenses were used correctly in their proper places, the wrong personal endings indicate that the scribe did not actually understand the meaning of the forms he copied and reinterpreted: ти оупо́бих' са (for оупо́би са) мию (p. 33); ти оупо́бих' са (for оупо́би са) цвѣтъ дѣвномь (p. 33), etc. Still, there are new, Middle Bulgarian verbal forms, like the newer Middle Bulgarian aorist form of the verb жити: нако дръ' бою жывѣховѣ [=живѣховѣ] вь многы дни. (p. 30). All of these features, if studied in their totality, give sufficient evidence that the prototype of the Russian Solovь copy was a Middle Bulgarian text. Of course, there are Russisms in this text too (for instance жем’чугъ, p. 35), but this is, after all, a Russian copy, dated approximately

\textsuperscript{270} My personal experience with Russian students as an instructor of Bulgarian as a second language in the Institute for Foreign Students in Sofia (1963-to 1964) has convinced me that the category of past tenses and, particularly, the agreement of different past tenses in Modern Bulgarian (which principally is no different from that in Church Slavic: cf. K. Мирчев, Историческа граматика..., pp. 185-186, 191-213), is beyond the intuition of a native Russian.
300 years after the Bulgarian translation was made\textsuperscript{271}.

On the other hand, according to Istrin\textsuperscript{272}, the rendering of the Greek \textit{-μβ-} as \textit{-мб-} in the Slavic texts is a Russian feature. He mentions this peculiarity in connection with the Russian copies of \textit{Akir the Wise} (it actually appears there only in the name \textit{ ámbекамъ} or \textit{ ámbакоумъ}) but Durnovo is skeptical about the translation from Greek and rather suggests translation from a Semitic language\textsuperscript{273}. The form with \textit{-мб-} is, indeed, strange for a South Slavic translation from Greek, where one might expect either \textit{-бб-} or \textit{-мб-}\textsuperscript{274}, and may also be considered a late Russism.

The most surprising fact about Durnovo's inadequately motivated conclusions on the origin of the Serbian and Russian versions of \textit{Akir the Wise} is that, although he himself did not categorically identify the Russian version as an original Russian translation (cf. fn. 266), it is commonly accepted in the literature\textsuperscript{275} that Durnovo "proved"

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{271} Durnovo agrees with Grigor'ev and Sobolevskij that the translation was made before or at the beginning of the 13th century. See: N. Durnovo, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 128-129.
\item \textsuperscript{272} V. M. Istrin, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 461.
\item \textsuperscript{273} N. Durnovo, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 102-103.
\item \textsuperscript{274} N. Durnovo, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 100-102.
\item \textsuperscript{275} See, for example: V. M. Istrin, \textit{ibid.}
\end{itemize}
nationality of the original translator. There are, however, scholars who still doubt the East Slavic origin of the translation. 276

2.4.3. The problem of incorrect identification of the national origin of translations in the Church Slavic literature is a serious one, since not all Russian and Soviet scholars are as scrupulous as Durnovo (whose only fault was unawareness of certain definite Middle Bulgarian features). Because of wrongly identified translations, the extent of the second South Slavic (and particularly Middle Bulgarian) influence on the Russian language is unclear. One must emphasize that what we know today about medieval (Church) Slavic literature, original and translated, is only some fragments of the fantastic wealth of this literature kept in libraries and museums all over the world. According to the incomplete data collected by N. K. Nikol'skij and his students, in Russian libraries and museums alone there are about 1560 different works translated from the Greek. 277 In addition to this huge number of Greek and non-Russian

276. D. Čiževskij, Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, Baltimore, 1971, pp. 31, 36. While Čiževskij questions the national origin of Akir the Wise, Bulgarian literary historians are unanimous in considering it an early Middle Bulgarian translation. I am not, however, aware of any studies by linguists, Bulgarian or of other nationality, which would definitely prove the Middle Bulgarian character of the translation.

Slavic titles, there are about 11,580 different works by known and unknown Russian writers. All these figures represent works in manuscripts dated from the 11th through 18th centuries. Nikol'skij's data, assembled before 1904 and only for the major Russian centers, show that these are represented by between 80,000 and 100,000 separate manuscripts, containing between 1,200,000 to 2,000,000 copies of the above-listed individual works. Of course, these figures are obsolete, since in the last 60 years or so many additional manuscripts have been discovered in Russia and preserved for eventual study by the major Soviet institutions.

In the light of such figures one feels very humble attempting to rediscover past trends in inter-Slavic cultural transfer and to examine their manifestations. The study of a few selected Russian manuscripts from the period of the so-called second South Slavic influence might produce conclusions of limited validity with respect to the rest of the Russian literature — translated, imported or original — of the same period. One can only trust the judgment of serious and very knowledgeable workers in the field, such as Sobolevskij and Lixačev, who having examined hundreds or

278. V. F. Pokrovskaja, ibid.
279. V. N. Peretc, K voprosu o racional'nom opisanii drevnix rukopisej, Tver', 1905, p. 3.
thousands of the manuscripts kept in Russia, concluded that there was a change in the entire Russian literary production at the end of the 14th - beginning of the 15th centuries, and that this change was caused by a second wave of South Slavic (especially Middle Bulgarian) influence.
Chapter Three

ON THE SO-CALLED REVISION OF THE MIDDLE BULGARIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

3.1. The term "Middle Bulgarian" is applied both to the literary language of Bulgaria, and to the spoken Slavic dialects in that country, during the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries\(^281\). This term is an unfortunate one, since it implies the existence of a language very different from OCS (or Old Bulgarian). This was clearly singled out by N. van Wijk in his comparison of the relationships between, on the one hand, OCS and its Russian, Serbian and Croatian recensions, and, on the other hand, OCS and Middle Bulgarian: "The relations between the Middle Bulgarian language and the Old Bulgarian language are very different, because here are present only different periods in the development of the same language" (italics mine, I. T.)\(^282\). By and large, the difference between the language of a 13th-century copy from an OCS text and that of the oldest known OCS texts is often insignificant, appearing mainly in the phonology and spelling. Such is the case with the Tarnovsko Evangelie


\(^{282}\) N. van Wijk, Istoriia staroslavjanskogo jazyka (translated from German), Moscow, 1957, p. 37.
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(1273), kept in Zagreb\textsuperscript{283}. The usual striking peculiarity of the Middle Bulgarian language, the redistribution of the letters for the nasal vowels (compared to the situation in OCS), sometimes has limited manifestation, as for example in the 12th-century Dobromirovo Evangelie, Grigorovič Parimejnik, Bologna Psalter\textsuperscript{284}, etc. Even a cursory glance at the newer 12th-century copies of the OCS texts causes a serious doubt as to the wisdom of calling their language (separated by about 300 years from the time of the translations) by a different name from the language of the 11th-century "classical" texts, separated from the time of the translations by about 200 years. In addition, there is the mere theoretical chance that a "Middle" Bulgarian copy could have been made directly from a 9th-century prototype and thus, except in the phonology, would better reflect the morphological and syntactic structure, as well as the lexicon, of the OCS language of

\textsuperscript{283} M. Valjavec, Trnovsko tetrajevandelije XIII wieka, Starine, XX, Zagreb, 1888, p. 157-241; Starine, XXI, Zagreb, 1889, p. 1-68.

\textsuperscript{284} For a short review of the peculiarities of these manuscripts, see:


For lengthy discussions on the peculiarities of two of these manuscripts, as well as for their texts, see:


V. N. Ščepkin, Bolonskaja psaltyr'. S priloženiem semi fototipij i vos'mi cinkografij, Issledovanija po ruskomu jazyku, II, 4, St. Petersburg, 1906.

V. Jagić, Slověn'skaja psal'tyr'. Psalterium Bononiense, St. Petersburg, 1907.

I. Dujčev, ed., Bolonski psaltir (photopublication of the manuscript), Sofia, 1968, 530 pp.
the 9th century, while an 11th-century glagolitic text might have been copied from other 11th-century prototypes and thus have more grammatical and lexical innovations. It is a well-established fact that in the 12th century some Bulgarian copyists made use of old glagolitic manuscripts, and even used the glagolitic letters marginally in their own writings (such as, for instance, the linguistically very archaic Šafarikov triód)\textsuperscript{285}.

The term "Middle Bulgarian language" is justified only when applied to the Slavic dialects of the population which called itself Bulgarian. From the sporadic new grammatical forms penetrating into the literature as "mistakes", one can judge that serious structural changes had occurred in the dialects, the spoken Bulgarian language (as a totality of all its dialects) having moved towards analytism. In this respect, Bulgarian gradually diverged from the rest of the Slavic languages, participating in common processes with the non-Slavic languages of the area — Albanian, Rumanian and some dialects of Greek. This development is known as the Balkanization of the Bulgarian language (referring to its changes within the Balkan convergence area)\textsuperscript{286}, but the earliest penetration of Balkan features into the Bulgarian literary language are already to be seen in most of the glagol-

\textsuperscript{285} K. Mirčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 13.

\textsuperscript{286} The Balkan features of the Middle Bulgarian language, with basic bibliography on the Balkan convergence phenomenon, will be discussed in Chapter Four.
The earliest occurrence of the Balkan "double object" has been found by me in Mar. (11th century). I have found the same feature in the 11th - 12th-century Russian copy of Sinajskij paterik. These examples will be given (and discussed) in 4.4.2.

Other Balkan processes, like the development of the post-positive article, replacement of the infinitive by da -clauses, non-distinction of direction and location with the verbs of motion (as part of the reduction of the cases to three: subjective, objective and dative), establishment of the dative possessive, expression of affirmative future by a combination of хотѣти + verb and of negative future by не имѣти + verb, are studied in detail by many Slavists and Balkanologists. Among the most important are:

M. Małecki, Zagadnienia sporne lingwistyki bał-
kańskiej, Zbirka odgovora na pitanja 1 (III Međunarodni

J. Kurz, К  otazce Členu v jazycích slovanskych
se zvláštním zřetělem k staroslověnštině, Byzantinoslavica

K. H. Meyer, Altkirchenslavische Studien II. Das
Supinum. Eine syntaktische Untersuchung, Schriften der

K. Mirčev, Koga vəznikva člennata forma v bəłgär-
skija ezik, BəłgEz, 3, 1953, p. 45-50.

Z. Gołąb, Funkcja syntaktyczna partykuły da w
językach pd.-słowiańskich (bułgarskim, macedońskim i serbo-
chorwackim), Biuletyn polskiego Towarzystwa językoznawczego,

K. Horálek, K otázce staroslověnského infinitivu,
Posta Fr. Trálnički a F. Wollmanovi, Brno, 1948, p. 159 -
165.

Evangeliare a Čtveroevangelia,
Prague, 1954, p. 159-176.

I. Duridnov, Кам проблемата за развоja на бəł-
garskija ezik ot sintetizəm kəm analitizəm, Godišnik SU, 51

H. Birnbaum, Untersuchungen zu den Zukunftsum-
schreibungen mit dem Infinitiv im Altkirchenslavischen,

Balkanslavisch und Südtslavisch,
Zeitschrift für Balkanologie, III, 1965, 1-2, pp. 31-38,
61-62.

J. Sedláček, Sintaksis staroslavjanskogo jazyka
A. Minčeva, Razvoj na datelnija pritežatelen
Bulgarian literature of the 12th - 14th centuries does not reflect the beginning, but only the continuation of structural changes in the language which had started earlier. Although we have indirect evidence (the Wallachian and Moldavian gramoty written in Bulgarian dialects)\textsuperscript{288} that by the mid-15th century most of the features of the Modern Bulgarian language were completely established, the language of Church Slavic literature in Bulgarian even at that time was extremely conservative. In this connection, K. Mirčev writes:

\begin{quote}
Unfortunately, we must emphasize, that we do not known of literary monuments from the most important epoch, when the decisive turn of the Bulgarian language from synthetism towards analytism took place, which might reflect better the language of the people. Almost all monuments connected with this epoch have a Church character and strictly follow tradition, and give no place at all to the peculiarities of the popular language\textsuperscript{289}.
\end{quote}

Another serious weakness of designating the Bulgarian literary language of the 12th - 14th centuries as Middle Bulgarian, while calling that from the 15th century onward New Bulgarian, is that it virtually excludes from the history of the Bulgarian literary language the entire traditional Church Slavic literature created after the 14th century. The Bulgarian, Serbian, Wallacho-Moldavian and

\textsuperscript{288} S. B. Bernštejn, Razyskanija v oblasti bolgarskoj istoričeskoj dialektologii, 1, Moscow-Leningrad 1948, 370 pp.

\textsuperscript{289} K. Mirčev, Istoričeska gramatika...
Russian Church Slavic texts were diligently copied in Bulgaria all the way to the mid-19th century, at the end paralleling the creation and development of the modern Bulgarian literary language.

While "Middle Bulgarian" is the appropriate term for the Bulgarian dialects between the 11th and the end of the 14th centuries, it has little if any justification when applied to the literary language. The time between the 12th and the 14th centuries is only a period in the history of the literary language in Bulgaria. And although the flow of Russian Church Slavic books in the mid-18th century seriously reshaped the Church Slavic language in Bulgaria, some Middle Bulgarian texts were still being copied later. An example will suffice to illustrate this point: the 16th-century Tulcea copy of the Manasses Chronicle reflects a more archaic language than the mid-14th-century

290. The beginning of this period is connected with the destruction of the independent Bulgarian state of Samuil (1018), which turned the country into a Byzantine province, and the waves of mass invasions by Turkic populations into Bulgarian territory (in the 1030's, 1048, 1064 and the last two decades of the 11th century). See: Българска Академия на Науките, История на България, I, Sofia, 1961 (2nd edition), pp. 146-149, 155-156.

The end of the period is connected with the final Turkish conquest of Bulgaria (1396). The Turks virtually destroyed the Bulgarian nation as it had existed until their advent, through mass relocation of the population of the Balkan territories and Asia Minor, as well as through intensive Turkish colonization of Bulgaria.

Moscow copy of the same text, made by the priest Filip292.

In this study, the term "Middle Bulgarian literary language" is used because of the already-established tradition in historical studies of the Bulgarian language, but with the explicit reservation that it simply refers to a period in the development of the Church Slavic language in Bulgaria. For the practical purpose of the present study — the impact of this language on the Russian literary language of the end of the 14th - beginning of the 15th centuries — developments in the Church Slavic of Bulgaria after the Turkish conquest are of no interest.

The Middle Bulgarian literary language (until 1396) is a version of Old Church Slavic (in this context it is therefore also appropriate to speak of the Old Bulgarian literary language) which reflects only certain features of the spoken Bulgarian dialects of the 12th - 14th centuries. Nevertheless, these dialectal features are present in varying degree in all texts and are very useful diagnostic tools in determining the national origin of a certain translation or original Slavic literary work. Inasmuch as the search for these features is essential, one must outline the territorial boundaries of the Bulgarian dialects spoken at that time.

292. I. Bogdan published the Tulcea copy, comparing it with both the Vatican and the Moscow copies. The numerous spelling and grammatical variants from the Moscow copy, given by Bogdan, demonstrate the more conservative character of the Tulcea copy. Cf.:
I. Bogdan, Cronica lui Constantin Manasses..., p. 3-222.
3.1.1. Today the northern boundary of the Bulgarian dialects is the Danube River, but this cannot be projected backward to the period of the Bulgarian language under consideration in this study. The most exhaustive investigation of the Bulgarian dialects north of the Danube was conducted by S. B. Bernštejn on the extremely rich linguistic material of the Wallachian and Moldavian gramoty (before 1508)\textsuperscript{293}. But Rumanian scholars have, with very few exceptions (e.g. I. Bogdan) always had a strongly negative attitude towards any suggestion that large masses of Bulgarians in Wallachia and Moldavia could, through assimilation, have been among the "ancestors" of the modern Rumanian and Moldavian nations. Here is a curious item from the end of the last century, recounted by Bernštejn:

Some most precious Slavic gramoty from the city of Brashov came into the hands of the Rumanian historian Tocilescu, who was unable to read them. The Rumanian historian did not know the language in which most of the Rumanian monuments up to the 17th century were written. One can hardly imagine a Polish historian who would not know Latin! But everything Slavic caused the Rumanian historians and philologists such emotions as did not allow any objective studies. In the well-known work on the history of the Rumanian language and literature by Prof. A. Densusieanu, one reads: "One of the most unhappy coincidences for the language, the culture and even for the

\textsuperscript{293} S. B. Bernštejn, Razyskanija..., 370 pp. More recent papers, contributing to Bernštejn's study with additional data and observations, are:

substance of the Rumanian element was the contact of the Rumanians with Slavs and the introduction of the Slavic language in the Church and state.\textsuperscript{294}

In the mid-14th century there certainly was a Slavic Church in Wallachia, and in 1370 both of the Metropolitan sees in Wallachia were under the control of the Slavic archbishop of Oxrid.\textsuperscript{295} But the number of Wallachian-Moldavian gramoty written in 15th-century Bulgarian dialects reaches a few thousand (there are twice as many Moldavian gramoty as Wallachian).\textsuperscript{296}

In his serious examination of the contradictory theories in Rumanian historiography from before World War II, in their relationship to historic facts known to contemporary science but only partially used by those Rumanian scholars who disregarded the Slavic background of the Rumanian nation, Bernštejn comes to the following conclusion:

Thus, the Slavic population of Wallachia (and also Moldavia) is more ancient than the population

\textsuperscript{294} S. B. Bernštejn, op. cit., p. 44.

But the situation today is different. Contemporary Rumanian scholars acknowledge the participation of the Slavic (Bulgarian) ethnic element in the formation of their nation and the importance of the Church Slavic culture in the history of the country. For basic reference to such major Rumanian works, see the bibliographical notes in: Șt. Pascu, ed., and others, Istorija Medie a României, v. 1, Bucharest, 1966, p. 111-112.

\textsuperscript{295} Acta Partriarchatus Constantinopolitani, II, p. 230. This work was unaccessible to me, and the reference is from: S. B. Bernštejn, op. cit., p. 57.

\textsuperscript{296} S. B. Bernštejn, op. cit., p. 67.

\textsuperscript{297} S. B. Bernštejn, op. cit., p. 80-127.
which carried the Roman linguistic tradition. The intensive interrelations between them began from the 13th century. As a result of this process, a new language with multiple Slavic and Romance elements was created on the Wallachian territory. The Slavic tribes of Wallachia belonged to a group of tribes which is known under the name Bulgarian. This is confirmed by the analysis of the language of the Slavic gramoty, and above all, of the Serbian elements in it. 298.

The following three phrases will suffice to demonstrate the nature of the language of the Wallachian gramoty of the 15th century: купил тия овни летоска - 'he bought these rams last summer'; а вие да га оставите да отиде дома ски - 'you should let him go home'; найдете един кон велик и хубав - 'find a big and handsome horse'. 299. These phrases, which could be from a modern Bulgarian dialect, show beyond any doubt that the persons who wrote them were native Bulgarians, and not Wallachians who had learned the Church Slavic literary language. Nothing like them is registered in the territory of today's Bulgaria until the mid-16th century; thus foreigners could not have learned such a language from books.

But the presence of native Bulgarians on Wallachian and Moldavian territory in the period under study (12th-14th centuries) is related to the characterization of the literary, Church Slavic language known as Middle Bulgarian. Books, known today, written in Church Slavic, might well

299. S. B. Bernštejn, op. cit., p. 78.
have been written in Wallachia or Moldavia and still have had all the peculiarly Middle Bulgarian features.

3.1.2. The southern boundaries of the Bulgarian linguistic area are unclear. In the mid-16th century, the easternmost point of this boundary appears to have been immediately north of Adrianopolis. A German traveller of 1553-1555 testifies: "From Adrianopolis begins Bulgaria. In all the villages they speak the Bulgarian language"300. Such evidence, however, is too late to be absolutely reliable for the earlier period. There is earlier historical evidence (14th century) of Bulgarians' living in today's Greece, but it is not clear whether they were minority groups within Greek settlements, or residents of scattered Bulgarian villages on Greek territory. From the archives (in the Italian language) belonging to the Cretan notary Manoli Bresciano, who documented the slave trade in the city of Candia, one learns that on Sept. 14, 1382 "a slave Maria, Bulgarian by nationality, from the township of Livadia" (in Epirus) was sold for 115 perpers301. On Dec. 5, 1382 another slave was sold, "Mixail, Bulgarian by birth, from the region of Thessalonike, from the village called Phylokarina"302. While


302. I. Sakœzov, op. cit., entry # 85.
Bulgarian settlements (or neighborhoods in Greek towns and villages) on Greek territory might have penetrated far to the south, a considerable number of Greeks lived on the territory of the Bulgarian kingdom, especially on the Black Sea coast and in the larger Bulgarian cities. This was always used by the Bulgarian kings to justify their claim to the title "King of all Bulgarians and Greeks".

3.1.3. The north-west boundary of the Bulgarian dialects in the past has been disputed between some Serbian and Bulgarian linguists. A. Belić seriously claimed the modern West Bulgarian dialects as Serbian, part of the Prizren-Timok dialect group\textsuperscript{303}. As far as the Prizren-Timok dialects on Serbian territory are concerned, he suggested them to be "fundamentally Serbian dialects"\textsuperscript{304}, which borrowed certain Bulgarian features in the 17th - 18th centuries\textsuperscript{305}. But there is historic evidence which seems absolutely to contradict such a theory. At the end of March,\textsuperscript{306}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{303} A. Belić, Dialektologičeskaja karta serb-skogo jazyka, Stat'i po slavjanovedeniju, II, St. Petersburg, 1906, p. 58-59.
\item Serious Yugoslav dialectologists today do not repeat Belić's erroneous statements. Cf.:
\item P. Ivić, Die serbokroatischen Dialekte. Ihre Struktur und Entwicklung, Hague, 1958, p. 93-95.
\item For further Yugoslav bibliography on this problem see:
\item P. Ivić, op. cit., p. 47-48.
\item Đijalektologija srpskohrvatskog jezika. Uvod i štokavsko ňarečije, Novi Sad, 1956, p. 124-129.
\item A. Belić, O srpskim ili hrvatskim dijalek-tima, Beograd, 1908, p. 100.
\item A. Belić, op. cit., p. 102-103.
\end{itemize}
1433, the French nobleman Bertrandon de la Broquièrè crossed the Morava River west of Niš. He wrote:

Et vins en une ville que l'on nomme Corsebech [Kruševac] et furent X journées depuis Adrenopoly. Ceste dite ville est à un mile près de la rivyere de la Morave qui vient de Bossene et est une grosse rivyere qui depart la Vulgairie et la Rascie ou Servie, qui est une mesme chose. 

The same statement: the River Morava separates Bulgaria from Serbia (which at that time can only be geographic and ethnic — not political — terms) is repeated two centuries later, in 1671, by the Englishman John Burbury (Gent.) in his account of a journey from Vienna to Constantinople:

From Jogada, on a fine and strong wooden Bridge, we passed the River Morava, which separates Servia II Servia (sic) from Bulgaria. The next place was Baraiizin, then Pellacderesi and afterwards Aleschinti, where in a little Brook, and on the Grass thereabout, we saw many Tortoises. 


307. J. Burbury, A Relation of a Journey of the Right Honourable My Lord Henry Howard, (From London to Vienna, and thence to Constantinople; In the Company of his Excellency Count Lesley, Knight of the Order of the Golden Fleece, Councillour of State to his Imperial Majesty, etc., And Extraordinary Ambassadour from Leopoldus Emperour of Germany to the Grand Signior, Sultan Mahomet Han the Forth. Written by John Burbury Gent.), London, 1671, p. 124-125.

I would like to express my special gratitude to the staff of the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library in Los Angeles, who were able to direct me to this source of information and to provide the original edition of this extremely rare miniature book of 1671.
3.1.3.1. Both testimonies are reliable with respect to correct ethnic identification of the territories, because neither Bertrand de la Broquière nor John Burbury shows any special sympathy with the Bulgarians, which might have prompted them to "locate" the ethnic boundary farther to the west. The literature on the status of the Torlak dialects since Belić does not give a precise nor universally accepted explanation of their origin. Their Balkan (and Bulgarian) features have been explained by early (9th-13th century) Bulgarian influence, by the early influence

308. A. Margulies believes that the Torlak dialects were bulgarized over the period 9th - 13th centuries, since their territory was successively within the domain of the Bulgarian kings of the First Empire (Boris, Symeon and Samuil) and of the Second (Asenid) Empire. See: A. Margulíes, Historische Grundlagen der südslavischen Sprachgliederung, Archiv für slavische Philologie, XL, 1926, 3-4, p. 203-208.

There is historic evidence that around the year 680 the Protobulgarians resettled the seven Moesian Slavic tribes (which were the Slavic element in the future Bulgarian nation north of the Balkan Mountains) westward around the rivers Timok and Morava, with the task of guarding the newly-formed Bulgaro-Slavic federation from the Avars on the north-west. Two of the original seven Slavic tribes (from the later Bulgarian group) received their names from the new territory - Timočane and Moravjane. See: Балgarska Akademija na Naukite, Istorija na Балгарија, I, Sofia, 1961 (2nd edition), p. 60-61.

V. Zlatarski, Istorija na българската държава през средние векове, I, I, Sofia, 1918, pp. 142-143. 146.

K. Mirčev, op. cit., p. 42.

If it could be proven that there were in the 6th-7th centuries tribes of the Serbo-Croatian Slavic group already settled in the Prizren-Timok area, one might in a certain sense place the start of their "Bulgarization" even earlier than does Margulíes. Undeniably, the dialects of the area were involved in the Balkan convergence processes, parallel with the Slavic dialects of present-day Bulgaria and Macedonia.

However, on the basis of available historical evi-
of the Romance substratum\textsuperscript{309}, and according to the most recent theories, by independent (from Bulgarian) participation in the Balkan convergence phenomena, in which no other Serbo-Croatian dialects took part\textsuperscript{310}. One can only agree with the theoretical premise of some contemporary linguists, that whatever forces affected the historical development of the Torlak dialects are of little relevance to the present position of these dialects, within the Serbo-Croatian language and within the Balkan convergence area\textsuperscript{311}.

dence, it seems that the creation of the transitional Bulgarian-Serbian dialects was a much more complicated phenomenon than a simple "Bulgarization" as a result of political domination. It is possible (although I could find no reference to this in Serbian history) that the penetration of Slavs into the Timok-Prizren area came simultaneously, from the end of the 7th century on, in two directions: westward from Bulgaria and north-eastward from Serbia, and thus that the dialects there had from the beginning a transitional character. This area must have been quite sparsely populated even in the 11th century, since it was there that the Byzantine authorities chose to settle the defeated Pečenegs, sometime after 1048. See: 

\begin{center}
\end{center}


\textsuperscript{310} P. Ivić, \textit{Dijalektologija srpskohrvatskog jezika...}, p. 108-129. More recently, P. Ivić does not classify the Torlak dialects as part of the Štokavian group, but rather as an independent group among the Serbo-Croatian dialects, on an equal footing with the Štokavian and Čakavian groups. See: 

\begin{center}
\end{center}

3.1.3.2. There is no question at all that today the people in eastern Serbia (with the exception of the officially recognized Bulgarian minority in the area around Dimitrovgrad and Pirot) think of themselves as Serbians and call their dialects Serbian. But this is not a sufficient reason to project that national consciousness back some 600 - 900 years into the past. Yugoslav linguists (both Serbian and Macedonian) appear not to be aware of the extremely complex situation in the undisputedly Bulgarian dialects: whenever they speak of isoglosses between the South Slavic dialects, they quote as Bulgarian features only those features shared by the Bulgarian literary language, which is built on the grammatical structure of two numerically insignificant dialects of the central Balkan Mountains. As a result, the "Serbian" dialectal isoglosses are projected eastward into the territory of the modern Bulgarian state over an area where approximately three out of the eight million Bulgarians live.

312. In addition to St. Stojkov's Болгарска диалектология, one can find numerous monographs on the peculiarities of dialects, published in the series Болгарска диалектология; they best reveal the tremendous difficulties in singling out a definite number of "Bulgarian features".

313. P. Ivic, Die serbokroatischen Dialekte..., p. 35-41.


315. P. Ivic, op. cit., fig. 1 (p. 31), fig. 2 (p. 32), fn. 2 (p. 39-40).
The problem of the north-western boundary of the Bulgarian dialects in the 11th - 14th centuries is not solved at all. It can be solved only in a spirit of cooperation between South Slavic linguists (which seems to be still far in the future) and on the basis of two major principles: first, the national identification and belonging of a certain Slavic population in medieval times has no bearing on the ethnic and political borders between the Balkan Slavic states of today, and vice versa; second, in the national identification of the dialects of two neighboring Slavic peoples, allowance should definitely be made for a belt of transitional dialects which include features of both languages (this has not been done yet, either in Bulgarian or in Yugoslav dialectology, which is itself a very strange "Balkan" phenomenon).

3.1.3.3. Transitional dialects between the Serbian and Bulgarian languages exist and must have existed from the very formation of Bulgarian and Serbian as two different Slavic languages. Without such an understanding, Slavists would search in vain for the "Bosnian" dialectal origin of the Codex Marianus on the sole grounds of the realization of *Q as [u] when all other typically Bulgarian (including Balkan) features are present in the language of that manuscript. Without accepting the existence of such transitional dialects, the attempt to prove that the Codex Marianus was written in Bosnia is bound to fail. V. Jagić explains the confusion of the letters ļ_

transitional dialects in South Slavic dialectology, one is unable to explain many phonetic peculiarities in the literature of the Bulgarian kingdom of Vidin (14th century)\textsuperscript{317}. An examination of some 14th - 16th century manuscripts written in Western Bulgaria, gives abundant evidence that in some of the dialects on this territory the etymological *Q yielded [u], which is not true for most of these dialects today. Evidence for the mid-14th century is the literary production in Vidin; for the 16th century the best illustration is the impressive literary activity of Vladislav Gramanov.

\textsuperscript{317} A very interesting document (although the sole surviving sample) from the 14th-century Vidin language is the gramota of King Ioan Sracimir, written between 1363 and 1396. It reveals many phonetic features of the modern transitional dialects between Bulgarian and Serbian: *Q > [u] - (поручали); preposition and prefix *vь > [u] - (С гра(д); ма (instead of азь) for the pronoun of the first person singular; but no vocalization of ъ/ь into a. See:


Similar phonetic, morphological and lexical peculiarities, indicating a north-west Bulgarian dialectal basis (transitional to Serbian), are shared by the Sbornik of Vitae of female saints (of 1360), kept in the University library of Ghent; as well as by the writings of the Vidin metropolitan Ioasaf Bdinski. See:

I. Martynov, Bdinskij sbornik 1360 г., rukopis' Gentskoj biblioteki, Pamjatniki drevnej pis'mennosti i iskusstva, XIV, St. Petersburg, 1882.

Unfortunately, most of these works have received little attention from historians of the Bulgarian language.  

3.1.4. The south-western boundary of the Bulgarian dialects of the 13th - 14th centuries was in today's eastern and south-eastern Albania. According to Seliščev, the earliest contacts between the Slavic and Albanian populations...  

318. There are four extant manuscripts originally written by Vladislav Gramatik in 1456, 1469, 1473 and 1479, totalling 4300 pages and including 260 works by about 50 Byzantine and Bulgarian writers. His language, although reflecting Serbian phonetic features, also reflects Bulgarian morphological and syntactic features. Most of Vladislav's writing activities took place in the West Bulgarian Rila Monastery, which would indicate that his language was fully accepted by his contemporaries as adequate Church Slavic.  

For a very comprehensive bibliography and samples of Vladislav Gramatik's writings, see:  


319. The only study (and a marginal one) of the peculiarities of the language of Vladislav Gramatik is in connection with textological considerations. See:  


The linguistic peculiarities of the works of Vladislav Gramatik, as well as of the remnants of the literary production of the Vidin kingdom of the 14th century, have been outside the interest of Bulgarian linguists. K. Mirčev does not include any of those works (cf. fn. 316, 317) in his review of important works in Middle Bulgarian literature (op. cit., p. 17-23). He mentions the development of *q to /u/ in the north-western dialects, without referring to manuscripts in which it was reflected (op. cit., p. 103).  

320. The south-western Bulgarian dialects of the 12th - 14th centuries (also referred to as the Macedonian (Slavic) dialects) will be discussed in 3.1.5.
lations on the territory of modern Albania began in the 6th-7th centuries. A. V. Desnickaja identifies the modern Albanian dialects which were influenced most heavily by the Macedono-Bulgarian population in the area, as the following five: Central Geg, Southern Geg, a transitional belt south of the River Shkumbin, Northern Tosk and Southern Tosk. The problem of the interrelationship of Bulgarian and Albanian dialects, not only in Albania but on the entire Bulgarian (and present-day Macedonian) territory, is very complex; but beyond any doubt the Albanians (or their Thraco-Illyrian ancestors) played a very important role in the processes of mutual influence that took place in the Balkan convergence area. The problem of Alban-

A. V. Desnickaja, Slavjanske zaimstvovanija v albanskom jazyke, Doklady sovetskoj delegacii na V Meždunarodnom s"ezde slavistov, Moscow, 1963, p. 27.
A. V. Desnickaja, Slavjano-albanske jazikovye otnošenija i albanskaja dialektologija, Slavjanskoie jazykoznanie (VI Meždunarodnyj s"ezd slavistov), Moscow, 1968, p. 136.

A. Desnickaja cites a number of pertinent articles by Albanian linguists, but since they are all in Albanian I was unable to make use of them. However, her report on the problem of the Albanization of an older Bulgarian population is well documented by lexical evidence, both from the Albanian dialects and from the literary language (cf. op. cit., p. 120-147).


E. Çabej, Ältere Stufen des Albanischen im
ian participation at least in the copying of the Middle Bulgarian literature, before the time of their conversion to the Moslem religion, has never been considered in the history of the Bulgarian language. Yet, the type of mistakes in some Middle Bulgarian manuscripts raises serious doubts as to the Slavic origin of the copyist. One such manuscript is the Aprakos Apostle of the 13th century (kept in the Sofia National Library "Kiril i Metodij", under # 880)\(^{323}\). The scribe of this Apostle writes: наричаелое добреа [=добро(не)] пристанище (p. 54 a)\(^{324}\); "vocalizes jers" in a strange fashion: тогода (p. 12b), тъкому (p. 21 b), кото (p. 22 a), or inserts jers in most unexpected places: зънаме (p. 20 b, 14 a), възвратисьтас* (p. 30 b), сълишати and иськаше (both on p. 37 b); confuses


See also the Ph.D. dissertation of K. Steinke, in which the author studies the language of this manuscript, but does not mention the possibility of a copyist of non-Slavic origin. This factor would have additionally complicated the already complex picture of the disintegration of the Bulgarian nominal declension:

K. Steinke, Studien über den Verfall der bulgarischen Deklination (Slavistische Beiträge, 29), Munich, 1968, 133 pp.

324. K. Steinke, op. cit., p. 54.
both є and ъ for etymological *ą: съдь (p. 22 a), мъжи (p. 20 b), vs. рекъть (p. 83 b); inexplicably uses the letter ъ: същите (p. 8 a), рекоста (p. 42 b), съв (p. 49 a); confuses the letters оь and оъ (spelled reversed, as in many 13th-century Bulgarian manuscripts): нашемо (p. 8 a), разошоі (p. 69 a), etc., vs. лоудьстии, лъдемъ (both on p. 12 b), etc. 325. Some of the spelling mistakes might indicate a certain pattern (as, for instance, non-distinction of [l] and [l,] or [m] and [m,], prothetic iotation of initial /u/, etc., but the examples quoted, for illustration only, by M. Stojanov and Xr. Kodov are too few to draw conclusions from.

It might be an interesting task for specialists in the non-Slavic Balkan languages to examine the types of mistakes and to try to relate them to a specific Balkan phonological system.

3.1.5. The geographic distribution of the dialects of Middle Bulgarian is connected with a relatively new problem in Slavistics — the existence of a "Middle Macedonian" language. A. Vaillant was the first to write quite seriously about the "Old Macedonian" language, created by Kliment of Oxrid as a language distinct from the Old Bulgarian language in Preslav; he even goes further, claiming that "when the center of the Bulgarian (sic) state moved

to Oxrid, the Old Macedonian language took over. Approximately 20 years before Vaillant, in 1931, N. van Wijk wrote in relation to the two schools (Eastern and Western) in the Old Bulgarian language:

One, however, should not oppose the East and the West to each other, because there were many various interrelations and mutual influences between them, while there were no sharp distinctions among the various dialects. For certain texts, it is difficult to say of what origin they are: Eastern or Western.

B. Koneski, in his *Istorija na makedonskiot jazik*, does not use such terms as "Old Macedonian", "Middle Macedonian", "New Macedonian". However, he first suggests that "the language of the Macedonian Slavs", after the second half of the 9th century, "like the Bulgarian language and, in a lesser degree, the South-East Serbian dialects, underwent many radical structural changes under the influence of the Balkan linguistic milieu". But the term


For detailed analysis of this theory of Vaillant's see:
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"Macedonian language" soon appears in a statement about its "immediate contact with the neighboring South Slavic languages - Bulgarian and Serbian"^330, and the mechanism of these "contacts" is spelled out:

The temporary close contact with the Bulgarian (respectively, Serbian) language was yet, naturally, in medieval times dependent on which of the created state centers - the Bulgarian or the Serbian - in different periods achieved power in Macedonia^331.

If one compares the changes in the "Macedonian" language from the mid-9th century to modern times, as described by B. Koneski in his historical grammar, one will find them identical with the changes in the Bulgarian language during the same period, as described by K. Mirčev^332. Most of the specific features of the Macedonian dialects, not attested in medieval writings, exist in modern Bulgarian dialects too, as can be seen from the description by St. Stojkov in his short university textbook on the contemporary Bulgarian dialects (Stojkov did not study any Slavic dialect on Yugoslavian territory)^333.

---

332. For a detailed comparison of Koneski's historical grammar (1965) and Mirčev's *Istoričeska gramatika na bølgarskiija ezik, 1958, 1963 (2nd edition)*, see:
For the entire period from the 9th through the 19th centuries, B. Koneski, in his search for national identity, boldly introduces such terms as "Macedonia" (as a national territory coinciding with the geographical area called Macedonia today), "Macedonians" (as a separate Slavic nation), "Macedonian language" (spoken by this nation and having its own literary form, different from that of the neighboring Bulgarian literary language) as if they were self-evident and undisputed in history and slavistics. He makes no effort to justify them, either by offering serious linguistic considerations (such as a list of grammatical features present exclusively in the Macedonian writings and dialects but absent from their Bulgarian counterparts) or by citing any historical records, testifying to the reality of his terms in all the periods to which he applies them. This is just as well, because they are unjustifiable.

3.1.5.1. To begin with, the geographic region called Macedonia in medieval times (9th - 15th centuries) was located between the city of Adrianopolis on the east, the city of Philipopolis (Plovdiv) on the west, and the Aegean coast at the mouth of the Marica River on the south. The western boundary of the medieval geographic region of Macedonia lay approximately where the eastern boundary of today's region of Macedonia lies. After the Turkish

334. The Byzantine historian Leo Grammaticus (10th - 11th century) describes how the Bulgarian khan Krum in 813 captured Adrianopolis and took as prisoners 12,000
conquest in the mid-15th century, the geographic region of Macedonia shifted westward: with Plovdiv as an administrative center, it included Thessalonike, Skopje and Vardar. Yet today's western Macedonia was called Illyria335.

3.1.5.2. Then the question is, if today's Macedonia was not even called Macedonia until the middle of the 15th century, how could there have been a Macedonian nation and a Macedonian language there? The answer is, that there were not. In the period 9th - 19th centuries the ethnic Macedonians, who later returned to their country, Macedonia. See:

Leonis Grammatici Chronographia, Bonn, 1842, pp. 208, 231, 233; in the same work this author states that the Byzantine emperor Basil I (867-886) was born "in Macedonia, in a village near Adrianopolis" (op. cit., p. 228). The 11th-century Byzantine historian Michael Psellus writes that the Emperor's second cousin Leo "lived in Adrianopolis and was imbued with Macedonian haughtiness". See:

E. Renault, ed., Michel Psellos, Chronographie ou histoire d'un siècle de Byzance (976-1077), II, Paris, 1928, p. 14. Further in his discourse on the events of 1047, the chronicler writes that the rebels "reached Macedonia, seized Adrianopolis as a fortress and immediately set to work" (op. cit., p. 17).

Compare also the historical testimony of the Slavic monk Isaja (1371) on the defeat of Velkašin and Ugleša at Černomen, near Adrianopolis, in Macedonia (cf. 2.3.1.b and fn. 135).

335. The Byzantine historian Leonicus Chalcocondyles (15th century) writes that the Turkish ruler Bayazid (1389-1402) signed a peace treaty with the princes in Macedonia, settled Skopje, then penetrated into Illyria and even sent troops to the land of the Albanians. See:

Leonici Chalcocondylae De Rebus Turcicis, Bonn, 1843, p. 60.

The French nobleman Bertrand de la Broquière reports that soon after March 12, 1433, "je arrivay à Philopopoly [= Plovdiv] qui est le chief de Macedoine et est ceste dicte ville en ceste belle plaine sur ladite riviere de la Maresche...". (Cf. Ch. Scheffer, ed., op. cit., p. 200).
name of the Slavic people living in today's Macedonia was Bulgarian, and the language they spoke was called Bulgarian also. One of the earliest books in a contemporary Bulgar-

336. The earliest historic record is from the 7th century, when the Protobulgarian chieftains Maurus and Kuber settled their tribe among the Slavs in the valley of Bitolja. See:

Miracula Sancti Demetrii, Гръцки извори за българската история, III, София, p. 158.

In the 10th century, St. Kliment, the creator of the Oxrid School, is called "Bulgarian Bishop of Oxrid". See:


In 1019-1020 the Byzantine emperor Basil II ("Bulgaroctonus") issued charters with regulations for the conquered western Bulgarian kingdom of Samuil. In the First Charter (1019) it is written that "the Byzantine state expanded and the state of the Bulgarians passed into yoke with it". See:


Theophylactus, the 11th -12th century Greek bishop of Oxrid, in his numerous letters calls the local inhabitants Bulgarians, and the language spoken by them — Bulgarian. See:

Simeon Mitropolit, Писмата на Теофилакт Охридски, предел от гръцки Mitropolit Simeon, СбБан, XXVII, София, 1931, pp. 18, 71, 72, 128, 181. This same Theophylactus wrote the Vita of St. Kliment of Oxrid, in which he calls him the Bulgarian Bishop; the people of Kliment's see (the same as his own) he calls Bulgarians, and their language, Bulgarian. See:


In a letter of June 30th, 1502, the Dubrovnik merchants Vladislav de Sorgo and Luca de Bona report to the hospital administration of Dubrovnik that the plague "began to appear in many places in Skopje, penetrating chiefly in small places, and affected good people in the homes of Bulgarians and in the homes of Turks...". The letter is published in Italian in Diversa notarie, v. 81, p. 138-139; it is quoted here from the English translation in:


In the Zograph Pomenik (Dead-Roll) from 1527 to 1728, the names of the deceased from today's Macedonia, with
ian dialect from Macedonia was published in 1814 in Budapest under the following title: "Повѣсть ради стрѣшного и втора-гв пришествія христова собранная в различнихъ стѣшъ писаніяхъ, и преведенная на простѣшій назвать болгарскій, пользованія ради простѣшыхъ читавковъ и некнѣжнихъ. Списанная в Хаджі Ішакма дѣскала и преведена на тѣть потшаніемъ господары куръ Хаджі Пếца в Щип, куръ Хаджі Станко в Крѣтого, куръ Димітрий Филіпповичъ в Єгорѣ Дерѣ Паланка за дошевное ихъ спасеніе. Настоитель бѣсть Димітрий Іванновичъ Зѣбра в Сѣчиша. Въ Ебдимѣ градѣ, писмены крѣлевѣ Все-бѣчильща Сунтарскаго, 1814." (Italics mine, I. T.)

A significant testimony on the Bulgarian national identity of the people in today's Greek and Yugoslav Macedonia in 1850-1860 is given by the Bosnian folklorist Stefan Verkovic. In his preface he writes:

But I called these songs Bulgarian rather than Slavic, because if one were to ask today a Macedonian Slav: "What are you?", he would answer at once: "I am a Bulgarian, and I call my language Bulgarian..."
Volumes could be written on the Bulgarian national consciousness of the Slavic population in today's Macedonia until the end of the last century. The conditions for the creation of a new, Macedonian nation — and later, of a Macedonian literary language — were generated by the intervention of the European powers after the liberation of all Bulgaria from the Turkish yoke in 1878; the European powers, keeping their commitment to Turkey, returned Macedonia for 34 more years to Turkish colonial administration. This is when the histories, as well as the languages, of the Bulgarians and the Macedonians really separated.

3.1.5.3. Today the existence of a new Macedonian nation on the territory of Yugoslavia is a fact which cannot be disputed. Nor can one dispute the existence of a young Macedonian literary language, as artificial a creation as the Bulgarian literary language is. But this does not mean that the Macedonians have always been satisfied with their language. The following quote is from St. Verkovic, *op. cit.*, p. xiii.

340. This cannot be claimed for the people who live in Bulgarian Macedonia, since they took part in all the modern history of the Bulgarian nation as equal participants. It is true that in 1947 many of the inhabitants of western Bulgaria were forced by the Communist authorities in Bulgaria to declare themselves Macedonians by nationality, as a first step toward the formation of the Balkan Federation planned by Tito and G. Dimitrov. (The latter, by the way, although born in Greek Macedonia, never thought of himself as Macedonian rather than Bulgarian in origin.) In that year the government authorities in Sofia came a few times to our house, unsuccessfully pressing us to change our nationality to Macedonian because my father's side of the family came from Prilep.
not entitle anyone to project the facts of today backward into history. Such projections are not naïveté, but intentional falsification of historical fact. B. Koneski, while solemnly discussing the "contact" of the "Macedonian" language with the "neighboring Bulgarian", slips, quoting examples demonstrating the development of the "Macedonian" comparative degree of adjectives from the Tarnovo copy of the Manasses Chronicle\textsuperscript{341}. In his study of a 16th-century Bulgarian dialect from the village of Bogorsko, district of Kostur (in today's Greece), represented in a brief Bulgarian-Greek dictionary written with Greek letters\textsuperscript{342}, A. Vaillant writes about the author of the dictionary: "C'était un Grec curieux du slave macédonien", (italics mine, I. T.)\textsuperscript{343}. In fact, however, the author was curious not about "Macedonian Slavic", as claimed by Vaillant, but about Bulgarian, for he entitled his dictionary: "Beginning. Bulgarian words and their correspondence in the popular (Greek) language" (italics mine, I. T.)\textsuperscript{344}. The dialect of

\textsuperscript{341} B. Koneski, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 120.


\textsuperscript{343} A. Vaillant, in his study on the grammar, published together with the 16th-century dictionary (G. Gianelli, A. Vaillant, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 46).

\textsuperscript{344} The front page with this title is given in photoreproduction between pp. 44 and 45 of the French publication. In addition, the title is printed in Greek (with reconstructions) on p. 23. However, this is the only Greek sentence in the entire book which has not been translated into French! Here is the Greek title from the photoreproduction of the original: ΔΡ[χη] ἐν βουλγαρίων διμάτον,
the village of Bogorsko was extinct before the creation of the Macedonian nation\textsuperscript{345}; the dialect was Bulgarian, and its study is part of Bulgarian historical dialectology. One is hardly convinced by Vaillant's assertion that: "Ce macédonien du XVI siècle est très semblable au macédonien moderne,"\textsuperscript{346} especially when one sees the features which he adduces to prove his point. Here are a few of them: \( *\varepsilon > [j]\) (vjáter, vjáždi); systematic preservation of initial \( *x \) (xljáb-o); \( *tj > [št] \) (noštvi, ovóštje) and \( *dj > [žd] \) (vjáždi). While it is true that all of these features exist in modern Macedonian dialects, it is also true that they are among the most frequently cited characteristic features of Bulgarian\textsuperscript{347}, and that as such they have been selectively purged from the Macedonian literary language.

3.1.5.4. The term "Middle Macedonian" was first used by the Macedonian linguist R. Ugrinova, but with no definition of its chronological boundaries, nor of the geographic area in which it was written\textsuperscript{348}. The basic characteristically:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{345} Bl. Sklifov, Edin trud vərəxu "makedonskata" leksika ot XVI v., BalgEZ, XVII, 1967, 4, p. 380-381.
\item \textsuperscript{346} A. Vaillant, in his study on the grammar, published together with the 16th-century dictionary (G. Gianelli, A. Vaillant, op. cit., p. 45).
\item \textsuperscript{347} P. Ivić, Die serbokroatischen Dialekte, pp. 36, 38.
\item \textsuperscript{348} R. Ugrinova, Spomenici na staromakedonskata pismenost, Slovenska pismenost — 1050-godišnina na Kliment Oxridski, Oxrid, 1966, p. 65.
\end{itemize}
teristic of the manuscripts singled out by Ugrinova as Middle Macedonian is the vocalization of ъ > о and ъ > ə, which, since it even today exists in some of the Rupski dialects of south-eastern Bulgaria, is rather to be considered a South Bulgarian feature. Other characteristic features of the language she calls "Middle Macedonian" are the use of the letters s and f; the confusion in the use of the letters χ and α; the use of e and нѣ for the third person singular, affirmative and negative respectively, of the verb 'to be'; the use of the grammatical ending -мe for the first person plural of the present tense; the sporadic use of the post-positive article; and the wrong usage of grammatical cases, indicating the existence, in the dialects, of a generalized objective case. Reading Ugrinova's article, one is saddened by the total ignorance of the history of the Bulgarian language, as well as of the present situation in its dialects, on the part of an author who has made it her specialty to investigate the history of one of the former dialectal subgroups of Bulgarian. By contrast, B. Koneski in his historical grammar scrupulously lists many (though not all) of those developments in Bulgaria which coincided with those in Macedonia, and does not use the term "Middle Macedonian" at all.

3.2. It is accepted in Slavic philology

349. See also the criticism on Ugrinova's article by D. Ivanova-Mirčeva:
D. Ivanova-Mirčeva, op. cit., p. 61-62.
and in the historical studies of the Bulgarian language that the texts from the classical Church Slavic period in Bulgaria were revised during the second half of the 14th century. The credit for this revision is universally attributed to the Bulgarian Patriarch of the last quarter of the 14th century — Euthymius of Tarnovo.

A typical expression of this opinion is given by K. S. Mirčev (rendered here in English translation):

It must be emphasized that the Middle Bulgarian literature was deprived of graphic unity by the unfavorable conditions under which it developed, the greater difference between the literary and the spoken language giving rise to large discrepancies or errors even in the liturgical books. Departure from the norms of a given epoch was possible at all levels. This encouraged Patriarch Euthymius, in the second half of the 14th century, to undertake his reforms, whose main goal was to establish order and homogeneity in the spelling of Middle Bulgarian monuments and to canonize a number of dead linguistic norms; meanwhile, there was a conscious resistance to any innovation in the literary language and to its rapprochement with the spoken language. Thus, for example, Euthymius, this "great artist of Slavic letters" as his pupils called him, severely criticized the omission of the epenthetic -l- in the texts. Concerning the use of the nasal vowels and jers, he recommended the following: at the beginning of a word one should write only * (e.g. *зыкъ, instead of the O Bulg. і-лзъ ікъ), the back jers should be written only in the middle of a word and in prepositions, while the front jer should be written only at word end (for example: вълкъ, вънь, въръхъ); wherever two nasal vowels follow each other, one should first write * and then * (for instance: добръ вместо of добръ). In general, the reforms of the Bulgarian Patriarch aimed to preserve fully the archaic aspect of the literary language.

which had really become an artificial and dead language.

This is a typical statement of the role attributed to Patriarch Euthymius in the archaization and standardization of the Bulgarian literary language. The tradition which assigns this important role to Euthymius goes back as far as the early 15th c., when two prominent writers, Grigorij Camblak and Konstantin Kostenečki, testified to the merits of Euthymius.

3.2.1. The first, and more reliable, of them is the Slavic writer and religious leader Grigorij Camblak (1360's to 1420). In his Vita of Patriarch Euthymius he writes about Euthymius' activities after the year 1371 at the monastery of the Holy Trinity near Tarnovo (before his becoming Patriarch in 1375)\textsuperscript{351}:

What were his activities? The translation of the liturgical books from Greek into Bulgarian. And nobody who hears me say this should think that I shrink from the truth, because the Bulgarian books are very old due to their many years of existence, and because they have been in existence since the Christianization of the people, and even because it was those books, which this man, who reached all the way to our days, great amongst the saints, had studied. This is what I know, and there is no other truth. But be it because the first translators did not know fluently the language and the dogma of the Greeks, be it because they used an unpolished language, their books differed in words and meaning from the Greek books and were rough and unharmonious in respect to expression. They were believed to be exact only because they were called holy books. They concealed many mistakes and dis-

agreed with the true dogmas. That is why many heresies originated from them. After destroying all old books, this new legislator, carrying the new ones in his working hands, descended from the mountain of his erudition and surrendered to the Church a true heavenly treasure, like scripture written by God, and all of it new, all exact, agreeing with the Gospel, not deviating from the dogma..."352

3.2.2. In this testimony one must try to separate the usual legendary exaggeration in the Vitae, from the facts. First of all, Camblak does not mention the New Testament as one of the books Euthymius translated; on the contrary, Euthymius tried to bring the other books into accord with its text. That he destroyed the old books must be doubted. At that time Euthymius possessed no particular power within the Church hierarchy; he was a very prominent monk, with some connections with the Palace and the Patriarch, but was still not in a position to decide which books could be "destroyed". The only books which he might have surrendered to the authorities would have been those already forbidden by the Church, and listed in the numerous indices of heretical books. Even if he had been able to suggest to the authorities the destruction of a few liturgical books on account of their gross deviations from orthodox dogma, these must have been the books of that one particular monastery and thus of no importance amid the bulk of distorted copies available even today in great

numbers in the Bulgarian and Yugoslav museums and libraries.

Grigorij Camblak is definite in dating the literary reform of Euthymius: it took place in the monastery of the Holy Trinity between the years 1371 and 1375, before Euthymius became Patriarch. We must question the freedom of even a prominent monk to promulgate such a significant reform. Within the social conventions of the epoch, the only freedom a particular person could have had would have been one of choice among different already-existing norms and schools.

3.2.3. The second of the earliest historical allusions to Euthymius' literary activities is by the Serbian writer of Bulgarian origin, Konstantin Kostenečki, who mentions a few times the name of Euthymius in his treatise *On the Letters*, written before 1418 in the Serbian state of Despot Stefan Lazarević. The treatise is known in two versions: the full, preserved only in one 15th-century copy, and the abbreviated, known in numerous Serbian, Bulgarian, Russian and Wallacho-Moldavian copies from after the 16th century.

The entire problem of the existence of a "testi-


354. The full version is published by V. Jagić in his *Razsuždenija stariny o cerkovno-slavjanskom jazyke*, 1, St. Petersburg, 1885-1895. I used the German photoedition of Jagić's work, which has a different order of the articles and a different pagination:

mony" by Konstantin Kostenečki about a revision of the books and the language in Bulgaria by Euthymius, is connected with Jagić's interpretation of what K. Kostenečki really wrote. Here is how Jagić states it:

Konstantin considers Euthymius of Bulgaria the highest authority on different problems of Slavic literature. He talks of him as "a great artist of the Slavic letters", calls him the light of those (Bulgarian) countries "all the way to the Marica River, and the Scythian lands, and in Zagora". Obviously he was not personally acquainted with Euthymius, did not consider himself his immediate student, but as a student of one of his students — named Andronik from the Romanian regions — he bowed before the glory of the Tărnovo Patriarch. And this teacher of his, according to his testimony, belonged to that number of outstanding persons, who knew well the Slavic literature and maintained in it the traditions of the old Tărnovo school. According to Konstantin's opinion, in his own time there were very few such knowledgeable people: "the lights of the letters faded out from the Marica to Thessalonike and Beograd". Even in the Tărnovo countries the Slavic literature was about to decline, but "the King and the Patriarch" elevated it again. As the King one must understand either Ioan Šišman alone, the closest contemporary of Euthymius, or together with him also his ancestor, Ioan Aleksandr; the Patriarch, of course, is Euthymius himself. Unfortunately, Konstantin does not touch all of the activities and merits of Euthymius, but only by allusions gives us to understand that Euthymius had influenced considerably that side of Slavic literature which was dearest of all to our author, i.e., he contributed to the stabilization of certain orthographic norms. Since, in the main, only this problem interested Konstantin, he tells in relation to Euthymius, that the latter did not have time (не успел) to formulate precisely his graphic system, that he did not leave behind any spelling manual, where he would have stated his theory: «не потщася списати утверждение симъ». According to Konstantin's words, which are not altogether understandable, Euthymius was satisfied with some kind of «изъявленія». It is hard to
define what was the nature of these «изъявленія» — whether they were his orders or practical regulations.

This very long quotation from Jagić was necessary in order to see the different stages of the evolution in the understanding of Konstantin Kostenečki's "testimony" on Euthymius' reform. In an article on K. Kostenečki, the Bulgarian literary historian K. Kuev writes:

If Despot Stefan Lazarević wills it, Konstantin is ready to write such a manual, as will have as a basis the spelling of Cyril and Methodius as well as the orthographo-linguistic reform of Euthymius.... His grammatical treatise... gives such an array of information (редица сведения) about the reform of Euthymius as cannot be found anywhere else (Italics mine, I. T.)

In Lixačev, this line of thought goes even further:

In order to establish the essence of the second South Slavic influence in Russia, it would be of great importance to clarify the philosophical sense of the literary reform of Euthymius, which penetrated into Russia: a reform of the literary language, orthography and graph-ics.... We can only partially judge the sense of Euthymius' reform from a single work by a student of one of his students, Konstantin the Philosopher Kostenečki (italics mine, I. T.)

355. V. Jagić, ed., op. cit., p. 81-82.
The most "advanced" stage of the evolution in the interpretation of Konstantin Kostenečki's testimony on Euthymius is represented by Mirčev's statement already quoted (cf. 3.2.; fn. 350), where even individual points of his supposed spelling reform are listed.

Konstantin Kostenečki's testimony on Euthymius has been interpreted in the literature to a degree which has already made it unrecognizable in the interpretations. Here is exactly what Konstantin himself wrote:

And still, this artist is imperfect, because I did not reach that great artist of Slavic letters, and as I would say, the father of Tărnovo Kyr Euthymius, who truly appeared, and who is still today, like a light for those lands from the river called Marica even to the Scythian lands and Zagore. But I will give a warm portrait with a godly love which will fill even the non-gifted. To this man, marvelous in his words, a certain Andronik from the Romanian (=east Thracian) regions was a student for a while; and when he was our teacher in writing, he explained thus: no matter how heavy and strong the things you build on firm ground (which is, at the beginning of learning), they will stay there. And only he who will teach the children these things in this way at the beginning is perfect in the letters and in his philosophy (въ мнениех). Having explained this, I will now speak boldly: that the lights of literature faded away, beginning from the Marica, all the way to Salonike and Beograd, with the exception of a few, and those who can still be found are from the Tărnovo lands or taught by such....

In the same way the letters were destroyed in the Tărnovo lands, but the King and the Patriarch enlightened (the people), and behold, how much good they did by this, and not only then and in their own region, but their plantings and foundation remain forever, and even until now enlighten the surrounding kingdoms. If this is not so, let him who has an objection tell me about it.

And Kyr Euthymius was the most artistic one in these lands, although many others appeared who
were very prominent in the word of the teachings and fear of the Lord, but not on the basis of the letters, as he was. But even he did not make an effort to write down an affirmation of this, such as one can find in the Greek writings, or even some sort of partial exposition. For he who rules, has no fear of anything, and whatever he orders, happens; thus he, having taught precisely, or having laid down the fundamentals of learning, uprooted evil and no one stood against him, while this poor slave, in the grip of fear ... cannot in this way...358.

As one can see, Konstantin Kostenečki does not even mention the word "reform" in his original writing. His statement can be broken down into several points:

a) Konstantin studied with Andronik, who was for a while a pupil of Euthymius. From Andronik, Konstantin learned that a perfect teacher of the language (as well as a superb thinker) is one who teaches properly from the beginning. Such a perfect teacher was the father of Tårnovo, Euthymius, whose level Konstantin Kostenečki has not yet reached (since he has not formulated for his students the fundamentals of learning; this becomes evident from his further exposition in the treatise, where he tries to set them forth).

b) The few in the Balkans (after the death of Euthymius?) who are still competent in the Slavic writings are either from Bulgaria or have been taught by teachers from Bulgaria. In this way Konstantin emphasizes the worth

of his own credentials, although he suspects that someone might argue with him.

c) The Balkan Slavic literature has faded away (with few exceptions, among whom Konstantin himself must be numbered) in the same way as, long ago, it had been destroyed in the Târnovo lands, but the King and the Patriarch enlightened the people. Jagić's translation of this passage is unacceptable; he writes that "the Slavic literature was about to decline" (пришла было в упадок), while in the original it is said писмена тако погибла была соуть. The Church Slavic (and especially, Bulgarian) pluperfect can by no means be translated as Jagić does here. Its main function as a tense is to indicate action which had occurred long ago, and whose results were visible in the past, to which the author refers in the aorist. The pluperfect has the same relation to the aorist as the perfect has to the present tense. Konstantin Kostenečki here uses a rare form of the pluperfect — the conjugated verb 'to be' in the present tense plus the 1-participle of the verb 'to be', plus the 1-participle of the lexical verb, instead of the more usual form огнила погибла.

But the same formation of the pluperfect is observed by

Cf. also the discussion and numerous examples of agreement of the past tenses throughout the history of the Bulgarian language, in:
S. B. Bernštejn in Wallachian gramoty from the 15th century: см о б и ли посл али 360. It existed as a variant formation for the pluperfect until it came to be utilized to express the category of reported speech in the pluperfect. But Mirčev, for instance, believes that reported speech is a new category in Bulgarian (though he does not date it), introduced under Osman Turkish influence361.

There was indeed a time when Church Slavic literature had been destroyed in Bulgaria: this was the time of the Byzantine administration of the country, from the fall of Samuil's kingdom in the 11th century to the creation of the Second Bulgarian Empire in the late 12th century362. Konstantin Kostenečki does not know the names of the King and Patriarch who reintroduced the Church Slavic language in the service; otherwise he would have given them.

There is no positive record in Bulgarian history of when the Church Slavic liturgy was reintroduced in the


Church, but it could hardly have been before 1235, when the Bulgarian Patriarchate was reinstated; from 1199 until that year the Bulgarian Church of the early Second Empire had been under the Church of Rome, which insisted on the Latin liturgy (cf. fn. 66). The continuation (after 1211) of the Synodikon of King Boril includes the story of the reinstatement of the Bulgarian Patriarchate:

The year 1235 is the earliest possible time when both the King and the Patriarch could have "enlightened the people". But it is possible, too, that Konstantin Kostenečki is referring to an earlier time, when the King, together with the Bishop of Târnovo, partially reinstated the Church Slavic books (although not in the liturgy).

Konstantin Kostenečki definitely did not have in

363. M. G. Popruženko, Sinodik carja Borila (Bâlgarski starini, VIII), Sofia, 1928, p. 82-84.
mind King Ioan Šišman, King Ioan Aleksander or Patriarch Euthymius as these enlighteners of the people. We know (and he must have known too) that during Ioan Aleksander's time (1331-1371) the Bulgarian Church Slavic literature was in its second "Golden Age"364, while Konstantin talks of a time when "the letters were destroyed in Tǎrnovo". Jagić's identification of Euthymius with the Patriarch-enlightener was quite unmotivated, yet because of his great authority as a linguist (but hardly as a historian) this interpretation started travelling from book to book as an "established" fact.

d) In the last point of Konstantin Kostenečki's testimony, the only one that says anything concrete about the activities of Euthymius, the author hardly alludes to a reform by the Tǎrnovo Patriarch. The phrase нѣ нѣ въ писмѣне (with misused cases) can be interpreted either as 'not on the basis of the letters' or as 'not on the basis of the literature', since the word писмѣна in Middle Bulgarian has the same ambiguity as the Greek γραμματα (cf. English letters). The second interpretation is the more likely, however, in the light of the introductory phrase: "And Kyr Euthymius was the most artistic one (хобжнѣйшѣй) in these lands". Konstantin Kostenečki speaks of Euthymius' ability as a teacher rather than as a

reformer. But he emphasizes that Euthymius, as Patriarch, had the power (which he himself did not have) "to lay down the fundamentals of learning". As far as Euthymius' prominence in the field of letters is concerned, Konstantin states plainly that "he did not make the effort" (and not he успел, as Jagić interpreted it) to leave even a partial instruction to future generations.

3.2.4. There was no spelling reform carried out by the 14th-century Bulgarian Patriarch, Euthymius of Târnovo. His "orthographic" and "grammatical" reform of the Bulgarian literary language is one of those 19th-century myths, created in the literature at a time when very little was yet known about the entire epoch. Undoubtedly, Patriarch Euthymius was a prominent Bulgarian religious writer, translator and leader. We know many of his original writings and some of his translations (or revised editions of older translations) from Greek\textsuperscript{365}. But there is considerable evidence that the Church Slavic language in Bulgaria had acquired a normalized orthography, grammar and lexicon long before Euthymius became patriarch, as will be shown.

\textsuperscript{365} E. KaJužniacki, Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius, Vienna, 1901, cxxiii + 450 pp.
\textsuperscript{365} P. A. Syrku, K istorii ispravlenija knig v Bol-garii. II. Liturgičeskie trudy patriarxa Evtimija Ternovskogo, St. Petersburg, 1890, xcvi + 231 pp.
\textsuperscript{365} V. Čorović, Poslanica bugarskog patrijarha Jev-timija Tismenskomu arhimandritu Nikodimu, Južnoslovenski filolog, XII, 1932-1934.
3.2.4.1. In the year 1370 Euthymius, not yet the Patriarch, translated from Greek some liturgies, rites and prayers, which he included in a book later known as the Služebnik of Patriarch Euthymius of Tărnovo. Within the liturgies were short quotations from the Four Gospels which, most likely, Euthymius had translated afresh together with the rest of the texts. It would be fruitful to compare the language of Euthymius' translation of these short New Testament passages with the language of a previously-existing Middle Bulgarian edition of the Four Gospels. A highly suitable text is that of King Ioan Aleksandăr's Four Gospels of 1355-1356 (which will henceforth be referred to as IAG). IAG was selected for comparison with Euthymius' translation for two reasons: first, IAG was a new, revised edition, made for the King of Tărnovo, and thus must be one

366. This manuscript is kept today in the library of the Zograph Monastery on Mt. Athos, as MS # 1. In 1890 it was published by the Russian Slavist P. Syrku. Cf.: P. Syrku, K istorii ispravlenija knig v Bolgarii. II. Liturgičeskie trudy patriarxa Evtimija Ternovskogo, St. Petersburg, 1890, p. 1-109.

Someone wrote, with Arabic numerals, “lēto 1370” on the first page of the manuscript; Syrku, a recognized authority, accepted this date as correct (p. xiii).

367. The manuscript is kept today in the British Museum under the number 39627 (Parham Collection, MS XLV). Detailed information on the history of the manuscript and of the translation, ordered by King Ioan Aleksandăr of Tărnovo, along with a discussion of the grammatical, lexical and orthographic peculiarities of the text, can be found in the present study under 3.4. and in Chapter 4. See also: R. Scholvin, Einleitung in das Johann-Alexander-Evangelium, Archiv für slavishe Philologie, 7, Berlin, 1884, pp. 1-56, 161-221.
of the best examples, for its time, of a Church Slavic language so correct as to be fit for a king; second, the scribe in his postscript dates the translation and copying of the manuscript to 1355-1356, which indicates that the language and the orthographic system employed in it are 15 years older than those of Euthymius' translation of 1370; thus the norms of IAG were the ideal of between 15 and 20 years before the time Euthymius supposedly introduced his reform (cf. 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.).

EUTHYMIUS 368

IAG 369

еў T ᵗ ᵐ ™ ᵕ. (V, I - 4)

въ връмъ ωη. възьде ιυ съ бя

иерсъмъ. е бъ же въ иерсъмъ на

ъвчий къпъли. нъже гъле(тс)ъ ев-

рѣйски виезда. патъ притворъ

имаши. въ неи сълежаше мно-

ство много болашъ. слъпыъ.

хромънъ. съухъ. чашъ. движе-

ніа вода. атълъ бо би ръ по

въсъ връмениа съхожааше въ

къпъль. и възмишааше водж. и

и же оръбо пръвъе вълъзъ по

възьде 16 въ иерсъмъ.

есть же въ иерсъмъ оръ ввчъ

къпъли нъже нарица ся ев-

рѣйски виезда. патъ при-

творъ имаши. въ тъхъ сълежа-

ше множъство болашъ. слъпы.

хромъ. съухъ. чашъ. възмъ-

ше ввод. атълъ бо гъ. по

въсъ дъта съхожааше въ

къпъль. и възмишааше водж. и

и же пръвъе вълъзъаше по


369. The quotation is from a microfilm of the IAG original, kept in the British Museum (cf. fn. 367), p. 224-224 b.
At first glance, the differences in the two texts seem to be significant: they involve the use of different grammatical forms, often where the two forms had been in free alternation even in OCS (possessive genitive and possessive dative); choice of different prepositions expressing location (на vs. оу); alternative use of the past active participle or a past tense of the verb (dependent on another verb conjugated in the past tense, within the same compound sentence); and also grammatical agreement with different lexical items. Examples are:

въ зм я и ц е н и е  водѣ — въ зм я и ц е н и е  водѣ
ча ж ш и хъ в ь зм я и ц е н и е — ч а ж ш и хъ в ь зм я и ц е н и е
по въ зм я и ц е н и е  водѣ — по въ зм я и ц е н и е  водѣ
на  оу  въ зм я и ц е н и е  водѣ
ences in the Greek originals (cf. the numerous examples of Greek lexical differences in the texts of the New Testament, quoted by V. Jagić in the footnotes of his publication of the *Codex Marianus*):

глє(тс) — нарицает са
мн disclose more about — множество болашихъ
бсї — гнъ
времена — лѣта
оўбо — —

In addition to these grammatical and lexical differences, one observes in IAG a case of disagreement in apposition, found sporadically throughout the Middle Bulgarian literary monuments including the original writings of Patriarch Euthymius (cf. his *Vita of St. Ioan Rilski*). In the text quoted above, the grammatically correct syntagma is found in Euthymius: болашїћъ. слѣпыъ. хромуъ. соухъ.

IAG has the incorrect apposition: болашихъ. слѣпы. хромы. соухъ.

The more closely one compares parallel passages from Euthymius' translation and IAG, the better one comes to understand that, no matter how different their wording may appear, they actually represent the same literary language, allowing the same kinds of alternative lexical and grammatical forms, and applying the same orthographic principles:
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слоушает васъ, мене слоушаеть.
и слоушажи мене, слоушаеть
пославшаго мѣ.

въ земѣ и бѣси пови- 
ноуют са нами о имені твоемь 
пославшаго мѣ.

възратишь же са седмь десять съ ра[до]- 
стия глаще. 

въ тѣ часѣ възрадовта са

слоушаж васъ, мене слоушаеть.
и слоушажи мене, слоушаеть
пославшаго мѣ.

въ земѣ и бѣси пови- 
ноуют са нами о имені твоемь 
пославшаго мѣ.

възратишь же са седмь десять съ ра[до]- 
стия глаще.

370. P. Syrku, op. cit., p. 103.
371. From the manuscript of IAG, p. 169-169 b.
The same sort of oscillations in the spelling of certain words are found in both texts. The ἐ of OCS is represented by ἐ or ἐ (in free alternation). Euthymius has μλνία and δα, while IAG has μλνια and ἔσποβδας μα (cf. μλνια, δα and ἔσποβδας in Mar.). Both authors use in free alternation (although in different sentences) the long and short forms of the nominative singular masculine of the active participles. Euthymius has слоушα, ὃμετας μα, but also ὃμεταις μα. IAG has слоушα, ὃμετας μα, but also слоушα.

In one respect, the orthography of IAG is more consistent (and hence more regulated) than that of Euthymius: while Euthymius uses both spellings — μενε μα ὃμεταις and ὃμεταις μα, alternating ἐ and ε in the same word form, the scribe of IAG is consistent in the use of the letter ε in all forms of this verb in the passage quoted (for oscillations in other prefixed forms, cf. 4.3.4.11).

There is hardly anything in Euthymius' translation which would make his language, as a whole, stand out...
as "more correct" Church Slavic than the language of IAG.
While the scribe of IAG uses the correct OCS forms (spelled
according to the Middle Bulgarian conventions) възрадова
сѧ, исповѣдѧ сѧ, Euthymius uses newer, Middle Bulgarian
dialectal forms such as възра,{^}ва сѧ (influenced by the
present tense), исповѣдую ти сѧ (the classical Gospel
texts have only исповѣдѧ or исповѣмь (cf. the glossary
and the variants cited in the footnotes of Mar.). This
comparison of two passages from Euthymius and from an
older Middle Bulgarian revised text should serve to show
that Euthymius had no different (much less, better) gram-
matical and orthographic system to offer as a "reform" of
the Middle Bulgarian literary language.

3.2.4.2. Against any possibility that Euthymius
initiated a spelling and linguistic reform in the Church
Slavic language in Bulgaria is the evidence of the Psalter
of Kiprian. Until 1958, it was believed that the text
of this Psalter was an original translation from Greek (or
a revised copy from an older translation), done by Kiprian

372. Cf. our discussion in 2.3.2.2.; for more
details on Kiprian's manuscript, kept today in the Lenin
State Library of the USSR in Moscow, # ф. 137, Фунд. 142,
see:
Arximandrit Amfiloxij, Čto vnes svjatoj Kiprian ...
..., Kiev, 1878, p. 238-241.
I. Mansvetov, Mitropolit Kiprian v ego liturgi-
českoj dejatel'nosti, Moscow, 1882, p. 66-100.
J. Ivanov, Българското влияние в Русия при
mitropolit Kiprian, Izvestija IBL, VI, Sofia, 1958,
p. 37-47.
G. I. Vzdornov, Rol' slavjanskix monastyrskix
masterskix pis'ma..., Literaturnye svjazi drevnix slavjan
himself; but J. Ivanov proved that Kiprian simply copied his Psalter from the Psalter of King Ioan Aleksandar (of 1337) or, which is less likely, from some unknown copy of the King's Psalter. Here, for illustration, are two very short parallel passages from the King's Psalter and from Kiprian's\(^3\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KING'S PSALTER</th>
<th>KIPRIAN'S PSALTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>блаженъ мжъ йже не йдё на съвѣть нечестивыхъ. й на пя-</td>
<td>блаженъ мжъ йже не йдё на съвѣть нечестивыхъ. й на пя-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ти грѣшныхъ не ста. и на съ-</td>
<td>ти грѣшныхъ не ста. й на съ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дѣлащи гоубитель не сдѣ. нж</td>
<td>дѣлащи гоубитель не сдѣ. нж</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>въ законѣ гни волѣ его, й въ</td>
<td>въ законѣ гни волѣ его. й въ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>законы его пооучит сѣ дынъ й</td>
<td>законѣ его пообѣт сѣ день й</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ношъ. й бдеть нако дрѣво</td>
<td>ношъ. й бдеть нако древо</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сажденое при исходишихъ во-</td>
<td>саждено при исходиши во</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>дамъ. ёже плодѣ свои дасть</td>
<td>ёже плодъ свои дадъ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>въ врѣма свое. й листѣ его</td>
<td>въ врѣма свое. й листъ его</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| не опадетъ. | не опадетъ.

The differences in the two texts are very few and extremely insignificant; without exception, they represent permissible alternative spellings and grammatical forms in the Middle Bulgarian Church Slavic of the 14th and 15th centuries — both before and after Euthymius. If

\(^3\) These passages are taken from the lengthy comparison made by J. Ivanov in his article: J. Ivanov, *op. cit.*, p. 38.
there had been a reform initiated and carried out in the years 1371-1375 by Euthymius, the Russian Metropolitan Kiprian, who is supposed to have been one of his most ardent followers, would not have taken to Russia in 1379 a Psalter copied from a "pre-reform" original dated positively to 1337. Some 40 years would have elapsed from the writing of King Ioan Aleksander's Psalter to the alleged reform of Euthymius.

The reform of the religious writings in Bulgaria was a process, not the doing of a single person. It started at the very dawn of the literature: each new copy of a manuscript was either an improvement or a corruption compared with its original, depending on the knowledge of the copyist and the facilities of the library where he worked. Many scribes took part in this process, and it is impossible to list the names of the most decisive and influential of them. Almost the entire list of spelling reforms — rules and suggestions — ascribed by K. S. Mirčev to Euthymius, can be traced back to the beginning of the 14th century. These spelling rules, with the sole exception of that for the distribution of the two jer letters, and with some fluctuation in the treatment of the nasal vowel in word initial position, were consistently employed in many earlier manuscripts. One of these is the Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle, written for the Bulgarian king some-time after 1355-56 but before 1371 (though incorrectly iden-
tified in the literature as dating from 1345). 374.

3.3. In the existing literature on the second South Slavic influence in the Russian culture and language, the "reform" of the Tērnovo Patriarch Euthymius is closely connected with the philosophy of the Hesychasts — Byzantine and Slavic. D. S. Lixačev links the Hesychasts' preoccupation with the word to their "reforming" activities:
"To recognize a phenomenon means to express it by a word,

374. The date 1345 was established by the literary historian Jurdan Trifonov in his article "Beležki kъm srednobelgarskija prevod na Manasievata letopis", in Izvestija na Belgarskiia Arxeologičeski Institut, II, 1923-24, p. 137-173. It has been accepted by other scholars, recently by Ivan Dujčev in his preface to the publication Letopista na Konstantin Manasi, Sofia, 1963. p. xxxv. Dujčev's reasoning is the following: "If we accept that the Moscow copy of the Chronicle was made in the last three months of 1344 and not earlier than the spring of 1345, we can presume with great probability that King Ivan Alexander's copy, which has traces of editorial changes, was copied and ornamented with miniatures at approximately the same time — most likely, at the end of the spring or during the summer of 1345."

However, neither author takes into consideration these very important data: page 2 of the Vatican copy is ornamented with a scene from the funeral of the King's son Ioan Asën, with an inscription above it: "The souls of the righteous are in the Lord's hands. The powers of heaven opened the heavenly gates to receive the soul of King Ioan Asën, son of the Great King Ioan Aleksandar, being carried by angels." The original text reads as follows: дъш праведныхъ въ ржъ гни. носна врат(а) й силы носны ω(τ)вр̄ζν(ω) прижти дъш носимь ватлъмъ Іωана асѣн̄ арт̄. сна великаρ(о) Іωα. αλεξανδρα арт̄.

But the Four Gospels, written in 1355-56, contain on page 3, in the rightmost corner, a full-length portrait of that same Ioan Asën, which could only indicate that he was still living at that time, with the inscription: "King Ioan Asën, son of the King" — Ἰω. ἀσѣν(υ) αρτ̄. σην̄. ιω̄. ιω̄. Therefore, the date 1345 is incorrect. The earliest that the Vatican copy of the Chronicle could have been written would be sometime after 1355-56.
to name it. Here is the source of their intolerant attitude toward any kind of errors, toward variants in the copies, toward corruptions in the translations. Here is the source of their exclusive attachment to literal translations.\(^375\). In the Church Slavic literature of the late 14th and 15th centuries, the religious concepts of Hesychasm were reflected in the writings of its creator, Gregory Sinaites, and his Byzantine and Slavic followers: the Patriarchs Callistes and Phylotheus of Constantinople, the Patriarch Euthymius of Tarnovo, and Camblak.\(^376\) Lixačev, in his report to the Fourth International Congress of Slavists, gave a new interpretation of the second South Slavic influence, connecting it with Hesychasm as part of a supranational pre-Renaissance. According to his concept, this pre-Renaissance, beginning in the second half of the 14th century, embraced the Slavic cultures in the Balkans and in Russia, the Byzantine culture on the European continent and partially also that in Asia Minor, as well as those Christian cultures in the Caucasus.\(^377\)

3.3.1. It appears that the effort to call the revival of the South Slavic literatures in the 14th century, and of the Russian literature toward the end of that cen-

\(^{375}\) D. S. Lixačev, Nekotorye zadači..., p. 113.


\(^{377}\) D. S. Lixačev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 107-150.
tury, a "Renaissance" leads to misuse of the term. Liša-
čev's interpretation of the new South and East Slavic liter-
ary productivity and its relation to the Hesychast movement
is met with reservations by H. Birnbaum:

Throughout the entire Byzantine period there
were scholars and writers intimately familiar
with the classical tradition. Since the role of
this spiritual heritage in Byzantine intellectual
history has not yet been fully identified, it may
be somewhat premature to generalize and even ten-
tatively to define anything like a "revival of
classical antiquity" in Byzantium. There was
never any need for the Byzantines to "discover"
classical antiquity as something entirely new...
This, among other things, explains one of the fun-
damental differences in the history of Byzantine
civilization as compared to that of Western Eu-
rope in the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance
period ...378

The concept of Renaissance (and pre-Renaissance)
is primarily connected with the philosophical interpretation
of the Universe and Man's place in it. The first period in
late Byzantine philosophy (until about 1340) is usually
characterized by the feeling of superiority toward Western-
ers on the part of the Byzantine philosophers, as expressed
particularly by Theodoros Metochites379. In the early 13th
century some Byzantine writers and philosophers tried to
write in the Attic dialect of the 5th - 4th centuries B. C.,
while there appeared in the chronicles the ancient Greek

378. H. Birnbaum, Some Aspects of the Slavonic
Renaissance, The Slavonic and East European Review, XLVII,

379. F. Fuchs, Die höheren Schulen von Konstan-
names for the months. At the same time philosophers like Metochites complained that after the ancients nothing new could be created in philosophy; the educated Byzantine readers were familiar with the ideas of pre-Christian thinkers, and had only contempt for the pseudo-philosophy of later times\textsuperscript{380}. By mid-13th century Aristotle, once anathematized by the Church as a pagan, had become, in the eyes of the Byzantines, something close to a Christian prophet\textsuperscript{381}. And throughout the entire period of late Byzantine philosophy, the subject of philosophy was intertwined with that of rhetoric, never once outstepping the framework set by the ancients; as in ancient times, man continued very close to the center of the philosophical universe. The continuity with ancient Greece never ceased in Byzantine philosophy, although in different times the emphasis was placed on different questions: if in the ancient period a central problem was that of the origin and nature of matter, in the Byzantine philosophy of the 13th - 15th centuries a central problem was that of absolute causality in the development of societies - the problem of regularity and chance\textsuperscript{382}.


\textsuperscript{381} F. Schultze, \textit{Georgios Gemistos Plethon und seine reformatischen Bestrebungen}, Jena, 1874, p. 12.

\textsuperscript{382} F. Schultze, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 254-258.

The South Slavic philosophers and religious leaders must have been aware of the developments in Byzantine philosophy, and especially so in Bulgaria after the break with the Roman Church in 1235. But from our inadequate knowledge of medieval Slavic literature in its entirety (cf. 2.4.3.) we do not today have reason to believe that the rationalistic and humanistic elements in Byzantine culture were in the mainstream of South Slavic spiritual life. What we know of 14th-century South Slavic literature represents, indeed, the opposite trend - mysticism - especially as reflected in the teachings of Gregory Palamas and Gregory Sinaiotes. A telling piece of evidence is

p. 61-198.

I. Dujčev, Centry ..., p. 127-128.

the anathema of 1351, pronounced by both the Byzantine and
the Bulgarian Church on the leaders of the reformist, pro-
Western movement in the Balkans: Barlaam, Akintynos and the
priest Proxor: акиндина варлаама. й попа прохора кидьи, 
йже паче въсѣхъ еретикъ хоўлнаа на ба изглавшь ... й тѣмь
единомѣдрѣ, анахема: ⚫384.

3.3.2. In connection with the cultural inter-
change among the Slavic Orthodox nations (and, in a narrow-
er sense, with the second South Slavic influence in Russia)
a new concept has been propagated lately in the history of
Slavic literatures - "Slavia Orthodoxa". It was first sug-
gested by R. Picchio385. Even before formulating his term
"Slavia ortodossa", in his study on the second South Slavic
influence in Russia, R. Picchio writes that "the unity of
the Orthodox Slavic culture throughout the entire Middle
Ages was not based on government or national principles",
and that one thus cannot speak of "the influence of one lit-
erature over another; one should rather speak of different
phases of the same process of development"386.

384. M. G. Popruženko, ed., Sinodik carja Borila
(Бѣлгарски старини, VIII), Sofia, 1928, p. 95.

385. R. Picchio, Die historisch-philologische
Bedeutung der kirchen-slavischen Tradition, Die Welt der

386. R. Picchio, Storia della letteratura russa
antica (in the series: Storia delle letterature di tutto il
mondo), Milan, 1959, p. 142.
Such a concept as Slavia Orthodoxa presents three basic obstacles to a truly unified view of Church Slavic culture:

a) It excludes from what we know to be Church Slavic literature the old Moravo-Pannonian literature, the entire Croatian literature created in Church Slavic, and both the Bulgarian and the Russian Lithuanian literatures during their periods of union with the Roman Church. It disregards the existence of some ties between the literatures of the Catholic Slavic and the Orthodox Slavic nations (cf. the Vita of St. Václav in Russian literature).

b) It does not take into account that the Church Slavic literature and language were used by the Wallachian and Moldavian societies through the end of the 17th century, and that, perhaps, those Albanians living in the medieval Bulgarian and Serbian states also used them before their conversion to the Moslem religion.

c) It fails to see medieval Church Slavic literature as an integral part of the Byzantine one (although every national literature has its own national peculiarities). But throughout the Middle Ages, the local characteristics of the national Slavic cultures (including those of their literatures) are of secondary importance. R. Picchio is right in stressing the unity of the Slavic national cultures; but this unity can be understood only within the framework of the larger, multi-national Byzantine
cultural community, where the Greek literature and language played an undisputably major role.387

3.3.3. In analyzing the processes in the South Slavic literatures immediately before the beginning of the second South Slavic influence in Russia, an understanding of the role of the Balkan monasteries as centers of international exchange within the Byzantine supra-national communities is of extreme importance. In 1963 I. Dujčev published an interesting paper, with exhaustive bibliography, on the role of the monasteries of Constantinople and Mt. Athos in the process of disseminating Byzantine culture in the Slavic lands, depicting the true international spirit in these monastic communities.388

387. D. S. Lixačev, Drevneslavjanskie literatury kak sistema, Slavjanskie literatury (Doklady sovetskoj delegacii. VI Meždunarodnyj s'ezd slavistov), Moscow, 1968, p. 5-48.


See also these previously published important contributions to the problem of the international exchange and cooperation in the Balkan monasteries:

E. Kaţuţniacki, Aus der panegyrischen Literatur der Südslaven, Vienna, 1901, p. 35.

A. I. Sobolevskij, Južno-slavjanske vlijanje na russkuju pis'mennost' v XIV - XV vekax, Perevodnaja literatura Moskovskoj Rusi XIV - XVII vekov, St. Petersburg, 1903, pp. 8-12, 24-34.


A. Solovjev, Histoire du monastère russe au Mont Athos, Byzantion, VIII, Brussels, 1933, p. 213-238.

And yet, in these international centers too, Greek monks played the leading role in the creation of the Byzantine culture and literature, while the Slavic monasteries and the Slavic monks in the Greek monasteries had as their main task, to follow closely the developments in the Byzantine centers and to translate into Church Slavic whatever seemed to them most important for the enlightenment and salvation of the Slavic reading public. Efforts to magnify the role of the Slavs in the Byzantine religious life and culture\textsuperscript{389} have put some scholars in awkward situations. I. Dujčev, for example, in his eagerness to demonstrate the active participation of Bulgarians in Byzantine Church affairs, discovered a Bulgarian on the Patriarch's throne in Constantinople\textsuperscript{390}. According to Dujčev, in the second half of the 14th century Ioan Asēn, son of King Ioan Aleksandar of Tērnovo, became a monk on Mt. Athos and, early in the 15th century, was elected Patriarch of Constantinople (1416-1439). The embarrassment arises from another, almost simultaneous publication by Dujčev: in 1962 he published a study on the miniatures of the Vatican copy of the \textit{Manas-

\textsuperscript{389} Cf., for instance, the statement by C. Korolevskij, that the Byzantine Church was "incorrectly called Greek", since it was predominantly Slavic: C. Korolevskij, \textit{Liturgie en langue vivante}, in: \textit{Orient et Occident}, Paris, 1955, pp. 18, 25-26.

Manasses Chronicle with color reproductions of the miniatures; in 1963 he published, in photocopy, the entire Manasses Chronicle with a 34-page preface\textsuperscript{391}. Yet he failed to notice the picture and accompanying text for the funeral of Ioan Asën, who must have died before the book was finished, between 1355 and 1371 - at least 45 years before his supposed elevation to the Patriarchate (cf. fn. 374).

An interesting problem, involving the role of the monasteries on Mt. Athos in the second South Slavic influence in Russia, is the alternation of Bulgarian and Serbian leadership in the Slavic monastic communities during the 13th - 15th centuries. Until the mid-14th century the Bulgarians played the primary role in most of the monasteries, and the majority of the Slavic books of that time are of Bulgarian origin; but from the second half of the 14th century onward, the Serbians became the leading element in the Slavic communities, and the number of manuscripts of purely Serbian or of mixed Bulgarian-Serbian recension sharply increased, until by the early 15th century the Serbians dominated in all spheres of the cultural and religious life of these monasteries\textsuperscript{392}.

In connection with the literary activity in the

Balkan monasteries before the second South Slavic influence began, it seems that the entire problem of the importance of Hesychasm in creating a new style in the hagiographic genre should be re-examined. A positive step in this direction is the paper by H. Birnbaum, 'Byzantine Tradition Transformed: the Old Serbian Vita' \(^{393}\). H. Birnbaum establishes the evolutionary development in the Serbian hagiographic genre from early 13th to early 15th century, and the corresponding Serbian impact on Slavic literature. The insistence on a very special role of the Hesychasts in the evolution of the "new" hagiographic style of 15th-century Russia de facto denies any purely Slavic developments in this genre, since the South Slavic Hesychasts are known to have been primarily followers of their contemporary Byzantine teachers.

3.4. The Church Slavic language of the 14th-century Bulgarian manuscripts, although having specific features which characterize it as Middle Bulgarian, is not the same in all literary monuments. The type of language in different works may, from the limited data available in publications and accessible manuscripts, be broken into three subgroups: a) revised OCS translations of the New Testament, Psalter, various Paterika, sections of the Old Testament, and books translated during the time of King Symeon; b) new-

er translations of Byzantine (and perhaps other) authors, made after the 12th century. Here the most representative work is the Manasses Chronicle (translated between the early 13th and mid-14th centuries). In the same group should be included also the few known original works by Bulgarian writers, such as the works of Patriarch Euthymius, Grigorij Camblak, etc.; c) works of early secular literature, of which so far only one is known - the Tale of Troy (included in the Vatican copy of the Manasses Chronicle).

Samples of the spoken dialects, represented by the pripiski (notes) of semi-literate scribes in certain copies, cannot seriously be considered part of the literary language. Even today we do not study the speech of the ignorant in contemporary novels as part of our modern literary language, nor do normative grammars of the standard languages describe the grammatical structure of such speech. The notes of the scribes, although yielding most valuable data for historical dialectology, are, for the student of the history of the literary language, mostly indicators of how different that language was from the spoken dialects.

The language of the early secular literary works in Bulgaria, e.g. the Tale of Troy, is irrelevant to the problem of the second South Slavic influence in Russia. The language, representative not of the spoken dialects but of the colloquial language of the ruling classes in 14th-century Bulgaria, lacks the properties of a supra-national medium of communication.
The Middle Bulgarian literature which was understandable for the Russians (and thus suitable for copying by them) was that which followed as closely as possible the norms of Old Church Slavic.

It is extremely difficult to identify the literary works which were translated in Bulgaria between the 12th and the 14th century. Almost all of them are preserved in later Russian copies; the Russian copyists, beginning with those who first copied from the Middle Bulgarian prototypes, tried to replace new Middle Bulgarian grammatical forms, unfamiliar to Russian readers, with Russian Church Slavic forms. The same was done with characteristic Bulgarian or South Slavic lexical items (cf. 2.3.4.2. and 2.4.).

The most important role in the influence of the Middle Bulgarian literary language on the Russian literary language of the late 14th and early 15th centuries, was undoubtedly played by the most frequently used Church books - the New Testament and the Psalter. The text of the New Testament is the best for studying the developments in the Bulgarian literary language from late 10th – early 11th to mid-14th century in connection with the revising of the books in Bulgaria. One can best compare the evolution from the earliest known classical OCS texts (and also the Russian Ostromir Gospel) towards a well established, artificial but normalized literary language in mid-14th-century Bulgaria, by an examination of the peculiarities of the Ioan Aleksander Gospel (IAG).
3.4.1. The New Testament is the pivotal text of the Christian Church, the one that was most carefully preserved in copying and most scrupulously compared with the Greek originals. And still, as B. Conev notes in his Opis, there are no two single surviving manuscripts whose texts are fully identical\textsuperscript{394}. It seems that every scribe tried to improve his own copy, to make it a more truthful translation of the available good Greek originals and to reconcile the translation with the then-existing dogmas of the Orthodox Church.

The most typical example of this process is the new "translation" of the Gospel in the year 1355/56, ordered by the Bulgarian king Ioan Aleksandăr (1331-1371).

We will give a full translation of the postscript to the manuscript, since this text is not readily available to American scholars:

Glory to God glorified in the Trinity, to him who fulfills every good beginning, which was begun in him, and who also gives an end after the beginning. This life-giving source of new virtue, of the sweetest teaching of Christ and of his godly witnesses, pupils and apostles, which is called the Four Gospels, was written not only with external color or gold, or decorated with well-spun linen or gems and pearls, but by the outpouring from within the Word of God, thus fulfilling the secret providence which is in the lordly and godly incarnation and miracle-making, which he did for us, due to his mercy and kindness, even to the Cross and burial and the glorious resurrection on the third day and the ascension. And who is content to count or to narrate in order all the things in it which are

\textsuperscript{394} B. Conev, ed., Opis na rokopisite i staro-pečatnite knigi na Narodnata biblioteka v Sofija, Sofija, 1910, p. vii-ix.
a reflection of Christ's deeds, which truly are like a spring in waterless land, that whoever drinks from it in his thirst will never thirst again. Because its stream runs and gives pleasure to the soul, gives joy to both the heart and the mind, and it is like a hidden treasure in the field of the heart.

When the devout and Christ-loving, supreme and God-ordained King Ioan Aleksandar sought this (Gospel), lying as it were like a lamp in a dark place, forgotten and placed aside in carelessness by the ancient kings, he found it. This Christ-loving King Ioan Alexandar found it by the will of the Lord, and after he translated it from the Greek words into our Slavic language he copied it and displayed it openly. He wrought it on the outside with gold plates and decorated it on the inside by the labor of painters with life-bringing images of the Lord and His glorious disciples (painted) in bright colors and gold, for the strengthening of his kingdom.

Just as the emperor Constantine, great amongst the saints, and his mother Helene took from the earth the Iifegiving cross of the Lord, thus did this King with these Four Gospels. Then he held the scepter of the Bulgarian and Greek kingdom with his devout, glory-crowned and newly-enlightened Queen, the Lady Theodora - which means 'the Lord's Gift' - and with his first-born and much beloved son King Ioan Šišman, to the glory of the Creator of all and His evangelists Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. May he, through their prayers, receive victory from God over the enemies who fight against him, and (may he) break their heads under his feet. Amen.

The current year is 6864 (1355/56), indict 9, and the slave of the Lord my king, who wrote this book, is called Symon the Monk. (see Appendix Six).

The manuscript, kept today in the British Museum (cf. fn. 367), is written on fine parchment; it consists of 284 leaves, generally in gatherings of eight, with text on both sides of each leaf. The average plain page has from 21 to 33 lines. The manuscript includes 365
miniatures, comprising scenes from the New Testament and portraits of the Bulgarian king and his family. The illustrations from the New Testaments are from the same series as that of the Greek manuscript numbered # 74 in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, described by H. Bordier. The British Museum has prepared a comparison with this manuscript based on the publication by H. Omont: *Evangiles avec peintures byzantines du XIe siècle*, 2 vol's., 1908.

Eight miniatures from Omont's manuscript are not included in the Slavic copy, which is also missing the original page 75 (containing Matthew XXV. 39-46) which might have had a picture of the Last Judgment. On the other hand, the Slavic manuscript contains, at the end of the book of Luke, four miniatures not known in the Greek copy. On page 3 the Slavic manuscript represents the King's family, from left to right: the queen ("Theodora, faithful to Christ our Lord, and newly enlightened queen and sovereign of all Bulgarians and Greeks"), the crown prince ("King Ioan Šišman, son of the Great King Ioan Aleksandër"), the king ("King Ioan Aleksandër, faithful to Christ our Lord, and

---


Sovereign of all Bulgarians and Greeks") and the other son ("King Ioan Asën, son of the king"). On page 2b are portraits (also full-length) of the king's daughters and son-in-law (from left to right): "Despot Konstantin, son-in-law of the Great King Ioan Aleksandar; the Despot's wife Kera Themar, daughter of the King; Keraca, daughter of the King; Desislava, daughter of the king."

This manuscript had an interesting history in the last decades of the 14th century. Being hard pressed, perhaps in the difficult months of the last defense of the Bulgarian capital against the victorious Turks, or, possibly, in exile after the fall of Târnovo (summer 1393)397 the Bulgarian royal family deposited their Gospel as security on a loan. They were never able to repay that loan, and the Moldavian king Alexander the Good (1402-1432) paid the money to the lender and became the new owner of the Gospel. Thus a scribe wrote on page five of the manuscript: "The son of Stefan Voevoda, Ioan Alexander, faithful to Christ our God, Voevoda and lord of the entire Moldavian land, bought these Four Gospels, which had been kept as security; may God forgive his sins and give him eternal life, and many years of life here (below)"398 The book was most


398. Here follows the original text from p. 5 of the MS in Moldavian Church Slavic of the 15th century:
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likely kept in Moldavia or Wallachia until the late 17th or early 18th century, when the Wallachian Voevoda Konstantin Bankobano (1688-1714) established the monastery of SS. Peter and Paul on Mt. Athos. In the early 19th century, Sir Robert Curzon received the Gospel as a gift from the Greek administration of the monastery, in recognition of his involvement in the Greek liberation movement and of his financial aid to the monastery. After Lord Curzon's death (1873), the manuscript was inherited by the British Lord Zouche, and in the 1920's the last private owner of the manuscript, the widow of Lord Parham, donated it to the British Museum, where it is preserved today.

This translation was prepared for the King's library and made available to the reading public. According to the postscript, the king "found it by the will of the Lord, and having translated it, he copied it from the Greek into our Slavic language and displayed it openly." Our studies of the manuscript will show that the new translation created virtually a different version of the Four Gospels, although at first glance the text seems to be very close to the already-known "classical" and mid-Bulgarian texts.


400. There is a rich collection of Middle Bulgarian gospels from the 12th to the 15th century (as well as from later periods) in the Bulgarian National Library "Kiril i Metodij" (for bibliography cf. fn. 403).
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Since we are dealing with the most sacred of all sacred books of the Christian Church, we may ask ourselves about the role of the official Church authorities in the revision. The Postscript emphasizes the role of the monarch in the translation and mentions the name of the scribe "who wrote this book" - Symon the Monk. This, however, is an ambiguous statement: did Symon merely copy the drafts of the revised edition, or was he the head of a group of translators, or did he translate the book all by himself and then have someone else do the mechanical copying?

A careful examination of other books belonging to King Ioan Aleksandar reveals a striking similarity of handwriting in five famous manuscripts: the Služebnik from Mt. Athos (cf. fn. 72), the Sbornik of 1348\(^4\)\(^0\)\(^1\), the so-called Tomić Psalter (cf. fn. 50), the Manasses Chronicle (Vatican 

401. After the fall of Terno\(v\)o (1393) the Sbornik might have been taken to Moldavia or Wallachia, and sometime between 1649 and 1655, taken to Russia (together with 700 other old Greek and Slavic manuscripts) by the envoy of the Muscovite Patriarch Nikon, Arsenij Suxanov. (See: S. Belokurov, Arsenij Suxanov, v. I, Moscow, 1891, p. 408). In 1863 the book became part of the I.P. Saxarov collection of the Public Library in Petersburg (Leningrad Public Library, Number F.I.376).


Eight pages of the manuscript, precisely those of the treatise On the Letters by Černorizec Xrabor, are given in photoreproduction by K. Kuev in Černorizec Xraber, Sofia, 1967, p. 421-428.
copy) from the second half of the 14th century, and IAG. Similarities include the shape of the letters, the shape and character of the ligatures and of the superscripts used for abbreviation, as well as the spelling and grammar (cf. fn. 72). Still, a difficulty arises from the fact that the King's Sbornik of 1348 is believed to have been copied by the monk Lavrentij, whose name appears in the postscript to the manuscript. But on close examination the statement in the postscript is seen to be by no means a reference by the copyist to himself. It calls this book the "burden and pain of the most sinful, as is usually said, hermit Lavrentij". The tone of the postscript is one of praise for the work of Lavrentij; expressions such as "burden and pain" and "most sinful, as is usually said" indicate a reverence toward Lavrentij and his work which could only have been expressed by someone else. The peculiarities of Symon's handwriting are so typically his, that there can be no doubt that it was Symon the Monk who was the King's copyist.

3.4.2. The language of IAG was thoroughly studied in the last century (1884) by the Slavist R. Scholvin (cf. fn. 367), but has been outside the interest of Bulgarian students of the history of their language. Such neglect has doubtless been motivated by the extreme correctness of the language of IAG, which gives little evidence of developments

402. The entire postscript is published in: P. Lavrov, Obzor zvukovyx i formal'nyx osobennostej bolgarskogo jazyka, Moscow, 1893. p. 13.
in the Bulgarian dialects of the 14th century. For just that reason, however, this new translation of the text of the Four Gospels is of extreme importance for the study of developments in the Bulgarian literary language, especially in relation to the second South Slavic influence in Russia. The Russian copyists in the Balkan monasteries must have been interested only in perfect Church Slavic manuscripts, whose texts were correct translations from the Greek originals and whose language was a correct Church Slavic, as free as possible from local features.

Scholvin's study of the language of IAG concentrates mainly on the morphological peculiarities, paying little attention to the phonology and none at all to the lexical features. And yet, his monograph is an excellent introduction (as he himself entitles it - 'Einleitung') to this manuscript.

In my own study of the language of IAG, I have concentrated on two aspects: first, the orthographic system followed in the manuscript, and its relationship to the Church Slavic phonology of 14th-century Bulgaria (and partially to the phonology of the Bulgarian dialects of the time); second, the systematic lexical changes found in the text by a comparison with the classical OCS Gospel texts. In studying the grammatical structure, my findings largely coincided with Scholvin's, and I will report here only on those morphological and syntactic innovations which are not dealt with in Scholvin's monograph.
As far as lexical changes are concerned, I discovered that in more than 1500 cases there was some kind of lexical innovation in comparison with the classical Gospel texts. The results of my study in this respect cannot be fully reported here because of a lack of space; I will summarize in brief the major types of lexical innovations only.

In regard to the orthography of IAG, my presentation will be very detailed: thorough study of the text has convinced me that the literary language of 14th-century Bulgaria in its best instances had strict spelling rules, and by no means represented all features of the Bulgarian dialects of the time; on the contrary, its orthography was much less influenced by the speech of the scribe than was that of the known OCS texts. I hope my findings on the orthographic regularities of this manuscript will convincingly support my contention that the Bulgarian orthography of 1355 did not need a "reform" by the Patriarch of Tarnovo in 1371-1375. Having proved that such a reform was not needed, and having searched in vain for any positive historical evidence that it occurred, we may with some confidence assert that, indeed, it never did.
Chapter Four

SPELLING AND PHONOLOGY, GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL INNOVATIONS IN THE REVISED EDITION OF THE FOUR GOSPELS (IAG)

4.1. All of the existing monographs on Middle Bulgarian manuscripts examine the spelling of the texts and try to relate the spelling mistakes to the phonology of the scribe's dialect. Bulgarian scholars usually assign the manuscripts to certain orthographic schools. Such a tradition was set up by Benjo Conev, and employed by him in his publication of literary monuments in Български старини and the first two volumes of his Opis. A detailed outline of the spelling schools can be found in the preface to Врачанско Евангелие.

4.1.1. A traditional distinguishing principle in determining the orthographic school is the use of the jers. According to some obvious rules of their use, the schools are divided into those with regulated and those with unregu-

---

B. Conev, Opis na slavjanskite rakovisi v Sofijaskata narodna biblioteka, II, Sofia, 1923, 552 + 111 pp.

In volume I of his Opis (p. ix), B. Conev simply lists six orthographic schools without elaboration.

lated spelling. B. Conev distinguished four schools with regulated spelling:

Schools (West Bulgarian) using only one jer:
   a) The Oxrid School, using only ъ.
   b) The Zletovo School, using only ь.

Schools using two jers:
   a) The East Bulgarian (perhaps Ternovo) Etymological School, which "actually maintained the Old Bulgarian etymological tradition, as much as it could be supported by the living language"\textsuperscript{405}.
   b) The East Bulgarian (perhaps Ternovo) Two-jer School, which implemented "a mechanical, stereotyped (Šablonna) differentiation between ъ and ь, where ъ is used in such positions (root syllables) where both ъ and ь have an indefinite sound (tömen zvuk), and ь in all positions (roots, suffixes, endings) where neither ъ nor ь has any sound value"\textsuperscript{406}.

In addition to these four regulated schools, Benjo Conev establishes the existence of two more unregulated ones:

   a) The Oxrid-Zletovo School, using ъ and ь "without a rule, but with some traces of the West Bulgarian School"\textsuperscript{407}.

\textsuperscript{405} op. cit., p, 14.
\textsuperscript{406} ibid.
\textsuperscript{407} ibid.
b) A continuation of the old tradition (?) - "those monuments where there are traces of the Eastern (Târnovo) School".  

Such a division of the orthographic schools cannot possibly be accepted today. We do not see any significant distinction among the four schools using both jers. In our opinion, the only reasonable (but hardly essential) division would be into two schools, one using one jer, the other using two. 

King Ioan Aleksandar's Gospels use both jers, and since this text was specially written for the Târnovo king, it should be considered representative of the Târnovo orthographic school of the second half of the 14th century. However, in order to establish the principles of its spelling, one must study in detail more than just the rules of usage for the jers. We shall try to outline the basic principles of the spelling system, as well as variations of, or deviations from them, and whenever possible to draw some conclusions as to the phonological system of the literary language. 

4.1.2. Students of Church Slavic possess a valuable monument of the Slavic alphabet - the treatise on the letters by Černorizec Xrabër (of the 10th or 11th century). The oldest preserved manuscripts are from the

408. ibid.

14th and 15th centuries. This work is of extreme importance in determining the number and character of the letters in the mid-14th century, since even the reformer of the Serbian spelling - Konstantin Kostenečki (15th century) - establishes the number of the letters in the Serbian alphabet as 38, the very number laid down by Xrabăř.\textsuperscript{410}

The existing copies of Xrabăř's article fall into two groups: those which simply give the number of the letters in the Slavic alphabet as 38, and those which both give the number 38 and list the letters. We shall take into consideration only the four oldest copies with Middle Bulgarian features: Sava's copy (Bulgarian-Serbian of the 15th century)\textsuperscript{411}, the Moscow copy (Bulgarian-Russian of the 15th century)\textsuperscript{412}, the Moldavian copy (Bulgarian of the 16th century)\textsuperscript{413}, and the Wrocław copy (Bulgarian-Russian of the 16th century)\textsuperscript{414}.

Unfortunately, considerations of which alphabet - glagolitic or cyrillic - the author had in mind, and of whether the listing of the letters was part of the author's text, although very interesting in themselves, are outside

\textsuperscript{410} V. Jagić, \textit{Codex Slovenicus Rerum Grammaticarum} (photo-reprint), Munich, 1968, pp. 111, 204-205.

\textsuperscript{411} K. Kuev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 195-197.

\textsuperscript{412} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 191-194.

\textsuperscript{413} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 210-214.

\textsuperscript{414} \textit{op. cit.}, p. 214-217.
the scope of this study. The important fact for us is that Bulgarian writers of the 14th - 15th centuries believed that the Slavic alphabet had 38 letters, and that some of them perhaps compiled their own lists of the complete alphabet. The text of the Moscow copy is obviously unreliable: after stating that 24 of the Slavic letters are taken from Greek, the scribe proceeds to illustrate with 28 letters, some of which are repetitions and some, like xlъ (!), pure inventions. The final count comes to 43, although the scribe asserts more than once that the alphabet has 38 letters.

The other three texts are completely identical in their listing of the alphabet. We shall quote the passage from the Moldavian copy (16th century), since this monument contains many archaic features:

«4. - сё к сь пьсмена славѣнскаа сице и по бае пьсати и глашати. а. б. в. да до а417 и 1 сь кчетыре межд дес тма по на гръски пьсменм. сь же си. а. в. г. е. з. и. т. к. п. м. н. ц. о. п. р. с. т. у. ф. х. ѵ. а четыреиадесъ по славѣнскому азькоу и сь сиа. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38.»

416. op. cit., pp. 54, 211.
417. In the other two copies the letter is given, correctly, as xlъ.
In their effort to present an alphabet of exactly 38 letters, the scribes ignore the ligatures ṭe, ṭe, ov or ȷ and render the Greek upsilon as y instead of у (which also occurs in the classical texts), although all three manuscripts use these ligatures as well as the upsilon of the form у. It is noteworthy, however, that they list the two jers as two separate letters, and the у and м as letters rather than ligatures. The only conclusion one can draw from the list is that in the minds of those men y and у were only variants of the same letter, upsilon; while the ligatures represented not letters, but combinations of letters, and thus, in the Greek tradition, had no place in the alphabet.

4.1.3. In determining the orthographic system of a time one must raise the question: what was the relation between the letters and the phonemes or morpho-
phones of the literary language? In this respect there are almost insurmountable difficulties. In the consonantal phonemes there is no clear indication from the alphabet as to whether the consonants were paired on the basis of palatalization. One might draw certain conclusions from the distribution of the letters ѡ and ѳ about the character of the preceding consonant, but nothing definite can be said concerning the neutralization of palatalization in consonantal clusters or at word end. The present-day Bulgarian dialects give contradictory data on the subject, and even if they were uniform, one could hardly accept their evidence
as relevant to the situation of 400 years ago. On the contrary, one should expect significant differences between phonetic norms of the established literary language in the 14th century and those of the peasant dialects.

4.1.4. The vowels of the literary language pose even more problems than do the consonants. The texts indicate stress only sporadically, hence there is no assurance that stress marks were added by the original scribe and not by a reader some centuries later in a very different region. From the text no conclusions can be drawn concerning the stress alternation, if any, or other prosodic features - the existence or nonexistence of pitch, or of vowel reduction in non-stressed position. One encounters great difficulty in determining the number of vowel phonemes in the language.

4.1.5. The language under study here is an established system by itself; it had already existed for five hundred years and had served different generations, different societies and nations. In addition, it had been sanctioned by the Church as a holy language. On the other hand, we know of no detailed description of its grammatical structure available to the medieval users of the language.

Their only clue to the grammar must have been the existing copies of the holy books. Thus, we may assume that the better those copies were, the better chance the scribes had to generate an adequate Church Slavic grammar.

The text under consideration - the Four Gospels of King Ioan Aleksandar - represents without any doubt a superb implementation of the 14th-century idea of Church Slavic (and an excellent example of the Middle Bulgarian literary language). If the grammatical properties and stylistic norms of this language could be determined, it would be possible to describe the ideal system of the 14th-century literary language in Bulgaria, and then to establish the changes that had occurred in it over the previous centuries.

The following approach to the spelling is proposed: to postulate a tentative set of morphonemes and to examine their relationship to the letters used to represent them.

4.1.6. In determining the morphonemic status of certain items we must outline a broader theoretical framework. As has already been mentioned, the identifica-

419. It was believed in the mid-19th century that the treatise "On the eight parts of speech" was written by John Damascene and translated into OCS by John the Exarch (10th century). V. Jagić rejected this identification of both author and translator, and derived the numerous 17th - 18th-century Russian copies from a much later Serbian translation.
tion of phonemes in Jakobsonian terms\(^\text{420}\) in the 14th-century Church Slavic used in Bulgaria, is an impossible task. We must seek a more abstract level of representation for the underlying segments, since we cannot identify either the vowel alternations due to stress shifts, or neutralizations in voicing at morpheme boundaries. The real problem is how abstract the representation should be and what quantitative relationship will obtain between items and rules. One possible stand, advocated in its extreme by T. Lightner\(^\text{421}\), is to reduce the number of items to the absolute minimum and to expand the number of rules. Thus, one must discard as useless to the abstract representation items such as \{ʒ\}, \{c\}, \{ž\}, \{ʂ\}, and \{ч\}, as well as the soft counterparts of the rest of the consonants, since they are predictable provided the number of vocalic items is drastically increased. Just this happens in Lightner's system, where he expands the number of units again (e.g. tense vs. lax vowel series). Counting the overall number of items, consonantal and vocalic, one would hardly find a significant reduction. But as a result one must increase the number of rules necessary to yield the final phonetic string. Such a method may be useful in linking derivation

with flexional morphology, but may also obliterate the morphophonemic alternations in the language at a given stage, since they will simply be listed as consecutive rules for the terminal phonetic representation. Most objectionable of all, such an approach completely disregards the conscious awareness of the users of a language, which is a powerful force in creating microsystems based on not-so-deep structure analogies. A linguistic description must be able to account for this factor. If the underlying representation of полёзный were \{pol\} rather than \{pol\}edian \{pol\}, one could never explain the existence of the adjective полёзный instead of *полёжный.

In this study we follow approximately the system outlined in M. Halle's *Sound Pattern of Russian*422, with slight modifications. The palatal consonants, anywhere else but at a morpheme boundary with suffixes or desinences, are treated as morphonemes, with the exception of \{c\} and \{ʒ\}. When \{c\} and \{ʒ\} immediately precede such a morpheme boundary, they are morphonemes, while \[č\], \[ž\], \[Š\], \[žd\] and \[št\] are predictable outcomes of the velar consonants and the dental stops plus jod. The phonetic outcome of the ending \{...k-i\_{Nom.pl.masc.}\} is \[...c-i\], while that of the ending \{...k-i\_{Acc.pl.}\} is \[...k-i\]; this alternation is not phonologically, but morphologically, motivated. But if the suffix \{-#c-\} is represented as \{-#k-\}, one needs complicated and highly artificial rules not merely to turn \{k\}.

---

into [c] throughout the nominal paradigm, but to associate that paradigm with that of the soft declensions.

For the purposes of derivational morphology, only two rules need be introduced:

Rule 1: Before a morpheme boundary which turns hard consonants into soft, \{c\} > [č] and \{z\} > [ž].

Rule 2: Before the suffix \{-in,-\}, which forms substantives denoting female persons, \{c\} > [k] and \{z\} > [g].

4.2. The consonantal morphonemes. Most of the consonantal morphonemes are paired by voicing: \{b\}~\{p\}; \{d\}~\{t\}; \{g\}~\{c\}; \{z\}~\{s\}; \{ž\}~\{š\}; \{g\}~\{k\}. Unpaired are: \{č\}, \{x\} and \{θ\} and the sonorants \{m\}, \{n\}, \{l\}, \{r\}.

It is likely that \{f\} was at that time already established as a morphoneme in both the dialects and the literary language, as evidenced by the numerous Greek borrowings containing it. It is clear that the obstruent \{f\} was paired with the glide \{v\} in a voicing opposition: власфимь (Mar.) → власвищь (p. 79). The possible morphonemic status of \{θ\} in the literary language will be discussed later.

Since the text of IAG has very few new words compared with the known glagolitic texts, we shall omit the problem of the distribution of the consonantal phonemes, which belongs rather to the description of "classical" Church Slavic.

4.2.1. In word-final position, except in prepo-
sitions, the spelling always represents the underlying morpheme, and no neutralization in voicing is expressed. The only exception is the word кладенец (zogr.) → бъ же той кладецъ йаковъ. (p. 221, John IV.6). In this case, however, we may be dealing with a reinterpretation of the final consonant on the model of the suffix {-#c-} (see the parallel студенец ~ кладенец): in some modern Bulgarian dialects, as well as in the standard language, the word exists as кладенец. Nor does the spelling express any neutralization in voicing at the enclitic boundary with бо and же, although the presence of же as an enclitic makes the use of a жер optional as a word-end marker: дасть же прѣдатъ его знамение (p. 127b, Mark XIV.44); же ставъ прѣдъ йеговомъ (p. 80b, Matth. XXVII.11); сьвът же створше (p. 80b, Matth. XXVII.7); дѣвъ бо бѣдрѣ, а плѣть немощна (p. 127, Mark XIV.38); свазаѣть бо бремена тѣжка (p. 66b, Matth. XXIII.4).

While discussing these problems of consonantal neutralization in different positions within the word, we do not necessarily imply that this phenomenon occurred in all positions discussed. The situation in today's Slavic dialects, in particular those of Ukrainian and Serbocroatian,

423. The marker {#} represents a morphoneme which will be called in this dissertation "the fleeting vowel {#}". For detailed discussion cf. 4.3.6.
should make us very cautious in our approach to the entire problem. (Since, as will be seen, the spelling rarely reflects neutralization, one may with equal plausibility assert mutually incompatible hypotheses: that neutralization at morpheme boundaries, as a morphonological phenomenon, existed consistently, partially, or not at all, with or without concomitant compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel.)

4.2.2. The problem of voicing neutralization within a word is more complex. At different types of morpheme boundaries, the spelling represents it differently:

4.2.2.1. No voicing or devoicing occurs at suffix boundaries. A few examples will illustrate:

a) Suffix {-#b-}: татбы, обиды, лживства. (p. 106, Mark VII.22).

b) Suffix {-#k-}: что язкаа врата и тьсны пять. (p. 22б, Matth. VII.14); и острии въ пяти гладкія. (p. 145, Luke III.5); и брьма мои лёгкое честь: (p. 35б, Matth. XI.30).

c) Suffix {-#c-}: й сътворя въ ловца чькомь. (p. 89б, Mark I.17).

d) Suffix {-#c-#n-}: бѣхъ отгчени сьномь. (p. 166, Luke IX.32); бость бо очи ихъ отагченъ. (p. 77б, Matth. XXVI.43).

e) Suffix {-#sk-}: книжники людскыя. (p. 9, Matth. II.4).
f) Suffix {-stv-}: молите же са да не бъдете бъгствъ въшне зимъ ни въ съботкъ. (p. 70b, Matth. XXIV.20); разоумѣвъ же ΙС лжкавство ихъ. рѣ. (p. 65, Matth. XXII.18); и множества рыбъ. (p. 270b, John XXI.6); и множество много людии. (p. 154, Luke VI.17); ΙСухъ во же рождествъ сице бѣ. (p. 8, Matth. I.18). Of the last few cases only бѣгство offers definite proof that the neutralization was not expressed at this morpheme boundary. There is a strong possibility (cf. details below) that in cases such as множество and рождество there was an inserted vowel. (As far as лжкавствъ is concerned, the glide {v} must have been paired in voicing with the obstruent {f}; compare also власвими, (in 4.2.).)

g) The word ковчегъ is always spelled with в although it is hard to imagine that the speakers treated the segment -чег- as a suffix: въниде нѣе въ ковчегъ. (p. 71b, Matth. XXIV.38); въниде ное въ ковчегъ. (p. 190, Luke XVII.27).

4.2.2.2. At a boundary with grammatical endings, devoicing occurs only before the infinitive ending {-ti}: й абиіе оубѣди ΙС оученики свох вѣлѣсти въ корабль. (p. 44b, Matth. XIV.22).

But compare the situation before the past active participle ending: й вѣлѣшоу ΙСоу въ корабль. (p. 26, Matth. VIII.23); гдѣ жѣ наплнившѣ оца на трость вѣзныше, придѣшъ къ оустомъ ъего. (p. 226b, John XIX.29);
4.2.2.3. The spelling is very complex at the prefix or preposition boundary. Only prefixes and prepositions ending in a consonant or the fleeting vowel {#} will be treated here. The major distinction in the orthography is made on the basis of the initial morphoneme of the word (or morpheme) following the preposition (or prefix).

I) Prepositions or prefixes before consonants.

a) Preposition or prefix ending in an obstruent stop or the fleeting vowel {#}. No neutralization in voicing is reflected by the spelling (thus the spelling is morphonemic). In almost all cases, making this the rule, the preposition (or prefix) is separated from the following morphemes by a jer, either front or back424.

{k#}, preposition only:  и д ж  и прии д ж къ вамъ (p. 254b, John XIV.28); събралъ съ къ дверемь (p. 90b, Mark I.33); и съ въ пра ш а ахъ съ д ро у г ь къ д ро у г о у (p. 149, Luke IV.36).

{nad#-}, not registered as a prefix in IAG: на ц ч е л д и ж с в о ж . (p. 178, Luke XII.42).

{pod#-}, both preposition and prefix: съ бира етъ къ к ишъ птен ца с в о ж п одъ к р и лъ (p. 69б, Matth. XXIII.37); не мь тъ гд е гл авы п о дъ к л о н и ти (p. 25b, Matth. VIII.20).

{pr_ad,#-}, both preposition and prefix: же

424. The problem of the distribution of the jers will be discussed below in relation to more general rules.
оуготовитъ пять твои пръдъ тобож (р. 158, Luke VII.27); 

{ob=}, both preposition and prefix: й бѣ щб ношь
въ молитвѣ бжіи (р. 153b, Luke VI.12); обьстоимъ вби
ѣрѣлмъ. (р. 199b, Luke XXI.20); й обѣхождаше вессы
окрѣтныхъ оуча: (р. 101, Mark VI.6).

In IAG, the spelling of the prefix {ob=} follows
exactly the rules of the classical texts. This spelling
principle was phonological in the 9th century, as well as
morphonemic. In IAG (14th century), however, such a spel-
ing as обѣхождаше (p. 101) no longer has a phonological
basis. The Manasses Chronicle, written by the same scribe
at approximately the same time (cf. 3.4.1., fn. 72) applies
the 14th-century phonological principle, which leads to
such forms as: источникъ... садовнаа шптичаше корениа
(Manas. Chron., p. 7) 'The spring flowed around the tree
roots'; нйл же бѣлоструинны сэпохиять э'біопіа, й тльсто-
браннны нивы э'гіпетскяа. (Manas. Chron., p. 7) 'The
white-streamed Nile encompasses Ethiopia and the fertile-
furrowed fields of Egypt.' (cf. fn. 391).

This discrepancy may be explained by the assum-
pition that in his revision of the Gospel texts, the monk
Symon had at his disposal older copies of the Gospels em-
bodying the older spelling tradition. The Manasses Chroni-
cle, being a recent translation, reflected in its spelling
the contemporary phonological norms. At first glance it
may seem contradictory to state that in the spelling of
prefixes ending in obstruent stops or the fleeting vowel
{#}, the scribe applied the morphonemic principle - both in
IAG and in the Manasses Chronicle - while to {ob=} in the
Manasses Chronicle he applied the phonological principle.
It should be recalled, however, that the morpheme {ob-} had
a very low frequency as a prefix and, as a preposition,
existed only in the two fixed phrases ъбъ онъ полъ 'on the
other side' and ъбъ нощъ 'during the night' (see below).
It might thus have been difficult for the scribe, while
copying the Manasses Chronicle, to recognize the prefix
{ob=} in the spelling ъп- of the Slavic original, so as to
re-introduce the morphonemic principle. He faced a similar
situation in IAG with the cluster {-zd, #n-} > [zn] in
празники (p. 206b) and непразнох (p. 141b), where the mor-
phonemic shape was obscured by the absence of alternations
(see below).

Such an assumption is in accord with the evidence
of contemporary Bulgarian, which tends to reinterpret the
prefix {ob=} as a prefix {o=}, the {b} being understood as
the first phoneme of the following lexical morpheme. The
verb *ъб-влёк-тî 'to dress, clothe' was reinterpreted as
{o=blёk-}, which then paired with a new derivation {sъ=blёk-}
'to undress'; *ъб-ou-tî 'to put shoes, socks, pants, etc.
on', was correspondingly reinterpreted as {o=buj-}, then
paired with {sъ=buj-} 'to take shoes, socks, pants, etc.
off'; *ъб-вёс-î-tî became {o=bёs,-i-}, with subsequent
derivations \{bēs,-i-\} 'to hang s.o.', \{bēs,-i-1-o\}'gallows'.

Since the **Manasses Chronicle** must have been written after IAG (cf. 3.2.4. and fn. 374), it is most improbable that the scribe should have recognized the morphonemic shape of \{ob=\} while revising the New Testament, and then have failed to recognize the same morphonemic entity a little later, in his copying of the **Manasses Chronicle**. It must be concluded that in his spelling of this morpheme, the scribe was guided neither by the **morphonemic** principle nor by the phonological norm of his time, but by some third principle. This is the "**traditional**" principle425, which is referred to in the Russian grammars as "tradicionnye napisanija".

The **traditional principle** reflects the phonology of a much earlier period of the language, and most likely of a particular dialect, highly-valued in that period. This so-called "principle" actually has two areas of application: the spelling of a limited number of words, learned as exceptions (иышпмпп < [iščvdi,ia] < \{j#z=čvdi,-ʃj-a\})426 and the verbatim copying of a text considered authoritative.

\{ot#-\}, both preposition and prefix. In most


426. The symbol ˘ in morphonemic, phonemic and phonetic transcription, represents the single nasal-vowel morphone of Middle Bulgarian (resulting from the merging of *q* and *q*3) and its phonemic and phonetic outcomes. For further details, cf. 4.3.5.
cases it is spelled as ə. There are a few instances where
the prefix alternates with о--; this is also known from the
older Slavic texts: cf., e.g., исходите отъ тудоу отрасьте
прахъ (Ostr.); исходите əтъ ъ т ă дъ. отрасьте прахъ. (p. 101b,
Mark VI.11); ошедъ съкры са отъ нихъ (Mar.); ошедъ
съкры са ə нихъ. (p. 249b, John XII.36); да не би отъшелъ
отъ нихъ (Mar.); да не би ошельлъ ə нихъ (p. 149-150,

We can offer a few examples with the preposition
(and prefix) въ, although {y} should be treated as a glide
paired with {j} rather than as an obstruent427: въ теж нощъ
бждета два (p. 190b, Luke XVII.34); и въ разбоиники впаде
(p. 170, Luke X.30); встѣ скоро (p. 245b, John XI.29).

b) Preposition or prefix ending in a voiced con-
tinuant obstruent {z}: {j#z-}, {b,oz-} - as both preposi-
tions and prefixes - and {bl,iz-}, {v#z-}, {n,iz-}, {raz-}
- only as prefixes. Here the orthographic rules are dif-
ferent depending on the following consonant, although gen-
erally neither the prefixes nor the prepositions are sepa-
rated by jers.

1) Before voiced stops no changes occur: бѣахъ
же жены ҙа далече зрѣлъ. (p. 132b, Mark XV.40); нѣ
йзбраныхъ ради azeera (p. 123, Mark XIII.20); ѣже въ

427. In this I follow:
H. Andersen, The Phonological Status of the
Russian "Labial Fricatives", Journal of Linguistics, 5,
1969, p. 121-127.
васъ без грѣха иетъ (p. 235, John VIII.7); да не повелитъ
имь въ бездѣй ити (p. 162, Luke VIII.31); наъ възглавницѣ
спѣ (p. 98, Mark IV.38); раздѣлъ са на двоє (p. 83б,
Matth. XXVII.51).

2) Before the sonorants {n}, {m}, {l}, and the
glide {v}, these prefixes and prepositions are spelled with-
out change. The phonetic change {z} > [z] observed in the
older texts, as in ЛК неѣже (Mar.); и без него (Zogr.)
is not found in IAG: и из нежже (p. 133б, Mark XVI.9);
іако не изнеможетъ (p. 139б, Luke I.37); и без него
(p. 213, John I.3); и възношааше са на нбо (p. 212, Luke
XXIV.51); измрѣлъ бо (p. 11, Matth. II.20); не възможѣ
(p. 188, Luke XVI.26); оны же из лиха дивлѣахъ са.
(p. 114б, Mark X.26); и изѣлъъ йс кораблъ (p. 45б, Matth.
XIV.29); аѣвъ възлюбихъ вы (p. 255б, John XV.9); члѣкъ да
не различаетъ (p. 113б, Mark X.9); изволи са и мнѣ
(p. 137, Luke I.3); и безъ врѣтища (p. 203, Luke XXII.35);
прѣходить скозѣ безводная мѣста (p. 173, Luke XI.24); е
възврѣлъ рѣзы своѣ. (p. 195, Luke XIX.35); вѣдѣ разводящая
са нбса (p. 89, Mark I.10).

3) In IAG there are two coexisting orthographic
principles in the spelling of these prefixes before {r}.
The prefixes {јz=}, {Snackbar,oz=}, and {vz=} are always spelled
according to the morphemic principle, which is different
from the situation in the classical texts, where the com-
bination -z=r- phonetically yielded [zdr]. The following
examples are from IAG: изрече (p. 43b, Matth. XIV.7); и въ без разума жесте (p. 47, Matth. XV.16); възрадова са (p. 140, Luke I.47); възрасте (p. 180b, Luke XIII.19); възрыдае (p. 157b, Luke VI.25).

However, IAG treats differently the prefix {raz=}; with no exception, when {raz=} precedes a lexical morpheme beginning with {r}, the spelling indicates the same cluster [zdr] as in classical Church Slavic: раздрошение (p. 23b, Matth. VII.27), and p. 156, Luke VI.49); раздръшити (p. 88b, Mark I.7, and p. 180, Luke XIII.16); раздръшши (p. 50, Matth. XVI.19); раздръшите (p. 54b, Matth. XVIII.18); раздръши са (p. 107, Mark VII.35); раздръшено (p. 50, Matth. XVI.19).

This absolute consistency in the different treatments of {raz=} raises the question, whether or not it is only a spelling rule which is at work here. {raz=} differs from the other prefixes ending in {z}, in that it never appears as a preposition. The preposition {v#z}, although not registered in IAG, definitely existed in the literary language of the 14th century; even today it is found in the northeastern Bulgarian dialects. The preposition {v#z}, governing the accusative case, is often used in the Bulgarian gramoty, with the meaning 'around, near' (cf. Russian возле). Example: й низ рълж. въ стръмж й въа стръмж. до гърманшиж. и въа гърманшиж. до българина 428.
Most likely the spelling of IAG reflects the phonological norm of its time; the cluster [zdr] was retained (as an archaism) only with the "pure" prefix {raz=}•, while it was eliminated for the other prefixes, which occur also as prepositions. This seems to be a result of the following sequence of events: stage one - (classical OCS) both prefixes and prepositions ending in {-z-} before an {r} caused insertion of the dental stop {d}: [zdr]; stage two - (between the 11th and 14th centuries) the prefixes ending in {z} before an {r} still caused the insertion of the dental stop {d}, while at the preposition boundary there was an innovation - no {d} was inserted: *издрече but *без разоума (this is a hypothetical stage); stage three (14th century, IAG) attests to the tendency in the language to treat the prefix boundary and the prepositional boundary in the same fashion; as long as the morpheme is utilized as both prefix and preposition, the rules should be the same: из рѣкы and изрече but раздроуш ение; stage four - (after 14th century) - here the morpheme {raz=} follows the rules which govern the prepositional boundary, although it itself is never a preposition. This process of morphonemic leveling at the prefix boundary was complete only after the 14th

428. G. A. Il'inskij, Gramoty bolgarskix carej, p. 27. The quotation is from the Golden Bull of King Ioan Sišman to the Rila Monastery, dated September 21, 1373.
4) Before the voiceless stops and the unpaired voiceless \{x\} a regressive neutralization in voicing takes place, which is always reflected by the spelling: ыс тебе бь изыдеть, вмѣдь. (p. 9, Matth. II.6); видѣшь смоковницѣ ысѣхъ ыс коренина (p. 117b, Mark XI.20); кажушии ыже ыскашш сат (p. 56b, Matth. XIX.12); гласта же ысходѣ егѡ (p. 166, Luke IX.31); бес поршка (p. 137b, Luke I.6); и вась бес печали створимь (p. 86, Matth. XXVIII.14); выскисосш вьсѣ (p. 180b, Luke XIII.21); и не высхотѣсте (p. 181, Luke XIII.34); крышг распоустныя написати (p. 113, Mark X.4); и вьлкь расхытьть (sic) (p. 242, John X.12).

However, there is one exception to the rule: the prefix \{v¹z=j\} is always spelled morphonemically throughout the paradigm of the verb вѣзпить (in IAG, a jer never separates the prefix from the lexical morpheme): вѣпи къ немоу глаши (p. 47, Matth. XV.22); ы вѣзпѣнъ народѣ начать просити (p. 130, Mark XV.8); вѣзпѣшъ же вѣси глаше (p. 263b, John XVIII.40).

5) Full assimilation in voicing occurs before \{s\} and \{z\} at the prefix boundary; the spelling always simplifies the geminated sibilants /z=z/ and /s=s/ as ь and с respectively: дѣлажеи безаконне (p. 23b, Matth. VII.23); ы творышъ безаконие (p. 42, Matth. XIII.41); ы съ безаконикома причтень быс (p. 131b, Mark XV.28); ый ысѣшѣ абиел смоковница (p. 62, Matth. XXI.19); ыже бь
The prefix {v#z=} before {s} and {z} becomes {v#=} {v=}, thus homographous with the prefix {v=}. Although its shape has been obliterated by the spelling, the prefix in the words listed below is most likely {v#z=}; this conclusion rests on that prefix's connotation of upward movement, increasing degree or sudden onset of a state or action, a connotation not shared by the prefix {v=} but present in these examples: възва (p. 214, John I.15); възваш (p. 104, Mark VI.49); възозвътъ (p. 182, Luke XIV.12); възрвъны (p. 17b, Matth. V.28); възрать (p. 267, John XIX.37); въсинъ (p. 146, Matth. IV.16); въсмьте съ (p. 154, Luke VI.21); въстание (p. 143b, Luke II.34); въставъ (p. 25, Matth. VIII.14); въсьдъ (p. 61, Matth. XXI.5).

6) At the preposition boundary before {s}, however, the preposition {j#z} is always spelled without assimilation (with or without the word-end marker jer): йъ възва жъ еъдъ еъдъ сънмича (p. 90b, Mark I.29); въстав жъ еъдъ сънмича (p. 149, Luke IV.38).

7) The only occurrence of the sequence {z=§} across a prefix boundary, registered in IAG, is in the stem {j#z=§#d-}. On the basis of these limited data it would appear that the orthographic rules for these prefixes before
a stem beginning in \{§\}, at the time of the writing of the manuscript, allowed the application of two alternative principles: the phonological, expressing a complete regressive assimilation (as is the situation in all the glagolitic texts which I have thoroughly compared with IAG): ֵיְשֵׁדַּֽנְךָֽ יְרָבָּֽיִֽנְךָֽ (p. 55, Matth. XVIII.28); ֵּיעַֽיְנַֽוְּנְךָֽ יְשֵׁדַּֽנְךָֽ מְלַֽבָּֽשֶֽׁוְּנְךָֽ (p. 186, Luke XV.28); and, appearing much more frequently, the morphonemic, which demands the spelling-out of the prefix (as \יֶז\-) regardless of the phonological rules of neutralization in voicing (\{z=§\} \rightarrow /s=§/) and assimilation in articulation (/s=§/ \rightarrow [§] or, quite possibly, [ Spells-]: יֵיְשֵׁדַּֽנְךָֽברַֽיִֽנְךָֽוְּנְךָֽ 멕ַֽבָּֽשֶֽׁוְּנְךָֽ (p. 44, Matth. XIV.14); בַֽיְזֵיְנַֽוְּנְךָֽוְּנְךָֽ מְלַֽבָּֽשֶֽׁוְּנְךָֽ (p. 58b, Matth. XX.6).

Since the original scribe was not entirely consistent in introducing the morphonemic spelling in this instance, someone else, perhaps much later, in some cases inserted -ש- or -ׇש- over the word with phonological spelling. This is a very indicative fact, illustrating the general tendency in Church Slavic spelling towards overall establishment of the morphonemic principle in orthography: יֵיְשֵׁדַּֽנְךָֽוְּנְךָֽ מְלַֽבָּֽשֶֽׁוְּנְךָֽ (p. 101, Mark VI.12).

8) The text does not have examples of the prepositions \{j#\} and \{b, oz\} before a word beginning with \{\}. There are only a few examples of the corresponding prefixes in an analogous position. Here, the orthography usually expresses dissimilation at the morpheme boundary: יֵיְזַֽהַֽבַּֽוְּנְךָֽוְּנְךָֽ מְלַֽבָּֽשֶֽׁוְּנְךָֽ (p. 184b, Luke XV.14);
нёгда поносить вамь, и ὕβδενητъ vous (p. 16, Matth. V.11);
въжделъшъ видѣти (p. 40, Matth. XIII.17); въждахъ са, и
напоисте мъ (p. 74b, Matth. XXV.35).

Against the only such example, on p. 74b (въждахъ са), there are two other examples where the spelling expresses full assimilation of {z} in a very common word: 'to become thirsty': въждетъ са пакы (p. 221b, John IV.13);
не въждетъ са никогда же (p. 229b, John VI.35).

9) Only {j#z=} the prefix and {j#z} the preposition are registered before {c}. In the OCS texts, as can be seen, for instance, from the glossaries in Mar. and Sav., the spelling indicates this type of assimilation of {z} in the preposition {j#z} in most cases, but shows only a few instances of assimilation of {z} in the prefix {j#z=).

In IAG, however, no simplification of the type и цркве is reflected in the spelling of the preposition. There is some hesitation as to how to spell it - morphonomically, as из, or phonologically, as ис (indicating regressive neutralization in voicing): и изъгна из цркве (p. 217b, John II.15); и изъде ис цркве (p. 238b, John VIII.59); и изшель иіс ис цркве идѣше (p. 69b, Matth. XXIV.1). As a prefix, {j#z=} is spelled in most cases as ис-: глажъ же ῥούδτεί ῥισίλβωσмоу (p. 224b, John V.10).

There are still, however, a few words where elimination of {z} before {c} is reflected by the spelling. We may presume that here the Търново orthographic school simply accepts the tradition: и трѣбоующихъ ищѣлѣіа, цѣлѣше
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At a boundary before {ч} the OCS texts usually employ the ligature щ or the digraph шт in order to reflect more closely the phonological processes which take place there. In our text this rule is followed in the spelling of only one word — ишдина. Compare ишдїа ёхиднова (p. 37b, Matth. XII.34); ишдїа ёхиднова (p. 145, Luke III.7). It seems that this word alone was spelled traditionally. It must have become de-etymologized and, for the writers, completely separated from the word чадо.

There is a strong indication that whenever the scribe was able to etymologize, he wrote the prefix as ис-. On p. 211 he first wrote йщезе, then erased the щ and wrote с.: й тъ [йщезе] ёчезе ѓ нею (p. 211, Luke XXIV.31).

On the other hand, the hesitation between the letters з and с before the voiceless {ч} may constitute additional evidence that the phonological process at this boundary actually yielded [šč], which the scribe did not know how to represent: й бысли ёжшемъ имъ ёчистишь сд (p. 189, Luke XVII.14); въси ёсчтени схъ (p. 175b, Luke XII.7); како нѣ проркъ безъ чьсти (p. 101, Mark VI.4); и послѣшъ й бесчыстна (p. 119, Mark XII.4); й тъ бесцаденъ съмръ (p. 197b, Luke X.28); расчитаеть ймънѣ єще йматъ (p. 183, Luke XIV.28).

c) The preposition {с#} and the prefix съ-/с-
The spelling of the preposition as съ (always with a jer) does not give any information on neutralization in voicing
before voiced obstruents or on other phonological processes which might take place at this boundary: й вьрѣвъ й на на съ гнѣвомъ (p. 93b-94, Mark III.5); съ си́лой й славож велиге (p. 71, Matth. XXIV.30); й пришедши въ народѣ съ зади (p. 100, Mark V.27).

The prefix съ- /с- is used in these two alternate forms following specific rules. No neutralization in voicing, assimilation or dissimilation is expressed by the orthography - opposite to what was already observed with the prefixes из-, без-, раз- and въз-. An examination of all forms in the text having the prefix съ- /с- brings conclusive evidence concerning the orthographic rules governing the literary language of the 14th century.

1) Before a morpheme beginning in a voiced obstruent the prefix is always spelled with a jer: се глахъ вамъ, да не съблазните са (p. 256b, John XVI.1); й събира́ть й въ огънъ въметать, й съгара́етъ (p. 255b, John XV.6) съзирахъ же са междуу собою ученици (p. 252, John XIII.22).

2) Before a morpheme beginning in a voiceless stop, the prefix is usually spelled without a jer. The few cases where the prefix is spelled as съ- are either at the end of a line, and thus comply with a general rule on the use of the back jer as a marker of this orthographic boundary (cf. 4.3.6), or they represent remnants of a tradition of always spelling this prefix as съ-: й толи начать сказать ИС ученикомъ своимъ (p. 50, Matth. XVI.21); до скончания вѣка, амьнъ + (p. 86b, Matth. XXVIII.20);
遵义"(p. 203, Luke XXII.37); не скрывайте себя скрываем на земле (p. 20b, Matth. VI.19); й сведь спадетъ съ носе (p. 71, Matth. XXIV.29); да спо"йтъ са о"б"жати всего того (p. 201, Luke XXI.36); сътвори съ, й створитъ (p. 157, Luke VII.8).

The word съкроуша (p. 166b) and съкрбшит са (p. 267) are individual exceptions to this new rule.

3) Before voiceless obstruents other than stops, the prefix is spelled as съ-/сь-: въсъ синъ съхраныихъ (p. 191b, Luke XVIII.21); й иже о"б"жъ бы съчеталъ есть (p. 113-113b, Mark X.9); азъ есмъ хлъбъ съшедшы съ носе (p. 230, John VI.41).

4) If the prefix съ- alternates with съ- it is always spelled with a jer, independent of the environment: съпръвъ: съпръвъ волюныхъ коупихъ пать (p. 182b, Luke XIV.19); съдѣ: съдѣди же й иже бѣхъ видѣли его пѣрѣдѣ (p. 239, John IX.8).

5) The prefix is usually spelled without a jer (as съ-) if the following morpheme begins with a sonorant (or the glide {w}), immediately followed by a vowel: нѣ особъ свить на едиюмъ мѣстъ (p. 268, John XX.7); й расколгавше свѣсиш Ѳдръ (p. 91b, Mark II.4); свѣсатоу сжшоу (p. 98b, Mark V.4); никто же не можае егъ свѣзати (p. 98b, Mark V.3); й иже на хровъ, да не слазить въ дому (p. 122b-123, Mark XIII.15); е сложеъ белго мира (p. 41b, Matth. XIII.35); й сломивъ, дааше оученкомъ свсъмъ (p. 165, Luke IX.16); смотрите врановъ (p. 176b, Luke XII.24); ни съмъ кто
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The word свěдѣтель and its derivatives, which are registered in a large number of grammatical forms, are never spelled with съ-: "ше свěдѣтельствоихъ мнѣ, свѣдѣтельство мое не истинно (p. 226, John V.31); вы же есте свѣдѣтеле симъ (p. 212, Luke XXIV. 48).

In contrast, the word съвѣтъ is always spelled with a jer. A possible explanation may be the existence of a minimum pair съвѣтъ ('council') vs. свѣтъ ('light, world'): сѣй не бѣ присталь съвѣтъ й дѣлъ ихъ (p. 209, Luke XXIII.51).

A further possibility is the attempt to keep the same number of syllables within the derivational group: сѣвѣтъ, Ѳѥѣтъ, завѣтъ. This is not a Middle Bulgarian spelling innovation, however, since the same convention is registered in the older texts (cf. Supr.).

6) If the prefix precedes two sonorants (or the glide {в} followed by a sonorant), it is always spelled as съ-: нѣкъ сѣдѣть сѣврѣшение гѣлѣымъ (p. 139 b - 140, Luke I.45); сѣвѣлошъ съ него хламидѣ (p. 82, Matth. XXVII.31); кое а сѣмрѣти хотѣаше сѣмрѣти (p. 249 b, John XII.33).
II) Prepositions and prefixes before vowels.

a) All prepositions ending in a consonant, when they precede a word beginning in a vowel, may be spelled either with a jer (front or back) or without a jer. Thus it seems that the jer was used as an optional marker of this boundary (see the chapter on the jers): й забрже его онь полъ морѣ (p. 229, John VI.25); йже стоаше онь онь полъ морѣ (p. 228 b, John VI.22). There is never a jer after the preposition {ot#} spelled as the ligature й (which is the situation in most cases): й ни едина же о немъ падеть на земли, безъ йца вашего (p. 32, Matth. X.29); гла емогу единъ о ученикъ его (p. 122, Mark XIII.1).

There is a distinction between the prepositions йбъ and о in the language of IAG. The preposition йбъ is used only in two idiomatic word combinations: йб онь полъ (p. 229) 'on the other side (of a sea, river, lake)' and йб ночь 'throughout the night': й бь йб ночь въ молитвѣ бжы (p. 153 b, Luke VI. 12).

In all other instances before a word beginning in a vowel, only the preposition о is used (the same as in the classical texts): слышавши же о Ісѣ (p. 100, Mark V.27); архиереи же вопрости Ісѣ о ученишькъ него й о сучени его (p. 262, John XVIII.19).

b) Prefixes before non-front vowels ({а}, {о}, {у}) are not separated by jers, nor are any phonetic changes expressed by the orthography. Only a few prefixes are registered in this position in IAG, all of them ending in the
voiced continuant {z}: йзшевшемы ймъ е виданилъ, въззълка (p. 117, Mark XI.12); нъ за безбчьество еъго (р. 272, Luke XI.8); хоулъ, гръдны, безоумие (р. 106, Mark VII.22); йако възрасте ключъ разоумѣніе. (р. 175, Luke XI.52).

c) Prefixes before morphemes beginning in front vowels or the glide {j} are spelled according to more complex rules. The initial glide {j} must be treated together with the front vowels because of its prothetic character. The spelling gives abundant evidence of optional jotation before initial *e. In addition, the *ē reconstructed on comparative Slavic evidence merged with the sequence *j-ā in the Bulgarian linguistic area and yielded in initial position {ja} (for details, cf. 4.3.4.).

More complicated is the situation with the initial nasal vowel. The alphabet possesses only two letters for the nasal vowel: ж and ѧ, which in IAG never have the jotated forms: *жъ, *ѧъ. The rules of distribution for these two letters will be discussed in the appropriate section (cf. 4.3.5.). The following rule can be formulated: in word-initial position and at some prefixal morpheme boundaries, the nasal vowel is represented by the letter ж (on the premise that the nasal vowels merged); the letter ѧ expresses the same nasal vowel, implying palatalization of the preceding consonant.

Thus, depending on the final consonant of the prefix and the initial vowel of the following morpheme, the prefixes are spelled in various ways:
1) Prefixes ending in an obstruent stop before initial \{i\} or \{ji\} are followed by a jer with the exception of the prefix \(\text{"от-"}\) (a few times written \(\text{"от-"}\)):\

предъидемь бы пред лицею мнь (p. 141, Luke I.76); ойидошь его Йоудеи глаше емому (p. 243, John X.24); й ойидет тф й \text{объимет} та въ сходу (p. 195 b, Luke XIX.43); BUT: й \text{оиметь} слово (p. 96 b, Mark IV.15); й нымь пжтемь \text{отидошь} въ странж свои. (p. 10, Matth. II.12).

2) Prefixes ending in voiced continuant obstruent \{z\} before initial \{i\} or \{ji\} are spelled without indication of the palatalization of the final \{z\}, and the initial vowel of the root becomes phonetically \([y]\). In all examples attested in IAG except one, the fact that the prefixes change the initial vowel of the following morpheme into \([y]\) creates a new morphonemic alternation at this boundary: \([i]\) versus \([y]\). Here the evidence shows that, for the scribe, the prefixes were not separable entities: \(y\) after the prefix is not a combination of a jer and the letter 1, but the 14th-century Bulgarian grapheme \(jery\) (never \(м\)): възыгра са владенец. (p. 139 b, Luke I.44); прикде... възискати й спсти погышаго (p. 54, Matth. XVIII.11); въздьде въ видань. (p. 117, Mark XI.11); въздо же \(\text{изъдохь}\) (p. 38 b, Matth. XII.44); много й \(\text{изьшет са} \) \(\text{о него}\) (p. 178 b, Luke XII.48); й раздыжт са \(\text{в всх стада}\) (p. 77, Matth. XXVI.31).

The sole exception to this practice, възьиштъ, can be regarded as a spelling mistake, caused by the inter-

3) Prefixes ending in an obstruent stop before initial {jo} > [e] are followed by a jer (except when the prefix is written as a ligature). This environment is registered in IAG only with the prefixes Ә- and Ҽ-, and in various forms of the verbal stem *-(j)q-ti: й Әбьемъ не рече имъ; (p. 112, Mark IX.36); еда Әбьемлать Ҽ трьнина грозъ. (p. 23, Matth. VII.16); Jakо Ё мь, Ҽемлеть строеніе домоу Ҽ мене. (p. 186 b, Luke XVI.3).

There are only two examples in the entire IAG where the morphemes which follow the prefixes begin in {jo} without graphic expression of the jotation of [e]. The jer is spelled only after the prefix {ob=} but not after the ligature Ҽ: ни Ҽ кзпинь гроздъ Ҽбьемлать (p. 155 b, Luke VI.44); й Ҽемлашато твоа, не истасанъ (p. 155, Luke VI.30).

4) Prefixes ending in voiced continuant obstruent {z} before initial {jo} > [e] are not separated from the root by jers. The examples from IAG are restricted to the same verbal stem *-(j)q-ti and to the prefixes {j#z=} and {v#z=}. In these words {jo} after the prefix is never expressed by йе, but only by the letter е: й вьставъ послѣдоу ими въземъ Ѳетъ (p. 114, Mark X.21); ничьсо же не въземлѣте на пѣть. (p. 164, Luke IX.3); й йземъ два пѣнаа, дасть гостынникоу. (p. 170 b, Luke X.35).

5) Prefixes ending in an obstruent stop before initial nasal vowel are always followed by a jer (except, as a
general rule, the prefix 5-, due to the ligature). Three
different prefixes are attested in IAG: ṣобъ-, подъ-, and ḏ-.
The verbal stem *(j)e-ti always begins with the letter ḏ:
ў тъма н̣го не ḏъбътъ. (p. 213, John I.5); н̣ не можете
поздъти нин̣ (p. 257 b, John XVI.12); е̣да ḏътъ б̣деть ḏ

6) Prefixes ending in the voiced continuant {-z}
when followed by a nasal vowel (only the prefixes {v#z=} and
{j#z=} are registered in IAG in this environment) are never
followed by a jer, and the nasal vowel is always spelled as
א: не достоит' т̣и в̣зати ḏдра сво̣ето(p. 224 b, John V.10);
как̣о хл̣б̣ы не в̣зах̣ом̣ (p. 49, Matth. XVI.7); в̣з̣ах̣ом̣
троūп̣ъ ḏг̣о. ḏ положи̣ш̣ и в̣ гроб̣ (p. 103, Mark VI.29); ḏ
ṭогда о̣̣з̣ри̣ши ізати с̣̣ч̣̣ец̣̣ (p. 155 b, Luke VI.42); и тог-
да о̣̣з̣ри̣ши ̀из̣а̣ти с̣̣ч̣̣ец̣̣. (p. 22, Matth. VII.5).

7) The two prefixes {ob=} and {j#z=}, which fol-
lowed different orthographic rules in the previous examples,
are written according to the same rule before initial jat'
(reconstructed from comparative Slavic data). Only deriva-
tives from the stem *̣ḍ- 'to eat' are found with the prefixes
{ob=} and {j#z=} in IAG. The derivatives of the verb stem
*-̣xa-ti, registered in the glagolitic Gospels, are consist-
ently replaced in IAG by derivatives of the verb *̣iti. (In
all modern Bulgarian dialects, as well as the standard lan-
guage, the verb jáxam/jázdja exists, but only with the mean-
ing 'to ride on horseback or "piggyback"'. It is possible
that this semantic narrowing took place before the 14th cen-
tury, causing the replacement of the stem *-ēxā-tī in the sense of 'locomotion by conveyance'.

The prefix {ob=} is not, except in one case, separated by a jer from the initial vowel of the stem nor is the morpheme boundary marked by the spelling, in contrast to all previously described situations. Here are a few examples:

се ве дь м о и с у г о т с в а х ъ (p. 64b, Matth. XXII.4); гра  имь Ḣ, прьйдëте о б ё д о у и те (p. 271, John XXI.12); егда же  в е д о в а ш ш. гра сëквону пëтроу (p. 271b, John XXI.15); кëда же сëн твоя сëи, уе дь имëние твое. (p. 186, Luke XV.30).

The one exception to this spelling rule is significant because it follows the general rules of spelling for the prefix {ob=} before a vowel, as described: a jer should be written after the prefix, and the initial vowel of the stem should be spelled as in most cases when in absolute initial position: м (for etymological jät'), Ḣ, Ḣ: да некогда отëтчашь срцца ваша о б ё д е н ë е мь и пианствомъ. (p. 200b, Luke XXI.34).

The prefixes {s#=} and {v#=} before a morpheme beginning in a vowel or prothetic jod are realized in their variants {s#n=} and {v#n=}]. The texts of the New Testament do not offer examples with these prefixes before vowels other than {jo}, {i}, {v} and etymological jät'. (The only exception with respect to the realization of {v#=} as {v#n=} is in the glagolitic Mar.: вëдъ е д ё ш е мь же  имь (Luke VIII.23). But the other OCS texts and Ostr. dif-
fer in this passage: against the вѣдъ of Mar., Ostr. has вѣнидоша, while Zogr. has прѣѣдъ and Assem. — прѣѣдъ. IAG follows Assem.: и прѣѣдъшъ. и идущим же ивъ, (p. 161 b, Luke VIII.23).)

The orthographic rules on this particular boundary of {s#=} and {v#=} before initial {jo} are very similar to those for the prefixes ending in {z}: и плата вѣнѣмша сѧ не оўтаситъ (p. 36 b, Matth. XII.20); вѣнемлѣте в лѣжнихъ прѣидъ. (p. 22 b, Matth. VII.15); ﾊ них же сѣнемшем сѧ тѣмамъ народа (p. 175, Luke XII.1); и сѣнемъ иѣ вѣбить пла[ше]нищеж. (p. 209, Luke XXIII.53).

Before initial {i} there is never a jer, but neither does the {i} turn into [y] (as in the case of the prefixes ending in {z}): нѣкс не в хлѣбѣхъ вамъ вѣнимати рѣх (p. 49 - 49 b, Matth. XVI.11); съ вѣдѣнѣмъ окомъ вѣнити в цѣтвие бѣже (p. 112 b, Mark IX.47); и вѣніде иѣ вѣ капернауѣмъ. (p. 149, Luke IV.31); и вѣнідеть иѣ изыдеть и пажитъ обрѣше (p. 242, John X.9); и тѣ капернауѣмѣ. вѣнесны сѧ до нѣбсѣ. до йда сѣнидѣшѣ. (p. 34 b, Matth. XI.23); нѣко сѣнидохъ съ нѣсе, да не творъ вола моѣ (p. 229 b, John VI.38).

In the numerous examples with the words вѣнѣръ, вѣнѣрѣдоу и вѣнѣрѣнее, the initial nasal vowel after the prefix вѣн- is always spelled as : и петръ ... иде. до вѣнѣръ вѣ дворѣ архѣрѣвѣ. (p. 128, Mark XIV.54); вѣнѣрѣдоу же плѣнѣ сѫѣ костии мрѣтвныѣхъ. (p. 68 b, Matth. XXIII.27); и вѣнѣрѣнее сѣтвори (p. 174, Luke XI.40).
The developments in some present-day Bulgarian dialects indicate that such spelling in IAG actually followed a phonological rule and not just an orthographic convention. In the West Bulgarian dialects this word is [vnětre] or [unětre], showing an origin *věn=ětrě rather than *věn=ţtrě. The Standard Bulgarian /větre/ has a different origin—it is a petrified locative *ţtrě with prothetic *v- before an initial back vowel (compare /věžě/ 'rope', /věsi/ (arch.) 'mustaches', /vězel/ 'knot', /věglen/ 'coal', etc.).

Parallel with the prefixes ending in {z}, one might expect that the prefix сън- too would be followed by the letter а. However, the only such example in IAG does not follow such a rule: аше приидеть илиа сън̣ти ēгω. (p. 132, Mark XV.36). This very contradictory, yet isolated example does not disprove the existence of such a rule, which would require writing only а after сън-, вън- and all prefixes ending in {z}. Thus the word сън̣ти can be considered a mistake, together with such spellings as пъть for пн̣тъ 'road' (cf. 4.3.5.6.).

Etymological jat' is registered in IAG only after the prefix сън-, and is always spelled as й: йдехе пасхя съ оученики моими сън̣мът (p. 125 b, Mark XIV.14); ймата ли что сън̣дно зде; (p. 211 b, Luke XXIV.41).

c) The prefix {ob=} before the initial glide {v} is spelled according to the same rule as in classical OCS: initial {v} is truncated. If the lexical morpheme has ini-
tial \{v\} before a vowel, the spelling never separates the
prefix from the truncated morpheme by a jer. Here are a few
minimum pairs: \(\{\text{ob}=\text{jv}-t-\emptyset\}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{обятъ}\) (p. 213). BUT:
\(\{\text{ob}=\text{v},\text{z}-\text{aj}-\emptyset\}\)  \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{обаса: и пристълъ обаса строуны него}\) (p. 170 b, Luke X.34); \(\{\text{ob}=\text{id}-\text{v}-t-\emptyset\}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{обидът}\) (p. 195 b).
BUT: \(\{\text{ob}=\text{v},\text{in}-\text{uj}-\text{v}\}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{обияна: и не обинола съ слово}\)
гламае. (p. 109, Mark VIII.32) and \(\{\text{ob}=\text{v},\text{id},-\text{j}-\text{v}\}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{обиждъ: друже не обиждъ тебе}\) (p. 59, Matth. XX.13).

This orthographical, and most likely phonological,
rule applies to all words except the derivatives of the lex-
cical morpheme \(\{v,ij-\}\) 'to wrap'. In all three existing exam-
pies in IAG the word \(\text{обитъ}\) (as spelled in Mar. and Zogr.) is
written \(\text{обитъ: и съньемъ е, обитъ въ плешаници}\). (p. 132 b, Mark XV.46). On page 267 b, the scribe first wrote \(\text{обиста}\)
but later he, or someone else, put a small letter \(\text{v}\) over the
line: въиста же тѣло Івъо. и [обиста+] \(\text{обиста} \) е рѣзами.
(p. 267 b, John XIX.40).

4.2.2.4. This detailed examination of suffix,
morphological ending and prefix boundaries shows that the
pairing of the consonants according to voicing shown by
neutralizations in voicing, is very little reflected by the
spelling. The only conclusive evidence so far has been de-
monstrated in two respects: first, the final consonant in
the prefixes ending in the voiced \(\{z\}\) becomes /s/ before
voiceless obstruents (IAG lacks examples only for initial
\(\{s\}, \{x\}, \{f\}\); second, the following pairs are established:
4.2.2.5. Although trivial, additional evidence is needed to prove not only that \{b\} was a voiced obstruent and \{p\} a voiceless one, but also that they were paired (yielded the same phonetic results in environments demanding neutralization) in respect to voicing. Such an environment is provided by the "newly formed" consonant clusters other than those at morpheme boundaries, where the orthography expresses only the devoicing of \{z\}. By "newly formed" in this context we understand "attested after the period of classical OCS", that is, after the glagolitic texts of the 10th and 11th centuries. The data are not abundant, but are consistent and reliable:

\[ \{b\} \sim \{p\} : \text{ Both Mar. and Zogr. in Luke XXIV.42 have the word съчёлъ. In IAG (p. 211) it is written: ́они же дашж ́емоу рыбы печёны часть. ́и ́пчёлъ сътъ.} \]

\[ \{z\} \sim \{s\} : \text{ In addition to the neutralization of the prefixes and prepositions, the word съде (from the classical texts) in IAG is spelled as зде without exception.} \]

\[ \{g\} \sim \{k\} : \text{ The OCS texts always spell къде with voiceless ́k, usually with a back jer following it. In IAG this word, like зде, is written with the voiced counterpart} \]
of the initial consonant: где(with no exception).

\{v\} \sim \{f\}: The morpheme \{f\} must have been firmly established in the language because of the numerous borrowings from Greek. For example, the word фарисеи, used 95 times in different cases, was never written with substitution of some other letter for the initial \{f\}. No mistakes are made in the spelling of фалекъ (p. 146 b), фаноуйлева (p. 143 b), фаресь (p. 6 b), фаресовъ (p. 146 b), филипъ (used 21 times in different cases), финикъ (p. 248), иосифъ (used 24 times in different cases), etc., etc. Church Slavic must have had a phonological restriction on the distribution of this phoneme, as of a newly borrowed one, not well established yet. In such cases \{f\} and \{v\} are paired, and often в is substituted for \{f\}. The glagolitic texts know this type of substitution (for example власвимлать in Mar., Matth. IX.3). Two such spellings of this word are found in IAG: нако власвима рёче. (p. 79, Matth. XXVI.65); съгръшение й власвима (p. 95, Mark III.28).

In the other three cases, the substantive is written correctly as власфимъ (p. 79; p. 128 b) and власфимъя (p. 47); in four other cases it is replaced by хоула (p. 106), хоулъ (p. 92; p. 151 b) and о хоулъ (p. 243 b). The verb is always spelled correctly as власфимосоуетъ (p. 27), власфимисаетъ (p. 95 b) and власфимисаетъ (p. 95 b), or else replaced by хоулиши (p. 243 b) or похоулить (p. 176).
This same restriction on the distribution of {\( f \)} still operates in Modern Bulgarian (see [svéřa] for сфера, [ěsvált] for асфалт, etc.). It is demonstrated in Russian by the name Матвей (from Μαθαίον).

4.2.2.6. The orthography of IAG reflects another type of pairing of voiced and voiceless continuant obstruents in the environment before the sonorant {\( m \)} and before the voiced stop {\( d \)}. A Byzantine sigma is represented in Slavic by strict rules as either Ҁ or Ѣ. When the Byzantine pronunciation of voiceless continuants before the sonorant {\( m \)} or the voiced stop {\( d \)} as their voiced paired counterparts, did not violate Slavic phonology, they were spelled in IAG as voiced, with very few exceptions. Thus the Greek cluster {\( sm \)}, pronounced as [zm]: Ѣ Ѣ магизмъ (< Матисмъ) моє м’тав архієпис (p. 266, John XIX.24); и сё катапе- тазма (< Хатапетазма) църквне раздр а съ (p. 83b, Matth. XXVII.51); см’шенне змрно (< Σμρνης) ѓ алон (p. 267b, John XIX.39).

But in one instance in IAG this word is spelled with -см-: принесош ѐмоу даръ, злато ѐ ливанъ. ѓ смръш (< Σμρνης) (p. 10, Matth. II.11).

The phonological rendering of foreign (and in particular Greek) words according to the norms of 14th-century Byzantine Greek is a spelling rule in IAG, insofar as the voicing of a voiceless obstruent continuant before the sonorant {\( m \)} does not violate the phonological system of
Slavic. In Byzantine Greek {γ} is paired with {x} in respect to voicing, while in literary Bulgarian of the 14th century {g} is paired with {k} (къде > гдё). Still, Mar., Zogr. and Sav. always spell the Greek word δράχμα as драгма and διδράχμον as дидрагма. Obviously, the scribe of IAG must have found such a spelling, dictated by Greek phonology, to be in violation of the phonology of Church Slavic. He writes these words as драхма (p. 184), драхма (twice on p. 184 b), дидрахма (p. 52 b), and only once with Г (according to the strong tradition of the Classical texts): оучитель ваше не даает ли дидрагма (p. 52b, Matth. XVII.24).

4.2.2.7. The Greek cluster {sd}, pronounced as [zd]: наже наричает са ёвреийски видае (ιτιδιος) (p. 224, John V.2), is spelled phonetically in IAG.

4.2.2.8. The classical OCS texts also include voicing of {s} before {r}, but in most cases offer doublets - words, spelled through application of the principle of transliteration of the Greek words (or Hebrew words which had passed through Greek): есромо (ης του 'Εσρών) (Mar., Luke III.33), or else according to the Byzantine pronunciation - phonetically: излевъ (< του 'Ιζραήλ) (Sav., p. 75). The latter principle is applied more frequently in the classical texts.

As far as the Byzantine Greek cluster {sr} is concerned, IAG consistently represents it as -ср-. (The text from Dečansko Evangelije, however, published by Jagić in lieu of the missing initial pages of Mar., uses the forms
There is an example from IAG: фаресъ же робди, нёсромая. ьсромъ (< 'Иорбъ) же робди аръма (p. 6 b, Matth. I.3). Without exception, the forms of the word for Israel and its derivatives are spelled with -ср-: Ісрайлъ (pp. 9, 140, 143, 210 b), Ісраилю (p. 141b), Ісраилеви (p. 215), Ісраили (p. 24), Ісраилевъ (p. 216), Ісрайлънинъ (p. 216), etc.

4.2.2.9. The previous examples represent how IAG reflects regressive assimilation. The corresponding progressive assimilation is registered in IAG only for the Greek cluster {nt}, pronounced [nd]: велики въ стъхъ констандинъ цръ (IAG, Postscript, p. 275); констандний десро, зъ велика цръ (IAG, p. 2 b).

4.2.3. On the morphonemic status of {θ}. The orthographic rules applied in IAG cause serious problems in determining the morphonemic status of the obstruent {θ}, written θ. The rules follow the Byzantine norm of pronunciation for the sound represented by the Greek letter θ; this is obvious from the non-translitterative method used by Slavic to render the Greek double theta: тθ (applied also in Latin: -tth-). This must express a certain Greek phonological rule of dissimilation. There are two personal names spelled in the Greek New Testament with double theta: Мαθέ-
4.2.3.1. In addition, 26 different Greek words, biblical personal and place names and Hebrew phrases are spelled with the letter \( \theta \) in place of the Greek theta; their frequency varies between one and eleven cases of occurrence. Used only once: при авиаарть (p. 93b), вицзда (p. 224), далманоутъскиж (p. 108), ефаа (p. 107), листвстрато (p. 265), маабовъ (p. 146b), марэны (p. 244), натановъ (p. 146b), ссйовъ (sic) (p. 146b), талива. коуими (p. 100b), и толары (p. 6b), годъ темиана (p. 137b), теофиле (p. 137b). Used twice (for convenience, some of those used more than once will be given only in one of the forms used): ивъапа (twice on p. 7), матапивъ (p. 146) and мататовъ (p. 146b), талеи (pp. 30, 94b). Used three times: варпшломеи (pp. 30, 94b, 153b), голота (pp. 82b, 131, 265), селашийль (pp. 7b (twice), 146b). Used four times: ипрымаеа (pp. 84, 132b, 209, 267). Used six times: виспленемъ (pp. 8b, 9 (twice), 9b, 10b, 141b), наданайль (pp. 216 (4 times), 216b, 270). Used seven times: висанда (pp. 34b, 104, 108b, 164b, 169, 216, 248b). Used eight times: \( \Theta \)шм (pp. 30, 94b, 153b, 253) and also as \( \Theta \)ома (pp. 94b, 244b, 269b (twice)). Used eleven times: въ висанда (pp. 62, 116b, 117 (twice), 124b, 194b, 212, 214b, 245 (twice), 247b) and мара (pp. 171 (four times), 244,
4.2.3.2. Against those numerous words always spelled with the letter Θ, there are only five Hebrew words and names where one should expect the letter Θ, but finds one or another kind of substitution: τοῦ Θαρα - Φαράνοβ (p. 146b), τοῦ Μαθουσαλά - Ματουσαλάν (p. 146b), σαβαχθανί - καβαχθανί (p. 132, but on p. 83 written correctly as καβαχθανί), Γεθσιμανή - Γετσιμανι (p. 77, but on p. 126b written correctly as Γετσιμανι) and finally, the Hebrew place name Βηθθαυν, written in three different ways: вь витсфаги (p. 60b), вь витфаги (p. 116b), and - correctly вь виѲфаги (p. 194b).

The last five words may be explained as indicating that the Greek text according to which IAG was revised, substituted phi and tau in these Hebrew words and names. But there are strong arguments against a presumption that the spelling oscillation in these few words in IAG reflects the scribe's own pronunciation:

First, the consistency in the spelling of the Greek sequence ΘΘ- as ΘΘ- (μαθθεί and μαθθαν) suggests that the orthography reflects a Greek phonological rule of dissimilation; therefore, a phonological principle is being applied.

Second, all previously-given examples of the voicing of {s} before {m} and {d} in the Greek words, as well as the voicing of the cluster {nt} as ηΔ', reflected
by the Slavic spelling, strongly suggest an application of the **phonological principle** rather than a simple transliteration of the Greek words.

Third, the Greek diphthongs are rendered in Slavic phonologically, according to their Byzantine pronunciation, which also implies a **phonological spelling principle**.

Fourth, an extralinguistic consideration may be borne in mind: the educated clergy and members of the court in 14th-century Bulgaria were bilingual, or at least had a good command of Byzantine Greek, which is easy to explain by historical and geographic factors.430.

4.2.3.3. It seems that the educated people of the 14th-century Ternovo Kingdom who were fully competent in both literary Bulgarian (Church Slavic) and Byzantine Greek tried to establish in the Slavic literary language a norm of orthoepy and orthography for foreign words in accordance with Byzantine orthoepic norms. The fact that this attempt did not make itself felt in the Bulgarian dialects is no evidence against such an assumption. The literary language could have possessed a number of features which did not exist in any of the spoken dialects of the time.

4.2.4. On the morphonemic status of {3}. The Church Slavic alphabets, in addition to the letter ʒ, use two other graphemes, ʒ and ɕ, indicating a sound different from that represented by the letter ʒ, yet occurring in a largely predictable environment parallel to the environment where {c} appears. In fact, the letter ɕ occurs either in word-initial position or at morpheme boundaries with suffixes and desinences.

4.2.4.1. In word-initial position the letter ɕ is found in a limited number of words. Most typical is the word stѣло or stѣло, which appears over 20 times in IAG and is always written with the letter ɕ (the letter itself was called "dzѣlo"). The word svѣзды appears 7 times and is also always spelled with ɕ: svѣзда (p. 9b), svѣзды (pp. 9b, 71, 123b), svѣзж (pp. 9, 10) and svѣзды (p. 200). The word svѣрѣ is found only once, in the phrase й бѣ съ svѣрми (p. 89, Mark I.13).

But in certain lexical stems, the initial ɕ alternates with the letter ʒ in a fashion which makes it difficult to state rules for the alternation. The infinitive form здати (p. 183b), the imperfect зидахх (p. 190) and the substantive зданиё (p. 122), здания (pp. 69b, 122), all spelled with ʒ, are opposed to виждѣ (pp. 68b, 174b), виждѣш (p. 156) and виждѣе (pp. 64, 119, 197). The

431. Cf. the extensive comparison of spelling variants in IAG in:
prefixed stem shows a similar alternation: създѣ (p. 156b), създѣти (p. 79), създѣвшую (p. 148b), създана (p. 218), създѣнику (p. 123) versus съвижджъ (p. 49b) and съвидѣ (p. 131b). The forms of the prefixed verb провѣбати are written seven times with ѣ, as in провѣбнетъ (p. 123b) and once with з: провѣбощъ (p. 39b).

If all these spellings in IAG are compared with the corresponding words in the glagolitic texts, one observes immediately that IAG is far more consistent in the usage of the letter ѣ. But the words which appear in Mar. as сѣрѣти, оуѣрѣти, сѣйрѣти, while often written with ѣ (or ѣ) in all the glagolitic texts, are always spelled with ѫ in IAG: не зрѣй ши бо на лице чѣкомъ (p. 119b, Mark XII. 14); нѣко да оуѣратъ дѣла ваша добра (p. 16b, Matth. V. 16); съзирааахъ жѳ сѧ междуу собою сѫченици (p. 252, John XIII.22).

4.2.4.2. At a suffix or desinence boundary in lexical morphemes, the letter ѣ may represent the phonological outcome of the so-called Third Slavic Palatalization of *g. It may occur after the reconstructed Common Slavic *i or a front nasal vowel, resulting from *in. In this environment, it seems that the writer of IAG is consistent in the use of the letter ѣ only in certain words.

The word Khасѣ is used 18 times in different grammatical forms, always spelled with ѣ; пѣнасѣ is written in all 14 occurrences with ѣ, and once is replaced by the word цатѣ (p. 217b). The word съласѣ from the classical texts
(Matth. XXII.19) does not occur in IAG, which has instead образом (p. 65). And the word кладаьъ, registered in some of the classical texts (e.g. Zogr.), appears on p. 221 of IAG as кладаць. The word *jesa 'wound' is used three times in IAG (pp. 15, 29b, 90b) and is consistently written with s, e.g.: й вськъ жъ въ людѣкъ (p. 29b, Matth. IX.35). The word *stjosa 'path' appears three times (pp. 12, 88-88b, 145), and is always written with s: правы творите сятъ его. (p. 145, Luke III.4).

But there are oscillations in the spelling of *polisa 'use, benefit': three times its forms are written with s (pp. 50b, 99b, 109b): каза въ ползы не цы цылкоу. (p. 109b, Mark VIII.36); and three times with z (pp. 165b, 231, 248b): како никоа це полза не цы. (p. 248b, John XII.19). The verb ползевалъ (pp. 46, 105b) is written only with the letter z.

4.2.4.3. The so-called Third Slavic Palatalization may occur at a suffix boundary of a lexical morpheme ending in Common Slavic *g preceded by *i, *н or *г and followed by the imperfective suffix *a. The examples found in IAG give contradictory data. Again, it seems that the scribe used different rules for different individual words. Forms of the verb ставати са 'to question' are used 11 times and always spelled with the letter s: началъ ставати са съ нимъ (p. 108, Mark VIII.11). The substantive ставание 'conflict, disagreement', is also spelled with s: сь же ставание о ученикъ Ішанов (p. 220, John III.25). But
another derivative of the same lexical stem, \( \text{иста} \) \( \text{бати} \) (съ), *to settle a question*, although written three times with \( \varepsilon \) (pp. 155, 176b, 194b) has two forms with \( \varsigma \): \( \text{иста} \) \( \text{батъ} \) (p. 206b) and \( \text{иста} \) \( \text{бати} \) съ \( \text{ни} \) \( \text{мъ} \) \( \text{слово} \) \( \text{еси} \). (p. 73b, Matth. XXV.19).

The verb \( \text{подви} \) \( \text{бати} \) съ, *to attempt*, used twice (pp. 180b, 263b), is spelled with \( \varepsilon \): \( \text{подви} \) \( \text{батите} \) съ \( \text{въ} \) \( \text{ни} \) \( \text{ти} \) (p. 180b, Luke XIII.24).

The root *-тг'г*- with different prefixes shows an even larger variety of forms. It is spelled with \( \varepsilon \) in:

- протръваахъ же \( \text{меръ} \) \( \text{ихъ} \) (p. 150, Luke V.6); тогда \( \text{архъ} \)-
- ереи \( \text{растръба} \) ризъ \( \text{своя} \) \( \text{гла} \). (p. 79, Matth. XXVI.65) and
- \( \text{растръба} \) (p. 128b). But it is spelled with \( \varsigma \) in:
- \( \text{въстръваахъ} \) \( \text{оученици} \) \( \text{его} \) (p. 153, Luke VI.1). It is even spelled with \( \Gamma \), without a trace of the Third Palatalization, in:
- \( \text{растръбахъ} \) \( \text{ъ} \) \( \text{ви} \). (p. 162, Luke VIII.29).

The root *-жг-/*-згг*- before the imperfective suffix *-аў*- was usually spelled as жг- in the OCS texts\(^{432}\), but in IAG it is consistently rendered with \( \Gamma \), with no in-

\(^{432}\) A different opinion is offered by Diels in his reference grammar of OCS. See:


In the brief vocabulary at the end of part II, Diels pairs the attested verb \( \text{въжшети} \), \( \text{въжетъ} \), \( \text{s}-\text{aor. въжахъ} \), *anzünden* (p. 65) with an obviously reconstructed form, \( \text{въжагати} \), *въжагати* - *anzünden* (p. 64). He refers to part I, paragraphs 23,5; 51,3 (should be 50,3) and 121,1-2, where no forms indicating the existence of *-зг-аў*- (for *въ-
-жагати*) are offered (cf. pp. 94, 134, 246). Such a recon-
-struction of the imperfective stem as in *въжагати* is in-
-correct. The different stems of the verb are as follows:
dication of palatalization in the final stem consonant: ё
шгнемъ съжигать (p. 42, Matth. XIII.40); ни въжигать
свѣтилника (p. 16, Matth. V.15); въжигает (p. 184b).

4.2.4.4. The letter Ъ is also found as an alter-
nate form of the morphoneme {g} at particular morpheme bound-
aries as a result of the Second Slavic Palatalization. On
all such morpheme boundaries, listed below, it is written
with the letter Ъ (there is only one exception with ё):

a) The nominative plural of the masculine sub-
stantives and adjectives: {bog-} яко върхъ съи нѣте
(p. 243b, John X.34); {vrag-} я вѣблокъ врзас твои
острогъ дѣ тѣ бъ (p. 195b, Luke XIX.43); {drug-} дросъ
бо мнѣхъ, ям жь ковчегъ смѣ ше йоула. (p. 252b, John XIII.
29); {mnoq-} яко бѣ си мѣ си вънидош въ нѣ. (p. 162,

b) The nominative-accusative of feminine sub-
stantives: {nog-} нѣ же дѣ вѣ рѣ жъ дѣ вѣ новѣ й мѣ шѣ ё.
(p. 53b, Matth. XVIII.8).

*-žeg- (attested as -жестви, -жеркъ) is the perfective stem
(infinitive and future); *-žeg- (attested as -жашъ) is the
s-aorist stem, parallel to that of решати, рѣ жъ, рѣ жъ; *-žig-
is the imperative stem, attested in Supr. and Sav. as -жѣ бъ,
parallel to рѣ жъ.

The imperfectivization of this verb is also paral-
lel to that of решати: (нарешт > нарицати), -жестви > -жисати.
The latter form is attested (cf. the glossary of Mar.).
Diels's mistake obviously arises from his assumption that
the imperfectivization would be realized by lengthening of
the vowel of the infinitive stem *( *-žeg- > *-žeg- ), while
what actually occurs here is a lengthening of the *І of the
imperative stem (*-žig- *-žig-), along with the change of
the following *g > *ъ (according to the Third Palatalization)
and the addition of the imperfectivizing suffix *-аі-.
c) Dative singular of feminine and masculine substantives of the hard *-a-stem declension: \{slug\} \rightarrow י

d) Locative singular of substantives of the hard declensions - masculine, feminine (no examples in IAG) and neuter - as well as locative singular of the hard adjectives in masculine and neuter (no examples of neuter in IAG):
\{bog\} \rightarrow да и́вает съ дѣла его иако о бды съть съдѣланна.
(p. 219b, John III.21);
\{p,odvq\} \rightarrow ини. лыть йины въ нежѣ своємѣ.
(p. 224b, John V.5);
\{po=dv,ig\} \rightarrow ы бы въ подвигѣ, прилєжнѣе молѣше съ.
(p. 203b, Luke XXII.44);
\{mnog\} \rightarrow можааше бо сѣ пръдано быти, на мноства (p. 75, Matth. XXVI.9). But the locative case of the word брѣгъ on p. 270b is written with ы: стѣ ыс при брѣзѣ (John XXI.4);
\{drug\} \rightarrow въ дроясты крайѣмъ корабли (p. 150b, Luke V.7).

e) Genitive, dative, instrumental and locative plural (all genders) of the new adjectival declension, different from that of OCS, were remodelled according to the pattern of the hard pronouns. The only existing example of the Second Palatalization in this environment is for the feminine genitive plural: \{mnog\} \rightarrow не оубоите съ оубо мноства птицѣ. лоучъші есте ей.
(p. 175b, Luke XII.7).

f) In all previously-described cases (1-5), the Second Palatalization was caused historically by the following vowel, the result of the monophthongization of a diphthong. IAG, however, offers in addition one significant
example of a substitution of the Second Palatalization for the expected First Palatalization (caused by \(*ë < *ë\)) in the comparative adjective множаишых (Mar.), rendered in IAG as множаишых: начаш ... прьстаати и о множаишых '(they) began ... to provoke him (to speak) about many (things)' (p. 175, Luke XI.53).

**g)** In the verbal system, the Second Palatalization of velars is observed in the imperative (only the 2nd person singular is attested in IAG) for verbal stems ending in \{g\}: \{vr'g-\} 'to throw down' and \{po=mog-\} 'to help'.

For both verbs, the letters Ѣ and Ѣ oscillate in the imperatives: връзи Ѣ себе (p. 17b, Matth. V.29) vs. връзи са низоу (p. 13b, Matth. IV.6); нж ёще что можеши помози намъ (p. 11l, Mark IX.22) vs. вѣроух Ѣи, помози моемоу невѣрид (p. 11l, Mark IX.24).

**h)** The only example of prepositions and adverbials representing etymologically petrified locative case forms, attested in IAG, is the very high-frequency preposition скозѣ 'through, across' (note the difference from the OCS сквосѣ), which is spelled only with Ѣ: хождааше Ѣ въ скзботѣ скозѣ сѣания (p. 35b, Matth. XII.1).

The Bulgarian literary language of the 14th century, as has been demonstrated on the preceding pages (253 - 259), tries to preserve \{Ѣ\} as a morphoneme. This was the ideal toward which the scribe of IAG aimed.

4.2.5. The occurrence of double consonants. In
IAG, double consonants are written in both Slavic words and biblical names.

4.2.5.1. In Slavic words only the letter н can appear as a geminate at suffixal morpheme boundaries. There are two types of boundaries where this can occur:

a) Where the derivational stem ends in the sonorant {n}, and the suffix is either the substantival {-#n,ik-} or the adjectival {-#n-}: in either case IAG offers a small spelling innovation, resulting from new rules for the vocalization of the formerly phonemic jers, which have become fleeting vowels. In the classical OCS texts the two letters н were separated by a letter ж.

The substantival suffix {-#n,ik-} after stems ending in \{n\}: безаконьникома (Mar.) → й съ безаконникома причтень бы (p. 131b, Mark XV.28); законьникомъ (Zogr.) → ё вамъ закониикомъ горе. (p. 174b, Luke XI.46); инсплеменьникъ (Sav.) → тъмо йнсплеменникъ съ (p. 189b, Luke XVII.18).

The adjectival suffix {-#n-} after a stem ending in \{n\}: връменни (Mar.) → нъ врьменни съ (p. 96b, Mark IV.17); законьноумоу (Mar.) → по ѵъчамъ законьноумоу (p. 143, Luke II.27); истинъни (Zogr.) → нъ дьй мои даешь вамъ хлъбъ истинны съ нъсе. (p. 229b, John VI.32); каменьнъемъ (Mar.) → дъ другое паде на каменьныхъ (p. 96, Mark IV.5); многоцъны (Zogr.) → наруды пистикъ много- цъны (p. 247b, John XII.3); неповинънъ (Mar.) → николи же бисте осждили неповинныхъ (p. 35b-36, Matth.XII.7)
Whenever the morpheme boundary coincides with the end of a line, a letter ъ or ь is written according to the general rule for the use of the jers: 'ѣ съберъ ь црѣвтия нѣго всѣ сѣблашнѣнники.' (p. 42, Matth. XIII.41).

b) Past passive participles in {-n-}, when used as substantives, are, in most of the cases observed, written with double -нн-. Compared with the situation in the classical texts, this is a new phenomenon, very consistently carried out in IAG. There are only a few examples where these past passive participles used as subject or predicate, or in direct address, are spelled with a single -н-. Examples are: многи бо сжъ званни, мало же избранныхъ (p. 65, Matth. XXII.14); бракъ бо готовъ есть, а званни не бишь достоини. (p. 64b, Matth. XXII.8); рашы съ обрадованна гь с тобож. (p. 139, Luke I.28); ни посланный, болѣи пославшаго й. (p. 251b, John XIII.16); рожденное ь плъты, плъть есть, и рож́еное ь дхъ, дхъ есть. (p. 218b, John III.6); слово сѣанное въ срѣнихъ ихъ. (p. 96b, Mark IV.15); сѣ вобды мои оготохахъ ь юни мои ь оупитаннай ысколена, ы всѣ готова призійте на бракы. (p. 64b, Matth. XXII.4).

4.2.5.2. In addition to the rules for writing a double -нн- at these morpheme boundaries, in three instances a double -сс- is written in the forms for genitive singular and accusative plural of the Slavic word весь 'small town, village': ы нѣмъ за ржх слѣпаго изведе ы вънь ы из весси. (p. 108b, Mark VIII.23); ы диви сь за невѣріе ихъ. ы
4.2.5.3. In rendering the biblical personal and place names, the translator tries to follow the Greek spelling as far as double consonants are concerned. The following are among the words, some of them very frequent, which are usually written with a double consonant as in Greek: авва, вараравва, равви, еффаща, аддиевъ, маттаѲовъ, маттаѲіевъ, Иеммаоусъ, юмманоуилъ, геіённа, Ійнна, Ійннъ, Ісоаннѣевъ, манна, осанна, ёссеи.

The use of a double consonant in biblical names and words so as to comply with the Greek norm represents, in IAG, a more advanced stage than that of the known texts of the classical period (up to the 11th century). In glagolitic writings double consonants are used sporadically; Sav. is more influenced by the Greek orthography, while IAG represents an even further development in this direction. Here, however, the scribe of IAG makes the most numerous mistakes and allows inconsistencies. Approximately three quarters of the biblical names are spelled according to the Byzantine orthographic rules, while the others are either spelled with a single consonant, or - in a few instances - with a double consonant unmotivated by the Greek spelling.
There is no clue to the orthoepic norm of the words written with a double consonant, except the fact that some well-known words, although having a double consonant in the Greek spelling, are in IAG always written with a single one (coinciding with the Church Slavic tradition). This list includes such words and names as: садоукѣи (Σαδδοθαυκαίος), used 11 times; Ἐλευ (״Ελευ) - 4 times; генксеретскии (Γεννησαρέτ) - 3 times; гомору and гоморсеѣи (tà Γόμορα); месѣа (Μεσσίας) - twice; манасиа (Μανασσής) - twice; θαδεи (Θαδαῖος) - twice; гавадыа (Γαβαθά); сосана (Σουδάνα); сирофиникиса (Συροφονίκιος). The word сжбата (Σάββατος), used 53 times, is of course a much older borrowing in Slavic, so altered in shape that one would hardly expect it to mirror the Greek form.

The following words have a double consonant, while the Greek orthography does not require it: ссиѳовѣ (p. 146b) - (τὸ Σφή); ссиѳовѣ (p. 146b) - (τὸ Σφή); асгарѣи (p. 32) - (ασκρῆον); фарриеисиїи (p. 214) - (φαρριαῖος). The spelling mistake in асгарѣи may have been caused by the scribe's awareness that one of the consonants in the Greek form is indeed doubled - the correct spelling would be аксарѣи. The misspelling of фарриеисиїи occurs only once out of 95 occurrences of this word in IAG.

It is quite possible that the scribe who wrote IAG followed, in many instances, the spellings in his Greek original. Since most of the words in which he failed (from
our point of view) to use the double consonant correctly are of Hebrew origin, we cannot rule out the possibility that his "errors" were also those of his Greek original. Our authority for the Greek spelling is the glossary of the Codex Marianus, compiled by V. Jagić from normalized Greek editions of the 19th century; the orthography in this glossary may not, in every case, be that of Byzantine manuscripts in the 14th century. Such a hypothesis, if correct, would only show how great must have been the dependence of the medieval Slavic translator upon the quality of his Greek original.

4.2.5.4. A correct use (according to the Byzantine rules) of double consonants also involved the double gamma, representing the cluster \{ng\}. The glagolitic texts render this consonantal combination with the letters -ћњ- (in cyrillic transliteration), while Ostr. always uses -ћг-, яг or яњ: ањєгєли, ађханђєгєла, евађґєгєлиє. But the cyrillic Sav. uses only аѓгѓљ and еѓѓ, hence the latter spelling does not indicate how the cluster \{ng\} would have been written if it were not abbreviated.

In this respect, IAG follows consistently the tradition established by Sav.: the cluster \{ng\} in the Greek words is always spelled with a double -ћг-,-, in accordance with the norms of Byzantine orthography: аѓгѓљ (ѧѓєгєлос); ађхѧгѓгєлъ (ѧђхѧгѓгєлос); еўґѓгєлєъ, еѓґѓгєлиє or єўгѓгєлиє (ѧѓѠгѓгєлєъ); єѓґѓгєшъвъ (sic) (p. 146b) (τού Ναγγαί).
4.2.6. Single letters representing consonantal clusters.

4.2.6.1. The Slavic alphabet, as listed in Xrabær's treatise, has the Greek letter Φ (psi) for the cluster {ps}. IAG, however, follows the tradition established in the glagolitic writings: it uses only the combination of letters -пс-,. The number of words where Φ should appear is very limited. While the glagolitic texts twice use the locative singular form паропситъ (Παροψιζ), in IAG it has been replaced by the word блюдо (pp. 68, 68b). But the Greek word θαλώς is still used twice in IAG: 

\[ \text{Процъхъ и псаллъмъ д в } \]  

(р. 211b-212, Luke XXIV.44);


4.2.6.2. The classical texts do not use the letter ξ for the cluster {ks} in Greek words. Xrabær's list of the alphabet includes the letter ξ, and it is used twice in the IAG text. The classical texts (glagolitic) and the Cyrillic Sav. show certain peculiarities in representing the Greek word φοίνιξ as финикъ. Most likely, the phonological restrictions in the language did not allow for a final cluster {ks}. IAG, in the only instance where this word occurs, follows the same established tradition: прияжъ вѣ ви е 

\[ \text{фйникъ}, \]  

(р. 248, John XII.13).

But if between two vowels not at the morpheme boundary, the cluster {ks} is preserved and expressed in IAG
by the letter υ: ἀρφαζάδοβ (τοῦ Ἀρφαζάδος) (p. 146b); Ὑδωρ ἀλέξανδροβοῦ ῶ ρουφοβοῦ (p. 130b, Mark XV.21). Also, in the postscript, as well as in the initial two pages of dedication to the Bulgarian king, the scribe writes the king's name as ἰγὺ. ἰω. ἀλέξανδροῦ.

4.2.7. Sometimes the phoneme {v} in foreign words, if rendered in Greek by the letter upsilon, is expressed in the same way (that is, by the letter υ) in IAG\(^{433}\). Except when immediately followed by the phoneme {i} (graphically expressed in Greek by either ι or ιι), this upsilon is expressed in the OCS texts by either υ or ι. The more frequently used of the two is ι: Mar. has αβρούστα, Assem. - αβρούστα, while Ostr. has αυρούστα. For this word IAG also uses the letter υ: ίζυδε ποβελήνει ῶ κέσαρα ἀβρούστα (p. 141, Luke II.1). On the other hand, IAG continues the tradition of orthographic duality in the spelling of the word ἐφογγέλιον: whereas when abbreviated it is always written with υ (ἐφογγέλιε, ἐφογγέλιε, ἐφογγίε or ἐφογγίε), in the title pages of the four gospels, where the word is not abbreviated, there are ἘΒΑΙΤΕΛΙΕ (Matth., p. 6 and Mark, p. 88), but ἘΒΑΙΤΕΛΙΕ (Luke, p. 137) and ἘΒΑΙΤΕΛΙΕ (John, p. 213).

The classical texts accord different treatment to the Greek upsilon (υ) when followed by the letter ι or the

---

\(^{433}\) Scholvin mentions Greek "consonantal ι": R. Scholvin, op. cit., p. 53.
diphthong ει. All glagolitic texts have a cluster [vg,] (transliterated in cyrillic as -бб- or -вбб-). For example, Mar. has ниневъитъ for Νινεύτης, параскеўги for παρασκευή, левъгитъ for Λευτής or Λευτής, левъгитъ for Λευτής. Ostr. uses various means to express this combination, obviously difficult phonetically for the ancient Slavs: левъгитъ, параскеўги (both with an epenthetic /g/), but also левъгитъ and левъгитъ without the epenthetic /g/. Sav. uses either въ or оу for the Slavic equivalent of the sound rendered in Greek by upsilon, but always adds the epenthetic /g/: параскеўгитъ, левъгитъ, левъгитъ.

Compared with all this, the spelling of these words in IAG is perhaps much closer to the Byzantine pronunciation of the 14th century: the epenthetic /g/ is never used, and the upsilon is replaced by the letter в: нαко же бо сбы Ἡβνα знамение ниневъитъ (p. 173b, Luke IX.30); и στъвори чръждение веліе левъгъ емъву; въ домоу своемъ. (p. 152, Luke V.29); такожде й левъгъ, бывъ на томъ мѣстѣ. (p. 170b, Luke X.32). The word параскеўг, however, is always translated as патокъ or патъкъ: понеже съ патъкъ, еже есть къ съботѣ: (p. 132b, Mark XV.42).

4.2.8. Simplification of the cluster /zdn/. IAG uses a simplified spelling for the word праздникъ (written this way in all the classical texts): праздникъ. This word is used 23 times in IAG, always with omission of the letter д: потрѣбъ же имѣаше на всѣ праздникъ пошати имъ юдиного.
The same orthographic principle is employed in the substantivized adjective непразнаа 'pregnant', which is used three times in IAG: възде же й Іосифъ ... написати съ съ Марией. Обрченож ёму женох, съшо непразнаа + + (p. 141b, Luke II.4-5).

In Luke XXI.23, as against непраздънъімъ in the glagolitic texts, IAG uses the synonymous expression имашимъ въ шробъ (p. 200). In праздникъ and непразнаа, /zdn/ is a cluster which does not alternate with /zden/ in any paradigmatic form (since непразнаа 'pregnant' is a substantivization restricted to the feminine gender). But if the same cluster /zdn/ in one of the paradigmatic forms of the word alternates with /zden/ (as in праздникъ 'empty, idle'), then the morphonemic principle is followed in the spelling, and the nominative masculine plural adjective is written as праздникъ, despite the phonological rules for simplification of the cluster: что зде стоите весь день праздникъ (p. 58b, Matth. XX.6); я пришедъ обршешь й праздникъ (p. 38b, Matth. XII.44). This is a very significant example of the application of the morphonemic principle in the spelling of IAG: as long as obvious semantic links between the meanings 'empty' and 'idle' exist, due to the polysemy of the word праздникъ, the writer follows the morphonemic principle. But when the concept of the word праздникъ came to involve first of all a 'celebration, feast' and last of all a 'day when one is idle', the scribe failed to recognize the mor-
pheme structure of the word. The same applies to непразнаа 'pregnant', which must have meant to the scribe «имашаа въ жтробъ» and not a 'woman who is not empty'. When the scribe was not able to reconstruct the morpheme structure of a word, the phonological principle was applied. In this case it is realized through a simplification of the cluster /zdn/ into [zn].

No examples are provided by the spelling for the phonetic simplification of the cluster /stn/. But the phonological rule should have applied in both cases.

4.2.9. The epenthetic /1,/. None of the classical glagolitic texts is absolutely consistent in the use of the epenthetic /1,/ at a morpheme boundary between a labial and a jod. Sav. is especially consistent in using the epenthetic /1,./. Ostr. is an exception, but its correct use is reinforced by the East Slavic phonological rules. In the eastern South Slavic area (and particularly on the territory of Bulgaria and Macedonia), this phonological rule must have ceased to exist by the time the classical texts were copied.

The scribe of IAG is very conscious about consistency in writing the epenthetic /1,/ in the proper position. If compared with the older texts from Bulgaria, the 14th-century gospel completely disregards the contemporary phonological rules in the living dialects and tries to reconstruct a correct literary language as far as the usage of
the epenthetic /l,/ is concerned. Any older, strictly Bulgarian copy of the gospel, used for reference by the scribe of IAG, could hardly have had consistent use of epenthetic /l,/. Still, this would not have been a hard task for an experienced grammarian, since the rules for insertion of the epenthetic /l,/ are relatively simple.

A statistical comparison of the spelling of the word корабль 'a ship' in the glagolitic Mar., cyrillic Sav. (both exemplifying the situation in the classical OCS with strong Bulgarian features from the 11th century) and with IAG shows the following: in Mar., the word is written with an epenthetic /l,/, as корабль, кораблъ, кораблю, кораблемъ, корабли and кораблем altogether 17 times; without the epenthetic /l,/, as корабь, корабъ, кораби - 23 times; in Sav., a shorter version of the gospels, this word is used only in 12 places: three times with the epenthetic /l,/, as корабль, кораблъ and 9 times without the epenthetic /l,/, as корабь, корабъ, кораби. So here the forms without the epenthetic /l,/ are exactly three times as frequent as those with it.

In IAG the same word is used 32 times, and, without a single exception, with epenthetic /l,/. As an additional proof of the fact that the epenthetic /l,/) was not only an orthographic, but also an orthoepic norm in the

literary language, there is the example on p. 228: й не оў бъ пришеть к нимъ й въ корабль (John VI.17). The insertion of the letter й for a vowel after an obstruent and before a final liquid was caused by a phonological rule of the living Bulgarian dialects of that time, and represented the actual pronunciation of the word according to the rules of phonological restriction in the language.

Although there are a few isolated words in which the scribe forgot to write the epenthetic /l/, they represent an insignificant fraction of the total number in which he used it: (Mar.) на землъ → съ рекъ, плюнъ на землъ. (p. 239, John IX.6); (Ostr.) немлете → аше ли мнъ, за та дъла вържъ немлете мнъ. (p. 253 b, John XIV.11); (Mar.) покъплътъ са → й да коуплъ аше не покънатъ са, не нѣдатъ. (p. 105, Mark VII.4).

4.2.10. Other peculiarities in the spelling of the consonants. The word for 'gall', зълъчь (Mar.), злъчи (in all other classical texts and Ostr.) is replaced in IAG by жълъчиа (p. 82 b): й дашъ ёмоу пити ёщеть съ жълъчиа смъшенъ. (Matth. XXVII.34). In this case the word registered in IAG represents the more common old Slavic dialectal variant because of the palatalized syllabic * prést in the first syllable.

There are two instances – съребро (and its derivatives) and съдравъ (and its derivatives) – where the glagolitic texts and Ostr. insert a jer after the initial съ.
In Sav., however, сребро and its derivatives are never spelled with a jer, although съдравъ and its derivatives are spelled as in the other classical texts. The text of IAG not only follows Sav. as far as сребро is concerned, but further eliminates the jer in съдравъ (and its derivatives) from the consonantal cluster здр-, in which the voicing is expressed by the spelling: ḳ по что не въдаде сребро моєе тръжнікомъ (p. 194 b, Luke XIX.23); ḳ āбие здравъ бычъ члкъ (p. 224 b, John V.9); не трѣбожъ здравіи врача. (p. 152, Luke V.31).

4.2.11. Later corrections in the spelling of some words. Three words in IAG were consistently corrected by another hand, most likely a Serbian reader of the manuscript.

4.2.11.1. The word сксѣвѣ ‘through’ was changed to скѣвѣ by adding a small п over the line: this occurred 16 times, while the word was left unchanged only once (on p. 114 b): ссудѣбѣ есть вельбѣдоу скѣвѣ иглѣнѣ оуши проити. (Mark X.25). The form originally written as скѣвѣ is the Middle Bulgarian variant of сквѣвѣ. While both forms are used in Mar. - 10 times сквѣвѣ and only 7 times скѣвѣ, Sav. knows only the form скѣвѣ. The latter, however, is not registered in Ostr.

4.2.11.2. The word трѣва ‘grass’ was five times corrected into трава, by erasing the letter ѡ and writing instead an а. It was left uncorrected only on p. 41: нѣгда же просябе трѣва, й плодъ сътвори. (Matth. XIII.26). This correction reflects old Slavic dialectal variants of...
the word. The older Church Slavic writings from Bulgaria know only the form трѣва, but Ostr. uses трѣва only once, and the form трава twice.

4.2.11.3. The word всѣ was changed in 6 instances to вса; всѣкъ or всѣк in four cases to всакъ; and всѣка - four times to всака. The change of ѓ into a is attributable to the existence of dialectal variants: Ostr. uses in free variation всакъ, всѣкъ, всѣкъ and всакъ.

4.3. On the phonemic softening of the consonants: the vowel system. While the voiced/voiceless pairing of the consonants is expressed in the Slavic alphabet by the use of different graphic symbols, the pairing of soft/hard consonants is not reflected graphically by separate letters. This fact alone says nothing about the existence of such pairing (or the existence of phonemic softening of the consonants) at the time when the Slavic alphabet was created. The Slavic alphabet is too closely patterned after the Greek one, for us to expect such revolutionarily new features as special graphemes for both hard and soft consonants. However, it supplies a reasonable method for expressing the feature softness/hardness of the consonant: the character of the following vowel.

The spelling rules applied in IAG and in all other Middle Bulgarian writings do not provide proof for the existence of phonetic softening of the consonants in a position other than before a vowel. Yet, through the morphone-
mic alternations - vowel/zero alternation, the alternations at a morpheme boundary - one could successfully establish phonemically soft consonants. The only position for which one has no means of examination is a consonantal cluster in which no vowel/zero alternation is observed (for instance the{s} in the cluster /st,-n-/.

Thus, the phonemically soft consonants cannot be determined through the spelling without a detailed study of the vowels and their graphic symbols.

The vowel system of the 14th-century Bulgarian literary language, as it is revealed by the application of the complicated spelling rules in IAG, consists of six vocalic morphonemes. They are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{i\} & \quad \{u\} \\
\{o\} & \\
\{\vhat{e}\} & \\
\{a\} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

The alphabet provides 19 letters with which to express them:

4.3.1. The morphoneme \{i\}\textsuperscript{435} can be expressed by five different letters, depending on its distribution and

\textsuperscript{435} Various spelling alternations of this morphoneme are treated in:  
the presence or absence of phonemic softness in the preceding consonant. The letters и and ъ are used after a soft consonant, while ы is used after a hard consonant. The letter и never occurs in absolute word-initial position, but alternates with ы at the beginning of some lexical stems, depending on the preceding prefix: искать ~ вымыскать.

This fact might help us draw a conclusion, that perhaps in absolute word-initial position the morphoneme {и} was always jotated, and that this was expressed by the exclusive employment of the letter и in that position.

The use of both letters и and ъ after consonants, opposed to that of the letter ы, could be an indicator of the pairing according to softness of the preceding consonants.

It is possible to make a list of words in which the letters и and ъ are never used in alternation.

{б} ~ {бь}, быти - 'to be' vs. бити - 'to beat': добро есть намь здѣ быти (p. 51, Matth. XVII.4); и начнеть би́ти клеврѣти свож. (p. 72, Matth. XXIV.49).

In a few words, however, the scribe shows hesitation in the choice between и and ъ after the consonants {б} and {бь}. The nominative singular form of the word for 'love' in the classical texts is always written as любь. On pp. 17b and 70 of IAG this word is spelled as in the older texts, while on p. 260b it is written with ъ, which does not necessarily indicate softening of the preceding
consonant, but rather a phonetic process of eliminating the opposition [i] ~ [y]: да люби ążе мə нəси възнлюбилъ, въ нихъ бждетъ. (John XVII.26). In this particular case the problem also seems to involve the very existence of this word in the spoken language, where we might expect a generalized stem like {l,ubov-} for the nominative singular. The form люби could have been an artificial remnant in the literary language and then, the rare morphonemic alternation of {i} vs. {ov} would have been meaningless to the scribe.

Another instance of oscillation in the use of the letters и и ы after {b,} is in the paradigm of the verb быти in the conditional. The same confusion (or alternate spelling?) is known in the classical texts; for instance, both forms быша and быша are registered in Mar. IAG has examples like: а́ще ли бысте въдъли. (p. 35b, Matth. XII. 7); а́ше бысте имъли върж нако зръно горчично. (p. 188b, Luke XVII.6). Again, this kind of spelling alternation most likely implies a morphological change in the language. On the one hand, aorist forms like быхъ, бы, etc. were fully replaced by the forms бежтъ, бы, etc. Thus, the old aorist forms would have continued to exist but with a new function - replacing the old conditional paradigm бымъ, бы, etc. The period of coexistence of the older and newer forms of the conditional would have yielded contaminated forms like быхъ and быхъ, бы и бы, etc. This coexistence might have continued in the living dialects for a long time. If analogy throughout the paradigm of the verb 'to be' had taken
place (as in Russian), eventually the form /bix/, spelled
with ы, would have taken over completely; but there was also
the possibility that the language would try to distinguish
the conditional (through palatalization of /b/ into /b,/) from the rest of the conjugation. This force most likely
prevented Middle Bulgarian from establishing a single form.

{p} ~ {p,} снопы - 'bundles, sheaves' vs. пиръ -
'feast': и сважате на въ снопы (p. 41, Matth.XIII.30);

{d} ~ {d,} грады - 'towns' vs. дира - 'rent, rip':
йдъвъ въ ближна въсси и грады. (p. 91, Mark I.38); и
gорши дира бъдешь. (p. 93, Mark II.21).

{t} ~ {t,} ты - (nom.sg.) 'you' vs. ти - (dat.sg.)
'you': рече емъ Ісъ, иди и ти сътвори такожде (p. 170b,
Luke X.37); азъ егда възврашъ съ въздам ти (p. 170b,

{z} ~ {z,} язы - 'bonds' vs. жилище - 'prison':
не по баше ли раздрьшити жъ дя язы се. (p. 180, Luke XIII.
16); зйанъ же оуслышавъ, въ жилищи дѣла хова, (p. 33b,
Matth. XI.2).

{s} ~ {s,} съсы -(acc.pl.) 'devils' vs. съси -
(nom.pl.) 'devils': мижъ ... йже имъ съсы о льть многъ.
(p. 161b, Luke VIII.27); и зьшедше же съси 0 члка

{m} ~ {m,} мйтаръ - 'publican' vs. мйлъ - 'dear':
й много мйтаре и грвъщения (p. 92b, Mark II.15); и мйлъ
\{n\} \sim \{n,\}  вины -(gen.sg.) 'guilt' vs. нива - 'lot, ground': никое же вины не обрѣтаж до члка сего: (p. 205б, Luke XXIII.4); члкоу нѣкоемоу богатоу, оўгобэи с в нива. (p. 176, Luke XII.16). But the word for 'now', always spelled in the classical texts as нынѣ or ныніа (Sav.), is, in IAG, written without exception with и: нынѣ or ныніа. A possible explanation is the fact that this word does not take part in any morphonemic alternation, nor has it a minimum pair for contrast. This indicates that the process of merging of the soft and hard consonants of a pair before \{i\} went in the direction of the soft member. The words нынѣ and люби are a good indication of this.

\{l\} \sim \{l,\} злых - (acc.pl.masc.) 'bad' vs. зли - (nom.pl.masc.) 'bad': а злых вънъ изврьгощх. (p. 42б, Matth. XIII.48); аше събо въ злй съше . (p. 172, Luke XI.13). The only oscillation between \{l\} and \{l,\}, indicated by a fluctuation between и and и after the consonant, is in the spelling of the personal name Magdalene: бъ же тоу маріа магдалыни. й друугаа маріа. (p. 84б, Matth. XXVII.61); в них же бъ маріа магдалыни. й маріа љкъвлѣ. (p. 83б, Matth. XXVII.56). This dual spelling of the name is known also in the classical texts'. The reason should be found in the shape of the segment after the \{l,\} - it very much resembles the Slavic suffix -инъ- (which is never found after a soft consonant), as in \{bog-in,-i\}, \{rab-in,-i\}, etc. IAG shows predominant spelling with и (11 times) and
only once with у (on p. 84b), in contrast to the classical texts, in which this word is spelled with у in many instances.

\[ \{r\} \sim \{r,\} \text{ рыбъ - (gen.pl.) 'fish' vs. ризы-(gen. sg.) 'garment': общее множество рыбъ, много (p. 150, Luke V.6); да не возвратит са вспать възяти ризы своея. (p. 123, Mark XIII.16). But the verb stem \{=rid-aj-\} 'to weep' is written once with the letter у after a hard \{r\}: яко въсплачете са и възридаете въ. (p. 258, John XVI.20). In all other cases it is spelled with an у: рыбдаяхъ же вси и плакдаяхъ са ех. (p. 163b, Luke VIII.52). This spelling mistake, if connected with the numerous mistakes in the spelling of \{a\} as а instead of ё in the grammatical endings after \{r,\}, indicates a phonetic hardening of \{r,\}, erasing the difference between [r] and [r,] (especially in consonantal clusters like [kr], [zr], [tr]). Some modern dialects of the Christian population in the Phodopa Mountains in Bulgaria also show a hardening of the \{r,\} in all positions.436. And still, the literary language of the 14th century tries to preserve the historically correct spelling as much as possible.

436. St. Stojkov offers examples from the speech of Moslems vs. Christians in the city of Smoljan and the village of Kremene near Smoljan: /sr,ed,é/ vs. /srad,é/ < *sred-ьh-o; /r,6t/ vs. /r6t/ < *red- in Smoljan; /r,uka-m/ vs. /ruka-m/ < *rjuk-aj-o 'to call, cry out' in Kremene. See: St. Stojkov, Akan'e v bolgarskom jazyke, Obšce-slavjanskoе značenie problemy akan'ja, Sofia, 1968, p. 113-114.
Before a vowel, the glide \{v\} is paired with \{v,\}:

\[\text{יַנְתָּבְנָה} וְנָפַלְתָּה \ (p. 185, Luke XV. 20); \ y פַּנְיָנְסִּי יִנְקָנְתָּה \ (p. 131, Mark XV. 26).

The letters for the consonants \(\phi\) and \(\theta\) in borrowed words and names, always represent palatalized /f,/ and /\(\theta\)/, if they precede an \{i\}. The letter \(\nu\) is never written after them. This rule applies absolutely for those \(\phi\) and \(\theta\) which are not at the end of the lexical morpheme, at the boundary with the grammatical endings (such as nominative and accusative plural masculine). In this position, the nominative plural masculine must be marked through palatalization of the final consonant of the stem. Theoretically, in the plural paradigm there must be an opposition like

*\{..f,i Nom.pl.masc.\} vs. *\{...fi Acc.pl.masc.\}. Such forms happen not to be registered in IAG, but from the indirect evidence of forms like the dative singular /iōs,īf-u/ (Iωθ-φου, p. 221) and the vocative /iōs,īf,-o/ (Iωθινε, p. 8), one sees clearly that at a morpheme boundary with the grammatical endings the alternation /f/ ~ /\(\theta\)/ appears at the same places where any Slavic hard consonant would have had such an alternation.

Thus hypothetically we may generalize: the morphemes \{f\} and \{\(\theta\)\} when followed by an \{i\} inside a lexical morpheme exist only as soft phonetic variants [f,] and [\(\theta\),], but at the morpheme boundary with the case endings before \{i\}, they are paired as *[f]~*[f,] and *[\(\theta\),]~*[\(\theta\)]
in accusative and nominative plural masculine, respectively.

The velars \{k\}, \{g\}, \{x\} in Slavic words do not have soft pairs in any position, and can be followed only by the letter ы (never и). But in Greek borrowings, inside the lexical morpheme, all three of the velars appear before \{i\} only as soft phonetic variants ([k,], [g,], [x,]) and are never followed by the letter и: нако же бо сь Іовъ въ чревѣ китовѣ (p. 38, Matth. XII.40); и бысть нако приближи са въ вишагіа. (p. 194b, Luke XIX.29); бо же хитонь нешийень. и нх съ выше истъканъ (p. 265b, John XIX.23).

IAG does not offer masculine substantives of Greek origin with \{k\}, \{g\}, \{x\} before paradigmatic morpheme boundaries of the nominative or accusative plural. It is known, however, from other texts, that a word like \{m$\n,ix-\} 'monk' has a nominative plural /m$\n,is,-i/ with a /x/ vs. /s,/ alternation, and an accusative plural /m$\n,ix-i/ with no alternation of the final consonant. Such a restriction in the distribution of the soft/hard variants of the velars before \{i\} in Greek borrowings, indicated by the use of the letters и and ы - only the soft velar inside the lexical morpheme, only the hard velar at a morpheme boundary - in effect rules out any independent phonemic status for the soft velars. One must bear in mind a further possibility: that the spelling и inside the lexical morpheme of a Greek borrowing is determined by the Greek orthography, and does not express phonetic softening of the velars.
In a position other than before the grammatical endings, \{3\}, \{c\}, \{z\}, \{z\} and \{z\} can be followed only by the letter ū (never by ы). At a morpheme boundary with the grammatical endings, the same spelling rule applies for all of the above, except \{3\}. Only once in IAG, where an etymological *3 was to be expected but the scribe wrote з, the latter was followed by an ы: полъя (Mar.) 'profit' vs. й плъти нь никоє я же пользьы. (p. 231, John VI.63).

This must have been caused by the phonetic merging of the phonemes /ʒ/ and /z/. Not only does the letter ы follow the substitute letter з for \{3\}, but a deeper morphological change is observed in this case: the entire paradigm of the word has shifted from the soft to the hard declension. However, this is a single "mistake" in the entire book; the orthographic rules of the language prohibited writing ы after з in any position, while no such rule applied for the letter з. This is a significant indication of the tremendous importance of the symbol-letter for the medieval writer: he tried to follow the orthographic rules as closely as possible.

4.3.1.1. The use of the letter й for the morpheme \{i\} after a soft consonant is of low frequency. Graphically, it represents an abbreviated version of ů, the two parallel strokes being represented by the two dots over a single stroke. Here and there this letter is used between two consonants or at absolute word end in order to save
space: й испльниш са вси нърости на събръщи ихъ.

(p. 148b, Luke IV.28). But in most cases, the letter й is used after a soft consonant before {j} followed by another vowel. Since the јod in this case is never indicated by a letter, graphically the letter й precedes another letter standing for a vowel: {pr,i-j#d,-o}: й аби недйде йзъ сънмища, прийде въ домъ ... (p. 90b, Mark I.29);
{mar,-ij-am-0}: й има дъвъ и мариамъ (p. 139, Luke I.27).

4.3.1.2. The letter й (usually written with the Greek "smooth-breathing" sign) can exist only in initial position in biblical names. Only in a few cases does й occur in this position.

4.3.1.3. The letter у (or υ), indicating {i} after soft consonants, appears only in Greek borrowings, where it represents the Greek upsilon. But it is used very rarely: въставъ поими фтроча й мъръ кого й бъжи въ нѣгупеть (p. 10b, Matth. II.13). Just a few lines later the scribe wrote: ὁ νεγπτα призвахъ сцна моего: (p. 10b, Matth. II.15).

4.3.2. The morphoneme {u} is expressed by two letters: oy after hard paired consonants and velars; о after soft paired consonants (after palatal consonants and the clusters /ןd/, /ןt/ special orthographic rules are applied). Inside a lexical morpheme, this is the most restricted vow-

437. Some spelling variants are treated in:
R. Scholvin, op. cit., pp. 33, 41-42.
el in Church Slavic. But the sequential restrictions inside a lexical morpheme and at a morpheme boundary are different.

Within a lexical morpheme, \{u\} never occurs after \{3\} or \{c\}, nor, in IAG, is it represented after /z/; it can occur after hard paired consonants, jod and, among the soft paired consonants, /l/ and /r/. (It is possible that the epenthetic -1-, which replaces a \{j\} after the labials, was first triggered before \{u\} as an assimilative process: \{j\} \rightarrow /l/ after rounded consonant before rounded vowel. The feature of rounding in the Slavic -1- can be seen in the Polish realization of \{l\} as [w], the Serbocroatian - of \{l\} as [o] and [u] in certain positions, the East Slavic - of *TELТ as tolot, and the Ukrainian - of \{l\} as [w] in certain positions.)

The morphoneme \{u\} is written ю in the following environments in IAG:

a) after \{l,\}: люби́ти (p. 121), ключъ (p.175), etc.

b) after the morphoneme \{j\} following a labial; \{j\} changes into /l,: \{bjud\} > /bl,ud/: й принесе главъ его на блєдъ (p. 102b, Mark VI.28); \{pju-n\} > /pl,u-n/: сё рекъ, плюж на земъ, й створи бренйе в плюновения (p. 239, John IX.6).

c) after initial \{j\}: \{jug\}: югъ (p. 179).

4.3.2.1. Classical OCS shows a great oscillation between the letters оу and ю in initial position. This
represents a Slavic isogloss which not only separates East Slavic from the rest of the Slavic dialects, but passes across neighboring dialects in the same linguistic group (South Slavic). The classical texts clearly indicate the optional character of the initial jotation of some words: əу̩ж̃е and юж̃е in Mar., for instance. What is worth noting is the fact that no initial original Common Slavic *u < *ou could take prothetic jotation in two cases: in words whose morphological structure reveals that the initial {u} is a prefix, and in a limited number of words, for example əу̩ш̃и, əу̩с̃т̃а, əу̩л̃ь, əу̩ч̃ит̃и, əу̩м̃ъ, etc. (This is true for all Church Slavic texts, including IAG.)

The difference between the classical texts and IAG is that in IAG a given word is consistently spelled either with oy or with Ў, whereas in the classical texts there is considerable oscillation in the spelling of those forms which may be said to have an original prothetic jod. In the classical texts the particle oy 'yet' is written with either Ў or oy. In Mar. it appears twice as Ў and once as oy. IAG in the same paragraphs has only oy: не оу̩ ли слышите ни разоум̂ете. (p. 108, Mark VIII.17). Mar. also uses the form юж̃е (34 times), while the form əу̩ж̃е is used
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only 8 times. In IAG it appears only as оуже: оуже вь чисти нёсте. (p. 225, John XV.3). But all classical texts and IAG spell the word оубо with oy. While Mar. uses only oy in the spelling of оутръ, оутри, оутръи дынь, оутрина, the substantive оутро 'morrow' is written with either ю or oy. The word appears as оутро 8 times, and as ютро 7 times; Sav. has each form once. IAG again uses only the form without jotation: обаче псъбает ми днё с ю отръ (p. 181, Luke XIII.33). In IAG, as in the classical texts, words like югъ (p. 179), южска (p. 173b), юности (p. 114), юноше (p. 157b), юнци (p. 64b) are always written with the letter ю. Only these words in IAG have initial {ju} rather than {u}.

4.3.2.2. The Hebrew name of Judas in IAG is never written with the letter ю (as it is in the classical texts, alongside the more frequent spelling июда). The spelling in IAG resembles the Greek - this word is always written as Йоўдə (p. 76b). The same principle applies to words like Йоўдъинъ (p. 146b), Йоўдъвъ (p. 139b), Йоўдѣи (p. 224b), Йоўдѣиска (p. 130) and Йоўдѣа (p. 12).

4.3.2.3. As has been noted on p. 284, inside a lexical morpheme the morphoneme {u} appears after no paired soft consonant except /l/ and /r/. This fact, although of exclusive significance, has, to the best of my knowledge, gone unnoticed in previous studies of the phonological system of Church Slavic, as well as in Common Slavic reconstructions.
The same phonological restriction does not, however, apply at morpheme boundaries. There, \{u\} can follow not only the hard paired consonants, /j/, and /ŋ/, /ž/, /ć/, but also /c/, /z/, /št/, /zd/ and the soft paired consonants.

IAG is no different in this respect from the classical texts. The only difference is in the orthographic representation of \{u\} as either о or оу after soft or palatal consonants or /j/. It is very interesting that while in some instances, as we shall show later, the spelling rules require the choice of a different vowel letter after a palatal consonant inside a lexical morpheme than at a morpheme boundary, the morphoneme \{u\} is not affected:

a) After \{ž\} and \{š\} inside a lexical morpheme, only оу is written in IAG: одьжди жоупель и огъ съ носе. (p. 190, Luke XVII.29); й поставить овца о десница себе. а козлишъ о ѣоуля. (p. 74b, Matth. XXV.33); да не чюете ѣоулица твоа, что творить десница твоа. (p. 19, Matth. VI. 3); о неначаніа ѣоумъ морскаго. (p. 200b, Luke XXI.25).

All these words were written with о in the classical texts, but with оу in Ostr.

The clusters /št/ and /zd/ do not occur except at the morpheme boundary. The word ѣоуля is not registered in IAG.

At the morpheme boundary; IAG offers examples for only /ž/, /š/ and /št/. In all cases the classical texts use the letter о. But the orthographic rules of IAG require
b) Inside a lexical morpheme, the letter ѡ is always used after { inspectors}. There are no examples in IAG for /ꜛ/ at a morpheme boundary: Ḣ чуждаахъ саг ѩко съ женѫ глеще. (p. 222, John IV.27). The situation is the following in the classical texts: Sav. uses only ɰ-; the glagolitic texts use mostly ɰ-, but also sporadically ѹ- (see, in Mar., чудиша саг and чуждаахъ саг); Ostr. uses mostly ѹ-, but has one example with ɰ-: чжотворѣца.

c) As already stated, { inspectors} and { inspectors} do not occur before { inspectors} inside a lexical morpheme. But they occur at the morpheme boundary of the masculine dative singular, where the spelling rules applied in IAG demand the letter oy: Ѣгда бо градеши ... къ кшоў (p. 179, Luke XII.58); прииошъ на гробъ въсю авшоу сѫнцу. (p. 133, Mark XVI.2). At this boundary, the classical texts use the letter oy more frequently, but a spelling with ѡ is also possible (see, in Mar., сѫнцу and сѫнцу).

4.3.2.4. After a soft paired consonant at the morpheme boundary of masculine dative and vocative singular, both the classical texts and IAG use only ѡ: Ѣ запрѣти ѫгню є остави Ѧ. (p. 149b, Luke IV.39); оѫчителью. вѣмы ћко право глещи. (p. 197, Luke XX.21); раѧ у саг ѹ ѓудеискы. (p. 264, John XIX.3).
4.3.2.5. At a morpheme boundary after {j}, the spelling requires only ю. In the entire IAG there is only one example where the letter щ stands in this position - {и, о=в, Ѭр, -#j-u}: помози моєму небріл (p. 111, Mark IX.24). But in this peculiar case, at the end of a line, the use of an щ (very narrow and long) was probably dictated by lack of space.

4.3.2.6. The morphoneme {у} in initial position and after hard consonants is usually expressed graphically by the digraph ov, as in Greek and classical OCS. Sometimes in initial or final position it is expressed by the ligature ў (uk). This letter does not occur between two consonants. But when the consonant before {у} is written above the line, and a vowel letter stands in the line before the grapheme for {у}, then usually the {у} is expressed only by the letter ў (without the preceding о), while the front part of the letter ў overlaps the letter for the vowel on the line: роют са (p. 54), рогоит са (p. 85b), etc.

4.3.3. The morphoneme {о} can follow any non-vocalic morphoneme, either inside a lexical morpheme or at a morpheme boundary; in Slavic words, it can stand in word initial position or follow a vowel, provided a prefixal morpheme boundary separates the two vowels (as in приобрести). The latter restriction does not apply to Greek words.

439. The spellings of the outcomes of this morphoneme are discussed in:
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Depending on the environment - the preceding consonant, sonorant or glide - \( \{o\} \) has two phonetic realizations: a rounded middle vowel after hard consonants \( ([o]) \) and an unrounded middle vowel after soft and palatal consonants and the glide /j/ \( ([e]) \). The same restriction as for \( \{u\} \) applies here too: the feature \([+\text{SOFT}]\) of non-vocalic phonemes (which, following Chomsky and Halle\(^{440}\), can be determined as \([+\text{HIGH}]\)) is incompatible with the feature \([+\text{ROUNDED}]\) of the following vocalic morphoneme.

4.3.3.1. Graphically, the morphoneme \( \{o\} \) is expressed in IAG by the following letters: \( \text{o, w, \&, \theta, e, \epsilon, \xi} \). In Slavic words, the letters \( \text{o, w, \&} \) and \( \theta \) stand for the phoneme /o/ in word-initial position or after a vowel across the prefix boundary, as well as after hard consonants (in the latter environment, written only as \( \text{o or w} \)). In Greek words, the environment also includes "after a vowel within a lexical morpheme". The letter \( e \) represents the segment \([e]\), which, since it does not have morphonemic justification, is represented by \( \{o\} \). The morphoneme \( \{j\} \) is usually omitted by the spelling, which doubtless indicates a phonological fact: its phonemic redundancy after having changed the feature \([+\text{ROUNDED}]\) of \( \{o\} \) into \([-\text{ROUNDED}] \) - i.e., \( \{o\} > [e] \). But in many cases after \( \{j\} \) in initial position or at a morpheme boundary, the ligature \( \text{\epsilon o} \) stands

---

for the combination of \{j\} and \{o\}. In a few instances the letter Ѫ is used for the morpheme \{o\} after a soft consonant (cf. below).

4.3.3.2. All consonants paired for softness/hardness may be followed by the morpheme \{o\}, represented graphically as e or o, expressing the phonetic outcomes [e] and [o], respectively. The palatal consonants /ʒ/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /č/ and the clusters /ʒd/ and /ʃt/ can never be followed by the [+ROUNDED] phonemic variant of this morpheme (and thus, by the letters o and ź). This rule holds for both inside a lexical morpheme and at a morpheme boundary.

In Mar. and Zogr. the word for 'ashes' is registered in the phrase въ попелѣ. This word does not occur in the Aprakos versions. In IAG it is written with e, indicating a soft initial /p,/= (resulting from IE ablaut). These two variants represent an old Common Slavic isogloss: * pepelъ ~ * popelъ: древле оўбо въ врѣтиши й попелѣ, покааи сы бышъ. (p. 34b, Matth. XI.21).

4.3.3.3. The velars \{k\}, \{g\} and \{x\} are always hard in Slavic words. Before \{i\} within lexical morphemes in Greek or Hebrew borrowings, they appear only in their soft allophones. But before \{o\} in these borrowings they are paired as /k/~/k,/, /g/~/g,/, /x/~/x,: ʒ̄ і йыдые ...
на ʒ̄нъ полъ потока кёдъръскаго (p. 260b, John XVIII.1); въврѣже двѣ лептѣ. ʒ̄же не ко۹дъръатъ. (p. 121b, Mark XII.42); оўбоите же са ... дѣчъ и тѣло погоуби вѣ геёнѣ: (p. 31b,
While some of the glagolitic texts use a special letter (in cyrillic transliteration - ѣ) for the Greek phoneme /g,/ inside lexical morphemes, IAG follows the tradition already established in Sav. and the rest of the older Bulgarian Church Slavic texts: it uses only the cyrillic letter ѣ. The phonetic palatalization of the soft velars inside the lexical morphemes of foreign borrowings, expressed graphically by the letter е, is best illustrated by the use of the ligature ёе, which in all other instances in IAG always denotes the combination {jo} either in word-initial position or at a morpheme boundary after a vowel. Thus, the only exception to this consistent spelling in IAG is: ѣ вина ѣ сикнера не ѣ матъ пить. (p. 138, Luke I.15).

4.3.3.4. In IAG, despite an older phonological restriction on the occurrence of two vowels in a row, the morphoneme {o} as a [+ROUNDED] vowel may follow another vowel in foreign words, where it is usually written with о: {(j)ios,if-Ѧ} > Ѧосифъ, {(j)ioann-Ѧ} > Ѧаннъ, etc. The classical OCS texts and Ostr. often have the letter е in such an environment: ѣрдантъ (Mar., p. 116), ѣрданъсѣ (Sav., p. 145b), ерданъси (Ostr., p. 254c), иерданъсы (Ostr., p. 255d). The letters е and ёе in word-initial position may represent initial {j} followed by {o}, or
initial \{j\} followed by the fleeting vowel \{#\}. In both cases the spelling utilizes more or less alternate forms with e or e.

The only Slavic words registered in IAG which have initial \{j\} followed by \{o\} are the derivatives of the stem \{jod, in-\} and the forms of the word \{joz, or-\}. These words in the East Slavic dialects are without initial \{j\}, but in South Slavic and in the Church Slavic writings from the South they never appear without initial jotation. These two stems and almost all Greek borrowings which, in Greek, are written with the letter η (eta) and are morphonemically understood in Slavic as having initial \{jo\}, have alternate spellings with e and e: един (p. 56) and едино (p. 16b); езера and езеро (both on p. 161b); незем (p. 7); елеазарь (p. 7b); елинское and елины (both on p. 234).

4.3.3.5. In only one morphonological environment do the orthographic and phonological rules reflected in IAG allow the phonetic feature [+ROUNDED] in the morpheme \{o\} after \{j\}; the following two conditions must be present:

a) The morphonemes \{j\} and \{o\} are separated by a morpheme boundary;

b) Before the morpheme boundary not only a final \{j\} is present, but the entire sequence \{Soft Consonant+oj-\}.

There is no exception to this rule in the spelling of IAG: \{alf, oj-ov-\Ø\} > алфёнвъ (p. 30); \{andr, oj-ov-a\} > андрёва (p. 216); \{z, ov, od, oj-om\} > съ зеведеъмъ
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(p. 15). In this environment the glagolitic texts, Sav. and Ostr. often use the letter o, but alternate spelling with e is not unusual. In addition, the classical texts have гёшт (Mar., p. 11), вішєшт (p. 5). Such spellings are unknown in IAG. The literary language of the 14th century in the version of IAG distinguishes absolutely clearly the phonological (and orthographic) rules within a lexical morpheme from those applied at a morpheme boundary. So far it has been demonstrated that phonetic innovations occur first within the lexical morpheme, while the rules of Slavic morphonology are extremely conservative at boundaries.

Even in Contemporary Standard Bulgarian, the same rule (preservation of rounding in {o} after a {j} at a morpheme boundary) governs the plural-formation of monosyllabic masculine substantives ending in {oj}, {ej}: {брój-ove} > брёове 'issues (of a periodical)' versus {змèj-ove} > змёйове 'dragons', {бёj-ove} > бёйове 'Turkish overlords'.

4.3.3.6. The word for 'oil' in Church Slavic is a Greek borrowing — экзюл. In the glagolitic texts and Sav. it is represented as олѣи, always with the letter jat' and initial {o} without jotation. In Ostr. it appears as олея (p. 148c). In IAG the Greek word for 'oil' is translated five times with масло, while the Greek borrowing is used only three times, in one of them — as the instrumental singular ёлеемь (p. 101b). This seems to contradict the absolute character of the phonological and orthographic rule
for the rounding of \{o\} at a morpheme boundary after \{Soft Consonant + oj-\}; *\{j\ol,oj-om\} should give the unattested (in IAG) form *ѣлеымъ. But the morphonemic representation of this word as *\{jol,oj-om\} does not seem to be justified. The glagolitic texts and Sav., with no oscillation, write the word with the letter ѵ (олѣи); this would rather suggest for IAG such a morphonemic representation as \{jol,aj-om\}. In this environment the \{o\} in the morphological ending \{-om\} should become phonetically unrounded - \[e\]. The representation of the morphoneme \{a\}, which follows the soft consonant, before a soft consonant or \{j\} in unstressed position, does not cause problems.

Bearing in mind the shape of this word in the Bulgarian dialects and standard language of today, one might be tempted to offer another possible representation for this word - \{jol,\#j-om\}. The Contemporary Standard Bulgarian word for 'cooking oil' is ёлъо, which can only be derived from an underlying *\{ol,\#j-\}. However, such a representation for the 14th-century form attested in IAG is untenable, because the fleeting vowel in *\{j\}ol,\#j-\} should have been expressed in IAG by means of the letter ѵ (for tense jer), which, however, did not happen in any of the three forms

---

441. Phonetically, this unstressed /a/ after a soft consonant should yield a [-LOW], [-ROUNDED] vowel, which may be expressed graphically by the letters ѵ, e, or even ѵ. For further discussion see 4.3.4.11.
registered in IAG. The modern Bulgarian word is most likely a new borrowing, whose phonetic expression as [ol,iɔ] < {ol,ŋ-o} follows rules not attested in the classical texts nor in IAG. Thus, for instance, in Mar. (and the rest of the OCS texts) words like илъевъ (p. 204) and краниево (p. 108) are attested only with -ев-. In IAG, as in the classical OCS texts, rounding of the {o} in this environment is not allowed at all. By contrast, many modern Bulgarian dialects have such forms as [ilíof], [ilíuf].

4.3.3.7. The glagolitic texts show a phonetic alternation of [e] and [ɛ] at a morpheme boundary after a final {r,}, expressed in the spelling by the use of either e or o: кесарёви and кесарови (Mar.). It seems that here the problem is a general tendency to harden {r,} into /r/. IAG has only кесарёви (p. 65) for the dative singular, and кёсаревъ (p. 197b) for the possessive adjective.

4.3.3.8. The rules for distribution of the letters o, w, θ and ϕ are very tentative. The letters ϕ and θ are rarely used, most likely for decorative purposes, and appear only in initial position: ϕобма (p. 33b), θчи (p. 239) or for the preposition: ϕникъ же (p. 175). The most frequent use of the letter w is in the preposition and prefix {ot#-}, usually written as a ligature ə, but in a few

cases, both as prefix and as preposition, written instead as ὄττ. In addition, ο is written in Greek names, where the letter omega stands in the Greek originals; in many cases, however, when we find the letter ο in the Slavic text, there should be an omicron in the Greek original, and vice versa (cf. below). In Slavic words the letter ο is most often written in word-initial position. Some words are always written with omega: ἀφαίρεσις (5 times, on pp. 76b, 88b, 141, 144b, 212); in others the scribe uses either ο or ο: ὄβριτε (p. 25) and ὅβριτε (p. 55). The tendency in IAG is to use the omega in initial position in Slavic words much more frequently than in the older Church Slavic texts.

In a few instances omega may even be found in word-final position: ἐτώ (p. 81). It may also appear inside a Slavic lexical morpheme: ΠΟΧΩΤΙ (p. 97). At a morpheme boundary omega is used very frequently to render the first phoneme of the suffix {-ov-} (with [+ROUNDING]): ἀλφέωβα (p. 92b), ὄσωβςόσιμι (p. 29b), and in the grammatical endings, especially if they follow a velar: ὕδοχωμι (p. 57b), τρίζοκομι (p. 61b), etc.

Sometimes the initial letter for {o} in the word οχι is decorated with a dot in the center: Θ is known as "ο oochen"443 (it even appears once with two dots, like a

443. E. F. Karskij, Slavjanskaja kirillovskaja paleografija, Leningrad, 1928, p. 196-197. Karskij states that "ο oochen" can appear also in positions other than word-initial (for instance, as in Pskovskij Apostol of 1309). However, no such case is registered in IAG.
(p. 239, John IX.6). But this type of ornamentation can hardly have made "ο ὀχνον" a different letter; it occurs mostly in the forms of the word ὀχι, yet its frequency even there is much lower than that of the conventional letter о.

4.3.3.9. There is a case where the morphoneme {o} after a soft consonant is represented by the letter Ѣ:
b̩d̩,-a-t,o: ὁδετε [=одете] въ коупъ двѣ мелщи.
(p. 190b, Luke XVII.35). The reason for this mistake is the phonetic change of {a} into [e], [э], or even [i] between two soft consonants (including {j}) or in absolute word-final position after a soft consonant. This change of a [+LOW] vowel into a [-LOW] ([+LOW][+HIGH] or even [+HIGH]) vowel is caused by the phonological restriction, according to which no [+LOW] vowel can occur in the environment between two [+HIGH] (i.e. soft) consonants, nor, when unstressed, between a [+HIGH] consonant and word end. In this particular case the rendering of final {o} after a soft consonant as Ѣ is a hypercorrection, since final unstressed {o} and {a} have merged into the same phonetic outcome - a [-LOW] (perhaps even [+HIGH]), [-ROUNDED], unstressed vowel. There are two more examples in IAG of the rendering of a final unstressed {o} after a soft consonant as Ѣ in the verbal ending of the third person dual aorist: ὁβρξαοςτε
cα ὁχι ἵμα (p. 29, Matth. IX.30); ὁχι ἴμεν οδρξαστε
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4.3.3.10. The letter Ѣ always stands for the morpheme \{o\} after \{n,\} in the negative particle \{n,o\} (which in isolation is graphically expressed as не) when it precedes the present tense forms of the verb 'to be'. But the initial morphonemic sequence of the verb, \{j#-\}, is always truncated if it follows the particle \{n,o\}. Here what is involved is a phonemic change due to the stress rule: syntactically, the forms of the present tense of the verb 'to be' behave as clitics and change their position in the syntagma. They are always found after a word with emphatic stress, or if there is none, after the first stressed word of the syntagma. (If the same syntagma contains other clitics such as ли, бо, же, ти, etc., and the particles да, не, the rules for ordering the clitics become extremely complex, as in modern Bulgarian, and cannot be adequately treated except in a special study.) Examples are: азъ есмъ бъ абрааамовъ (p. 66, Matth. XXII.32); нж азъ благъ есмъ. (p. 59, Matth. XX.15); како виъ вашъ нобны съвршены есмъ. (p. 19, Matth. V.48); оымъе ти есть да погибнетъ женихъ оудъ твоихъ. (p. 17b, Matth. V.30).

Thus the combination of the two unstressed morphemes \{n,o\} and \{j#s-m,\} causes the appearance of stress on the first one, namely \{n,o-\}. The morphonemic sequence \{n,o + j#s-m,\} behaves as one word with its own stress, and its phonemic outcome is /n,аsм,\ (first person singular).

In addition, for example, \{n,o + j#s-mi\} becomes /n,аsм/i.
(first person plural), and \{n,o^\prime + j#s,-i\} becomes /n,\dot{a}s,i/
(second person singular). What one observes in these forms is a reduction of \{j\} to \emptyset with a subsequent change in the new sequence: \text{n,\acute{c}-\emptyset}- into n,\acute{a}-. This must represent a change which had occurred in the Common Slavic dialects when \*e and \*ë (the reconstructed forms are *ne and *në rather than n,o and n,a) were opposed only by length. But in the 14th century one cannot express synchronically this change as the lengthening of \{o\} into /a/, or of /e/ into /a/ after a soft consonant, because it is impossible to prove that the distinctive phonemic feature in these pairs was length.

Since the change of \{o\} to /a/ in this environment (\{n,o^\prime + j#s\}) is connected with the reduction of \{j\} to \emptyset, the combination of \{n,o\} and the form of the third person plural of the present tense of the verb 'to be' (\{s-\ddot{v}t\}), where initial \{j\} is absent, should simply have stayed unchanged - \{n,o^\prime + s-\ddot{v}t\} > /n,\dot{a}s\ddot{v}t/, which would be written не снътъ.

The classical texts and Ostr. always have нѣсмъ, etc., but never a third person plural in *нѣ: не снътъ (Mar., p. 358), не снътъ (Sav., p. 125b). In IAG, however, all forms of the present tense of the verb 'to be' with the particle \{n,o\} are spelled with нѣ, including the third person plural: à наемникъ иже нѣ\ddot{c} пастыр. емоу же нѣснътъ.

(p. 242, John X.12). This seems to be a result of morpho-
nemonic levelling of the entire paradigm of this verb in the negative form.
The environment \{j\#-\} after the morpheme boundary following the negative particle \{n,o\} is not sufficient to create /n,a/ < \{n,o-j\#...\}; it must be combined with assignment of stress on the negative particle. Proof of this is furnished by the negative forms \{n,o + j#m,-vt\} > й не иматъ чъсо н"асти. (p. 48, Matth. XV.32) and \{n,o + j#mj-o-t,o\} > семоу въ върж не и"млете. (p. 226b, John V.38).

It is interesting to compare the situation in Contemporary Standard Bulgarian, where the verb 'to be' has its own stress (and thus ceases to be a clitic) only if it immediately follows the negative particle не: не е йдвал 'he has not been here' (but compare: не је (да) е йдвал 'he most likely has not been here'). When followed by forms of the present tense of the verb 'to be' in the standard language, the negative particle is never stressed. But contrary to what is observed in IAG, the verb 'to have' now behaves the way the verb 'to be' used to behave in the literary language of the 14th century: ймам 'I have', but нймам (/n,áмам/ < \{n,ó + j#m-aj-m\}) 'I do not have'.

4.3.4. The literary language of 14th-century Bulgaria, as represented in IAG, has a morphoneme \{a\}444 - a [+LOW], [-ROUNDED], [-FRONT] vowel, which can follow either a hard or a soft consonant, either inside a lexical

444. Spellings with and without expressed jotation are mentioned in: R. Scholvin, op. cit., pp. 41, 42.
morpheme or after a morpheme boundary. In addition, like the morphonemes \{i\}, \{o\} and \{u\}, it may be found in absolute word-initial position. But as will be shown later, by the time of the writing of IAG the phonological rules of the language produced a phonemic and phonetic outcome of this morphoneme, in the environment after a soft consonant, different from that in the environment after a hard consonant or in word-initial position.

4.3.4.1. No modern Slavic dialect in present-day Bulgaria, Macedonia, Greece or European Turkey distinguishes an original jat' (*צ1 or *צ2), reconstructed on comparative Slavic evidence, from an original combination *צא445, nor was such a distinction made explicit in the known cyrillic - much less, glagolitic - texts of classical OCS, written in the Bulgarian linguistic area or copied from a Bulgarian original446. And yet, the cyrillic Slavic alphabet, although without strict graphic distinction, has even in the


older texts two letters for *ë and the combination *jā: ĺ and the ligature ǣ. On the other hand, the glagolitic alphabet utilizes only one graphic symbol, Ⱥ for both etymological *ë and *jā. This very fact gives evidence that the glagolitic alphabet was originally designed for a linguistic system which did not know such phonetic distinction, while the cyrillic was created for a linguistic system which phonetically distinguished original *ë and *jā. From the oldest preserved records of cyrillic literature in Bulgaria, Codex Suprasliensis and Savvina kniga, it is clear that the existence of two graphemes for one phoneme created serious orthographic problems. The medieval men's reverence for written symbols made it impossible for them to eliminate either of the two letters. As the Bulgarian dialects further developed their own structural peculiarities, different from Church Slavic (under the influence of the Balkan convergence area), increasing efforts were made by the grammarians to standardize the literary language, and above all its graphic system. If here and there the orthography shows oscillation under the pressure of the living language, the forms influenced by the spoken language were undoubtedly spelling mistakes, and had no chance of becoming the norm. The conscious efforts of grammarians to disregard completely the changes in the living Bulgarian dialects and to purge out of the literary writings mistakes introduced under the influence of the dialects, are exactly what made the Middle
Bulgarian literary language not only a supradialectal but also a supranational medium of written communication. This fact, of which modern linguists complain most in their efforts to unveil the history of the Bulgarian language\textsuperscript{447}, was the greatest asset of the Bulgarian literary language, making possible the transfer of the Byzantine literature translated into this language, as well as some literary works originally written in it, into 14th-century Serbia and 15th-century Moldavia, Wallachia, Russian Lithuania and Russia.

4.3.4.2. The efforts to normalize the use of the graphemes ˘ and х must have been seriously upset by the fact that none of the cyrillic texts existing in Bulgaria offered consistent data upon which a scribe might build a firm set of orthographic rules. Moreover, some of the oldest Bulgarian cyrillic texts are direct copies from glagolitic originals\textsuperscript{448}, and even when both letters are used, the letter х has a very insignificant frequency. In the extant fragments of \textit{Eninski Apostol}\textsuperscript{449}, х appears only eight times as against hundreds of occurrences of ˘. But the amazing fact is that even in the 11th century, the

\begin{itemize}
\item 447. K. Mirčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 144.
\item 448. E. F. Karskij, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 211-219.
\end{itemize}
scribe of this book tried to make some system for the use of the two letters: in the extant fragment of the manuscript, the letter ш is, in six of its eight occurrences, written after Ѣ, as in любовьанић (p. 2b). The scribe did not use this principle consistently, and forms like стоудодънић (p. 5b) exist too.

When one compares the situation in Eninski Apostol with that in Sav. - another very old Bulgarian copy from the 11th century - it becomes clear that the scribe of Sav. also follows some basic rules in the distribution of the two letters: generally stated, the letter Ѣ was written most of the time after a consonant, and the ligature ш - after a vowel or in word-initial position. Such a tendency must have been created not by chance: the reason behind it is the different distribution of etymological *ē and *jā within the word. According to ancient phonological rules of the syllable structure in Slavic dialects, *jā cannot follow a consonant inside a morpheme, but can occur in word-initial position or immediately after a morpheme boundary. On the other hand, *ē (from *ē₁ or *ē₂) inside a morpheme occurs only after consonants; it appears very rarely in word-initial position (*ēxa-ti, *ēs-ti), and its most frequent usage as a desinence is after morpheme boundaries of the hard nominal declension (where the stems must end in consonants).

Thus, in the prototype of Sav., the phonetic distinction between *ē and *jā must have been made, reflecting a dialect different from those of the writers of the glagolitic texts. The letter ‡ must have occurred in most instances after a consonant, and the ligature ḡ - after vowels or in word-initial position. Remnants of the etymologically correct spelling of ‡ and ḡ in Sav., despite such a general tendency in their distribution after consonants or vowels and in initial position, are forms such as ближњаго (3 times with the correct ḡ, although graphically following a letter for a consonant), different forms of the verb ѣсти (written 6 times with initial ‡), and the complete absence of the letter ‡ in word-initial position for the original sequence *jā. But still, as I have counted, other forms of the verb *ēsti appear 28 times written with initial ḡ, following the general tendency in the distribution of *ē and *jā. The original combination *j-ā across a morpheme boundary (in *mōrj-ā) is expressed as моръ (p. 40b), because the letter required should immediately follow a consonant letter.

4.3.4.3. The scribe of IAG applies very strict mechanical rules for the distribution of the letter ḡ and the ligature ḡ. In his original text, the letter ‡ never appears in word-initial position or after a consonant. In the only example where the ligature ḡ is written after a prefixal morpheme boundary when the prefix ends in a consonant (⟨b⟩), the ḡ is actually written not after the ẹ,
but after a letter which expresses either a vowel or a word boundary - ъ: объявленiemь (p. 200b). A letter ъ written by the original scribe in the final version of the book follows the letter н in only two instances: пад же оўбо рабъ тѢ клан наше съ ёмоу глѢ. (p. 55, Matth. XVIII.26); й блажнѫ нѫхъ сѧ о нѫмѫ. (p. 101, Mark VI.3). But here someone has erased the letter ъ which was written between the letters н and ъ, traces of which are still visible. The words originally were written by the hand of Monk Symon as кланѣгаш е съ and блажѣіахъ сѧ. Similar corrections were made in the original spelling of the word нинѣ; the letter ъ was erased and н was written instead (p. 140, 114b, etc.). The person who corrected those few words, not understanding the system applied by Monk Symon, for some reason tried to improve on the spelling.

In a few instances, in grammatical endings, the letter ъ, originally written after the letter п, was erased and replaced by the letter а. (We have previously described - on p. 272-273 - corrections in the spelling of the word трѢва > трава, where this change takes place in the root.) Examples are: бѢ корабль по срѢдѢ морѢ (p. 104, Mark VI. 47); й бѢ боѫра вѢтрѢна велиѧ. (p. 98, Mark IV.37); бѢ же и й прѢ вѢ нихѢ. (p. 202-202b, Luke XXII.24); бѢста бо рыбѢра (p. 89b, Mark I.16); не йѢмѢ цѢра, тѢкѢмо кесѢра. (p. 265, John XIX.15). The same kind of substitution of the letter а for ъ after the letter п is attested in the cyril-
lic Sav. and Supr.\textsuperscript{451}. There is no way to identify the place and time of "corrections" of the original spelling of these words. One thing is clear: although before \{i\} within a lexical morpheme, the language of the original scribe seems to have lost the opposition [r,] \~ [r]\textsuperscript{452}, his spelling of the sequence r\textendash{}a across the flexional morpheme boundary is determined not by the phonological rules, but by the morphological type of the word: forms like accusative singular мope (p. 89b), dative singular морю (p. 92b) and especially the locative singular мори (p. 95b) - which otherwise should have been *морѣ - must have indicated to the scribe that this word morphologically belonged to the soft declension type.

4.3.4.4. The only word whose final \{r,\} the scribe Symon treats as [r] in the spelling of the genitive and accusative singular in all three existing examples, is the word кесара (pp. 141b, 144b, 265): ἵζευδε πολεμήν θὸ κέσαρα ἥγαοὺστα. (p. 141b, Luke II.1). The genitive - accusative singular of this word is written also with -a in Sav., but in Mar. it appears twice with ἅ and once with ἁ. Comparison of the spelling of the other registered forms and derivatives of this word in Mar. and IAG reveals the

\textsuperscript{451} Savvina kniga has forms like мора [=морѣ], распьра [=распѣрѣ], съмѣрѣетъ [=съмѣрѣятѣ], сакелароу [=сакеларѣю], сътвор* [=сътворк*], покарѣ*емъ [=покарѣ*емъ], etc.

Codex Suprasliensis has forms like боура [=боурѣ], сакелароу [=сакеларѣю], сътвор* [=сътворк*], покарѣ*емъ [=покарѣ*емъ], etc.

\textsuperscript{452} See the paragraph on \{r\} \~ \{r,\} under 4.3.1.
while in Mar. the dative singular is spelled three times as кесареви and four times as кесарови, the only form registered in IAG is кёсареви < ļk,osar,-ov-i} (pp. 65, 119b, 120, 197, 197b, 205b, 264b twice); while in Mar. the possessive adjectives are spelled twice as кесарев- and four times as кесаров-, the only registered forms in IAG are кесáрев- (к,osár,ov-) (pp. 65b twice, 120 twice, 197b twice). Since there is no oscillation in the spelling of the same grammatical forms – only кесара (as of the hard declension) and only кёсареви, кесáрев- (as of the soft declension, or derived from a word ending in a soft {r,ř}), it may be concluded that this word was treated like a word of "mixed" morphological type; but because of the lack of other case forms, such as the instrumental or locative singular, in IAG, it is unclear exactly which cases in addition to the genitive-accusative were from the hard, and which from the soft, declension. In derivation, however, the word appears to be of the soft declension. Such words of "mixed" type are not unusual for Church Slavic (compare the declension of some substantives with the suffix {-stv-}, such as цртвьо, цртвие which can have two forms, e.g., for gen. sg. ({-stv-a} and {-stv-#j-a}), but which have only one registered form ({-stv-#j-i}) for the loc. sg.453.

---

453. I was not able to find reference in the literature to this peculiarity in the declension of the words цртвьо, цртвие. P. Diels, for instance, in paragraph 70,1 discusses the variant spellings of instrumental singular and dative plural of substantives ending in -stv-, but no exam-
Yet words of "mixed type" could hardly have had support in the Bulgarian dialects of the 14th century, since the nominal flexion was seriously altered by that time\textsuperscript{454}.

4.3.4.5. A word which is always written with the letter $a$ instead of $i$ in all Middle Bulgarian texts, including IAG, is $\textit{само}$ < $\textit{cъмо}$ 'here'. B. Conev\textsuperscript{455} believes this spelling to represent a general tendency towards phonetic hardening of \{s\}, \{3\} and \{c\}. K. Mirčev neither accepts

\begin{quote}
ple of locative singular is given. (P. Diels, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 168-169). In paragraph 73,1 there are numerous references to the occurrence of the locative singular form $\textit{црствѣ}$ (P. Diels, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 172-173). I looked very thoroughly through the glossaries of Mar. and Sav., as well as through the abundant textual variants cited by Jagić in the footnotes of Mar., but I did not find a single example of the locative form $\textit{црствѣ}$.

In IAG the number of occurrences of forms like $\textit{црствѣ}$, $\textit{црствѣ}$ has considerably increased at the expense of $\textit{црствѣ}$, $\textit{црствѣ}$, yet there is no single example of $\textit{црствѣ}$.

B. von Arnim, in his monograph on the origin of the alternation of the suffixes -je, -stvo, -stvije in the biblical texts, gives many examples of alternating forms derived from the same lexical morphemes, in \{-stv-\} and \{-stv-$\#$j-\}. But, since he does not list the registered locative singular forms, one cannot tell from his data whether or not a whole class of alternating words shares the peculiarity of $\textit{црствѣ}$, $\textit{црствѣ}$. See:


nor categorically rejects this explanation. It seems erroneous to link the phonetic hardening of \{\{3\}\} and \{\{c\}\} in some modern West Bulgarian dialects (yielding [calúvam] < цѣловати) with the hardening of the \{\{s\}\} in сѣмо, which happened in all Bulgarian dialects (the existing form is насám 'hither, towards me'). Besides this difference — a narrow dialectal change versus an all-area change — it does not seem very convincing to link the phonetic outcome of the Second and Third Slavic Palatalizations with phonetic changes in a phoneme which never resulted from the palatalization of a velar. By its origin the word сѣмо is a composite of the demonstrative pronoun *\(s\)\(b\) and the adverbial morpheme \*-amo, which appears also in кемо 'whither', овамо 'here', тамо 'there', онамо 'over there', инамо 'elsewhere' and шамо 'here'. All these words form a microsystem in which the morpheme \{-amo\} follows a hard consonant in five cases, and a soft consonant in only one (\{s,-amo\}). The force of analogical levelling within the microsystem must have been the only decisive one, which changes \{s,\} into /s/. It is also possible that this process was sped up by the hardening

456. Although K. Mirčev expresses reservations by writing, "It is not certain, though, that we deal with a phonetic development ...", he lists the change of /s,amo/ to /samо/ in the paragraph on the phonetic hardening of /c/. But, on the other hand, he also accepts the possibility of the influence of the word /tamo/. See:


of the \{s,\} in the fossilized demonstrative enclitic, as in 
днесь, 'today'; this hardening, however, is difficult to date.

4.3.4.6. In one instance the letter ё seems to be replaced by an a in the form имали (which, according to all the classical texts, should be имьли): да бицъ имали на нъ что глаци. (p. 235, John VIII.6). However, here the problem is not phonetic hardening of \{m,\}, but deeper morphological changes: the stem from the present paradigm of the verb имьти - имамь, имашь becomes also the derivational stem for the -л-participle.

4.3.4.7. The spelling of two words in IAG with ё (instead of ъ or и, as in all classical texts) likewise had little to do with phonological change: стъклъници ← стъклнинъ (Mar.), иглънѣ ← иглълинъ (Mar.). The forms with ё registered in IAG have a different derivation - with the Common Slavic suffix represented in Russian by -jan-, used in the formation of some relative adjectives.

4.3.4.8. The archaic first person singular of the athematic verb вёдти, вёдь, a remnant of the old perfect tense\(^{458}\), appears only once in IAG (p. 237), as against the form вёмъ in the same sentence in all other classical texts. But in Mar., for instance, the form вёдь is not registered at all\(^{459}\). IAG has a new form - вёда - instead of the

\(^{458}\) N. Trubeckojoj, О некоторых остатках исчезнувших грамматических категорий в общийславянском языке, Slavia, 1, 1922-23, p. 12-21.

\(^{459}\) P. Diels, op. cit., p. 280.
regular first person singular present вѣмь or вѣмъ of the classical texts. The word вѣдъ appears in IAG 11 times (pp. 73, 180b twice, 233, 235b, 238b three times, 240b, 250b, 251b). An explanation that the letter ѣ in this instance stands for a correct ѣ (as in вѣдѣ) is unlikely; the substitution of ѣ for ѣ and vice versa, although known in some other Middle Bulgarian texts460, is unusual for IAG. But it is more likely that such a substitution might have taken place in one of the older Slavic Gospel texts which Symon the Monk had at his disposal while preparing his revised edition. He was not able to see the relation between вѣдъ and the obscure correct form вѣдѣ, and misinterpreted вѣдъ as either the first person singular from the extended stem {v,ad-} (as in the third person plural of the present, in the infinitive and in the -l-participle), or as a new form for the short present active participle in the nominative singular masculine: вѣды and вѣдъ, parallel to сымъ and саемъ. The latter misinterpretation would not have been prevented by the syntactic structure of some of the sentences, since very often the participles were used incorrectly, in place of a conjugated verb: й не познаете ѣго. аз же вѣдъ ѣго. й аще рекъ не вѣдъ ѣго, вѣдъ подобень вамъ лѣжъ. нѣ вѣдъ ѣго, й слово его сѣблидаж. (p. 238b, John VIII.55).

460. A typical example is the 13th-century Aprakos Gospel #849 in the Bulgarian National Library (Sofia). It has forms like вѣше [=вѣще] (p. 45b); прозрѣ [=прозырѣ] (p. 7b); and others. See: M. Stojanov, Xr. Kodov, Opis ..., III, Sofia, 1964, p. 21-22.
4.3.4.9. The words ко ко тъ, коуръ, known from the classical texts, are not registered in IAG; neither is the word пътелъ with the letter тъ. When this latter word is written in the original hand, it always has the letter т instead of тъ: й пателеф възгласи. (p. 129, Mark XIV.68).

In a few instances someone erased the letter т and wrote an е, but these spellings are not by the hand of the original scribe. In the case of пателеф, the letter for the nasal vowel, т, is not a substitution for the letter тъ in the form {п,ат,-#1-}. The underlying form of this word in the IAG scribe’s language must be {п,ʈt,-#1-}461.

4.3.4.10. The verb прѣѣде (Mar., Zogr.) or прѣюде (Ostr., Sav.) is always rendered in IAG, as in Assem., by прѣиде. As has already been discussed, the question here is not one of phonetic change of {ja} to [i], but rather of semantic changes in the meaning of some verbs of motion. The verbal pair {jaх-aj-t,i} ~ {jazd,-i-t,i} meant only 'to ride horseback', while the verb {j#d-t,i} had expanded its meaning into 'to pass over, cross; to arrive'. There is no doubt that the verb {jaх-aj-t,i} ~ {jazd,-i-t,i} existed with the meaning 'to ride horseback' in the 14th century Bulgarian literary language. In the Tale of Troy462 the aorist of the verb {na=jazd,-i-t,i} 'to draw abreast

461. This word will be discussed in 4.3.5.5.

with (someone) on horseback, overtake (someone) on horseback', is registered twice: й на Railway са, й Ерва менелае 
александра фарика, й лежаше || въ тройскъмъ прасѣ ... 
(p. 55b) 'And they drew abreast on their horses, and Mene-
laos attacked Alexander/Paris, and (Alexander) lay in the 
dust of Troy ...'; и въз^айкъ каме^, коего не 
можьъ два витеза двигнати, || й нажди й оудари ектора 
кралъ ... (p. 55-55b) 'And Ajax picked up a stone, which 
two knights could not move, and on horseback overtook and 
struck King Hector'.

4.3.4.11. In a few instances the letter Ъ in 
classical texts is replaced by e in IAG. The imperfecti-
vized form of the verb въмести~въметати 'to throw into' 
should be spelled with Ъ because of the regular morphonemic 
alternation {o} ~ {a} (historically caused by lengthening 
of the stem vowel): {vъ=m,ot-t,i} ~ {vъ=m,at-aj-t,i} 
(въметати, въметаж). The third person singular present of 
this imperfective verb, however, is in one instance spelled 
with e instead of Ъ in IAG, although in the rest of its 
occurrents it has Ъ: 
(р. 97, Mark IV.26).

Similar oscillation is known in the classical 
texts. MAR. has the forms въметаема (p. 157) and въме-
tаемоу (p. 107). In contrast to the latter, ZOGRE. has the 
correct въметаемъ. The alternation /e/ ~ /ja/ in the dif-
fferent aspects of this verb exists in modern Bulgarian too:
да метна (perfective) versus мятам (imperfective). The spelling with e, in both IAG and Mar., of an imperfective form which should definitely have {a} after {m,} in its underlying morphoneme, suggests a phonetic outcome for this {a} of [e], [i] or [э] in unstressed position - generally, a [-LOW] vowel. This phonological rule must have been in operation already at the time when the glagolitic texts from Bulgaria were written, the late 10th or 11th century (cf. the above quoted example from Mar.). Yet only in a few places did the writer of IAG write the letter e for the underlying morphoneme {a} after a soft consonant in either stressed or unstressed position before a soft consonant or the glide {j}, or in absolute word-end position. Such mistakes involve the verbal endings (e.g. the third person dual "ждетъ < {bVd,-at,o} (p. 190b)) and the comparative degree of some adjectives (e.g. овнєте < {ун,a-jo} (p. 17b)).

4.3.4.12. Recapitulating the above, the following orthographic rules can be formulated for the original text of IAG, as regards the representation of the morphoneme {a} after hard and soft consonants:

a) After hard (paired) consonants, {a} is represented by the letter a.

b) After soft (paired) consonants, {a} is represented in most words by the letter ă (never by the ligature ăa). The spelling of the genitive singular кесара with a is an orthographic rule, although in the rest of its para-
digm this word has a soft /r,/. But there are a few orthographic errors, made by the writer in representing the underlying \{a\} after a soft consonant by means of the letter e in the following environments: first, where \{a\} is un-stressed; second, where \{a\} is stressed, before a soft consonant or \{j\} or in absolute word-final position. The number of misspelled words is minimal, which shows the overall importance of the morphonemic principle in the spelling.

c) After /ž/, /š/, /žd/ and /št/, both within a lexical morpheme and at a morpheme boundary, the morphoneme \{a\} is represented only by the letter a (the same rule was applied in classical OCS): видѣвше же оўбо клеврѣти њго, бывше е. сѫжалѣшь си ѣло. (p. 55b, Matth. XVIII.31); придѣте ў видите мѣсто йдѣже лѣжа ѣбы. (p. 85b, Matth. XXVIII.6); жестоко не ѣ слово сѣ, кто может њго слышати. (p. 231, John VI.60); по немѣ хѫжаахъ ў служаахъ ѐмоу. (p. 132b, Mark XV.41); њако к тому не въмѣшаахъ сѧ ни прѣдь дверми. (p. 91b, Mark II.2).

d) After /č/ both within a lexical morpheme and at a morpheme boundary, the morphoneme \{a\} is represented only by the letter a. In a few cases the letter ё may be found in the same environment in the classical texts (чєст in Mar., p. 85b, vs. част in IAG in the same sentence): въ част врѣмѣнѣ (p. 147, Luke IV.5); ѵ страха, ѵ чаянія (p. 200b, Luke XXI.26); не трѣбовуць здравії врача ўж болѣшшѣи. (p. 27b, Matth. IX.12).
e) After {ʒ} and {c} within a lexical morpheme, the morphoneme {a} is represented by the letter Ѣ, while at a morpheme boundary - by the letter a or the letter Ѣ, depending on the type of morphonemic alternation. This complicated spelling rule is inherited from classical OCS, whose orthography distinguished /ʒ/ and /c/ of the Second Slavic Palatalization (by writing Ѣ for a following {a}) from {ʒ} and {c} of the Third Slavic Palatalization (by writing a for a following {a}). (I have compared the situation in the various OCS texts and come to this conclusion.)

It is very tempting to believe that, as S. B. Bernštejn\textsuperscript{463} and R. Nahtigal\textsuperscript{464} suggest, there were two different phonetic outcomes for the phonemes /ʒ/ and /c/: [ʒ] and [c] (for the results of the Second Palatalization) versus [ʒ] and [c] (for the results of the Third Palatalization). The Slavist ought to take into account a very important detail: lexical and grammatical morphemes ending in /ʒ/ and /c/ from the Third Slavic Palatalization were morphologically interpreted as belonging to the soft paradigms (*stār-īk-ŭ > *star-ьc-ь), and in derivation are followed only by the phonetic outcomes of the vowels that follow soft consonants (*pŏ=liq-ŏv-ăj-tei > полъсевати). The phonetic hardening of /c/ and /ʒ/ in the South Slavic dialects before an orig-

\textsuperscript{463} S. B. Bernštejn, O Čerk sravnitel’noj grammatiki slavjanskix jazykov, Moscow, 1961, pp. 201, 208-209.

\textsuperscript{464} R. Nahtigal, Die slavischen Sprachen, Wiesbaden, 1961, p. 32.
inal *ã is expressed by the spelling in OCS in the same fashion as the Common Slavic change of original *ɛ₁, after the results of the First Slavic Palatalization, into *ã (*čē > *čã; *źē > *źã; *śē > *śã).

Thus the spelling rule of classical OCS for rendering the morphoneme {a} after /с/ and /ʒ/, applied by the writer of IAG, is the following: first, when not at a morpheme boundary with a suffix or grammatical ending, only the letter Ѣ is written after the letters ў and є; second, at a morpheme boundary with the grammatical ending of the dative or locative singular or the nominative-accusative dual of the hard declensions (which are morphologically marked through softening of the last consonant in the stem), only Ѣ is written after the letters ў, є (and occasionally є) when they represent the soft allophones of the velars {k} and {g}; third, at a morpheme boundary with a suffix or with any other grammatical ending, only the letter a is written after the letters ў and є.

However, there is one word in IAG which marks the beginning of the opposition /с/ ~ /с/ within the lexical morpheme: уара (corrected later from the originally-written уаръ (p. 265)). The word уа́ръ (written also as уа́ръ) in the classical texts is not registered in IAG; the only abbreviation is уа́ръ, without the letter с). The Bulgarian language of today distinguishes /с/ from /с/ within a lexical morpheme - /car/ 'king' vs. /c,ar/ 'medicine'.
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The spelling царѣ is the earliest indication of this distinction. It must have been triggered by the merging of /ʒ/ and /z,/in the dialects, thus establishing a symmetry: /z/ \sim /z,/ and /c/ \sim /c,/. 

4.3.4.13. The phonological rules of reconstructed Common Slavic did not allow a word to begin with {a} except the conjunction a 'and, but'. The oldest OCS texts offer a long list of words whose spelling throughout centuries of Church Slavic literature oscillates between initial a and ia. Words which always had initial a are foreign borrowings, as well as the forms алкати, алдии» in which it is difficult to explain why the liquid metathesis did not take place. 

IAG indicates a development in the phonological system of the language: some words are always spelled with initial a, the rest always with initial ia, while the number of words having alternate spelling with initial a or ia as in the classical texts has decreased to zero. Slavic words which are always spelled with initial a in IAG are the following: the conjunction а (numerous examples, the same as in the classical texts); армеф (pp. 168, 215, 

465. One explanation for this alternation, accepted by many scholars, is based on the accentual peculiarities of these words. Cf.: 

215b, 271b); ѧзъ (scores of examples); ѧлча ш (pp. 74b, 140, 154); ѧше (numerous examples). Slavic words which are always spelled with initial ѧ in IAG are: ѧбавить сѧ (numerous examples); ѧвлечение (pp. 97, 141b, 161, 210b); ѧбав (pp. 19, 19b, 80, 94b, 247); all grammatical forms of the verb ѧстыи (numerous examples); ѧзв – (pp. 170b, 269b); ѧица (p. 172); ѧко (numerous examples); ѧма (pp. 36, 46b, 155b); ѧмокет (numerous examples); ѧремнича (p. 61); ѧрости (p. 148b); ѧръ (p. 194); ѧсли (pp. 142, 142b, 180).

The word ѧгодичинѣ (for сукаминѣ in the classical texts) was written by the hand of the original writer on p. 188b (Luke XVII.6), but another scribe erased the word сикомориѣ on p. 193 (Luke XIX.4) and wrote ѧгодичинѣ. Since the latter spelling does not belong to the original scribe, we can conclude that the spelling rules of IAG exclude alternate spelling of initial ѧ and ѧѧ in the same word. The word алдии-ладии, registered in OCS texts, is completely absent from IAG, which instead has кораблѣ; the word агода (Sav.) is represented in IAG, as in the rest of the OCS texts, by плодъ (p. 37b).

4.3.4.14. As has already been stated, the morpheme {a} has no sequential restrictions in the language of IAG except after a vowel within a Slavic lexical morpheme. But in biblical names, {a} can follow {i}, {o}, {u} and {a}: ѧлиаким (p. 7b); ѧайръ (p. 163); ѧваня (p. 215b); 
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силоубмлА (p. 239b) и наассбн (p. 6b). Although this violates older rules of Slavic syllable structure, intervocalic \{j\} need not be inserted before the vowel \{a\} when it follows another vowel within a lexical morpheme, since such a \{j\} is not inserted before \{o\} either: otherwise it would have changed this \{o\} into an \{e\}\textsuperscript{466}.

4.3.5. Traditionally, students of the history of the Bulgarian language and its dialects - most prominent among them St. Mladenov\textsuperscript{467}, B. Conev\textsuperscript{468}, K. Mirčev\textsuperscript{469} and B. Koneski\textsuperscript{470} - discuss the nasal vowels (in the plural) or the question of the redistribution, exchange, etc. of the nasal vowels in Middle Bulgarian literature\textsuperscript{471}.

For the language of those dialects which exhibit oscillation in the use of the letters \(\mathbf{x}\) and \(\mathbf{a}\), one should

\textsuperscript{466} Cf. the discussion of the problem, 4.3.3.4.


\textsuperscript{469} For a bibliographic survey of relevant works of K. S. Mirčev up to 1962 (in addition to his historical grammar), see:


\textsuperscript{471} The problem of the distribution of the nasal vowel letters, of their oscillation with each other and with letters representing non-nasal vowels, is discussed in:
rather speak of a single nasal vowel morphoneme, whose phonetic outcome as back or front vowel is predictable in the environment after, respectively, a phonetically hard or soft consonant. The situation of this morphoneme \{\tilde{v}\} is thus similar to that of \{o\}, which has two different outcomes - [e] and [o] - similarly motivated. But in word-initial position (with optional prothetic jotation) and at a morpheme boundary after \{j\}, the two nasal-vowel letters oscillate in their use, very much like the letters \(a\) and \\(\tilde{a}\) in OCS and many Middle Bulgarian texts (though not in IAG). The merging of the two distinct etymological nasal vowels in the Middle Bulgarian period roughly parallels the merging of the nasal vowels in Polish, although the results were different in the two languages\(^472\).

4.3.5.1. It should be stated plainly, that the term "nasal vowel" is absolutely conventional, and does not refer to the articulatory or auditory character of the vowel, but to its origin. There are reliable indications

Z. Stieber, Dwa problemy z fonologii słowiańskiej, *Lingua Posnanensis*, 1, Poznań, 1949, p. 81-86.
that as late as the 13th century some Bulgarian dialects had a phonologically nasal vowel; as late as the 19th century a peripheral dialect in Macedonia and southern Bulgaria had a nasal vowel too; and some scholars believe that several Bulgarian dialects in today's Rumania had nasal vowels in the 15th century, which are represented by an oral vowel plus /n/ in the Slavic borrowings in the Rumanian language from that period. On the other hand, many Bulgarian texts from the Middle Bulgarian period show that the "nasal" vowel was already denasalized.

There were a few Bulgarian dialects which preserved distinct outcomes of the etymological *e and *o:


The Bulgarians of the Sedmogradsko region were captured by the Hungarians in the second half of the 13th century and settled as workers in Hungary. A number of hymns were translated from German into their dialect in the 16th century.


R. Ekblom, Le développement des voyelles originairement nasalisées dans le moyen bulgare, Le Monde Oriental, 12, Uppsala, 1918, p. 177-225.


476. K. Mirčev, ibid., gives as examples: Rum. dumbrava < дъбрава; rind < ръдъ; grinda < гридъ, etc. Cf. too:

these were the dialects in which etymological *q yielded {u}. In the other Bulgarian dialects of the 14th century there was only one nasal vowel morphoneme, which we shall represent as {\tilde{v}}. The feature of nasality was not necessarily present in the dialect of any particular scribe.

4.3.5.2. The following phonological developments - different in different dialects - caused the graphic chaos in the use of the letters \( \mathfrak{a} \) and \( \mathfrak{a} \) in the Middle Bulgarian period for the historically nasal vowel:

a) the merging of the nasal vowel \{\tilde{v}\} with the vocalic realization of the fleeting vowel \{\#\}, which was phonetically, after hard consonants, a mid-central, [-ROUNDED] vowel ([\varepsilon]), but, after soft consonants and \{j\}, either this same [\varepsilon] or a mid-front [-ROUNDED] vowel ([\varepsilon]). Graphically, this development is expressed by the indiscriminate use of the letters \( \mathfrak{a} \) and \( \mathfrak{a} \), \( \mathfrak{b} \) and \( \mathfrak{b} \) for the phonetic outcome of the morphonemes \{\tilde{v}\} and \{\#\}.

b) the merging of the nasal vowel \{\tilde{v}\} with the morphoneme \{a\}, whose phonetic outcome was a [-HIGH], [-ROUNDED] vowel. Orthographically, this is expressed by substitution of the letters \( \mathfrak{a} \) and \( \mathfrak{a} \) (and also \( \mathfrak{b} \), cf. point a) for either \{\tilde{v}\} or \{a\} after phonetically hard consonants.

477. The earliest example is from Codex Suprasliensis: и ти вѣло вѣтръ и вльнам и мъчим и Ом*чимъ въврашъах* съ въспектъ. (p. 151).
and of the letters ѧ, ѧ, ѩ, ѩ (and also ь) for either \( \tilde{v} \) or \{a\} after soft consonants or \{j\}.

c) the optional pholetic reduction of inter-vocalic and prothetic \{j\} to ь before \( \tilde{v} \), similar to the reduction of \{j\} to ь before the morphoneme \{a\} and before the phonetic realization [e] of the morphonemes \{o\} and \{ę\}. This phenomenon made it difficult to distinguish graphically ѧ from ѧ, the latter standing in place of the letters ѧ, ѧ, ѩ and ѩ of the classical texts.

d) the change in the morphonemic alternations in two consonant-stem verbs expressing movement, which were originally paired as *трес- vs. *трос-i- and *мет- vs. *мет-i-. Here one can see morphological changes, rather than mere confusion in the use of the letters for the nasal vowel (cf. below).

e) the phonetic hardening of the palatal consonants. This affected the spelling rules for distribution of the letters ѧ and ѧ in a fashion similar to that for the letters a and ь.

The authority of the spelling of the older Church Slavic texts, in which different rules governed the use of

---

478. There are numerous examples in Vрачанско Eвангелие from the 14th century: слоушаъ [= слоушаь] (p. 10b); ДУЩ МОЖ ВЪЗЪМЪТИ СА [= ДУША МОА] (p. 34); ис корабъл [= корабъл] (p. 57b); честь [= часть] (p. 61b); пандико(c) [= пандикость] (p. 200b), etc. For more examples see the text:

B. Conev, ed., Vрачанско Eвангелие (Български starini, IV), Sofia, 1914, ix + 236 pp.
the letters ăr and ț, caused inconsistencies in the scribe's application of his contemporary norms; although the new norms demanded the letter ă after /ș/, a spelling like șbășă could appear sporadically, as a residue of an older phonological and orthographic tradition.

In general, one deals with the lack, over a 300-year period, of national orthographic rules for expressing unambiguously the different phonetic outcomes of the single morpheme {v} in all possible environments: in word-initial position, after prothetic or intervocalic {j}, after a paired hard or soft consonant, after a palatal consonant, either within the lexical morpheme or at the morpheme boundary—all by means of the two graphic symbols ă and ț. The difficulties of the scribes were multiplied when, in the dialects, the phonetic outcomes of the morpheme {v} had already merged with the phonetic outcomes of {a} and vocalized {și}. What is peculiar to most of the Middle Bulgarian manuscripts, with the exception of those written in the northwestern territories479 (such as the Vidin kingdom), is the presence of at least one of the letters ă or ț. This separates graphically most of the Bulgarian literary monuments of the 13th-14th centuries from the corresponding

479. Dialects with *q > /u/ are still found in the northwest regions of today's Bulgaria, in the counties of Belogradčik, Berkovica, Tran, Breznik, and partially Vidin. See: M. Mladenov, Govorat na Novo Selo Vidinsko, Sofia, 1969, p. 192-193.
Russian and Serbian ones, where different orthographic systems of Church Slavic were originally applied.

4.3.5.3. The original scribe of IAG uses correctly at least one of the letters for the nasal vowel wherever a nasal vowel should appear. There are only a few examples of spelling mistakes in this respect: десете for десне (p. 101) and чатыри for четьри (p. 265b): "призвавъ дба на десете ... (p. 101, Mark VI.7); "творишъ чатыри части (p. 265b, John XIX.23). In the latter example, however, the letter А in чатыри may have been triggered by the first syllable of the next word, чачстин; (other examples will be discussed below).

4.3.5.4. There is one word in IAG which is always spelled with the letter Х, contrary to the situation in all of the classical texts: ХИ (vs. НИ in the classical OCS texts). К. Mirčev\textsuperscript{480} suggests that ХИ represents a case of emphatic duplication of the *нү which became НИ of the classical texts: *нү-нү > *нн. Such an explanation meets a serious obstacle – the monophthongization of the diphthongs occurred before the fall of the jers in weak position, and never took place before a vowel (e.g. the final *ү of *нүнү). If there had been reduplication of the particle *нү, the result would have been *нънъ or *нънъ – forms which were never registered. The Middle Bulgarian form ХИ

\begin{footnotesize}
480. К. Mirčev, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 104.
\end{footnotesize}
has the Russian parallel ну. It would seem that some Common Slavic dialects had two particles: *ну and *нъ. Without apparent reason, in the Middle Bulgarian period the latter completely replaced the particle нъ used in the classical texts, while in Russian both particles survived (as но and ну), but with different syntactic functions. The presence of the particle нъ in a given text is an absolute graphical indication that such a Church Slavic text is either of Bulgarian origin or copied from a Bulgarian original.

4.3.5.5. As already mentioned, the word for 'rooster' used in IAG is always written by the original scribe of IAG as патель (numerous examples): ḳ ḳ а б и е ḳ е ё глашоу ёмю въглядя патель. (p. 205, Luke XXII.60). But in a few cases, the original word in the text was erased and rewritten with the letter е instead of ё. For instance, on p. 203 everything after the first letter п of the word was erased, and the word changed by a different hand to петль. The consistent spelling of this word with a letter for the nasal vowel instead of ё (патель) should not be treated as a spelling mistake. The word /p,ɛntˈɛl/ exists even today in a peripheral Bulgarian dialect, together with /mæŋlə/ for *мъглə and a few other such items. These are cases of secondary nasalization inside the lexical morpheme, restricted to a very few dialects in the Bulgarian linguistic

481. K. Mirčev, ibid.
area, which are difficult to explain. The exclusive use of the form пѣтелъ by Symon the Monk indicates only that he himself was a native speaker of a dialect with such a feature, or else that he got his education in a center other than Tѣrnovo, and that the dialect of that center, having such a feature, determined his orthographical norm. He had no opportunity to check the spelling of this word in older texts with correct usage of the letters for the nasal vowel, since the word пѣтелъ is a lexical innovation, compared to the words кокотъ and коуръ, which were used in the classical period.

The secondary nasalization of the vowel in пѣтелъ cannot have been a feature of the Тѣрново dialect from the end of the 14th century. We possess a short text with a drawing of the city of Tѣrnovo by the king's beekeeper:

אֶזֶּ דִּמִּיטְרַּ פִּיסְקָה ַּ מָּסְיָּהֹ פַּּלָּרַּ פִּרְוַּ 482. This semi-literate native of the village of Musina near Tѣrnovo, although using the letter א correctly in the form בֵּרָה (accusative singular) or בֵּרָּה, substitutes the letter ב for the expected כ: ...סנֶגֶה נִמָּאָב בֵּרָה וּלָכְפַּכְב

482. The drawing of 14th-century Tѣrnovo is on p. 78v (sic), and the few lines follow, as a postscript, the text of a Bulgarian Mineja for September, №34 in the library of the Orthodox Church of "St. Nicolae din Șcheii" in Brashov, Rumania. Detailed information and photocopies of both the drawing and the text by the beekeeper Dimitar can be found in the article:

A comparison of the spelling used by the beekeeper Dimitar of Musina and the scribe of IAG shows how little of the phonological peculiarity of the Tornovo dialect is part of the literary language. For from the few lines of Dimitar and other contemporary writings of 14th-century Tarnovo it is clear that there was no nasality whatsoever in that dialect, not to speak of secondary nasalization.

4.3.5.6. The scribe of IAG uses only the two letters oubles and  for the morpheme \( \tilde{v} \). When following a consonant, they have the following distribution:

a) After hard paired consonants and the velars, the letter oubles is used. There are only a few spelling mistakes in the entire text: тогда приидошъ к Икоу, иже

\[
\text{бѣха (= бѣхъ) дѣ Иерѣлма ... (p. 46, Matth. XV.1); направи ногы нашъ на пать (= пать) смиренина. (p. 141b, Luke I. 79); \( \tilde{y} \) бѣ сла̀ка (= сла̀ка), немогши въсклонити са дѣдѣ ...
\]

(p. 180, Luke XIII.11). The adjective сла̀ка 'bowed together' should be spelled with oubles, as it is in the classical texts. Softening of the consonant \( l \) into [l] before \( \tilde{v} \) is impossible, since it comes in regular alternan-


484. Typical for the replacement of the nasal-vowel letters by letters denoting oral vowels is the Moscow copy of the Manasses Chronicle, written by the priest Filip. It is kept in the State Historical Museum in Moscow, under #Sinod. 20-38.
tion with the verb \{kl, \u044c\} 'to squat down' (the same alternation as in слоуцити са (/sl/) vs. ключити са (/kl/).\footnote{485} One possible explanation for this misspelled word is that it had already disappeared from the living language, while the scribe was influenced by the existing verb кланяти 'to squat', registered in the Tale of Troy\footnote{486}: поклакна екторъ (p. 55b).

The verbal form бладите (second person plural, present tense) from the classical texts is always spelled with а in IAG: бладите [бладите] не въдаше писанина ни силы бжих. (p. 66, Matth. XXII.29). Here the problem seems to lie in a different derivation of the verb. It is not derived from the same stem as that of the substantive *блядъ 'sin' (unregistered in IAG) and of the adverb бледно 'sinfully': й тоу расточи имние свое живы бледно (p. 184b, Luke XV.13). The verb form бладите is rather derived from the same stem as the adjective бладъ (spelled the same way in the classical OCS texts): й навиш са пръд ними како блади гли йхъ, (p. 210, Luke XXIV.11).

\[b\] After a paired soft consonant, the letter а is used. There are a few spelling mistakes in the entire text: й ты бяди надъ патих (= патих) градъ. (p. 194, Luke

\footnote{485} P. Илчев, Из балгарската историцеска лексикология. Старобалгарското KLJУЧИТИ SЕ, IzvIBE, VIII, Sofia, 1962, p. 117-129.

A similar mistake is made in Mar. (Luke II.44): придетe пать (= пать) днe. 'they went a day's journey'.

The word тагота 'burden' of the classical texts appears only once in IAG, where it is spelled with Ԍ:
принесшимъ тагота днe и варъ (p. 59, Matth. XX.12). But other derivatives from the same stem are written with Ӕ: бѣстъ бо оцкъ ихъ таготинъ (p. 127b, Mark XIV.40); бѣстъ бо оцкъ ихъ отагченъ (p. 77b, Matth. XXVI.43).

The word мата 'mint' (Latin mentha) was spelled correctly on p. 68: ἡακо ὑδεσάτστουete мать и пигань и киминь. (p. 68, Matth. XXIII.23). But on p. 174, where it was originally written <мать, someone later erased the letter ѝ (but not the stress over it) and wrote  вс: ἡακо десаинъ дааете  мать (<&мать) и пигана, и вскаго зэлиа. (p. 174, Luke XI.42).

c) There are changes in the distribution of the letters .False and .False in different grammatical forms of the two pairs of verbs expressing movement: {-мът,i-} vs. {-м,тъ-} 'to move (of emotions), change shape' and {-тът,i-} vs. {-тът,i-} 'to shake'. On p. 139b, Sav. has the phrase: ουσλъшавъ же ἵρόδь πτρъ съмата съ. (Matth. II.3). The same paragraph in IAG (p. 9) reads as follows: съмата жě ἵρόδь πτρъ, съмти сѧ. ἵ весь ἱερουσαλιμъ съ нимъ. Here, obviously, the scribe did not simply substitute the letter .False for the .False of the classical text: he replaced the aorist of the stem ending in a hard consonant with the aorist of the corres-
ponding stem, ending in a soft consonant. A similar change was made in the passive past participle потрѣбъ, 'shaken' (in the classical OCS texts). In IAG the passage reads: мѣръ добръ натканъ и потрѣбъ дадьте на лоно ваше.
(p. 155-155b, Luke VI.38). While forms like сматри сА (p. 9) and сматръ сА (p. 138), взятти сА (p. 224b) and взямошъ (p. 104) are registered in IAG, indicating aspectual differences in the prefixed verbs with the prefixes {s#=} and {v#z=}, it is impossible to determine whether aspectual pairing of the verb потрѣсти ~ потрѣцитъ was achieved by use of the different stems ({po=tr,νs-t,i} vs. {po=trνs,i-t,i}), or whether the prefix {po=} (with inceptive meaning) formed only a perfective verb with no corresponding imperfective.

4.3.5.7. Like the OCS texts, IAG has alternating forms with a versus e or /authentication for the non-past and imperative stems of the verbs of body position *lęg- and *sed-. While Mar. has сѣдѣшъ (Matth. XI.16), IAG in the same phrase has сѣдѣшъ (p. 34), but in Luke XX.42 both Zogr. and IAG (p. 198) have сѣди (2nd person singular imperative) versus сади in Mar. The 2nd person plural of the imperative of the same verb, however, is садѣте in both Mar. and Zogr. (Luke XXIV.49), while IAG has садѣте in the same sentence (p. 212).

The verb 'to deteriorate' in 3rd person plural future, is in all OCS texts просадятъ сА (Matth. IX.17); in the same verse IAG has the letter a instead of А (or even /authentication or e, as might be expected): ни вливаѣть вина нова въ мѣхи ветхы. аще ли же нѣ, просадатъ сА мѣсы, и вино пролѣет
This probably represents not a phonological development, but the realization of a distinct root shape: *śad- instead of *sad-.

In most occurrences, the outcome of *lęg* is spelled with ę in IAG, versus a in the classical OCS texts: *възлегъ въ црцтвий ǝдже. (p. 181, Luke XIII.29). But in one phrase, where all OCS texts have the form with e - вѣзлежшемъ (Mark XVI.14) - IAG has a instead: по слѣди же вѣзлежшемъ ьмѣ едимоую на дѣсате ǝдиви сѧ. (p. 134).

4.3.5.8. The morpheme {v̪} after /ź/, /š/, /žd/ and /št/ is expressed by the letter ǝ (as after a hard consonant): вѣсѣкъ пи*къ въ водѣ сєвъ, вѣжжжет сѧ пакы (p. 221b, John IV.13); ǝзъ же послахъ вь жътн (p. 223, John IV.38); жътва ошубо много, ǝ жътеленъ мало (p. 168, Luke X.2); ǝзъ же по срѣдѣ васъ нѣсмѣ сложжъ (p. 202b, Luke XXII.27).

Thus the ending for 3rd person plural aorist, OCS -шъа, becomes -шъа, with only isolated exceptions, such as вѣзашъа, which are a manifestation of the strength of tradition: вѣзашъа тѣло ǝго ǝ погребошъ ǝ. (p. 44, Matth. XIV.12). Parallel to these few oscillating archaisms, the genitive singular and nominative/accusative plural feminine and the accusative plural masculine adjectival endings after /š/, which in OCS are written -шъа, are in IAG usually written -шъа, though there are still remnants of the traditional spelling: ǝ остави нанъ длъгъ наша (p. 171b, Luke XI.4).
In most cases, the letter й is written after жд: отрокъ мои лежить ... нако страждь. (p. 24 - 24b, Matth. VIII.6); блажени альчащии ж жаждящии правды. (p. 15b - 16, Matth. V.6). After the ligature й, representing either the combinations {z=ч}, as in {j#z=чйд,-#j-}, or {sk-j}, й is usually written: йшлица жехиднова (p. 37b, Matth. XII.34); а йших славы пославшаго и, съ истинъ естъ (p. 232b, John VII.18). But in a few cases the letter й is written after the letter й, as in the older texts.

After /ч/, represented by ч, either within a lexical morpheme or at a morpheme boundary, the letter й is written: нѣстѣ ли чыли нако сѣтворѣй въ началѣ жжскыні полъ ... (p. 56, Matth. XIX.4); блажени альчащии (p. 15b, Matth. V.6).

While only й occurs after the letter ч, representing /ч/, within the lexical morpheme (cf. чата), both й and ч occur after ч at a morpheme boundary, with a certain tendency to distinguish different case endings: -ця for genitive and accusative singular feminine, but -ца for accusative plural masculine and nominative/accusative plural feminine: й срачцы (gen. sing. fem.) не вѣбрани (p. 155, Luke VI.29); тпосусть емѣ и срачцы (acc. sing. fem.) твоѣ (p. 18b, Matth. V.40); нако Гбрѣтокъ вѣца (acc. sing. fem.) мож погѣбшѧ (p. 184, Luke XV.6); й вѣца (nom. pl. fem.) гла его слыштъ, и свой вѣца (acc. pl. fem.) зоветь по ймени (p. 241 b, John X.3); нако на
новы мѣсяца (acc. pl. masc.) всшоуєт съ (p. 51b, Matth. XVII.15).

4.3.5.9. In word-initial position, the letters ѧ and ъ are used in free alternation to express *q and *(j)ę. Such a spelling alternation must represent the normative Church Slavic pronunciation in 14th-century Bulgaria, based on a southwestern dialect, since in all modern Bulgarian dialects such etymological *(j)ę and *q are kept distinct by the presence of prothetic /v/ before etymological *q: въже (Blg.) ∼ jаже (Mac.) < *qъе. The scribe of IAG treats initial etymological *q in the same fashion as *(j)ę: и възазаъ ж его ѳзи желѣзны (p. 162, Luke VIII.29); и ни жемъ желѣзномъ, никто же не можаше етъ свазати (p. 98b, Mark V.3). The forms of the word вазъикъ (as spelled in OCS) are in most instances written with initial ъ, but spellings with ѧ also occur: въ свѣдѣніе ймъ. и въ дзыкъымъ. (p. 31, Matth. X.18).

At morpheme boundaries after {j} the morphoneme {ѵ} is in most instances represented by the letter ъ: тѣ неджѣ нажастъ (p. 25b, Matth. VIII.17); гре же непразнымъ и дожшиымъ въ тѣ дѣй (p. 70b, Matth. XXIV.19). The use of the letters ѫ and ѧ for the nasal vowel {ѵ} in word-initial position (with or without prothetic -j-) and at morpheme boundaries after {j} is parallel to the use of the letters е and е for {jo} in word-initial position and at morpheme boundaries. This must be related to certain phonetic properties, common to both [e] and /ѵ/:
4.3.6. The letters ъ and ъ are used in free alternation, without any distinction, for marking boundaries after words ending in consonants, as well as for marking the end of a line after a consonant within a word—all orthographic boundaries; when they can be vocalized within a morpheme they represent the morphoneme {#}, but they may also appear between two consonants in an unexpected position; they usually follow the letters п and п before a consonant, thus expressing syllabic {i} and {l}.

4.3.6.1. A line ends either in a letter for a vowel or in a jer (ъ or ъ), or, extremely rarely, in a паер- цик ('), which is an abbreviated jer. Although the letter ъ is used more often for marking the end of a line, the letter ъ is also used in numerous cases where it is unjustified etymologically, so that no special rules can be observed. The only letters for consonants which can occur at the end of a line are с in the abbreviation И (which in all positions is spelled in this same fashion, in imitation of the Greek shape of the name) and the letter у in the abbreviation пе (for пееве); in the latter case, however, the у most often is superscribed between the letters п and е (п е), giving the graphic impression that the line ends in е. When the letter ъ is used at the end of a line, it is usually taller than the rest of the letters in that line: Ипелеше

487. Scholvin includes examples of various vocalizations of the jers. See:
R. Scholvin, op. cit., p. 36-38.
The two letters ь and ѣ are written interchangeably after prepositions ending in an obstruent stop, as well as after words ending in a consonant, thus marking preposition- and word- boundaries. Sometimes it seems that the scribe wrote only ѣ in one line, and only ь in another, without respect to their etymological origins from *ѣ or *ѣ, reflected in OCS: ѣжеIPHВОЛЪ ѣбьъ въ вѣ и ѣдѣдѣалъ вѣ ѣвчиѣахъ. (p. 22b, Matth. VII.15). However, before the monosyllabic enclitics ѣ and сѣ, the jers are in most instances absent: ѣонъ (p. 65); да сѣбѣдет сѣ (p. 61); боѣмъ сѣ (p. 63).

4.3.6.2. After prefixes and prepositions, the letters ь and ѣ, in free alternation, are used (or not used) according to rules, stated in 4.2.2.3. In this respect, besides a tendency to establish strict rules for the use of a jec, IAG differs from the glagolitic texts in not using the letter о instead of *ѣ; here IAG follows the tradition of the cyrillic Sav. and Supr., representing the normative Church Slavic pronunciation in Bulgaria.

In no instance in IAG are the articles -отѣ or -осѣ found, while the demonstrative pronouns тѣ/ѣ and сѣ/сѣ should be treated as enclitics rather than articles, since no unusual phonetic changes are observed at the end of the preceding word (cf. злищѣ рабѣ in Dobrejšovo Evangelie).

4.3.6.3. Within lexical morphemes, the letters ь and ѣ (in free alternation) express the vocalic phonetic
outcome of the fleeting vowel \{#\}. In most instances the morphoneme \{#\} appears in the environment before or after the sonorants \{m\}, \{m\}, \{n\}, \{n\} or the glides \{v\}, \{v\}: нāко сътворитъ мъсть ихъ въ скорѣ (p. 191, Luke XVIII.8); й изгнаш же и вънъ, (p. 241, John IX.35). However, since the morphoneme \{#\} in a number of lexical morphemes appears between two obstruents, one cannot eliminate the morphoneme \{#\} altogether from the morphonemic representation simply by introducing syllabic sonorants (similar to the syllabic liquids \{r\} and \{l\}): ы дъскы трѣжникъмъ ыспроврѣже (p. 61b, Matth. XXI.12); дрѣзаи дъщи (p. 163b, Luke VII.48). There might still be a possibility of avoiding the use of the morphoneme \{#\} in the abstract representation of 14th century literary Bulgarian: if one could derive a complete set of rules for the insertion of a vowel in certain consonantal clusters (for instance *{dsk-}); such an approach, although intriguing, has not been followed in this study, because the Four Gospels text alone provides insufficient material.

4.3.6.4. In the OCS texts, the imperative stems of the verbs решти, пещти са have ь: рьци, рьцѣте, and пьцѣте са. In IAG, all attested imperative forms of the verb пещти have /e/ as the vowel in the lexical morpheme, while the change of the stem final /k/ to /c/ is preserved. However, in its many occurrences throughout IAG, the imperative of решти stays рьци, рьцѣте: ыди же ь къ брати моеми
и ръци ймъ (r. 268b - 269, John XX.17); йзшедшше на распътія его, рѣцтете. (r. 168b, Luke X.10); не пецѣте сѧ како или что ймать глати (r. 31, Matth. X.19). The form of the 2nd person singular does not occur in the Gospel text but пецѣте сѧ occurs in IAG 7 times, and only in this one shape. The conjugation of the verb рѣштъ preserves another archaic feature as well: the forms of the root aorist in the first person singular and the 3rd person plural, рѣхъ and рѣшжъ. It is possible that the conjugation of this verb was learned by the scribe of IAG as an exception to the rule for the new spoken forms, represented by the imperative пецѣте сѧ (vs. пцѣте сѧ, пъцѣте сѧ in OCS), with morphological levelling of the imperative to the rest of the paradigm (no root aorist *пѣшжъ - or any other aorist form of this verb - occurs in the text of the New Testament).

4.3.6.5. The letter ь (only in a few cases ъ) is written in all words containing the suffix {-стъ-} preceded by a consonant. The rule is consistently employed, most likely indicating not only an orthographic but a phonological Church Slavic norm. Examples are: вы сами мнѣ послюышьвуютесь, како рѣхъ нѣсмѣ азъ хсъ, (r. 220, John III.28); и не створи тую силу многи. за невѣрствіе йхъ: (r. 43, Matth. XIII.58); разоумѣв же ис лжавство ихъ, рѣя. (r. 65, Matth. XXII.18).

4.3.6.6. The morphoneme {#} in the suffixes {-#н-}, {-#л-}, {-#с-}, {-#к-} is either realized as ə or,
when vocalized, is expressed by the letters e (in -елъ, -енъ, -ецъ) or о (in -окъ). The spelling ьк/ък appears in free alternation with -окъ, while for the other suffixes, the spellings -ьнъ, -ьцъ are seldom used in IAG and the spelling -ьлъ is rare and most likely a correction by later scribes. It is definitely a later correction in the forms пътелъ from earlier пателъ, where it is easy to see on the microfilm copy the traces of the previous letters. Examples of the vowel/zero alternation in these suffixes are: которааго ь васъ беселъ, или воль. въ стоуденецъ впадеть (p. 181b, Luke XIV.5); се пръ твои градеть тебъ кротокъ и всѣдь на ослъ и жрѣлъ... (p. 61, Matth. XXI.5); понеже бъ патъкъ (p. 132b, Mark XV.42); оубо патъка ради (p. 267b, John XIX.42); аще сильенъ есть (p. 183b, Luke XIV.31); нако створи мнъ величие сильны (p. 140, Luke I.49); и Фкрълъ еси сина младенець (p. 35, Matth. XI.25).

The graphic expression of the vowel/zero alternation in these suffixes in IAG is a spelling norm - an orthographic innovation compared with the situation in the classical OCS texts. The classical texts of the late 10th and 11th centuries from Bulgaria, both glagolitic and cyrillic, rarely omit the letters ь and ъ from their etymological positions; such omissions as do occur are in positions where the jer's phonetic outcome would be Ø, indicating that the vowel/zero alternation was already established in the language. That so few jers were omitted shows that the scribes
were attempting to reflect an older Church Slavic phonology and spelling.

4.3.6.7. The very consistent spellings -ръ/-рь- and -ль/-лъ- in IAG, together with the further development in the Macedono-Bulgarian dialects suggest that these letter combinations represented syllabic liquids {ř} and {ɍ}.

Both letters (р and Ɋ are, in most cases, followed by ъ and ь in free alternation, but the spellings -ръ- and -ль- somewhat predominate: се ие кръвь моа, новаго завѣта (p. 126, Mark XIV.24); е сіде млътвьй и начать глати (p. 157b, Luke VII.15); е плодъ ёго злъ. (p. 37b, Matth. XII.33); егда испльни са всмь днѣй (p. 142b, Luke II.21).

In a very few cases, the letter р alone represents the syllable {ř}; и бышъ нако млътъ: (p. 85, Matth. XXVIII.4). There are a very few instances where the letters р and Ɋ are surrounded by two jers: народъ же запрѣти ёка да омѣльчать (p. 60, Matth. XX.31). The syllabic liquid morphonemes do not form a syllable when followed by a vowel; in such cases, the jers are usually not written: о недѣй й ранъ и двухъ злыхъ (p. 157b, Luke VII.21).

4.4. On grammatical archaism and innovation in IAG. The morphology of the Middle Bulgarian literary language, reflected in IAG, is thoroughly studied by R. Scholvin488. The morphological structure is generally the

same as that of the OCS texts of the 10th - 11th centuries, with the same alternation of archaic and newer Church Slavic forms. Grammatical forms representing further developments of the Middle Bulgarian period (12th - 14th centuries) are either very limited in number (cf. below) or not attested at all in IAG, in contrast to most of the other Middle Bulgarian texts. The archaism of the grammar and the li-


490. K. Mirčev, op. cit., pp. 52-56, 144-265.
Za smesvaneto na okončanijata v minalo-svaršeno i minalo-nesvaršeno vreme na glagolite v bəlgarskiya ezik, BəlgEz, II, 1952, 1-2, p. 36-45.
Za člennite formi v Dobrejšovoto evangelie, srednobəlgarski pametnik ot XIII v., BəlgEz, IV, 1956, 3, p. 223-228.
I. Duridanov, Edin slučaj na ranna upotreba na predloga na za izrazjavane na datelno otnošenie, BəlgEz, III, 1953, 1, p. 58-60.
Razvoj na datelnija pritežatelen padež v bəlgarskiya ezik, Sofia, 1964, p. 21-114.
S. Bojadžiev, Kempt istoričeskaia razvoj na predloga na v bəlgarskiya ezik, IzvIBE, IX, Sofia, 1962,
ited number of morphological innovations seems to be the main reason that scholars in the historical development of Bulgarian have tended to ignore IAG. But this linguistic feature of the revised edition of the New Testament from 14th-century Bulgaria is very indicative of the direction taken by revisions in the language of the OCS translations from Greek. The fact that all attested grammatical forms from the cyrillic Sav. and Supr. are used in IAG suggests that the revision of the translation was made according to copies as old as Sav. and Supr. (the root aorist forms found in the glagolitic texts, except those of the verb решти, are not attested in IAG).
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4.4.1. Certain systematic morphological innovations are introduced in IAG:

a) new genitive and locative forms in \{-i\} of the numerals from three to ten: да въ оустѣхъ двою или трехъ свѣдѣтель (p. 54, Matth. XVIII.16) and кто оубо тѣхъ трѣхъ (p. 170b, Luke X.36); я сбержать избранных его. в четырехъ вѣтръ (p. 71, Matth. XXIV.31) and пати хлѣбъ (p. 87, Table of Contents to Mark); и бу по шестиыхъ днехъ (p. 50b, Matth. XVII.1); которому еб седмихъ ождетъ женѣ (p. 65б - 66, Matth. XXII.28); по нему йдошъ народи мнѣси в галилея и десатяхъ градъ (p. 15b, Matth. IV.25).

b) the ending for the first person plural of the non-past tense of the athematic verbs, always \{-mi\}, spelled -мы: яко здѣ на поустѣ мѣстѣ есмы (p. 164b, Luke IX.12); что мы или что пимемъ (p. 21b, Matth. VI.31); дамы ли, или не дамы (p. 119b, Mark XII.14); мы вѣмы яко чѣлк ё сѣ грѣшень есть (p. 240b, John IX.24).

4.4.2. The syntactic structure represented in IAG reveals no significant changes in comparison with the classical OCS texts; the differences are in the use of different grammatical forms in the same verse of the New Testament. For instance, when in one phrase all the classical texts have the possessive genitive, IAG has the possessive dative, but in one where the classical texts have the possessive dative, IAG has the genitive.

Even the occurrence of double object in IAG is not
an innovation, as one might be led to believe by the dating of the earliest attested occurrences to the 14th century. While comparing the text of IAG with those of Mar., Sav., and the Russian Ostr., I found a few instances of the double object in Mar. which have remained unnoticed by students of this text. Here are the occurrences of duplicated accusative object in Mar.: зълы зълы погоубить (Matth. XXI.41) 'He will miserably destroy them the wicked men'. On the duplication of the object through the use of the pronoun form две, Jagic notes in the fn. on p. 77 of Mar.: "две is a spelling error"; егоже азъ оусъкняхъ иоана (Mark VI.16) 'I beheaded him John'; диле бо (тже дастъ мънъ отцъ) да съвръкъ (John V.36) 'the works (which the Father gave me) to finish them'; всѣкъ разрѣ не творать плода. Изъметъ хъ. и всѣкъ тво[тво]раштъ плодъ отрѣбить их (John XV.2) 'Every branch not bearing fruit. He will take it away, and every (branch) bearing fruit, He will prune it.'

In Mar. there is one instance of a possible double dative: елисавети же испѣлѣни съ врѣмъ родити ей (Luke I. 57) 'The time for Elizabeth to give birth came for her'. However, this phrase may be explained also in a different

K. Мирчев, За хронологијата на основните балканизми в българския език, БѣлгЕз, XVI, 1966, 4, p. 281 - 293.
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way: родити ей might represent dative plus infinitive, a purposive construction - 'so that she would give birth' - while елисавети is linked with връмa - 'the time for Elizabeth'; in this case the translation would be: 'Elizabeth's time came that she should give birth'. It seems that either interpretation is correct and possible.

The double dative is clearly expressed in Mar. in one instance of a dative absolute construction: въшедъшоу же емоу исви въ каперънаоумъ (Matth. VIII.5) 'When Jesus he entered Capernaum'. In this phrase the insertion of the enclitic же between the past active participle in the dative case (въшедъшоу) and the duplicating dative personal pronoun (емоу) makes the interpretation unambiguous. However, there are many similar cases in OCS (including Mar.) where the enclitic же is absent; because of the spelling tradition of non-separation of words, scholars prefer to see in such cases not duplication of a participial by a pronominal form, but simply a long form of the participle, for example, in Mar: пришедъшоуемоу Исви (Matth. VIII.28), и мимоходаштъемоу Исбу (Mark II.23). These phrases are ambiguous, for the words in them can be separated either way: пришедъшоуемоу Исви or пришедъшоу емоу Исви; мимоходаштъемоу Исбу or мимоходаштъ емоу Исбу. If the second approach is accepted, the duplication of the dative through the addition of a personal pronoun will be additional evidence that the temporal dative absolute was a living syntactic feature of the spoken Balkan
Slavic language at the time was written. But such an altered view can be accepted only when more supporting data from the classical texts has been collected.

An indirect proof that the double object, both accusative and dative, was an established syntactic Balkanism in the Bulgarian language of the 10th - 11th centuries, is found in the Russian copy of Sinajskij Paterik. The occurrences of double accusative and double dative objects in this manuscript of the 11th or early 12th century have gone unnoticed, both by the publishers of the newest Soviet edition of the manuscript and by slavists who have studied the text, perhaps because they were unaware of the existence of such a Balkan syntactic feature. In a casual reading of Sinajskij Paterik I found two clear cases of double object; double accusative: тогда въставъ ид охъ книги давъшю ми и рекохъ немоу. (p. 32b of the MS, p. 100 of the publication) 'then, after I got up, I went to (the person) who had given me the books and told him'; and double dative: иави же са немъ [=немоу] пакъ бъс. затворьникоу и гла немъ [=немоу]. (p. 31b of the MS, p. 98 of the publication)


493. An exhaustive bibliography on the studies of this manuscript, and review of the major findings by scholars who have studied it, can be found in the preface to the 1967 Soviet publication of the manuscript (cf. fn. 492), pp. 5-9, 16-36.
tion) 'and the devil appeared again to him the hermit, and
told him'.

The text of IAG also reflects the same Balkan syntactic feature of reduplication of the accusative and dative objects, as does the text of Mar., in some of the same phrases and in a few different ones. Examples of duplicated accusative are: всѣкс дрѣво, не творящ е плода добра,
поска жъ т е, и вь бѣгь вымета жъ (р. 23, Matth. VII.19)
'they cut it down every tree, not bringing forth good fruit,
and cast into the fire'. In this phrase the classical texts
do not have the accusative pronoun т е. The other five in-
stances (in four sentences) of double accusative in IAG oc-
cur in the same verses as in Mar.: злѣхъ злѣ погоубить (p. 64, Matth. XXI.41); егоже азъ оусѣкнъ Іа нна (р. 102, Mark VI.16); дѣла ... да сыврѣшь (р. 226б, John V.36);
всѣкъ розгъ ... ъзметь и всѣкж, зрѣить ся (р. 255, John XV.2). What is new in the orthography of IAG is that
in three of the six occurrences, the duplicating anaphoric
pronoun in the accusative has been stressed with the sign _
or _: (p. 64), ъ (p. 226б), ъ (p. 255).

IAG does not offer examples of the double dative
in the dative absolute construction. But it has an indisput-
able double dative object at the beginning of St. Matthew's
Gospel for which we possess no parallel text in the clas-
sical glagolitic Mar. and Zogr. The double dative object in
Matth. IV.16 appears only in IAG; it does not exist in the
14th-century Bulgarian Dečansko Evangelie, published by Jagic in Mar., in lieu of the lost initial pages of Mar. and Zogr.. IAG has: людие сѣдашеи въ тымѣ видѣшъ свѣтъ великъ. || сѣдаши въ странѣ и сѣни съмрѣнѣи, свѣтъ въ сисиа. (p. 14-14b) 'The people sitting in darkness saw a great light, and to those sitting in the region and shadow of death light sprang up to them'. In the same verse (Matth. IV.16) both Dečansko Evangelie and Sav. have a nominative plural сѣдашеи instead of the dative plural сѣдаши, thus showing syntactic disagreement in the sentence. Sav. has the following phrase: й сѣдаше въ странѣ. й сѣни съмрѣнѣ свѣтъ въ сисиа (p. 149b). The lack of grammatical agreement between сѣдашеи and ймъ in Sav. is not an argument against the existence of a double dative object in its prototype. In modern Bulgarian, phrases like на Петър му говоря and Петър му говоря are in free alternation in colloquial speech and in the dialects, due to the inversion; but *говоря му Петър is an impossible phrase. There is a syntactic parallel between сѣдашеи... свѣтъ въ сисиа ймъ — сѣдаши... свѣтъ въ сисиа ймъ on the one hand and Петър му говоря — на Петър му говоря on the other. Without duplication of the object (имъ in Sav., му in the modern Bulgarian example), both phrases (*сѣдаше сѣвъ въ сисиа, and *Петър говоря) would be meaningless.

The above quoted examples of double accusative and dative objects from Mar. and from the Russian copy of Sinaj-
skij Paterik, and even the one definite double dative in the dative absolute construction in Mar., indicate that the six instances of double accusative object and one of double dative object, attested in the text of IAG, are not syntactic innovations but rather archaisms in the language of IAG compared to that of some classical OCS texts from Bulgaria, both known (Mar.) and unknown (the prototype of the Russian Sinajskij Paterik). Thus all typical Balkan grammatical features, with the exception of the article, are present in the language of the 14th-century Bulgarian revised edition of the Four Gospels, in the same general quantity as in the classical OCS texts from 10th- and 11th-century Bulgaria (cf. fn. 287). It seems that the only Balkan grammatical feature which the 14th-century Bulgarians purged from their literary language as being foreign to Church Slavic, was the article, which definitely existed in the Bulgarian dialects of that time 494.

Balkanisms in OCS and in the Middle Bulgarian literary language, such as non-distinction of direction and location with the verbs of motion, establishment of only three cases - subjective, objective and dative - demonstrated by the incorrect use of the other cases and by generalization of the objective (accusative) case as a prepositional case, 494. K. Mirčev, Za člennite formi v Dobrejšovo evangelie, БолгЕз, VII, 1957, p. 223-228.
and duplication of the accusative and dative objects, seriously violate the grammatical structure of both literary Russian and Serbian. Although the Serbian and Russian copyists of Old and Middle Bulgarian texts must have tried to correct and interpret these "mistakes", a few of them penetrated into the Serbian and Russian literary monuments (cf., for example, 2.4.2.). The presence of such anomalies is extremely useful as an indicator of an Old or Middle Bulgarian prototype for the Serbian and Russian copies. The Balkan features in the Bulgarian language have come to the attention of linguists relatively recently.

The most detailed studies on the structural similarities of Bulgarian, Macedonian, the Serbian Torlak dialects, Rumanian, the Romance dialects in Macedonia, Albanian and some North Greek dialects have been made at the synchronic level. A
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diachronic comparative study is impossible, since the only early attested language of the group is Bulgarian. Nevertheless it would be incorrect to presume that it was the Bulgarian language which influenced Rumanian, Albanian and the North Greek dialects. The term "Balkan convergence area" is a most appropriate one for the territory on which, historically, the Daco-Thracian, Vulgar Latin, Greek and Slavic languages interacted, creating as a result a unique structural unity of languages and dialects different by origin.  

4.5. When compared with the classical OCS Gospel texts, IAG reflects deep and serious lexical changes; in my study of these changes I discovered more than 1500 instances where a word was changed in IAG relative to the classical

B. A. Uspenskij, Tipologičeskaja klassifikacija jazykov kak osnova jazykovyx sootvetstvij (Struktura jazyka-ëtalona pri tipologičeskoj klassifikacii jazykov), VJaz, 1961, 6, p. 51-64.
See also the bibliography in fn. 287.
texts. Many of these lexical changes occurred in the text of the Psalter and in other Church Slavic texts as well. For a better understanding of the change of the Church Slavic lexicon in Bulgaria from the 10th - 11th centuries until the end of the 14th century, one must study in detail all texts available in old and newer variants. My study of the lexical changes in the Four Gospels text (IAG) indicates that they are significant and should be reported in detail in a separate work. Below will be given, in brief, as they pertain to the theme of this dissertation, the general types of lexical changes in the Middle Bulgarian literary language.

4.5.1. Although the revision of the text of the Four Gospels must have been made so as to bring the Slavic translation closer to the Greek original, Greek and Hebrew lexical borrowings in OCS have been systematically purged from the language of IAG. Here are examples: ароматъ — воньми благоуханными (p. 267b); ароматъ ц миро — воньми помазание (p. 209); архиерей-старшияны жрьцы (p. 197); власфиму — хоулъ (p. 92); гнафей — бълълинъ (p. 110); енкениб (in Mar.) is святенив (in the other OCS texts) — вбновления (p. 242b); ипокрити — лицемърии (p. 65); катааптазма — завьса (p. 208b); кентуриона — сътника (p. 132b); мисъ — блюдъ (p. 44); мирож — мастиж (p. 159b); миромъ — мастиж (p. 159); олъ — масла (p. 72b); олокав-
In the process of replacing the Greek and Hebrew words with Slavic equivalents, the scribe once even translated a place name - that of the town of Decapolis: по немь йдощь народи многи и галилея и десятихъ градь (p.15b, Matth. IV.25). Later in the text, however, he left the Greek name for the town unchanged: и йде и началъ проповѣдати въ декаполи велико створи емою (p.99b, Mark V.20).
This replacement process is well attested in the classical OCS texts, where most of the above listed Slavic substitutions occur in alternation with the foreign borrowings. In IAG it is almost completed; while a few doublets such as равви /оучителю, ипокрити/лицемерию still exist, most of the above listed foreign words are not attested at all in IAG (гнафей, енкеникъ, кентироныъ, миса, олокавтоматъ, параклитъ, параскевычъ, паропсида, сикамина, скандель, etc.).

4.5.2. Another large group of words, attested in most of the classical OCS texts but systematically avoided in IAG, consists mostly of words unknown in today's Bulgarian dialects. Only a few of these words survived in Bulgarian, either with a somewhat different meaning (вратьникъ — 'gate' vs., in OCS, 'doorman'; заклеле — 'strike a bell' vs., in OCS, 'lock in') or with the same meaning as in OCS, but in only a few dialects (мядъна, наваждена, скриницъ). Here given in their basic dictionary form, are words found in OCS texts but consistently replaced in IAG, most likely as archaisms or dialectisms; they are followed by their replacements in IAG and the page number of each: балики — врачъ, (p. 92b) 'doctor'; вратьникъ — дверникъ, (p. 124) 'doorman'; врить — врятоградъ, (p. 260b) 'orchard'; гороушънъ, горющънъ — гороушчиень (pp. 52, 41b), горчинчень (pp. 180b, 188b) 'mustard', adj.; доволь — имъние, (p. 183) 'cost, expense'; драхълъ (Mar.) or драссель (Zogr.) — печалень, (p. 114) 'sad'; жалии (Mar.) — гробъ, (p. 26b) 'tombs';
Some of the words in this list had already been replaced in some of the OCS texts, which indicates the existence of dialectal lexical variants in the oldest preserved OCS texts. In this respect IAG shows a further development in this evolutionary process of removing from the language obsolete and strictly dialectal words.
4.5.3. The bulk of the lexical replacements in IAG represent true or near synonyms, used in some instances in free alternation (ложе - одрѣ; печалень - скрѣбень), and in others interchanged to achieve a better, more precise translation (въ огнь выметомо - въ пещь выметаемо, p. 21). This is the most interesting type of lexical change in IAG, for it shows the slow but steady improvement of the OCS translations. The type of lexical replacement by synonymous or closely related words involved the following groups:

a) Words with different lexical morphemes, denoting identical or close concepts. Here are a few examples of these contextually-based changes: въздрастъ (all OCS) - я́ко съмьсль имать (p. 240b, John IX.23) 'he is of age'; глашаеть (all OCS) - ѣ свой Ьвца зоветь по Ьмени (p. 241b, John X.3) 'call by name'; вѣгласить кокотъ (Mar.), коуръ (Zogr., Ostr.) - я́ко прѣжде даже не въспонетъ патель, три краты (p. 205, Luke XXII.61) 'the cock crows'; пригласи (all OCS) - призвав же жениха архитриклинъ и гла емуо. (p. 217, John II.10) 'call (someone)'; не зови (all OCS) - не глашай дроугъ своихъ (p. 182, Luke XIV.12) 'invite, call'; исповѣдѣ (all OCS) - ѣ общъ са, ѣ искаше подол бна врѣмене да ёго прѣдасть без надаро. (p. 201-201b, Luke XXII.6) 'commit oneself'; кѣнитъ (all OCS) - или сего писанѣа нѣсте чыли (p. 119, Mark XII.10) 'scripture'; лѣсть (all OCS) - разоумѣв же дѣлавство ихъ, рѣче имѣ. (p. 197, Luke XX.23) 'craftiness'; a знамениѣ врѣменемъ не можете.
Some of these changes, involving the use of words with different lexical morphemes, are interesting in that they occur within a group of words denoting the same concept or object, from which the contextually-based choices are different in IAG than in the OCS texts although no lexical morpheme is lost. Here are two examples of this kind of slight shift in the semantics of words: **иночадъ** - **едино-**
родень (p. 166b), while б е ш т ъ д ъ  is preserved, but with a
different suffix, бесч^денъ (p. 197b); however, не
оставльше ч а л ъ  is changed to не оставльше съмене (p. 197b)
and не възненавидить ... ч а л ъ  becomes не възненавидить ...
д ъ т и (p. 183). In addition, д и т и ш м ё ъ is changed to отро-
чищемь (p. 34), while о т р о к ъ й becomes д ъ т и (p. 10b). The
second example: воеводами — вл ками (p. 122b), while
влкоок — влка (p. 24b) but влка — вождь (p. 9);
власть — область (pp. 213b, 242b), yet областъ — власть
(pp. 118b, 196).

A great number of lexical changes involve only
a change of the prefixes, which is both a lexical and a mor-
phological innovation. Here are a few examples: възм*""ъ
cа — съмъти са (p. 24b); възвъси са — объси са (p. 80b);
възвахъ — призвахъ (p. 10b); ишисти — очистити (p. 24);
положища — възложишъ (p. 82b); прогнѣвавъ са — разгѣ-
вав са (p. 55b); пропать — распать (p. 81b); пропати —
распатие (p. 82); прокопавшэ — раскопавше (p. 91b);
оусъцы — оусъщи (p. 17b); оустани — пръстани (p. 98);
сънѣдажъ — изъдажъ (p. 198b). Some unprefixed words
become prefixed: дѣлитѣлъ — раздѣлитѣлъ (p. 176); здѣнію
— създѣнію (p. 123); едѣ — сънѣдъ (p. 88b); in other
words the prefix is introduced either after the first lexi-
cal morpheme in a compound (благо-волицъ — благо-из-волицъ,
p. 146) or after the negative morpheme не (не-чааниѣ — не-
на=чаанѣа, p. 200b; не-оумѣхъ — не-до=оумѣхъ, p. 127b).
d) A relatively smaller group represents derivations from the same lexical morphemes as the words in the parallel OCS phrases, but with different suffixes, which sometimes cause phonological changes in the lexical morphemes as, for example: четвъртовластъникъ — четвъртовластецъ (p. 146); съпръ — съперникъ, (p. 190b); невѣрство — невѣрствиє, (p. 43); невѣрствий — невѣриѣ, (p. 111); невѣрство — невѣрие, (p. 101); обѣданиемъ — объявленіемъ, (p. 200b); слоухъ — слышаніа, (p. 122); призракъ — при зрѣніе, (p. 104); прокажениѣ — проказы, (p. 150b).

e) There are many other kinds of lexico-grammatical changes in IAG, which will be united in this group for brevity of exposition. Substantives are replaced by substantivized adjectives (слѣпецъ — слѣпы и, p. 116; грѣшъникъ — грѣшень, p. 240b; недѣдъникъ — недѣдънихъ, p. 101); combinations of substantive with 'empty' verb are replaced by verbs (съвѣтъ съ твориє — съвѣщащъ сѣ, p. 75) and vice versa (троуды даете женѣ, p. 75b); the verbs творити and дѣати are exchanged in combination with different substantives (прѣлюбѣ творити — прѣлюбѣ дѣати, p. 56b, while молитва дѣше — молитва творѣаше, p. 90b), etc.

In one instance the change in the text is purely ideological, reflecting a changed interpretation of the Christian ideal of poverty, and may have been triggered by a like change in the Greek original. In Mark X.23, all OCS
texts read as in Mar.: ἔβαςκτεν Ἰς τοὺς ὑπομάντους. ἄλογον ἐν κανέν ἑαυτῷ ἱκανόν ἐστὶν ἐν ἄλλῳ ἢ ἐν τῇ ἁπλῇ ἐπιλαμβάνειν τὰ ἑαυτοῦ. In IAG the phrase ἰμέλλον ἀκαθαρτιόν 'those who have wealth' has been replaced by ὁποιαν καθαρτιόν ἄνακαθαρτίον 'those who rely on (their) wealth' (p. 114).

The extensive lexical changes in the text of IAG greatly improved the quality of the translation. Compared with the lexicon of the classical OCS Gospel texts, the lexicon of IAG is much more stabilized, with fewer foreign borrowings and fewer words used in free alternation, and with a more precise contextual usage of those words attested in the classical texts. There are almost no neologisms in IAG; on the contrary, a great number of perhaps dialectal words in the classical OCS texts has been systematically purged from the language of IAG. There is no doubt, from the lexicological point of view, that the language of IAG is far superior to that of any of the classical OCS Gospel texts.
CONCLUSIONS

There have been many misconceptions in the traditional understanding of the causes of the second South Slavic influence on the Russian literary language and literature of the late 14th - 15th centuries, as well as of the extent of that influence and of the mechanisms behind it. In this dissertation, the prevailing authoritative opinions and arguments on the problem have been examined, and in many cases revised, with the aid of historical counter-arguments and data from the medieval Slavic literatures.

The Turkish conquest of the South Slavic countries - Bulgaria and Serbia - did not cause, nor even accelerate, the second South Slavic influence in Russia, but rather created obstacles to the cultural interchange among the Christian nations in the area and destroyed some prominent Slavic cultural centers in the Balkans. The historically unjustified linking of the Turkish conquest of Bulgaria and Serbia (which was accomplished from 1364 to 1459) with the second South Slavic influence in Russia was brought about by the assumption that there were Bulgarian and Serbian "refugees" in Russia in the late 14th - early 15th centuries. There is no historical evidence that such "refugees" existed; the appointment of two Bulgarians - Kiprian and Camblak - as Metropolitans of Muscovite Russia and Russian Lithuania, respectively, is in no way related to the Turkish
invasion of the Balkans. Only a very few Bulgarian manuscripts were brought to Russia before 1649 - 1655, when, in connection with Nikon's reform, Arsenij Suxanov brought to Moscow 700 Greek and South Slavic manuscripts.

The beginning of the second South Slavic influence on Russian is connected with the efforts of the Russians themselves to renovate their literature after two centuries of Tatar domination, and to create a national Russian literary language devoid of narrow dialectal grammatical and lexical features. In the initial efforts by Russians in this direction, South Slavic revised editions of Church Slavic texts were used as models, but their characteristic orthographic, grammatical and lexical features were carefully avoided in the Russian copies. The establishment of the Middle Bulgarian orthography - and, partially, grammar and lexicon - as normative for the Russian literary language at the end of the 14th and in the early 15th century, must have been caused by two factors: the authority of the Russian Metropolitan of Bulgarian origin, Kiprian and Camblak, who doubtless regarded the Middle Bulgarian language of the second half of the 14th century as the best, most truly supranational Church Slavic; and the prestige of the 14th - century Bulgarian revised editions in the monasteries of Constantinople and Mt. Athos. Almost all of the Middle Bulgarian manuscripts were copied by Russians in these centers of Church Slavic literature. This gave Russian copy-
ists the opportunity to learn the meanings of various South Slavic words unknown in Russia, and then to replace them by Russian or OCS synonyms in their own copies. In the same way many morphological and syntactic innovations in the South Slavic prototypes were replaced either by Russian or by OCS forms. Thus even in the first Russian copies from South Slavic manuscripts, many local features of the language were eliminated, making it a very difficult task to establish the national origin of a certain Church Slavic text from the early period - and all the more from later periods.

By the first half of the 14th century, the Middle Bulgarian literary language had acquired the characteristics of a supradialectal and, in great measure, a supranational medium of communication. Most of the OCS translations from Greek were corrected and reconciled with the texts of the originals. The revision of the Middle Bulgarian texts and language was a process which must have begun with the political unification of Bulgaria under Ioan Asën II (1218-1241) and the re-establishment of the Church Slavic liturgy in connection with the restoration of the Târnovo Patriarchate in 1235. This process of revision of the Church Slavic books continued through the entire 14th century; by 1337 and 1355/56, when King Ioan Aleksandăr's Psalter and Four Gospels (IAG) were written, the orthographic, grammatical and lexical norms of the 14th-century Middle Bulgarian lit-
erary language were firmly established. There is no single historical or linguistic evidence that there was ever an orthographic and linguistic reform initiated by the Tarnovo Patriarch Euthymius, or by the Hesychasts. Patriarch Euthymius was a very prolific Bulgarian writer, one of the many translators who participated in the revision of Church Slavic texts (the Služebnik, for instance), but his role in the development of the Bulgarian literary language was modest, and in the second South Slavic influence - negligible, since he wrote mostly vitae of Bulgarian saints not celebrated by the Russian Church. The role of the Bulgarian Hesychasts in the creation of a new South Slavic hagiographic genre has been much overstated, while the contribution of the 13th - 14th century Serbian hagiographic tradition has been underestimated by many scholars. The belief that the new South Slavic style was devised by the Hesychasts, and that it was confined to the vitae, is incorrect. It was actually the predominant style in the South Slavic literature of the 13th - 14th centuries, borrowed from contemporaneous Byzantine literature, and is to be found even in the language of Golden Bulls and chronicles.

Hesychasm was a mystical philosophical-religious movement, confined to the last decades of the existence of Bulgaria and Byzantium; it had nothing in common with the humanism of the Renaissance. Hesychasm never spread in Russia as a trend in the spiritual life of the country. The
Metropolitan Kiprian was never known as a Hesychast, while the Metropolitan Camblak, at the time when he became head of the Russian-Lithuanian Church, severed all ties with the Byzantine Church and accepted the leadership of Rome, thus bringing Russian Lithuania temporarily into the Western cultural sphere.

The Middle Bulgarian literary language of the 14th century, in its best samples - books made for the King, manuscripts in the prosperous monasteries in Constantinople and on Mt. Athos - was a highly normalized system. Most of the innovations in the orthography (relative to that of the known OCS texts of the 10th and 11th centuries) are in the direction of the firm establishment of morphonemic spelling rules and the avoidance, as much as possible, of phonological spellings reflecting typically Bulgarian features. The only two instances in which the scribe failed to rise above the Bulgarian phonological system were in the confusion of the letters denoting the two OCS nasal vowels, and in the use of the letters ɐ and Ă to represent both etymological *ě and *ja. But in the latter respect, the Middle Bulgarian texts are not very different from the OCS cyrillic texts, with the exception that a new mechanical principle of distribution is consistently applied to these letters: Ă after a letter denoting a consonant, ɐ in word initial position or after a letter denoting a vowel. In their orthographical devices, the good Middle Bulgarian texts of
the 14th century strikingly resemble both the classical
cyrillic OCS texts and the contemporaneous Byzantine texts;
this made them attractive models for imitation by Russians
seeking to revive the Church Slavic literature of the older
period and to bring it up to the level of the Byzantine
literature of their own time.

The grammar of the best Middle Bulgarian texts is
little different from the grammar of the OCS texts from
Bulgaria. There are very few instances of systematic gram-
matical innovation in the literary language, and most of
the archaic and newer alternating forms are already regis-
tered in the OCS texts. The drastic grammatical changes in
the structure of the Bulgarian dialects by the 14th century
are very seldom represented in the literary language; they
were easily avoidable, in copying, as "mistakes". But most
of the Balkan structural features of Bulgarian, appearing
sporadically as freely alternating forms in the literary
language, cannot be considered innovations, since they are
attested in the OCS texts from Bulgaria. Moreover, they
are valuable tools in determining the Bulgarian origin of
a Russian or Serbian copy, when a Bulgarian copy is lacking
for comparison.

The Middle Bulgarian texts differ from OCS mostly
in the lexicon. While there are few neologisms in the re-
vised OCS translations, many archaic and dialectal words,
as well as foreign borrowings, have been purged from the
language, and the attested OCS words are used more precisely in different contexts, and less in free alternation, than in OCS. Thus the old translations were brought closer to the Greek originals, made more correct and improved stylistically. In the newer translations from Byzantine Greek, many neologisms, especially compound words, were created, following Greek derivational models and OCS tradition. But the problem of Middle Bulgarian word formation should be treated separately in a special study.

With all its orthographic, grammatical and lexical peculiarities, the language of the revised OCS translations, newer translations and original Slavic writings in 14th-century Bulgaria had unique qualities which made it acceptable, with slight modifications, as a supranational literary language. This is the main reason it played such a major part in the second South Slavic influence on Russian.

So far it has been impossible fully to determine the extent of the second South Slavic influence on the Russian literature of the late 14th and 15th centuries, because of the enormous number of manuscripts of the period, kept in Soviet libraries and museums. But while the influence of the Middle Bulgarian language - orthography, grammar, lexicon - has been established earlier by Sobolevskij and Lixačev, and the causes and mechanisms of this influence have been re-examined in this dissertation, any real influence of Bulgarian manuscript illumination in Russia is most
improbable, as is the very existence of a Bulgarian school of manuscript illumination.

Bulgarian art and literature of the 14th century, in their best exemplars, definitely lack national characteristics: they were part of the Byzantine culture, and were prized by the Russians exactly for that reason. Thus the second South Slavic influence in Russia, generally speaking, served as a shortcut in raising the Russian literature and cultural and spiritual life to the level of their Byzantine counterparts.
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Appendix One:

ёлма субо бысть мановение ба яца и га нашего
исоу хріста. ходатаиствомъ съжыхь и истиныхъ пръчистыхъ и
пръблгословеныхъ влъчики и бъродителници, на стъи горъ ёдвин-
стъи еже были въ неи пристанище съпениоу въсъкои дии хріс-
тианъстъи паче же православный. и съ оусръдиемъ пръбъгашои
въ неи. еже ради вины, и въздвигошъ троудолюбезъ мнови.
дымовы стых велики и дивны. црие блгочествии. и бъголюбивии
вельмже. и пръподобнии инъци. и оукрасиша и объратишь въсъ-
ко. камениемъ многоцънныхъ и бібромъ златомъ же. и сребромъ
и иманъми и инъми правдами многыми. движимыми и недвижимыми.
еже были въ до добольство и изобліе сжимъ и пръбывашшимъ въ
tаковыхъ въсечстныхихъ и бъествныхих[х] дымовогох. пожиныхъ и
славящихъ ёдного ба въ тройи славимаго. и пръчистяхъ и
въсептыхъ его матере. поминати же и православныхъ и хріsto-
любивыхъ и приснопамятныхъ цркъ. и прочихъ блаженныхъ ктитори и
въскъ рядъ хрістиански. ибо. не ё едного рода тыхъ или ё двойъ.
обрътанъ са въ томъ стъи мсть здале, не понеже
обыще съпение въ немъ естъ ёскажшимъ ег. объше бо бысть
и мество благовольствоуежимъ. тво ради. и обрътанъ са здан-
ния ё въскаго рода и языка православнаго. еже съть пръвше
и изряднйшее. гръци. блгъаре. по тых же. сръбъе. роусси.
йвере. въскъ же иматъ память противъ своѣмъу потроуждения.
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такова нѣкая цвѣтна пъстрота нбо оукрашааше.
такова нѣкая належаше нбсномоу лицоу многозрачнаа й радост-
наа й доброзрачна красота й врѣтоградь новонасаждень нбо
tворѣшь, ѡмову же врѣтоградарь бъ йако садовиа же й фрашли,
y йако цвѣтиа многоразличнаа, свѣздных свѣтлости. тогда пръ-
вѣще снѣцоу въсиавшоу й просвѣтвѣшьоу съ. нѣвльши же съ кра-
ссѣ нбснѣй й добротѣ дневнѣй, послоужишь повѣлѣнню створ-
шаго и прѣклониівъ свѣрѣшь дѣя четвѣртѣй сиѣе оўбѣ сѣвѣр-
шишь съ же вѣздѣахъ й оучинено бы сѣ цѣнѣ сѣвѣза дѣя
съдржашиа: лоунное же брѣвно просвѣтщааше нощь.

I. Dujčev (ed.), Letopista na Konstantin
Manasi (Fototipno izdanie na Vatikanskiia prepis
na srednobеlgarskiia prevod), Sofia, 1963, pp.6,9.

Appendix Three:

цѣвьо тарькиниево, ѵже патыи бѣ цѣ бъ ппос рѣмилѣ
вѫ римѣ і по томѣ цѣ цѣвова тарькиней, патыи по рѣмилѣ, ни-
чим же ѡмову прилежеаше прѣемъ цѣ цѣво. йбо сѣвомѣ достоинъ бѣ
цѣ цѣвовати, маркиа цѣ.

цѣ цѣво тилѣево.

й по томѣ зать тарькинѣвѣ, тилие цѣ цѣвѣва. ѵже ѵзь
dѣтства йако же глѣтѣ й в прѣваго вѣзраста, нареченъ бы.
сервие, я́ко рздив са́ б рабы. тлькоует бы са́ || сервие, рабъ римлѣны. съи припрже дьщерь свохъ на бракъ съ превѣмъ сы́нъмь- левкіа таркиниа. ёю же ёдинѣмъ съвѣтъмь и разоумомъ о́дбиивствнымъмъ и живота и власти ыкаанный лишень бы. и съвѣтъмъ оппиимы, соупервъ харе са́ грѣдаго же по тлькоу ихъ сице нарицать.


A p p e n d i x F o u r:
црство василиа македонѣніна:
съи абие фотїа изгна о цркве. и пакы бласть прѣстолъ игнатиеви. и въсхотѣв же и нарадоу имѣніе ыдаты. и йѣныскавъ домовы элатохранашла. иже прѣвѣ сътѣаахъ имѣнішь множѣства. и видѣвъ вѣсл празны и ницьсо же ймащъ. скрѣбѣше: тжашѣ. печаловааше. оунывааше. не имѣше что сѣтовити си. въ въсгоду недомѣваше са. црь бы не имѣж и имѣнія многобогатагао, подобенъ есть орлоу прѣветхоу и прѣстароу не имѣшоу перїа. и ноктіа и клюна. сего ради и василіѣ печенолвааше и тжаше. йбы црь михаилъ всѣ йстѣщивъ и глоумцемъ раздавъ, съ ытрцемъ своимъ и съпирникомъ.


A p p e n d i x F i v e:
а кипрѣнѣ мѣтрополитъ пс гречки гораздо не разбмѣлъ и нашего ыазѣка довольно не знаѣлъ же. ыше и съ на-
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ми единъ нашъ языкъ сирѣ славенски. да мы говоримъ по
своемъ языкъ чисто и ясно. а онъ говорилъ моложано ...,
и въ писаніи рѣчи наши съ ними не сходятся. и онъ мнѣлъ что
поправилъ Фалмовъ по нашему. а болши неразбѣгѣ въ ни къ написи-
са въ рѣчѣ и словѣ все по сербски написа. и нѣгъ
многихъ оу нас и всѣ врема на книги писатъ. а писать о нераз-
смѣва всѣ по сербски ... гдѣ надобъ по нашему а, а по
сербски т, или з, по нашему ю, а по сербски а, по нашему
г, а сербски ж, оу на къ, а сербски и, а рѣчи по нашему
не замѣли, а сербски, или съ болгарски не замѣди. по на-
шему косно не пленнолѣченъ, или гогъ, а сербски мѣднолѣ-
ченъ и рѣча рѣчи намъ неразмѣны. бохма, васнь, реснотивѣ,
цѣшь, ашьтъ. и много таковыхъ мы не разумѣемъ ино сербски,
а йно болгарски. и сие досѣ недостане. на мо лѣто на
повѣствованіе.

Arximandrit Amfiloxij, Чего внес Св. Киприан,
митрополит Киевский и всей Россіи, а потом Московский
и всей Россіи, изъ своего роднаго нарѣчиа
и изъ переводовъ его врееми въ наше богослужѣніе
книги?,, Trudy Tret'ego Arxeologiĉeskogo s'ezda v
Rossii, byvšego v Kieve v avguste 1874 г., II,
Kiev, 1878, p. 231-232.

Appendix Six:
слава въ тріци, славимому боу. сървящимоу
всѣко начинаніе блго. іже о немъ начинаемоу. і дашмо-
му, по началѣ и конце:
пише са сии животочны й источникъ новы блгъ.ти.
прѣслаго оученіа xва, і того бжтвныхъ самовидецъ, оуче-
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ник же, и апостол. глеемы четвороблговъстникъ. не вънѣшнимъ
tькмо шаромъ. или златомъ. или вѣсомъ прѣсоуказанымъ, или ка-
менѣемъ и бѣсромъ оукращаемъ, нѣ вѣнѣтрѣымъ ожѣвѣнаго слов-
ва, излианіемъ и таинствнаго съмотреніѧ исплѣненіе. иже вѣ
немъ вѣлѣннаго и ожѣвѣнаго вѣлеченіѧ. и чудодѣйства. иже сѣврѣши на ради. млѣдѣа же, и мнѣли. даже до крѣта и по-
гребеніѧ. и сланнаго тридневнаго вѣскрсеніѧ. и вѣзнесеніѧ.
и кто доволенъ порядоу искѣсти или изглата нѣже вѣ немъ вѣображѣнніе дѣиствѣ хѣвѣхъ. по истинѣ нѣко же источникъо
ѣвълѣшоу сѣ въ землѣ безводѣнѣ, нѣ жажда кто пиеѣ в него,
не вѣжжѣт сѣ к тому. точитъ бо строуж, и наслаждаетѣ
дѣж. велѣлтить срѣцѣ, вѣ коупѣ и помышленіѧ. или накоже
скровищо сѣкрѣвенноу, на сель срѣдечномѣ. сие вѣзыскавѣ обо-
рѣтѣ, блговѣрны, и хѣтолюбивы. прѣвызъкии, и бѣговѣнчаннымъ
sамодружесцѣ иѣѣыѣ алѣсанѣрѣ фѣ. накоже сѣвтилиннѣу положе-
ноу вѣ темѣнѣ мѣстѣ. и забѣвеноу и вѣ нераденѣ положеному
древними цѣ. его же ожѣвѣнѣмъ желаніемъ изѣообрѣтѣ сѣи
хрѣтолюбивы цѣфѣ. иѣѣѣ алѣсандрѣ. и изложивѣ прѣписа. іѣѣ
ѣллинѣскѣ словесѣ, вѣ нашѣ словѣнскѣ слогѣнѣ, и вѣ вѣлѣ-
нѣ положѣ. сего изѣвѣноу златыми дѣсками поковаѣ, и вѣн-
вѣтрѣдоу, животворными образы вѣлѣнными, и того славныхъ
оученикѣ. шары цѣвѣлѣнными и златомѣ. живѣпишцы ждожѣнѣ оукра-
сивѣ. на отвѣрѣденѣ своему цѣтвоу. накоже великий вѣ странѣ
констандинѣ цѣфѣ сѣ мѣтриѣ еленож, изнесѣ иѣ боукоу земноу
животворивы крѣсѣ гѣгѣ, сіѣ цѣ сѣ, сего четвороблговѣсѣника:
сѣдѣрѣжшоу тогда скѣптѣа бѣлгарскаго, и грѣчыкаго
църства. съ благовѣрнож й бѣговѣтаннож й новопросветножъ църцеж своел кира вѣро. тѣзометножъ бѣгнemu дароу. й съ приснымъ й прѣвъзлюбленнымъ сійномъ своего й Иоаннъ пышманномъ цѣремъ: вѣ славѣ творцоу всѣхъ, й того благовѣстникомъ матѳею. маркоу. лоуцѣ. й Иоанну. ихъ же молитвами. побѣдѣ даръ прѣимѣтъ. дѣ ба, на врагы ратоующихъ того. й главы ихъ съкрѣши по всѣмъ носѣ своѣ, ами +

лѣтоу текшку, дѣлъ. йндѣкта Ѓ:

+ раб же Гна моего цѣрѣ, писавши сиж книгу, сѣмь мни нарцаает сѣ.
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